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ABSTRACT 
 
“Oh, Awful Power”: Energy and Modernity in African American Literature 
 
Walter A. Gordon 
 
 
 “‘Oh, Awful Power’: Energy and Modernity in African American Literature” analyzes 
the social and cultural meaning of energy through an examination of African American literature 
from the first half of the twentieth century—the era of both King Coal and Jim Crow. Situating 
African Americans as both makers and subjects of the history of modern energy, I argue that 
black writers from this period understood energy as a material substrate which moves continually 
across boundaries of body, space, machine, and state. Reconsidering the surface of metaphor 
which has masked the significant material presence of energy in African American literature—
the ubiquity of the racialized descriptor of “coal-black” skin, to take one example—I show how 
black writers have theorized energy as a simultaneously material, social, and cultural web, at 
once a medium of control and a conduit for emancipation. African American literature 
emphasizes how intensely energy impacts not only those who come into contact with its material 
instantiation as fuel—convict miners, building superintendents—but also those at something of a 
physical remove, through the more ambient experiences of heat, landscape, and light. By 
attending to a variety of experiences of energy and the nuances of their literary depiction, “‘Oh, 
Awful Power’” shows how twentieth-century African American literature not only anticipates 
some of the later insights of the field now referred to as the Energy Humanities but also 
illustrates some ways of rethinking the limits of that discourse on interactions between energy, 
labor, and modernity, especially as they relate to problems of race. 
 These insights are made especially visible, I argue, by way of experiments with literary 
form, particularly through play with the expectations, limitations, and affordances of genre. I 
identify three particular generic formations which prove vital to the African American 
theorization of modern energy: the picturesque, tragedy, and naturalism. In my first chapter, I 
examine a 1986 novel by West Virginia-born novelist and politician J. McHenry Jones, entitled 
Hearts of Gold, which features the rare portrayal of black life in a convict coal mine at its 
narrative core. The feverish episode in the mine stands out against the otherwise genteel 
narrative of light-skinned striving and respectability, which aligns closely with Washingtonian 
ideologies of progress and the aesthetic sensibilities of the picturesque. In this depiction of the 
convict mine, Jones both poses a challenge to the social and political ideologies which subtend 
the picturesque, and draws a novel link between the rise of coal and the persistence of slavery in 
the form of the convict lease system. Chapter two extends Jones’ critique of the racial politics of 
coal mining through an examination of Shirley Graham’s Dust to Earth, a play briefly produced 
in 1941 which depicts the interracial conflicts that arise after a deadly collapse at a coal mine in 
Illinois. I argue that the play represents the fulfillment of Graham’s earlier project of rewriting 
Eugene O’Neill’s The Hairy Ape for an all-black cast—a project that O’Neill himself swiftly 
vetoed. Examining Dust to Earth’s intertwined plots of descent and sabotage, I show how the 
play exploits the generic conventions of tragedy in order to reconfigure familiar narratives of 
racial domination to fit the distinctly modern space of the coal mine. My third chapter reads the 
presence of two relatively “minor” forms of energy—hydroelectricity and solar power—in two 
novels by George Schuyler and W.E.B. Du Bois, Dark Princess (1928) and Black Empire (1936-
38). In each of these texts, energy is written into the narrative as a powerful force, capable of 
affecting social and political life on a global scale. I argue that Du Bois’ romance is better 
understood as an experiment in naturalism, and that through conceiving of the body as a “human 
motor” Du Bois is able to form a critique of progressive era hydroelectric projects as aspects of 
an international war for colonial control. For Schuyler, on the other hand, solar power is figured 
as a potentially revolutionary form of energy that, despite its roots in a recent history of imperial 
expansion, nonetheless carries some promise once wrested from the control of the nation-state. 
In my final chapter, I interpret Ann Petry’s 1946 naturalist novel The Street as a drama of 
thermal management—a narrative in which the cultural politics of energy are refracted primarily 
through various characters’ bodily experiences of temperature. I argue that the protagonist’s 
struggle to maintain homeostasis represents an embodied critique of the often-elided racial 
politics of domestic heat. Finally, with the literary history of the furnace room as a backdrop, I 
argue that Petry’s depiction of the space foregrounds its paradoxical status as both a crucible of 
atavistic degeneration and a fount of humanist inspiration. 
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Introduction: African American Energies 
 
As part of the controversial Colored American Day at Chicago’s World’s Columbian 
Exposition in 1893, the African American poet Albery Allson Whitman delivered a poem 
entitled “The Freedman’s Triumphant Song,” which celebrates the event of emancipation as 
historical rupture, representative of the entrance of the African American into the time and space 
of the modern, a period he defines, here, in terms of energy: 
Forgetting all the ashen past— 
The hounds, the whips, the wounds of caste, 
The Negro lifts his manly brow 
To God, and joins the glorious now! 
[…] 
And with the tiller of the soil, 
And every honest son of toil, 
With eager stride, and hand in hand, 
He joins to bless his native land. 
 
In all the walks of enterprise 
He hastens on ‘neath happy skies, 
His willing hands to now engage 
And help round out this wonder age: 
Help, till the force of harnessed steam, 
The rushing strength of every stream, 
She [sic] captured winds that round us stray; 
And lightnings in their fiery play; 
Are all compelled to serve the hour 
And build the nation’s wealth and power. (Whitman 134-7, 142-155) 
 
Leaving behind the signs of slavery, the titular “Freedman” will enter into modernity’s “glorious 
now!” as an anointed collaborator, eager to “bless his native land” and build “the nation’s wealth 
and power.” Central to this project is the process of securing and directing energy in its different 
states of matter, from the “force of harnessed steam” to the “rushing strength” of the nation’s 
rivers. The extent to which the “Freedman” will participate in that particular project, however, 
remains uncertain: Whitman’s speaker states that the African American will “help round out this 
wonder age…till the force of harnessed steam,” is “compelled to serve,” but it is left open-ended 
if that process will occur with the direct “help” of the Freedman, or if he will continue to labor, 
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as the first stanza implies, “with the tiller of the soil.” In the process of conceptualizing the 
project of American modernity in terms of energy, Whitman leaves the role of the African 
American largely undetermined. 
It is clear, however, that the “Freedman” will likely relate to energy primarily in terms of 
labor, in two senses. First, the forces of nature, once “compelled to serve,” will come to replace 
African American labor: the Freedman will “help,” Whitman writes, suggestively, “till the force 
of harnessed steam” comes to “power” the “glorious now!” Second, the Freedman will “help”—
to an importantly ambiguous degree—by making energy the object of his labor: the forces of 
nature must be “compelled to serve” through processes of extraction, distribution, and 
consumption which require the work of “willing hands.” The relationship between African 
Americans and energy in Whitman’s poem is thus one mediated centrally through labor, in that 
energy functions both as the object of labor and a replacement for it: natural forces will be, in 
tellingly familiar language, “compelled to serve,” so that the burden of future (African 
American) labor might be lifted. In situating energy as a thing towards which black labor must 
be directed and as a force which might later relieve that same body of labor, Whitman defines 
the interplay between black labor and energy as a double relation: as laboring with/for energy. In 
doing so, Whitman gestures towards one of the major arguments I will put forward in this 
dissertation: that African American writers over the course of the first half of the twentieth 
century consistently figured questions of energy in terms of labor—but not exclusively in the 
more familiar terms of its technologically-achieved diminution—in order to emphasize a 
fundamental link among energy regimes, racial politics, and the management of labor. While the 
black labor involved with participation in the modern processes of extraction, distribution, and 
consumption remained ambiguous for Whitman, African American writers from the first half of 
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the twentieth century, I argue, were in fact highly aware of both the straightforward and subtle 
ways in which black labor became imbricated with the cultural politics of modern energy.1 The 
most significant contributors to the theorization of this link, I will argue in this dissertation, were 
writers who approached questions of energy through literary form, as experiments with the 
affordances of genre—the usefulness of naturalism for thinking through questions of 
technological determinism, the implications of a tragic frame for the representation of coal 
mining—translate into experimental thinking about social, political, and cultural experiences of 
energy. 
Following this assertion, this dissertation borrows the socio-materialist ethos of the 
recently developed field of the Energy Humanities in order to theorize the links between labor, 
modernity, and energy which emerge from an account of African American literature from the 
period roughly spanning the legal induction of Jim Crow laws through the moment of civil 
rights—a period which lines up, as I will discuss later, with the material reign of King Coal. I 
borrow the simple but useful construction “socio-material” from Cara New Daggett, who uses 
the term to describe how “the nascent field of energy humanities analyzes energy…as more than 
a set of fuels and their associated machines, but also as a socio-material apparatus that flows 
through political and cultural life” (Daggett 3). African American literature, I argue, is 
particularly attendant to the political and cultural aspects of the experience of modern energy, 
representing the perspective of a people historically tied to energetic objects like the steam 
engine and the motor through what Nicholas Fiori refers to as “the parameters of their use—as 
 
1 Whitman’s reticence (or inability) to imagine the direct confluence of black labor and modern energy is 
less a reflection of the actual historical uncertainty of those relations, I would like to suggest, than it is an 
indication of the wider culture of the World’s Columbian Exhibition as a celebration of modernity as 
partially predicated, familiarly, on the exclusion of non-whites (despite gestures of inclusion like Colored 
American Day) (See Reed 30-35, 131-139).  
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devices, as the planter’s prosthetic implements for improving the land, as power sources that 
transformed energy into mechanical motion, and motion into profit” (Fiori 560). Reading past 
the surface of metaphor which has masked the significant material presence of energy in African 
American literature—the ubiquity of the racialized descriptor of “coal-black” skin, for 
example—I show how black writers have theorized energy as a simultaneously material, social, 
and cultural web, at once medium of control and conduit for emancipation. African American 
literature emphasizes how energy not only impacts those who come into physical contact with its 
raw materials—convict miners, building superintendents—but also (and perhaps especially) 
those at something of a physical remove, through the more ambient experiences of heat, 
landscape, and light. By attending to a variety of experiences of energy and the nuances of their 
literary depiction, “‘Oh, Awful Power’” shows how twentieth-century African American 
literature not only anticipates some of the later insights of what we now call the Energy 
Humanities but also illustrates some ways of rethinking the limits of that discourse on the 
interactions between energy, labor, and modernity. 
These insights are made particularly visible, as noted above, through experiments with 
literary form, particularly through play with the expectations, limitations, and affordances of 
genre. I identify three particular generic formations which prove vital for the African American 
theorization of modern energy: the picturesque, tragedy, and naturalism, particularly as they 
manifest in novels and plays. Naturalism emerges as a unique literary strategy for thinking 
through questions of determinism and political possibility, and figures significantly in the latter 
half of my dissertation, which is concerned with novels by W.E.B. Du Bois, George Schuyler, 
and Ann Petry. While Schuyler’s Black Empire (1936-8) leans mainly on the conventions of the 
utopian novel in its depiction of a solar-powered black revolution, Du Bois and Petry each make 
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use of naturalism to explore the complex agential interplay between labor, the body, and 
depersonalized networks of energy flow. The first two chapters, on the other hand, are united by 
their attention to the coal mine, and explore how the picturesque form and the exigencies of 
tragedy impact the narrativization of fossil fuel, the former as deployed in J. McHenry Jones’ 
little read novel Hearts of Gold (1896) and the latter in Shirley Graham’s play Dust to Earth 
(1941). In all four chapters, there is a certain reflexivity built in to the generic forms: Jones’ 
novel explores the challenge that coal poses to the picturesque tradition, while Du Bois’ 
experiment in naturalism is deeply suspicious of its own determinist formal tactics. Critical 
insights into the representation of energy are gained through careful attention to questions of 
genre, I argue, at the same time that those same representations seem to demand the dismantling 
of their generic frames. 
Through genre-focused considerations of the cultural history of energy, “‘Oh Awful 
Power’” intervenes in a number of debates central to the study of African American literature 
and history, using energy as a conceptual anchor, drawing together writers and scholars whose 
discursive connections might otherwise be hard to discern. Among these concerns is the 
question, raised above, of the past, present, and future meaning of black labor. In reflecting on 
how the “Freedman” might relate to the energy culture of the “glorious now!” Whitman finds a 
seemingly unorthodox way of approaching one of the defining intellectual conflicts of turn-of-
the-century black America: the question of what emancipated black labor might look like, and 
for whom it might be performed. Within this context, the poet’s evocation of the energy-labor 
double relation is delivered in an importantly assimilationist tenor: the labor which will go into 
building “power” will come from “willing hands,” and it will be the forces of nature that will be 
“compelled to serve.” This attitude is contextualized by his “Educational Sermon on the Needs 
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of the Negro,” delivered two years later at an AME church in Sherman, Texas. In his sermon, 
Whitman reframes the double relation in terms of black economic development: “Next to the 
tilling of the soil the Negro must learn the value of being skilled in mechanics. He must learn to 
mingle his thoughts with his labor…He must be taught to see that if he can chop wood and earn 
$1 per day…by using steam and lathe and scroll he can earn ten times that amount and still work 
no harder” (Whitman 317). In suggesting that to engage with energy is to “mingle [one’s] 
thoughts with [one’s] labor,” Whitman expresses the Washingtonian desire to “elevate” black 
agricultural labor in particular, bringing it into step with the broader project of American 
modernity. 
Indeed, if, as Ivy G. Wilson suggests, the “Freedman’s Song” might be read as a clear 
precursor to Booker T. Washington’s much more famous “Atlanta Compromise,” Whitman’s 
attitude towards mechanical training in his “Sermon” likewise anticipates one of the basic tenets 
behind Tuskegee, as it appears in Up from Slavery: “my plan was not to teach them to work in 
the old way,” Washington writes, “but to show them how to make the forces of nature—air, 
water, steam, electricity, horse-power—assist them in their labour” (Wilson 209, Washington 
164). Charles W. Chesnutt, in turn, sees the Washingtonian approach to energy (as labor saving) 
as symptom of a deeper attitude towards the ontology of African Americans (as laborer): “he 
[Washington] sees in the Negro a great amount of undeveloped energy, which, if wisely directed 
along the lines of most obvious need and of least resistance, will vastly simplify the problem of 
his elevation” (Chesnutt 117). In the critical interplay between Chesnutt, Washington, and 
Whitman, we see, in a distinctly racialized context—and all before the turn of the century—the 
process through which, in Cara New Daggett’s terms, “the intertwining of energy and the 
Western ethos of dynamic, productive work was produced as a cosmic truth.” Here, Daggett is 
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describing the important confluence which has developed between energy as a material—as a 
fuel, as a force—and energy as an ideology, or, in her terms, a “political rationality,” which 
“justifies extractivism and imperial capitalism,” in relation to human and inhuman energetic 
bodies alike (Daggett 5). As Daggett, following Chesnutt, observes, to consider energy as a 
replacement for African American labor (while at the same time recognizing the continued labor 
required to secure that “replacement”) is to conceptualize the “Freedman,” even after 
emancipation, as a node or vector of energy in themselves—though not necessarily, as I will 
argue in my third chapter, as a dehumanized “natural resource.” 
As my citation of Daggett suggests, Whitman’s clear recognition of the energy-labor 
double relation—regardless of his political allegiances, or the ontological implications of his 
attitude—anticipates much more recent developments in the burgeoning field of the Energy 
Humanities. In their introduction to the September 2020 special issue of American Quarterly on 
“Energy Pasts and Futures in American Studies,” Natasha Zaretsky, Michael Ziser, and Julie Sze 
emphasize the value and limits of this doubled concept of energy, like the one formulated by 
Whitman, when they note how recent studies in the energy humanities have “confounded the 
assumption that…two energy regimes—the slave-driven and the fossil-fueled—were developed 
in conflict with each other” (Zaretsky et. al. 549). This observation requires that the editors have 
a capacious enough understanding of energy to allow them to define an energy regime as “slave-
driven” as opposed to “fossil-fueled,” a conceptualization that Black writers—as early as the 
assimilationist Whitman—were able to make possible through their attention to the energy-labor 
double relation. Delivered in the midst of a technological jubilee just at the fulcrum of this 
perceived transition—the American “age of coal” proper began around 1885, when the fossil fuel 
became the nation’s predominant fuel source—Whitman’s poem, however, both denies the 
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contiguity of these two phases of energy-labor relation and noticeably skirts the rise of coal as 
the central material at play in that transition (US Dept. of Energy, qtd. in Johnson 177n5). As this 
dissertation will show, Whitman’s omission of coal responds to the ways in which the American 
turn to the fossil fuel often further entrenched existing racial hierarchies, rather than underwriting 
the processes of emancipation-through-labor undergone by the poet’s “Freedman.”  
In Fossil Capital: The Rise of Steam Power and the Roots of Global Warming, Andreas 
Malm makes the provocative but intuitive claim that steam power, which depended on coal as its 
primary fuel, arose “as a form of power exercised by some people against others,” not as an 
answer to purely economic questions of efficiency or scarcity (Malm 36). Reading African 
American literature—the literature of an American “other”—this dissertation asserts, makes 
arguments like these clear. Steam power, Malm shows, succeeded in supplanting water power 
because it better served the needs of capital, particularly in relation to the management of labor 
through class. In an American context, the same is true for coal, in the specific sense that the 
fossil fuel better served the American system of racial dominion, as the discussion of convict 
mining in my first chapter will begin to detail. While, for Whitman, working with energy might 
aid in the process of incorporating the “Freedman” into the project of national modernity, Malm, 
closer to Chesnutt, might read the idealism of the Freedman’s “Song” as symptomatic of an 
insufficiently socio-materialist theory of power. 
The absence of coal in Whitman’s poem is made particularly visible by the invocation, in 
the second stanza, of energy as labor applied to nature (or nature made into labor): but 
Whitman’s nature is a curious thing. Water arrives as both resource and force in the rhyming pair 
of “steam” and “stream;” “lightning,” either metaphor or misnomer, names either electricity 
generally or the visual signature of Tesla’s experiments, which one might encounter in the 
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nearby Electricity Building; while “wind” is something wild yet ubiquitous, in need of and 
predisposed to “capture.”2 And as these elemental transfigurations all occur “‘neath happy 
skies”—no fear of the pathetic fallacy blunts Whitman’s harmonious description of the energy-
nature relation—it is difficult to resist the desire to transfigure all of Whitman’s invocations of 
nature as similarly rooted in poetic tradition, to demote them entirely from material to metaphor, 
less invocations of actual material than poetic stand-ins for the economic processes to which the 
Freedman now claims access. 
Considered in relation to the “Colored American Day” at which it was presented, the 
degree to Whitman’s attitude relies on an idealized and metaphorized—and importantly coal-
free—vision of (African) American modernity, labor, and nature becomes especially apparent. 
“Colored American Day” was broadly condemned by the black press as a mere gesture of 
inclusion at an otherwise militantly racist event, and Whitman’s apparent willingness to “forget 
all the ashen past” in the face of modernity’s shining energies represents precisely the sort of 
attitude to which the event’s critics objected (See Reed 131-39). Among the loudest of these 
critics were Ida B. Wells and Frederick Douglass—the latter also on stage with Whitman at 
“Colored American Day”—whose collaboratively authored pamphlet, “The Reason Why the 
Colored American is not in the World’s Columbian Exposition,” remains the most commonly 
consulted document in accounts of the black presence at the fair. Coal is far from absent from 
Wells and Douglass’ pamphlet, which puts forward a much more pessimistic view of the 
relationship between energy, modernity, and emancipation. “The Reason Why” emphasizes the 
 
2 See Barrett 1894 for a detailed description of the different forms of electrification that were on display at 
the World’s Fair, “the like and variety of which had never before been equaled” (Barrett 78). Whitman’s 
reverential evocation of “lightnings in their fiery play” probably gained some of its literary and rhetorical 
effect from the poet’s place on an electrically lit stage, not far from the whirring instruments whose later 
incarnations would inspire Henry Adams’ “The Dynamo and the Virgin.” 
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extent to which laboring with/for energy is contiguous with the “hounds, the whips, the wounds 
of caste,” by devoting a significant portion of the document to describing the problem of convict 
leasing, detailing in particular the horrors of a convict-worked coal mine. In operation across the 
South from the close of the Civil War through the first two decades of the twentieth century, the 
convict lease system transferred the labor of the disproportionally black populations of Southern 
prisons to private corporations, such as Tennessee Coal and Iron, who would then work the 
convicts without wages and in brutal conditions, often until death. Against the notion that “the 
old things of slavery have passed away, and that all things pertaining to the colored people have 
become new,” Wells and Douglass’ pamphlet offers convict leasing as a racialized form of 
energy extraction which is entirely compatible with Whitman’s “ashen past” (Wells and 
Douglass 3). Quoting a letter to the Washington D.C. Evening Star, Wells reports that “men who 
failed to perform their task of mining from two to four tons of coal per day were fastened to 
planks by the feet, then bent over a barrel and fastened by the hands on the side, stripped and 
beaten with straps” (Wells and Douglass 22). This image of the convict miner, doubly 
punished—first for being a Free Negro, second for contributing insufficiently to the energy 
stores of the “glorious now!”—is rhetorically valuable to Wells and Douglass because it 
viscerally signifies how the modern politics of energy and the equally modern politics of race 
have collapsed into each other, revealed as conjoined through the body of the miner. 
 
I.1 “Oh, Awful Power”: Energy and Apostrophe 
 
 
Also reading at Colored American Day was Paul Laurence Dunbar, early enough in his 
career to be referred to by the Chicago Tribune simply as “another tall young colored man” 
(“Appeal of Douglass”). Among the poems Dunbar likely recited from his early book Oak and 
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Ivy is “Columbian Ode,” which strikes an familiarly reverential tone towards the coming of 
American modernity, while taking a distinctly longer view than the “Freedman”: “Four hundred 
years ago a tangled waste / Lay sleeping on the west Atlantic’s side,” the poem begins, until, 
with the arrival of “That mighty mariner, the Genoese,” the process of civilizing nature begins: 
“The deer-haunts that with game were crowded then / To-day are tilled and cultivated lands; / 
The schoolhouse tow’rs where Bruin had his den” (Reed 138, Dunbar 47-8). The construction of 
the nation, Dunbar leaves little doubt, means the end of nature: “Where moved the forest-foliage 
banner green, / Now flutters in the breeze the stars and stripes!” Thus, while Dunbar’s version of 
what Whitman called “build[ing] the nation’s wealth and power” deals less explicitly with the 
question of energy, his concept of the modern, like Whitman’s, does rely on the transfiguration 
of the natural into natural resource, from “tangled waste” to “mighty land” (Whitman 155, 
Dunbar 47). 
More than ten years later, Dunbar would return to the matter(s) of nature and modernity 
in a poem entitled “Ballade,” this time with an eye on the place of energy, or, here, “Power,” in a 
more ambivalently portrayed process of transfiguration: 
By Mystic’s banks I held my dream. 
(I held my fishing rod as well,) 
The vision was of dace and bream, 
A fruitless vision sooth to tell. 
But round about the sylvan dell 
Were other sweet Arcadian shrines, 
Gone now, is all the rural spell, 
Arcadia has trolley lines. (Dunbar 204) 
 
The “tangled waste” Dunbar appeared eager to abolish in his “Columbian Ode” is here figured as 
endangered by modernity’s “trolley lines,” which threaten the natural beauties of the American 
landscape. Addressing modernity as an assault on an Arcadian past, Dunbar here perhaps 
deploys the self-consciously archaic form of the ballad in order to critique just that attitude. In 
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Blacks in Eden (1996), J. Lee Greene shows how Dunbar makes use of the southern idyll in The 
Sport of the Gods in order to achieve a “parodic installation of Plantation school texts” and 
foreground a critique of the slavery-like conditions of black labor in the New South (Greene 
113). In “Ballade,” a similar form of ironic ventriloquism occurs in Dunbar’s appropriation of 
the trope of a Northern Arcadia, which comes to stand in for an attitude towards nature which 
sees it as a holy reserve, a space necessarily apart from modernity as mandate and material. “Oh, 
once loved, sluggish, darkling stream,” the speaker continues, “for me no more, thy waters swell, 
thy music now the engines’ scream, / thy fragrance now the factory’s smell” (Dunbar 204). 
Nature can no longer be addressed—and no longer addresses the speaker—because of the 
overwhelming phenomenological signatures of the modern. 
The poem concludes with a stanza subtitled “L’Envoi”—a “sending on the way,” or a 
direct address to the poem’s patron or subject, here, usefully, “Power”: 
Oh, awful Power whose works repel 
The marvel of the earth’s designs,— 
I’ll hie me otherwhere to dwell, 
Arcadia has trolley lines (Preminger and Rothman, Dunbar 204) 
 
At a distance from the electrically lit World’s Fair, Dunbar’s speaker here addresses “Power” 
directly, whose “works”—public or otherwise—“repel / The marvel of the earth’s designs,” and 
states that he will make his retreat. For Jonathan Culler, the impulse to “hie…otherwhere to 
dwell” is one typical response to the frequently “awful” magnitude of the addressee of 
apostrophe: in Theory of the Lyric, Culler writes that the “function of apostrophe would be to 
posit a potentially responsive or at least attentive universe, to which one has relation. 
Apostrophes invoke elements of the universe as potentially responsive forces, which can be 
asked to act, or refrain from acting, or even continue behaving as they usually behave” (Culler 
231). While one might expect Dunbar’s speaker to lean towards refrain, he actually takes up the 
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last of Culler’s forms of address: the speaker will “hie…otherwhere to dwell,” leaving “Power” 
to do its thing. Over the course of the poem, then, the speaker shifts his attitude from an 
(ironized) pose of absolute revulsion achieved through Arcadian projection to a more ambivalent 
and perhaps contradictory outlook of impassioned resignation. The doing and undoing of generic 
conventions that this poem performs in its alternate parody and instrumentalization of the form 
of the ballad is typical of the generic play of energy-focused African American literary texts, and 
the speaker’s stated attitude towards power emblematizes the tenuous and contingent yet deeply 
attached relation African American literature has historically born towards energy and its 
representation. In the works I engage in this dissertation, there is a deep desire to see “Power” 
continue to operate, met by an equally intense belief in Power as part of “an attentive universe,” 
a “responsive force,” which might be used or misused to produce new forms of social and 
political relation. Readings of moments of intense feelings towards and about “Power” guide this 
dissertation, the depth of which are reflected in Dunbar’s “Oh,” which marks the moment at 
which apostrophe “signifies, metonymically, the passion that caused it” (Culler 228). Dunbar’s 
apostrophe to “awful Power”—itself a sublime force, as fearsome as it is generative—reflects the 
passionate attitude of utter entanglement many of the authors I engage with in this dissertation 
embody. 
In her essay in an early collection of ecocriticism, Helena Feder theorizes apostrophe as a 
form which “literally addresses contexts in a manner that is consistent with the aims of both new 
historicist and ecocritical thought” (Feder 43). While Feder’s “contexts” are natural, a similar 
argument might be made for the device in relation to more-than-natural contexts of the Energy 
Humanities as well. The practice of apostrophe, Feder argues, encourages the speaker/reader to 
understand “that there is really no ‘deep’ difference between social justice and ecological justice, 
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between ecological and human rights,” much as the energy-labor double relation discussed above 
pushes its advocates to challenge boundaries between the natural and the modern, the industrial 
and the domestic, extraction and consumption, the social and the technological. Bridging the gap 
between speaker and subject, the apostrophe to “awful Power” represents the ethos of the energy 
humanities, which, at its most basic (and etymological), aims to return the human—as motor, as 
social being, as warm body—to the discussion of the energetic. 
 
I.2 The Energy Humanities and African American Literature 
 
 
That I have arrived at this ethos by way of a number of turn-of-the-century African 
American thinkers is significant, insofar as the energy humanities have thus far mainly ignored 
African American writing as a source of provocation and insight. From the point of view of a 
scholar of African American literature, this gap nearly radiates, like the Invisible Man 
triumphant yet recumbent among his thousand bulbs. Indeed, a number of scholars have been 
drawn to that particularly bright image of Black energy: Jennifer Lieberman has convincingly 
shown the connections between the electricity of Ellison’s Invisible Man and Lewis Mumford’s 
technological humanism, while Kate Marshall notes in her excellent chapter on “Infrastructural 
Modernity” that “the least ambiguous aspect of the collection of…incandescent bulbs”—and 
thus the most interesting to the energy humanist—is that they “are attached, and in turn attach 
him, to the municipal power grid” (Marshall 81). Though not conceived as such—nor accepting 
the cultural teleology suggested by this language—this dissertation can be understood as tracing 
that which comes before the Invisible Man’s battle with Monopolated Light and Power. 
Outside of the orbit of the Invisible Man’s retreat, a few other energy-minded critics have 
recently turned to African American texts, emphasizing the particular critical affordances of 
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African American writing on energy. In her chapter on “Petro-Melancholia” in Living Oil: 
Petroleum Culture in the American Century, Stephanie LeMenager draws on the African 
American responses to Hurricane Katrina and the BP blowout in order to theorize a state of 
“unresolved grieving of conventional fossil fuel reserves” which had “not been healed by more 
intensive extractive processes such as ultradeep drilling” (LeMenager 16). Analyzing African 
American poet and critic Jerry W. Ward Jr.’s The Katrina Papers, LeMenager argues that his 
text “urges a consideration of global climate change in terms of war—race war in the sense of 
both warring racial factions and of the human race at war with the collateral effects of modern 
technologies, corporate greed, and political promise” (LeMenager 119). In my third chapter, 
“International Powers,” I locate a direct antecedent to Ward’s theorization of ecological race war 
in Du Bois’ Dark Princess, in which a seemingly local contest over electrification in Chicago is 
figured as one front in a global war of colonial control, while Schuyler’s Black Empire theorizes 
black revolution as an anticolonial war fueled by solar power. The same chapter gains vital 
contextual and theoretical insights from two recent publications by Jeff Diamanti and Nicholas 
Fiori, who examine recent solar histories in relation to Schuyler’s novel and develop a racial 
theory of the “human motor,” respectively. 
That is more or less an exhaustive account of work by scholars associated with the 
Energy Humanities who have considered the perspective of African American literature. Robert 
Johnson offers one explanation for this absence in his Carbon Nation: Fossil Fuels in the 
Making of American Culture when he notes, in relation to coal, that “the nation’s primary 
discourse… [has] concerned the blackening of white lives in the wake of fossil fuels.” In order to 
account for the imbalance of this primary discourse, Johnson suggests we search “the periphery 
of national imaginary,” for these texts, citing an obscure Carl Sandberg poem about an African 
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American miner as a rare reflection of the black presence in the making of American energy 
culture (Johnson 100). My response to this injunction is twofold: first, to resist it on principle, 
and assert, following decades of insights from African American studies, that neither black texts 
nor texts concerned with blackness actually operate at “the periphery of the national imaginary,” 
but rather at its core.3 Black writing and black life are intrinsic to the making of American 
culture, and the formation of an energy culture is no exception. I insist, too, on the nearly 
surface-level relevance of texts like Ann Petry’s steam-heated bestseller The Street to the study 
of American energy writ large. And second, I acquiesce, in a sense, by turning to decidedly non-
canonical texts, especially in my early chapters, but draw political and cultural meaning from 
their relegation to the literary historical periphery. As I show in my second chapter, paying close 
attention to the compositional history of and critical response to black texts like Shirley 
Graham’s little-read, seldom-produced labor tragedy Dust to Earth can illuminate the processes 
through which writers become peripheral to the story of American energy. Texts like Dust to 
Earth and J. McHenry Jones’ Hearts of Gold, the focus of my first chapter, have become 
peripheral to both the history of African American literature and the archive of the energy 
humanities because they have passed through an American literary history that has directed 
attention away from black texts and energy-focused writing alike. 
The silence regarding the black archive in the field of the energy humanities is nearly 
equaled by the quiet on the part of scholars of African American literature on the subject of 
energy. Of the scholars of African American literature who have gravitated towards energy-
adjacent concerns, none have done so in reference to the methodologies or historical contexts 
 
3 For perhaps the two most foundational works in this tradition, see Toni Morrison’s Playing in the Dark: 
Whiteness and the Literary Imagination (1993) and Eric Sundquist’s To Wake the Nations: Race in the 
Making of American Literature (1993). 
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developed by scholars in the Energy Humanities. John Claborn’s Civil Rights and the 
Environment in African-American Literature, 1895-1941 (2017), for instance, takes up almost 
precisely the same period as my dissertation and features an insightful reading of the ecology of 
William Attaway’s Blood on the Forge which is sensitive to the energy that flows in the novel 
through body and machine, but leaves this reading unattached to recent works in the cultural 
history of industrial energy like Matthew Huber’s Lifeblood (2013) or Christopher T. Jones’ 
Routes of Power (2014) (Claborn 135-39). Jennifer C. James similarly approaches the relay 
between body and machine in a chapter entitled “Imagining Mobility: Turn-of-the-Century 
Empire, Technology, and Black Imperial Citizenship,” arguing through a series of Black novels 
that African Americans have historically “welcom[ed] machines as labor-saving devices 
(replacing the black body as laboring machines) but also envision[ed] a connection to 
advancement in technology as ‘supplanting’ a body the dominant culture deemed deficient” 
(James 132). Though neither James nor her interlocutors make extensive use of the language or 
concept of “energy,” the link between her turn-of-the-century conception of the “black body as 
laboring machine” and, to return to Whitman, for example, the energy-labor double relation is 
clear. Most recently—and most obliquely—Brigitte Fielder and Jonathan Senchyne’s Against a 
Sharp White Background: Infrastructures of African American Print (2019) takes up 
infrastructure as a “rubric” for making sense of the “ecology of printers, papermakers, 
bookbinders, warehousers, and booksellers who silently conduct contact between readers and 
writers,” as well as the more immediate “infrastructure” of the written page (Fielder and 
Senchyne 8). “Infrastructure” for the editors is not a system of pipes and railroads but instead a 
replacement or supplement to literary critical terms that have proven insufficient as descriptors 
of black texts and their circulation: “infrastructure” names something more social and material 
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than a “form,” more diffuse and networked than a “medium,” yet more targeted and active than 
“context.” While infrastructure will appear in “Oh, Awful Power,” mainly in decidedly 
materialist forms like the street car (chapter 3) and the gas line (chapter 4), I do share some 
methodological ground with the editors’ not-quite-literal-enough reading of the infrastructure of 
(or infrastructure as) literary form. 
Conceived as a contribution to both the Energy Humanities and the study of African 
American Literature, “Oh, Awful Power” posits the fundamental value of trading texts and 
concepts between the two. Moving in one direction, I argue that the study of African American 
literature brings a unique perspective to ongoing conversations about the interlinked history of 
energy and race in the energy humanities. In both a US and Canadian context, questions of 
indigeneity have been central to the energy humanities since its inception, as have the particular 
ethnic histories relevant to many scholars’ work on colonialism—especially post-colonialism—
and energy.4 Following both of these models, I conceive of “Oh, Awful Power” of part of the 
ongoing work of “parochializing energy,” in Daggett’s words, offering theories and histories of 
the concept which have their roots in the desires and sensibilities of subjects from outside of (or 
“below”) the “northern European context” in which “energy was first articulated as a modern 
object of politics in service to European industrial interests” as well as the twenty-first century 
North American context in which the Energy Humanities has been theorized (Daggett 7). The 
 
4 For a sample of the scholarship on indigeneity that has come out of the energy humanities, see 
“Aboriginal” in Szeman, Wenzel, and Yaeger’s Fueling Culture (2017), and Hanna Musiol’s “‘Liquid 
Modernity’: Sundown in Pawhuska, Oklahoma,” among other chapters, of Ross Barrett and Daniel 
Worden’s Oil Culture (2014). In relation to colonialism, Michael Watts’ work in Oil Culture’s “Oil 
Frontiers,” and his essays in Curse of the Black Gold (2008) are attentive ethnic particularities of the oil 
region of the Niger Delta, as is Rob Nixon’s Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor (2011). 
Considerations of colonialism have been baked into the study of literature and energy since at least 2006, 
when Jennifer Wenzel’s “Petro-Magic-Realism: Towards a Political Ecology of the Niger Delta” first 
brought together literary studies and the history of oil.   
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study of African American literature, I will show, expands ongoing discussions of the 
interactions among energy, environment, labor, and the body, in which the particular aesthetic 
and political sensibilities of Black writers—a dedication to rethinking the picturesque, in my first 
chapter, or a desire to racialize the politics of heat, in my fourth—present a challenge to some of 
the slowly-coalescing critical orthodoxies of the Energy Humanities, such as infrastructure’s 
apparent invisibility. 
Within the study of African American literature, on the other hand, “Oh, Awful Power” 
speaks to ongoing critical conversations on technology, labor, and the environment, bringing 
those often-times separated discourses together under a single conceptual banner. My 
dissertation might be read as a bridge connecting works of Black ecocriticism like Kimberly 
Ruffin’s Black on Earth (2010) to works on technology with little connection to the natural 
world like Tim Armstrong’s The Logic of Slavery (2012). By reading for energy as a capacious 
form—as a force that moves from the landscape, through the body, into and out of the 
machine—I both model and open further space for interactions between scholars working (often 
unknowingly) on different aspects of energy as a socio-material field. Second, my focus on 
energy lead me to recover or reintroduce a variety of texts, most notably Graham’s Dust to 
Earth, which hasn’t seen performance or publication since its first run at Yale in 1941. The study 
of new or under-investigated texts is central to the project of African American studies, and 
approaching the subject with energy in mind brought forth a revitalizing set of linked texts, both 
familiar and unfamiliar. Chapter one, for instance, pulls attention away from the usual turn-of-
the-century novelists to focus on Jones, whose Hearts of Gold is unique as an African American 
novel that considers the problem of convict leasing, and provides a fresh perspective on ongoing 
conversations, like the Washington-Du Bois debate, as a result. My third chapter, on the other 
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hand, reads two “lesser” novels by two “major” writers, and approaches Du Bois, against the 
critical grain, as a thinker as interested in questions of technology as he is in problems of 
sociology.  
 
I.3 King Coal / Jim Crow: The Periodization of African American Energy 
 
 
The period from which I draw my objects of study, 1896-1946, is inextricably linked to 
my project’s commitment to taking the material presence of energy as its subject—be that 
through descriptions of laboring bodies, a powered machine, or, most directly, fuel. From 1885 
to 1951, coal was America’s predominant fuel source, and thus the substance figures 
significantly, unsurprisingly, in all of my chapters but one (US Dept. of Energy, qtd. in Johnson 
177n5). (The texts in my third chapter, which bring hydroelectric and solar power to the fore, 
tend to be contrastingly utopian in their concerns, and both possess a fantastic element only 
partially generated by their generic origins in science fiction and romance). Perhaps more 
traditionally, my texts were all composed during the Jim Crow era, the period of de jure 
segregation inaugurated by Plessy vs. Ferguson in 1896. The coinciding reigns of “King Coal” 
and “Jim Crow” reflects my argument, noted above, that the rise of American coal can be 
partially attributed to the profound ways in which the fossil fuel and its infrastructures of 
extraction and consumption were compatible with the existing American politics of race. The 
social and cultural effects of these overlapping periodizations become especially visible, I argue, 
through African American literature. From the perspective of African American literature, the 
first half of the American twentieth century—the chronotope, iconographically, of the 
automobile, the assembly line, the gusher—appears clearly as an age of coal, rather than 
something like the first phase of the longer reign of oil. Paying attention to coal culture can help 
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to “defamiliarize the anxious present,” in which life under “petroculture” can feel as ancient as it 
feels permanent (Wenzel 5). The archive of African American literature thus provides one 
corrective to what Christopher Jones has diagnosed as the “Petromyopia” of the energy 
humanities (Jones 2016).5 
My continued attention to coal reflects my methodological dedication to maintaining a 
materialist understanding of energy, taking my cue from Timothy Mitchell’s injunction in 
Carbon Democracy (2011) to “follow the carbon itself” (Mitchell 6). In taking up Mitchell’s 
injunction, I intend to mark both my disinclination to seek out texts which treat things like coal 
and oil in non-literal terms—as metaphor, as allegory—or to transfigure (as critic) 
representations which might be understood in materialist terms into anything but. Indeed, as my 
analysis in my second chapter of the deployment of the trope of “coal-black skin” within the 
fictional context of a coal mine demonstrates, I am committed to uncovering the material 
circumstances that the overabundance of metaphors in fact mask. Performing a reading of 
African American literature from the methodological perspective of the energy humanities 
means reading the presence of coal as the presence of coal at the same time that it encourages 
thinking about how those forms of energy are represented through (and impact the 
representational strategies of) literary form. 
 
 
5 The title of the introduction to Sheena Wilson, Imre Szeman, and Adam Carlson’s Petrocultures: Oil, 
Politics, Culture (2017) is indicative of the (understandable) attitude which has produced petromyopia: 
“On Petrocultures: Or, Why We Need to Understand Oil to Understand Everything Else.” The general 
(and also understandable) presentism of the field is likewise, of course, partially responsible, as, in our 
contemporary moment, we might find it more and more difficult to disagree with the implications of the 
title. The term “petroculture” itself has been in circulation since at least 2010, when the Petrocultures 
Research Group at the University of Alberta was established. The concept, which hums somewhere 
alongside, or beneath, my attention to non-oil energies in “‘Oh, Awful Power,’” names, in Wilson et. al.’s 
words, “the social imaginaries brought into being by the energies of fossil fuels” (Wilson et. al. 14). 
While this initial definition does, of course, leave the door open for coal, it has mostly been used to 
describe the specific cultural formations of petroleum. 
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I.4 The Order of “‘Oh, Awful Power’” 
 
 
In Chester Himes’ last novel, Plan B, the author stages a critique of African American 
literary history through the image of energy and its infrastructural forms. Fleeing an outbreak of 
racial violence in the city above, a number of Harlem residents seek solace underground:  
At first, the favorite underground hiding places, made appealing by black writers, were the sewers 
and conduits for the various public services, such as electricity, telephones, water, steam, and the 
like. These places honeycombed the areas beneath the buildings of every large city and were 
easily reached by numerous manholes. But these places had various drawbacks, which black 
males soon discovered…because these places had been so highly publicized by the black writers 
who had made them seem so appealing to blacks, they were consequently one of the first places 
whites looked for them. (Himes 185-6) 
 
By 1993, when Plan B was first published in America (Himes left the manuscript 
unfinished at his death), the energetic urban “underground”—the “strange world of secret 
things,” as Du Bois describes the space Dark Princess—was available to Himes as a played-out 
metaphor, less an Ellisonian space of individual experimentation and material rebellion than a 
fictionalized zone upkept for the pleasure of white readers (Himes xxviii, Du Bois 266). This 
dissertation asks questions about the processes through which this metaphor becomes available 
to Himes: what are the material bases of the ubiquity of the black underground? Through what 
means were the “conduits for…public services” made aesthetically and politically “appealing” 
by writers like Ellison and Wright, and why? 
The literary history of black subterranean life starts begins not in the emancipatory, 
interstitial spaces of urban infrastructure, I argue, but in the coal mine. In my first chapter “The 
Convict in the Garden: Landscape and Labor in J. McHenry Jones’ Hearts of Gold,” I examine 
the little-read 1896 novel of a West Virginia-born novelist and politician which features a rare 
portrayal of black life in a convict coal mine, an underground space which likewise escapes the 
laws and norms which govern the space above. The brutal and feverish episode in the mine 
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stands out against the otherwise genteel narrative of light-skinned striving and respectability, 
which aligns closely with Washingtonian ideologies of racial empowerment through capital. 
Throughout most of the novel, Jones deploys the picturesque as a capacious, collectivist form 
through which the twinned modern politics of energy and race can be made to align, but the coal 
mine is introduced a disruption to the fragile order afforded by the aesthetic. By depicting the 
mine both in relation to the landscape of which it is a part and in terms of the precise form of 
labor exploitation on which it depends, I argue, Jones draws a novel link between the rise of coal 
and the persistence (or reformation) of slavery in the form of the convict lease system, 
problematizing assimilationist teleologies of racial progress. Jones’ part in the formation of the 
Wilgera Oil and Gas Company—the first black-owned oil company in the United States, 
completely ignored, thus far, in any history of American energy (or African American 
industry)—provides a surprising context for his energy aware critique of convict labor, 
representing a contrasting faith in energy as a conduit for emancipation. 
My second chapter, “Staging Coal: Shirley Graham and the Color of Carbon,” extends 
Jones’ critique of coal mining through an examination of Graham’s Dust to Earth (1941), a 
briefly produced, never published play which depicts the interracial conflicts that arise after a 
deadly collapse at a coal mine in Illinois. Considered in relation to manuscripts of one of 
Graham’s earlier projects—an adaptation of Eugene O’Neill’s The Hairy Ape she wrote for an 
all-black cast (which O’Neill himself swiftly vetoed)—I read the ubiquity of coal dust in the play 
as material sign of both the unique forms of interracial labor solidarity which historically 
emerged in mines North and South and the cultural denial of the concordances between racial 
blackness and American modernity. Examining Dust to Earth’s intertwined plots of descent and 
sabotage, I show how the play reconfigures familiar narratives of racial domination to fit the 
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distinctly modern space of the northern coal mine. Finally, I argue that the subject matter of the 
play—the fatal accident in the mine—lends itself to tragic representation, though the definition 
and political function of the genre is complicated by Graham’s attention to the particular 
question of black labor in relation to energy. 
Moving away both from the coal mine as a space and from fossil fuels as a material, my 
third chapter “International Powers: Energy and Progress in Dark Princess and Black Empire,” 
examines the presence of a relatively “minor” form of energy in each text—hydroelectricity and 
solar power, respectively. In each case, these fuels and the machines they run are written into the 
narrative as powerful, multidimensional forces, capable of affecting social and political life on a 
global scale. Du Bois’ romance—more usefully considered an experiment in naturalism, I 
propose—takes up the energy-labor double relation to theorize the bodily labor of individuals as 
the work of a “human motor,” allowing the novelist and sociologist to interrogate international 
questions of labor organization as problems of energy. At the same time, Du Bois casts the 
development of hydroelectric power in Chicago in the 1920s as part of an international contest 
over colonial control, cutting against popular contemporary notions of hydroelectricity as a 
utopian force. For Schuyler, on the other hand, solar power is figured as a potentially 
revolutionary form of energy that, despite its modern roots in a history of imperial expansion, 
nonetheless carries some promise if decoupled from the political and economic form of the 
nation. In Black Empire, the familiar global arrangements of fossil capital are inverted—
replaced—by a new geography of the sun, which produces a force of the order of the atomic in 
its ability to reorient or refresh the interlinked but independent streams of technological and 
social progress. 
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Finally, “Steam Heat and Furnace Room: The Thermoculture of The Street” interprets 
Ann Petry’s 1946 novel as a drama of thermal management—a narrative in which the cultural 
politics of energy are refracted primarily through various characters’ bodily experiences of 
temperature. Reading Petry’s novel as an experiment in thermocultural naturalism—a text, like 
Du Bois’, which locates energy, here in the form of temperature flows, as the material substrata 
of social and political activity—I suggest that the protagonist’s struggle to maintain homeostasis 
represents an embodied critique of the often-elided racial politics of domestic heat. With the 
literary history of the furnace room as a backdrop, I follow the flow of energy down to the 
basement, a space marked equally as a crucible of atavistic degeneration and, paradoxically, a 
fount of humanist inspiration. The furnace room functions as a revitalizing but isolating private 
space, which provides an escape for both for the novel’s antagonist, a sexually violent 
superintendent—whose day is dominated, often, by the labor of shoveling coal—and the 
protagonist’s son, Bub, who sees the “great, warm, open space” as a retreat from the 
claustrophobic and uncontrolled space it literally subtends (Petry 349). I close by considering 
Bub’s fear of the dark in relation to the novel’s constant depreciation of electric light, suggesting 
that the protagonists’ response to her son’s fear—to refuse to simply light the room and foot the 
bill—serves as a rejection of the racialized politics of illumination which undergird her son’s 
phobia. 
 
I.5 In the Dark, In the Invisible Man’s Retreat: An Ethos 
 
 
Bub’s fear of the dark derives from the perceived failure of objects to hold their form 
once taken from the light: “even with his eyes held tight shut,” Petry writes, “he could somehow 
see the dark all around him. The furniture changed in the dark—each piece assumed a strange 
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and menacing shape that transformed the whole room” (Petry 211-2). When, at the end of the 
novel, Bub is arrested and sent to a children’s shelter, Lutie, the protagonist, likewise expresses 
her hope that “there were lights that burned all night, so that if he woke up he could see where he 
was.” Without the lights, she pictures Bub “waking in the dark, discovering that he wasn’t here 
[in the apartment] where he belonged, and then feeling as though he had lost himself or that the 
room he knew so well had changed about him while he slept” (Petry 401). Lutie’s maternal fear 
is that Bub, in the dark, will mistake a change in his actual location for a particularly extreme 
form of the “furniture chang[ing] in the dark,” as the room itself “chang[es] about him,” leaving 
him, most importantly “feeling as though he had lost himself.” 
Lutie’s sense of Bub’s feeling is, interestingly, rather close to a dream reported by 
Ellison’s Invisible Man, just before he introduces his collection of bulbs: “A beautiful girl once 
told me of a recurring nightmare in which she lay in the center of a large dark room and felt her 
face expand until it filled up the whole room, becoming a formless mass while her eyes ran in 
bilious jelly up the chimney,” Ellison writes, 
And so it is with me. Without light I am not only invisible, but formless as well; and to be 
unaware of one's form is to live a death. I myself, after existing some twenty years, did 
not become alive until I discovered my invisibility. 
 That is why I fight my battle with Monopolated Light & Power. The deeper 
reason, I mean: It allows me to feel my vital aliveness. I also fight them for taking so 
much of my money before I learned to protect myself. (Ellison 1995 7) 
 
Unlike Lutie—who, despite her flexibility and ingenuity, is no Invisible Man—Ellison’s 
protagonist reacts to the violent formlessness of the dark by securing access to the “ever more 
and brighter light” of the grid. For the Invisible Man, the “battle with Monopolated Light & 
Power” becomes a total raison d’etre, satisfying both his “deeper” urge to “feel [his] vital 
aliveness” and the seemingly more petty, material desire to siphon power and flood the 
underground with light. Indeed, while the Invisible Man refers to the problem of his abstract but 
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essential “vital aliveness” as the “deeper reason” for his electric war, his dedication to securing 
“not…fluorescent bulbs, but…the older, more-expensive-to-operate kind, the filament type” in 
order to perfect his “act of sabotage” suggests an equally “deep” attachment to disrupting the 
material flows that govern the world above him (Ellison 1995 7). In the chapters that follow, I 
hope to model a similar performance of divided attention, attending to both the immediate socio-
material concerns of my texts and to the experiments with literary form which render them so 
“vitally alive” and which emerge only through a critical responsiveness to energy. 
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Chapter 1: The Convict in the Garden: Landscape and Labor in J. McHenry 
Jones’ Hearts of Gold 
 
 
“Even the treasures of nature in our Southland, that seemed to hide themselves from the hand of man, 
have felt the inspiring hand of freedom; and coal and iron and marble have leaped forth, and where there 
was once the overseer’s lash, steam and electricity make go the shop, the factory, and the furnace.” 
- Booker T. Washington, Address given in Commemoration of the Birth of Abraham Lincoln, 6-7. 
 
“Done mined de coal in West Virginia, 
Liked dat job jes’ fine 
Till a load o’ slate curved roun’ my head, 
Wont work in no mo’ mine, 
Wont work in no mo’ mine.” 
- Sterling Brown, “Odyssey of Big Boy,” from The Collected Poems, 20. 
 
“Why does not some colored writer build a story around a Negro oil millionaire, and the difficulty he or 
she has in keeping any of his or her money?” 
- Charles W. Chesnutt, “The Negro in Art: How shall he be Portrayed?” from Essays and Speeches, 493. 
 
 
1.1 Introduction—Oil and Gas / Hearts of Gold 
 
 
On the front page of the February 21, 1903 issue of the Indianapolis Freeman, an article 
entitled “Negro Enterprise!” opens with a reflection on the relationship between the recent 
formation of a “distinctly colored corporation” and the broader question of racial progress: 
Every little while the world is given fresh evidence that the American Negro, the American colored 
man, or the Afro American, by whatever name you denominate him, is substantiating the claim of the 
race that their progress along every avenue is wonderful and phenomenal. Perhaps the latest move of 
the race, and a move that has attracted the attention of not only the black citizenship of the country, 
but the whites as well, was the incorporation, a few weeks ago, of the Wilgera Oil and Gas 
Company…with a capital stock of $50,000 under the laws of West Virginia. (“Negro Enterprise!”) 
 
The founders of the Wilgera Oil and Gas Company, the article continues, have “secured 75 acres 
of the lands in the richest oil and gas belt of Ohio, with both gas and coal secreted within the 
bosom thereof in inestimable quantities.” With access to this seemingly unprecedented wealth of 
natural resources, the “greatest colored corporation ever launched” appears to promise a rare 
form of racial progress—the sort that only occurs “every little while”—that is almost utopian in 
shape. Indeed, even though the article positions the establishment of the company as one “move 
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of the race” among many that “substantiate” the claim to progress, the rhetorical gesture with 
which the paragraph begins—setting aside arguments about the proper name for the “American 
Negro,” a humanist, or at least cultural, concern—belies a faith in this particular form of black 
achievement (that is, black control over natural resources, or, more broadly, black financial 
independence) above others (“Negro Enterprise”). 
The depth of this faith is at its clearest in the article’s conclusion, which ends with an 
extended quote from a “well known wealthy white oil operator,” who predicts that “within a year 
this company will have a capital stock of one million dollars; that they will not only control oil 
lands and oil wells, but coal mines and the lands, industries, stores and in short, everything in 
one entire county of a Northern state, making the blacks absolutely masters of that county, 
industrially, financially and politically” (“Negro Enterprise!”). Here, the testimony of a white 
expert verifies the seriousness and potential of the “Negro Enterprise” and clarifies its stakes as 
an “industrial, financial, and political” undertaking all at once. To control resource-rich land, the 
white operator’s logic dictates, is, eventually, to control “everything” on that land: to control the 
“treasures of nature,” to borrow Washington’s language from my epigraph, is to be “absolute 
masters”—to transcend social and political constraint and embody ideals of freedom in a newly 
organized world. The political potential represented by the incorporation of Wilgera is so great, 
the white oil operator concludes, that it might be understood as the fulfillment of a familiar 
prophecy: “Keep your eye on this corporation, for Ethiopia will stretch forth her hand through 
this immense Negro enterprise” (“Negro Enterprise!”).6 
 
6 While precisely what happened to Wilgera remains unclear to me (future research may uncover more), it 
does seem clear, judging by its more or less total disappearance from the journalistic record after 1903, 
that it failed to live up to the lofty expectations of the “white oil operator” and the variety of black 
newspapers that publicized its founding. The latest mention of Wilgera I have been able to find comes in 
a 1920 issue of the Cleveland Gazette, which lists the company’s failure as an example of the ineptitude 
of one of its founders, Ralph W. Tyler: “Read Tyler’s letter on page 1 and note his ‘good English’ and 
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The use of this idiomatic prophecy here is worthy of notice: the consolidators behind 
Wilgera Oil and Gas were, as one article put’s it “conservative safe men of means,” and their 
project seemingly far from the black nationalism or pan-Africanism traditionally associated with 
the Ethiopianism of the phrase (“Money in Oil” 1, Zuck 92).7 The teleology usually evoked by 
the phrase—the “progressive theory of history” that read the “eventual triumph of Africa” as part 
of a “Divine Plan”—takes on a particularly capitalist tinge here: the rise of black America will 
come through control over resources, which will allow “his race to make his dollars earn other 
dollars, to make his capital work for him like his more progressive white brother has always 
done in the financial history of the world” (Moses 1998 26, “Money in Oil” 2). Interpreting the 
establishment of Wilgera in terms of the Ethiopianist prophecy recasts the Washingtonian drive 
for economic equality at its heart as, in fact, a revolutionary impulse. Indeed, Wilgera represents 
the realization of the prophecy precisely because of its Washingtonian relation to the material 
world: “the company is not a purely pen and ink sketch,” the Colored American writes, “but with 
ever increasing facilities, is now at work industriously to bring forth from the bowels of mother 
earth her hidden treasures, which have become the necessities of the present age” (“Money in 
 
‘limited vocabulary.’ As a ‘Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde,’ he takes the ‘cookie, doesn’t he? That fellow is 
some ‘bird.’ Attacked Wilberforce University…promoted the Wilgera Oil Co., of years ago, well 
remembered to this day by many unfortunate Ohioans of color, etc.etc.” (“Cleveland”). Those who 
“deluged” the company with applications for stock, it seems, did not receive a return on their investment, 
and the space in which the stockholders and workers would prove “absolute masters” failed to emerge. 
(The Gazette was, interestingly, the only black newspaper to give Wilgera a negative write-up when it 
went public: “we advise readers to give the Wilgera Oil and Gas Co., of Columbus, O., a ‘wide birth,’” 
the short notice reads, mysteriously, “The wisdom of this advise [sic] will be appreciated in the future, if 
not at present” [“We advise”]. From the research I have done so far, there seems to have been some 
disagreement between Tyler and Harry Clay Smith, the publisher of the Gazette—but there’s nothing 
concrete to suggest the nod to Wilgera’s failure is inaccurate). 
7 It is significant too, then, that this kind of language was not restricted in its use to white experts 
consulted to lend credibility to the project: in a letter to two of his collaborators, Ralph W. Tyler strikes a 
similarly prophetic tone: “beyond question we have the greatest proposition that ever fell to the lot of 
Ham, and success seems assured; and every indication points to the fact that we will give our race the 
most wonderful achievement, in a financial way, yet chronicled” (Tyler). 
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Oil” 1). It was vital that Wilgera was already a materially extant project before its dramatic 
reveal in the black press: Wilgera only “announced itself publicly…after the deeds were in hand 
and the company was safely chartered; whites had so often sabotaged such plans by blacks” 
(Aiken and Perdreau 92n4).8 Targeting the “necessities of the present age,” Wilgera appears as 
the distinctly modern and material fulfillment of an antique prophecy—the transfiguration of the 
primordial stuff of “mother earth” into instrumentalized “hidden treasures”—the consideration of 
a landscape in terms of its relation to labor. “Ethiopia will stretch forth her hand,” through 
Wilgera, by reaching in to the earth. 
 
Figure 1: An advertisement in The Colored American for shares of The Wilgera Oil and Gas Company, 
February 2, 1903.  
 
8 According to Aiken and Perdreau, at least one gas and oil well was operational by March 1903, a week 
after the initial write-up in the Colored American, and a follow-up article in the same paper in May notes 
that “one manufacturing plant…has offered the company $1,000 a year to furnish it with gas,” and that 
“another plant will take gas as soon as they will pipe it to them” (Aiken and Perdreau 92n4, “Great 
Prospects”). 
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 At once Ethiopianist and Washingtonian in rhetoric and ideology, the founding of 
Wilgera Oil and Gas is representative of the collectivist impulse—or at least the appearance 
thereof—which has historically undergirded black capitalist enterprise. Appearing in the 
Washington D.C. Colored American in February 1903, the advertisement above emphasizes how 
the corporation will act to uplift a broad cooperative: “nine out of ten men can recall the 
opportunity that would have brought them riches,” the advertisement reads, but “the vast 
majority lost their chance because they could not spare the money to take advantage of it,” thus 
finding themselves “doomed…to the perpetual grind of poverty.” Because “this is more true of 
the colored man than any other race or class,” the creators of Wilgera Oil and Gas decided to 
“place the sale of its stock at two ($2) dollars per share,” recognizing that “this stock would 
make the fortunes of hundreds”: the priority, they conclude, is “making it impossible for the 
wealthier to force the man of small means out of a good thing” (“The Biggest Race Enterprise”). 
Among the “collective programs” conceived to “improve the economic condition of all blacks 
within the overall framework of U.S. capitalism,” as Manning Marable writes, the establishment 
of Wilgera Oil and Gas and its appeal to those otherwise “doomed” to poverty represents a faith 
in “emancipation through cooperative economics” (Marable 139, Haynes 126). 
 As its disappearance from the journalistic record suggests, the failure of Wilgera—
despite its collectivist bent—might also support Marable’s theory, following E. Franklin Frazier, 
of black capitalism as a “‘social myth’…perpetuated by individual black entrepreneurial ‘success 
stories’ and by the economic barriers established by the system of segregation” (Marable 139-
40). Under this framework, Wilgera’s appeal to a black collective is a reflection of a 
“conservative Black nationalist ideology,” which was promoted “by Black bankers, insurance 
agents, and small merchants” primarily because the corporations depended on black capital for 
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support, not because of an interest in the uplift of a black collective. The conservative 
collectivism of Wilgera is reflected further in the location of its advertisements: because many 
black newspapers could not survive “without continued support of Black businesses,” many 
came to act as organs of black capitalist enterprise (Marable 146). By advertising in the Colored 
American, one of the handful of black newspapers subsidized by Washington’s Tuskegee 
Machine, the importance of the collective as the accumulative basis of black capital—rather than 
the object of its improving eye—is brought to the fore.9 
The collectivism of Wilgera is thus doubly filtered through the black capitalist machines 
of the corporation and the press. This form of collectivism, I will argue in this chapter, proved 
insufficient for one of the “conservative safe men of means” behind the formation of Wilgera: 
the West Virginia politician, writer, and educator J. McHenry Jones, who replaces the 
corporation with literary form and the mainstream black press with the freedom of a limited print 
run through the publication of his novel, Hearts of Gold, in 1896. Most well-known for his work 
as the director of the West Virginia Colored Institute (now West Virginia State University), 
Jones was regarded, as one advertisement for Wilgera in the Freeman notes, as “one of the most 
capable men of the race in this country, justly popular and always for his race” (“Negro 
Enterprise!”). Though largely forgotten today, when Wilgera was formed in 1903 Jones was near 
the peak of his prominence as a black political and cultural figure in West Virginia, having made 
his name as a speaker, community leader, and educator. Born in Gallipolis, Ohio in 1859, Jones 
 
9 I borrow the term “improving eye” from Mary Louise Pratt, who defines it as the way of seeing which 
“produces subsistence habitats as ‘empty’ landscapes, meaningful only in terms of a capitalist future and 
of their potential for producing a marketable surplus” (Pratt 61). Wilgera’s ownership of “lands in the 
richest oil and gas belt of Ohio” reflects how Pratt’s theory of Euro-American landscape epistemology 
enters into the thinking of black capitalists, at the same time that the attendant Washingtonian view of 
economic development sees (or purports to see) the black collective as itself a kind of “empty landscape,” 
lying in wait, fallow. 
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grew up and was educated in nearby Pomeroy before moving to Wheeling, West Virginia, where 
he began his work in education, which he would continue in some form until his death in 1909 
(Lincoln 94). When he became the director of the Institute in 1898, he enlarged the school with a 
familiarly technical approach: “during his incumbency the agricultural, military, commercial, 
and girls’ science and arts departments were established; the mechanical department was 
enlarged by the addition of special teachers in blacksmithing, painting and house decorating, 
bricklaying and plastering, wheelwrighting, and mechanical and architectural drawing” (J.L. 
Jones 71). The Institute’s emphasis on trade skills emerges from the same impulse that brings 
Jones to Wilgera: both the formation of the oil company and his dedication to technical 
education are part of an effort to “decrease the force of racism and acquire acceptance in the 
social order” through the “associations of class,” primarily by way of the acquisition of wealth 
(Gardner and Ernest 23). Wilgera and the Institute, in short, both appear as expressions (or 
exploitations) of uplift ideology—two ways of “lift[ing] labour up from mere drudgery and toil,” 
as Washington writes of Tuskegee, creating a black middle class that will rise to act as “absolute 
masters” of the spaces they occupy (Washington 148, “Negro Enterprise”). As Washington 
writes in Up From Slavery, it was his goal to teach his students how to “make the forces of 
nature—air, water, steam, electricity, horse-power—assist them in their labor;” it seems clear 
that Wilgera was meant to do the same (Washington 148). 
While Jones’ precise involvement with Wilgera remains unclear—his regional fame and 
the respectability associated with his name likely provided some connections to potential 
investors and promoters—it is a significant episode in his career because it is a moment in which 
the theory of progress embedded in his nineteenth-century-born uplift ideology comes into direct 
contact with one of the major forces of the rapidly modernizing world: oil. As a material that can 
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lend enough power to make “absolute masters” of those who control it, oil (in the eyes of the 
Freeman and the like) appears to contain within it the seeds of the reorganization of labor at a 
fundamental level. I begin this chapter with this reflection on the formation of Wilgera and 
Jones’ involvement with it in order to contrast this way of thinking about progress and 
collectivism—or the relation between energy and uplift—to those that animate Hearts of Gold. 
Centering on the social, legal, and romantic struggles of a number of characters drawn mainly 
from the black professional class, Hearts of Gold is very much a novel about the “wonderful and 
phenomenal” progress of the race, a celebratory account of black success, the enrichment of 
labor, and the promises of modern life. So, too, is the novel deeply critical of a number of 
attitudes, customs, and institutions, some of which appear constitutive of American modernity at 
the same time that they, unsurprisingly, come into conflict with Jones’ vision of the continued 
unfolding of black American freedom. As John Ernest and Eric Gardner write in their 
introduction to the 2010 edition of Hearts of Gold, the novel “brings together the products of 
African American achievement—its doctors, newspaper editors, and educators—and places them 
within a threatening cultural setting that is governed by the priorities of violent racism and 
institutionalized white supremacist ideology”: the world of the novel is one in which “progress 
was both everywhere and nowhere” (Ernest and Gardner 3, 34). The novel hinges, I will argue, 
on the materialization of this conflict in the form of the convict mine: a space in which the 
“treasures of nature” are unearthed not in concert with uplifted labor, as Wilgera promises, but in 
direct cooperation with an extreme form of its exploitation: convict leasing. 
If the general uplift of black life and labor was the stated ideological impetus behind the 
establishment of Wilgera Oil and Gas, the specific goal of ending the degradation of labor 
through the institution of convict leasing lies at the ethical/political core of Jones’ Hearts of 
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Gold. Set during the 1880s, Hearts of Gold focuses on the intersecting lives of a small group of 
middle class African Americans as they struggle to maintain their positions and assert their 
independence against the American “force of racism,” in Ernest and Gardner’s terms, which 
eventually takes its most intense form as the threat of convict labor.10 The two male friends at the 
center of the story are Lotus Stone, a doctor, and Clement St. John, a journalist, who are 
“remarkably unalike, in appearance, disposition and character,” the narrator notes, but also, 
importantly, “Afro-Americans both...as dissimilar as the Polish Jew and his brother of the same 
lineage in the streets of Cairo” (Jones 62).11 The two represent the continuity and disjuncture of 
black identity in the text, at once fundamental and arbitrary in its origins and effects. Early on in 
the novel, these two male figures of black middle class possibility become attached to their 
female equivalents: Clement meets Lucile Malone—a black “stenographer in the office of the 
‘Times’,” an appropriately modern yet traditionally gendered occupation—and Lotus begins to 
court Regenia Underwood, perhaps the novel’s heroine, a light-skinned, orphaned daughter of an 
escaped slave, heir, vitally, to a large estate. The remainder of the novel tests this carefully 
constructed arrangement of Black middle-class aspiration and desire against the set of regressive 
and destructive forces arrayed against its free expression. 
 
10 By setting the novel in the 1880s Jones aligns the novel more exactly with the rise of coal in the United 
States, where the fossil fuel became predominant in 1885, and, more particularly, situates the narrative 
nearer to an 1883 convict revolt at the Lone Rock Mine, operated by Tennessee Coal and Iron (TCI). At 
Lone Rock, Jones’ hometown Wheeling Daily Intelligencer reports, “one hundred of the convicts refused 
to eat their meal. They were marched to the mine, but refused to work. They captured the powder 
magazine and threatened to blow it up” (“Convicts Mutiny”). Though the account ends here and details 
are sparse, the racial makeup of TCI laborers all but guarantees that the convicts in question were African 
Americans, and Jones’ association with the Intelligencer—he used their press to publish Hearts of Gold—
likewise suggests a link between the revolt and the fictional chronology of his novel. 
11 Here and throughout this chapter, Jones’ Hearts of Gold will be cited as Jones, followed by a page 
number. 
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After the introduction of its central quartet, the novel follows a broad geographic 
movement from North to South: beginning at the reunion of a black fraternal organization in an 
unnamed Northern city, the lives of all four protagonists are impacted intensely by the arrival of 
Dr. Frank Leighton, a straightforwardly villainous, Southern-born representative of the more 
insidious and deep-seeded elements of Post-Reconstruction America, who also happens to be 
Regenia’s cousin. As part of a familiar and nearly allegorical psychosexual drama—in which the 
beast of southern backwardness makes its way north to reclaim the lives and livelihoods of the 
emancipated and enriched—Leighton, intent on Regenia’s ruin (which doubles as, or rather takes 
the place of, his own sexual triumph), contrives to steal her inheritance and eject her from her 
home. Destitute but not disillusioned, Regenia moves to “the very heart of the south” to teach in 
a town built around a steel plant, where she finds Lotus, who has opened his practice in the same 
town, citing his desire to be around “more of our people,” and, in an indeterminate tone, the fact 
that “the south offers the most flattering inducements to a young man who has no political 
aspirations” as reasons for his preference (Jones 169, 95).12 The romance between the two is 
rekindled, and Leighton—who had previously thwarted their nascent affair through the theft of 
their shared correspondence—takes advantage of an opportunity to frame Lotus, succeeding in 
gaining him a sentence of three years labor in a convict mine. 
It is at this point at which Jones’ involvement with Wilgera Oil and Gas comes into 
contact most materially with Hearts of Gold, as the novel shifts in tone and subject matter 
 
12 The motivations behind and implications of Lotus’ decision to go South are given their most bitterly 
ironic form, however, by Clement: “he pointed out [in a letter to Lotus] the advantages of the new 
industrial life the place had taken on, and demonstrated the fine opening for surgical practice that would 
be sure to come to him through the daily accidents occurring about a plant of this description” (Jones 
187). With this observation, Clement is offering an image of “progress” as absurd and destructive, yet the 
uncomfortable truth of his statement—that there likely will be plentiful opportunities for Lotus—belies 
his willingness to represent the Washingtonian hero and enter the ranks of the professional class. 
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dramatically in its depiction of Lotus’ time in the coal camp. A significant disruption of the 
narrative of middle class striving and black respectability that makes up much of the remainder 
of the novel, the intensely violent episode in the coal mine scrambles the reader’s relationship the 
text’s previously uncomplicated protagonists and, I will argue, pushes back against the novel’s 
more general valorization of Washingtonian theories of progress. The convict mines thus 
represent the thematic and narrative core of the novel, around which its broader concerns with 
landscape and labor coalesce. Just as the formation of Wilgera Oil and Gas provided its founders 
and supporters with an opportunity to think through interlocking questions of energy, progress, 
and collective enterprise, the convict mine section of Hearts of Gold appears as a kind of ironic 
and disenchanting reflection of precisely those same concerns. To that end, the mine enters the 
novel in two distinct ways: first, as a means for exploring the uses and limits of the picturesque 
as a way of interpreting the modern landscape—or as method for thinking through, more 
precisely, the aesthetic representation of the material signs of technological progress and their 
relation to concepts of political belonging and naturalization. Second, the convict mine provides 
Jones with a material entry into a critique of labor in the New South and the forces behind its 
various (re)forms, a consideration of the interplay between antebellum race politics and the 
shifting energetic demands of modern industry. 
In style, geography, and (for the most part) subject matter, Hearts of Gold’s most 
proximate literary relatives are the racial romances of his “post-bellum, pre-Harlem” 
contemporaries, like Frances E.W. Harper, Pauline E. Hopkins, and Charles Chesnutt. Beginning 
this dissertation with Jones is a literary critical choice which reflects one of the basic tenets (or 
results) of an energy humanities frame: as the object of study shifts—from the social to the 
material, for example, in the broadest sense—a reorganization of the literary archive must 
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follow. The novel’s closest kin is perhaps Hopkins’ Contending Forces, in which the practice of 
lynching, rather than convict leasing, is put forward as an outrage, beyond the purview of the 
ideologies of uplift and respectability: “the world is horrified by a fresh outbreak [of lynchings 
and other racial violence], and the shocked mind wonders that in this—the brightest epoch of this 
Christian era—such things are” (Hopkins 14). What distinguishes Jones from Hopkins, though, 
is the source of this shock: the convict lease system—and convict coal mining in particular—is 
such an intensely modern institution that its place in “the brightest epoch” (or the “glorious 
now!” to return to Albery Allson Whitman) must come as no surprise (Whitman 295). Rather, 
the shock of Hearts of Gold comes from the relative ease with which the novel’s protagonists 
turn away from the lease system’s continuing injustice and succumb to the comforts of reform. 
In the section that follows, I argue that Jones understood the picturesque as 
simultaneously an aesthetic and political form, both a way of reading the interplay of various 
elements of a landscape and a mode of political thought: a way of “picturing” the reorganization 
of society. Jones finds in the picturesque an aesthetic which reflects the collectivist impulses of 
black capitalism through its capacity to naturalize representations of energy and race. When the 
mine is introduced into the novel, it serves as a challenge to Jones’ tendency to deploy the 
picturesque as a means for the representation of political harmony, however, complicating his 
earlier depictions of the products of coal—like the smoke streaming out of a lake steamer—and 
of contented black labor as aspects of a desirable and cohesive whole. In Part II, I argue that 
Jones’ depiction of life and work in the convict mine, as well as his account of a revolt organized 
against the practice of leasing, are carefully constructed in order to provide a critique of the lease 
that responds to its complex status as a simultaneous remainder of slavery and a sign of 
modernity, as an institution that seems to belong both to the plantation past and an industrialist 
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future. The episode in the mine is notable for the extent to which it reduces the narrative and 
political significance of the novel’s protagonist, and the theory of progress that undergirds the 
representation of his success shifts as well. Lastly, in a short conclusion, I return to Wilgera Oil 
and Gas in order to offer a different (and unorthodox) interpretation of its political significance 
in relation to convict leasing, before a brief reading of a play by Zora Neale Hurston which gives 
dramatic form to the fundamental questions of energy and progress at this chapter’s (and this 
dissertation’s) core. The belief in Wilgera as “Ethiopia’s hand,” I suggest, finds new ways of 
expressing itself even after the failure of the corporation, as the grand utopia of “absolute 
mastery” is transfigured into the more quotidian dream of the automobile. 
 
1.2 Landscape: Modernity and the Picturesque 
 
 
The episode in the convict mine comes into focus, as stated above, by way of a 
landscape: “In the midst of a dense woods,” Jones writes, “flanked on the east by a broken chain 
of low-lying hills, stood a convict mining camp…Here, before man came to curse it with his 
cruelties, Nature exalted in surroundings the most picturesque and beautiful” (Jones 226). The 
mine is introduced here not as an affront to human decency, nor to any notion of justice, but 
rather as a disruption to a previously existing order, both natural and aesthetic—as a “curse” 
upon a space once governed by untrammeled “Nature.” The coal mine, built in a formerly idyllic 
natural space, is characterized initially as unnatural rather than unjust, as a problem of landscape 
rather than labor. The coal mine—or perhaps, the next section will consider, the convicts who 
work it—corrupts what would be an otherwise picturesque landscape, a key aesthetic in Jones’ 
novel in relation to nature, energy, and black politics. 
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Long before the coal mine enters the narrative, Jones introduces another picturesque 
landscape, which, contrastingly, is given shape and meaning by a machine in the garden. This 
section will track the meaning of the picturesque in Hearts of Gold from this initial landscape to 
that of the coal mine, paying particular attention to the way in which aspects of modernity—
machines, fuel—enter into or conflict with the landscapes of which they are a/part. The opening 
chapter of the novel begins with the end of a conversation: Clement and Lotus, after having 
“dropped into the subject always nearest the intelligent Afro-American heart, ‘the race outlook’,” 
look together at the landscape before them: 
After the conversation…the two friends sat for some time looking into the restless water, 
frisking in joyous buoyancy in that August sunshine. Each occupied with his own 
thoughts, gazed out upon the lake, where outlined in the dim distance against the clear 
blue sky, two tireless lake steamers oscillated with arithmetic precision. 
 “What a perfect day!” Said Lotus breaking the silence, “just breeze enough to 
ruffle the lake and break the monotony that contemplation of endless wave and sky 
produces.” 
 “I have been watching those whale-backed lake boats with the black smoke 
streaming far out behind; they move, like Indians, single file. How patiently they seem to 
bear their burden from far off Superior,” Clement replied. 
 “They move as stately as if conscious of good work almost completed. See…the 
flock of long-winged lake birds circling around the main mast, darting now and then 
toward the water, laving their breasts anew in nature’s baptismal fount.” 
 “A picture from which we must take fresh courage, my friend,” said 
Clement…(Jones 63) 
 
As “a picture” from which the two central characters of the novel “must take fresh courage,” the 
landscape serves as a peculiar kind of motivation for Clement and Lotus, at once a model of 
solicitude and harmony into which the viewers of the scene are incorporated and as a thing 
outside of them worthy of protection and reverence.13 The “picture,” I want to argue, is best 
 
13 Though I will not discuss it in depth here, it should be noted that the novel closes too on the alchemical 
transformation of landscape into “picture” into courage and inspiration: as the sun sets “retouching the 
picture” of the landscape, Clement and Lotus find themselves “inspired by the sight,” and “silently 
contemplate the picture before them” as the novel comes to a close (Jones 272). By opening and closing 
with an image of the process by which landscape becomes (political) thought, Jones seems to be 
emphasizing the continuity of his theory of the picturesque, even if it seems, as I will argue, to be 
disrupted by the coal mine and the form of labor it represents. 
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understood as picturesque, as an example of one version of the aesthetic category standing 
between the sublime and the beautiful as a synthetic but often naturalized (and naturalizing) 
form. I use the word “naturalization” in various forms throughout this section to name the process 
through which landscape, in W.J.T. Mitchell’s terms, “naturalizes a cultural and social construction, 
representing an artificial world as if it were simply given and inevitable,” while at the same time 
“mak[ing] the representation operational by interpolating its beholder into some more or less 
determinate relation to its givenness as sight and site” (Mitchell 2). Key for me is way that 
landscape doubles the process of naturalization by eliding the signs of historical contingency in a 
given sight/site and by incorporating the viewer as a particularly positioned subject in relation to 
that view. By interpreting the “picture” before them as “picturesque,” Clement and Lotus thus 
not only evade the contingency of the natural/political harmony they perceive but also establish 
and buttress their claim to participation in that system as representatives of a collective subject.14 
This section will take this moment of repose as a starting point to consider the political meaning 
of the picturesque in Jones’ novel, arguing for an understanding of the concept that accounts 
equally for its capacity to function as a form for social as well as material arrangements, its status 
as a category of both aesthetic and political experience. 
The picturesque first rose to prominence in English usage through William Gilpin, whose 
initial definition—that which is “expressive of that peculiar kind of beauty, which is agreeable in 
a picture”—points at precisely the circular structure that makes the picturesque such a difficult-
to-define but widely applicable term with a complex relation to the natural (qtd. in Wall 21). A 
much later theorist of the form, the artist and writer Robert Smithson, would identify this aspect 
 
14 In this way, Jones’ use of the picturesque serves as similar function to Dunbar’s deployment of 
apostrophe, as discussed in my introduction, which through direct address likewise “interpolates” the 
speaker as part of the agential network of the addressee.  
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of the picturesque as dialectical: thinkers like Gilpin, Smithson writes, “are forerunners of a 
dialectical materialism applied to the physical landscape. Dialectics of this type are a way of 
seeing things in a manifold of relations, not as isolated objects” (Smithson 160). The picturesque, 
in other words, emerges out of the dialectical interaction of the contrasting elements of a 
landscape: the “opposing features such as simplicity and complexity, roughness and smoothness, 
and diverse shades of color and light” combine to “render a scene viscerally appealing” to the 
eye (Dillman 139). The picturesque is thus dialectical in nature in the double sense that its 
internal relations define it as an aesthetic and that the viewers’ relation to the landscape as a 
whole is one of exchange and interpolation. In the opening landscape of Hearts of Gold, the 
“monotony” of the lake is broken up by the “breeze” that ruffles it, the straight masts of the 
“stately” steamers contrasting with the “circling” flocks of “long-winged lake birds” that 
surround them (Jones 63). As a “picture from which [they] must take fresh courage,” the 
landscape, to return to Smithson, “can no longer be seen as ‘a thing-in-itself,’ but rather as a 
process of ongoing relationships”—between the natural and the artificial, the static and the 
dynamic, the aesthetic and the political. The landscape, in short, becomes a “‘thing-for-us’” 
(Smithson 160). 
As Anne Raine argues, the deployment of the picturesque as a political form (a source of 
“courage”) by an African American writer might be seen as problematic, given “that the 
picturesque itself has been criticized as an elite aesthetic complicit with the subjugation of rural 
landscapes, landless peasants, and colonized peoples” (Raine 328). Returning to Mitchell, the 
picturesque functions as a frame through which there is always “the guarantee that [the 
landscape] is only a picture…and that the observer is safe in another place,” ready to “pounce on 
his prey or to avoid a predator” (Mitchell 16). The picturesque in this formulation functions as a 
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distancing mechanism out of which the viewer is able to emerge as sovereign: in Paul Laurence 
Dunbar’s “From the Porch at Runnymede,” for example, the viewer of the picturesque landscape, 
who describes himself as a “king,” finds himself at a significant remove from the urban scene 
that he overlooks: 
I stand above the city’s rush and din, 
 And gaze far down with calm and undimmed eyes 
To where the misty smoke wreath grey and dim 
 Above the myriad roofs and spires rise… 
 
I hear no sound of labor’s din or stir, 
 I feel no weight of worldly cares or fears, 
Sweet song of birds, of wings the soothing whirr, 
 These sounds alone assail my listening ears. 
 
Unwhipt of conscience here I stand alone, 
 The breezes humbly kiss my garment’s hem; 
I am a king—the whole world is my throne 
 The blue grey sky my royal diadem. (Dunbar 275-6) 
 
The speaker’s view of the city—dimmed and “misty,” much like the steamships on the horizon 
in Hearts of Gold—is distant enough that he is unable to hear “labor’s dim or stir,” masked as it 
is by the “sweet songs of birds,” and their wings’ “soothing whirr.” He is only able to extract 
aesthetic meaning (and thus, perhaps, political inspiration) from the landscape if he considers 
himself “king” and reframes the would-be disruptive facts of labor and capital as distant 
abstractions, the almost unthought background of an image of modern harmony. The “frame” of 
the picturesque here masks the signs of urban modernity—smoke, noise—by rendering them as 
objects of aesthetic enjoyment, the blurred edges of a landscape overseen by an agent of power.  
As in Dunbar’s poem, a sign of modernity is central to the landscape that opens Hearts of 
Gold: the steamers. Represented at once as animalistic (“whale-backed”), human-but-other (“like 
Indians”) and as a supplemental home for the natural, the steamships are at once apart from and 
a part of the lives of the birds that circle around their masts. To return to a phrase I used earlier, 
the steamships are an example of what Leo Marx has usefully termed a “machine in the garden,” 
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a trope vital to the American pastoral tradition in which a representative of industrial modernity 
is introduced into an idealized image of pristine nature, so that “what begins as a conventional 
tribute to the pleasures of withdrawal from the world—a simple pleasure fantasy—is 
transformed…into a far more complex state of mind” (Marx 15). As Marx would argue, 
Dunbar’s “Runnymede” necessarily gestures at something more complex than the pleasures of 
worldly withdrawal, simply by including within it the forces that it seeks to make remote. By 
introducing the machine into the garden, a pastoral like Dunbar or Jones’ is “expose[d]…to the 
pressure of change—to an encroaching world of power and complexity, or, in a word, to 
history;” the introduction of a machine into a garden transfigures that landscape into a historical 
object (a “thing-for-us,” in Smithson’s words) (Marx 24). 
In Hearts of Gold, the introduction of a machine into the garden does little to disturb the 
harmony of nature: rather than disrupting the “perfect day!” before them, the steamboats, 
“outlined in the dim distance,” and exhaling “black smoke streaming far out behind,” 
complement the natural elements of the landscape: the “joyous buoyancy” of the lake is 
balanced, in typically picturesque fashion, by the “arithmetic precision” of the steamboats and 
their stoic, purposeful movements. Considering picturesque writing by William Gilpin on the 
lake district, Stephen Copley argues that the “smoke of charcoal furnaces” that appear in these 
descriptions are “pleasing because it harmonizes the elements of the pictorial composition…not 
because it betokens industry” (Copley 49). At the same time, the steamboats in the opening scene 
of Hearts of Gold do manage to function both as elements of the scenery and as signals for wider 
industry, as Clement’s appreciation for their ability to “patiently…bear their burden from far off 
Superior” attests. The steamboats, in other words, not only blend with the “natural” aspects of 
the landscape (like Dunbar’s smokestacks), but also point to the important ways in which 
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landscapes might be considered in relation the distinctly unnatural networks of exchange and 
expenditure into which they are written as sites/sights of modernity. This doubled vision—the 
ability to see the steamers both as aspects of landscape and of political economy—is a particular 
affordance of the picturesque, one that Jones’ novel both reproduces and, in the landscape of the 
coal mine, works to problematize. 
What, exactly, are the political stakes of the picturesque representation of the steamships? 
What does it mean to incorporate the ships—powered, vitally, as their smokestacks indicate, by 
coal—into the orderly vision of the picturesque? As Leo Marx writes, “to look at a steamboat,” 
through the lens of certain images, like Jones’, is “to see the sublime progress of the race” (Marx 
197, italics in the original). While Marx’s “race” is, of course, “human”—and his image of 
progress “sublime” rather than “picturesque”—this moment in Hearts of Gold does seem to 
explicitly link the harmony of the steamship in the landscape with a distinctly racial form of 
progress. Indeed, immediately following the conversation about the landscape, Lotus looks 
“toward the quay, where a noisy multitude of laughing Afro-Americans awaited the arrival of the 
‘Carrier Pigeon,’” the steamship on which “they were to complete their journey” (Jones 63).15 
Into the picturesque landscape comes a group of “hilarious friends…not worrying over the 
outlook for the race,” in Lotus’ words, a vision of social life that is as harmonious and without 
care as the landscape that immediately precedes it (or encompasses it). Rather than seeing the 
steamship as “the sublime progress of the [human] race,” then, Lotus and Clement—and, 
perhaps, the narrator—envision it as an image of the picturesque progress of the African 
American race—or the Washingtonian incorporation of the collectivist “multitude” of Black 
 
15 The name of the “Carrier Pigeon” serves as an emblem of “technology” as the instrumentalization of 
the natural: the steamship, like the bird—or energy, writ large—is easily seen as nature put to work. 
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America into the landscape of American modernity. There is more than an echo here of the 
sentiment behind the formation of Wilgera.16 
While I am preceded by a number of critics in considering the political aspects of the 
picturesque in relation to African American literature, this reading of Hearts of Gold will provide 
a fresh consideration of the topic through its constellation of energy, landscape, and labor. Anne 
Raine, cited above, Sheila Lloyd, and John Conron have each written on the subject, with all 
three, broadly speaking, articulating the African American picturesque as a kind of counter-
aesthetic, intensely critical, in Conron’s words, of “the disorders it masks,” and the “limitations” 
it possesses “as an ideal of place.” For Conron, African American fiction’s relationship to the 
picturesque is mainly negative, in the sense that “a more complexly layered African-American 
sense of place” is set against “picturesque values” (and deployed in favor of them) in works like 
Charles Chesnutt’s Conjure Tales (Conron 227). Lloyd, on the other hand, finds more to 
resuscitate in the aesthetic in her reading of Du Bois’ “racial picturesque,” which “recodes” the 
aesthetic such that it “functions instead to promote social critique, foster sociability across racial 
lines, and transform self-interest into an interest in others” (Lloyd 277). Raine, too, makes use of 
Du Bois in order to theorize a version of the aesthetic in which the language of “roughness and 
 
16 A short methodological note ought to follow this observation: in this section I am considering how the 
picturesque functions in Hearts of Gold as both an aesthetic and political form, following Caroline 
Levine’s theorization of “form” as a capacious term that encapsulates “all shapes and configurations, all 
ordering principles, all patterns of repetition and difference.” This wide definition of form as “a matter of 
distributions and arrangements,” be it in the realm of the political or the aesthetic, can help us to 
understand what, exactly, Clement means when he envisions the possibility of drawing (political) 
“courage” from the (aesthetic) landscape before him, and also informs the unorthodox concordance I am 
suggesting between Wilgera and Hearts of Gold as “forms” of political activity. If, indeed, literary critics 
have “not generally used the language of form” to discuss both “aesthetic and political arrangements,” 
then Jones’ use of the picturesque in Hearts of Gold to describe both types of distributions—that is, the 




irregularity” characteristic of the form “offers a vocabulary with which to valorize marginal 
lands and marginalized figures that had no place in either white capitalist or Washingtonian 
geographies of progress” (Raine 328). Raine’s description is helpful for our purposes because it 
draws a distinction not only between a “white” and “black” picturesque (as aesthetic and 
counter-aesthetic) but also gestures towards the significance of landscape as a vector of the Du 
Bois-Washington debate. Thus Jones, in many respects a devout Washingtonian, doesn’t quite fit 
into this story of the black picturesque as it has been told thus far: what are we to do with a black 
picturesque that does seem to “valorize…marginalized figures” as members of a collective at the 
same time that it fails to act against narratives of progress? 
It is precisely Jones’ initial incorporation of the technological into his vision of 
progress—and his later reversal of that incorporation with the introduction of the coal mine—
that sets Jones apart from approximate contemporaries like Chesnutt and Du Bois. In his 
technologically inflected vision of the picturesque, Jones has more in common with Dunbar’s 
speaker in “Runnymede,” or with the work of an earlier black artist in the picturesque tradition, 
Robert S. Duncanson, whose 1851 View of Cincinnati, Ohio from Covington, Kentucky is 
emblematic of this particular form of the aesthetic. A classically picturesque work, typical of the 
principles of the Hudson River School with whom the artist is often associated, the painting 
depicts a distant view of Cincinnati, an expansive vista that places a detailed but misty image of 
the city in the background, set against a wide, blank sky and a scene of rural harmony at the fore. 
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Figure 2: Robert S. Duncanson, View of Cincinatti, Ohio from Covington, Kentucky (1851). 
Like Jones’ outlook on the lake and its steamships, the viewpoint that Duncanson chooses in his 
painting “emphasized what was considered the key to Cincinnati’s prosperity: the river, with its 
distinctive bend, and, more importantly, the city’s public landing, where steamboats exchanged 
raw goods from the countryside for manufactured ones.” Just as Clement reads the steamships as 
a link between the rural surroundings of the lake and the industry of “far off Superior,” 
Duncanson’s decision to “highlight transportation in a city view creates a picture of the city as a 
center of exchange and regional interdependence” (Katz 314). In the place of Jones’ “hilarious 
friends,” Duncanson’s landscape features a group of African American workers in its 
foreground, who appear seamlessly integrated into the “vision of a unified city” that View of 
Cincinnati depicts. Because depicting African Americans at work was a common tactic to 
“counter fears that Northern cities would be burdened with a helpless or lazy African-American 
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population” should abolition succeed, the picturesque provided Duncanson with a way of 
envisioning a modern, part-industrial political order in which African Americans were included 
(Katz 316). The picturesque functions here as a political and aesthetic form that is capable of 
naturalizing both African Americans as a collective as well as the signs of industrial progress to 
which Washington refers in my epigraph. 
In the same way that Duncanson’s View of Cincinnati naturalizes a social and industrial 
order, the second significant picturesque in Hearts of Gold, the description of the grounds of a 
public park, troubles the separation between the artificial and the natural in order to articulate a 
vision of political harmony. Once the “private belongings of a Mr. G. N. Tolbert, an Afro-
American,” Recreation Park lies “about two miles from the city” of Mt. Clare, at the “terminus” 
of the street railway road: geographically, the park is a mediating presence between urban space 
and rural, both literally and figuratively—in a manner typical of the picturesque—in between the 
two.17 Recounting the development of the park, the narrator describes precisely the process by 
which the picturesque comes to be:  
The corporation, as far as it could be done without destroying the natural beauties, had 
modernized the place…There was a shallow ravine between the entrance and the main part of 
the park. On each side of the carriage way, which was elevated so as to make the drive from 
the gates to the foot of the hill almost level, the ravine had been converted into artificial lakes. 
Covering the water almost completely, broad, green-leafed water lilies grew in picturesque 
profusion. The drive up the hill, called ‘lovers’ lane,’ was canopied by overhanging branches 
of the deep-rooted elms…On the east side of the park, the hill sloped gently towards the lake. 
At the foot of this incline the street railway company had fitted up a base ball park. This was 
to be the scene of the prize drill. Scattered about the grounds were rustic seats, sylvan bowers 
and every other device to charm and hold the pleasure seeker. (Jones 73) 
 
Here, the roots of the picturesque in landscape architecture come to the surface, as the “natural 
beauties” of the park combine with its constructed elements in order to form a complete vista. As 
 
17 The name “Recreation Park” points to the opposition between leisure and labor that percolates beneath 
the picturesque: even if the aesthetic seems capable of incorporating the latter into its vision of political 
order, it must be perceived from a position of the former.  
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typified by the wild-seeming growth of the water lilies on the “artificial lakes,” or the “deep-
rooted elms” that overhang a newly built “drive up the hill,” Recreation Park is a powerful 
instance of the dialectic of the picturesque, oscillating constantly between the natural and the 
artificial. The “machines in the garden” of Recreation Park are the touches of the modern that 
give form and meaning to its “natural” features—the “street railway” which determines its 
location, the well-built “device[s]” that “charm” its visitors. The name of its most romantic drive, 
“lovers’ lane,” figures the park as an almost hyperreal reproduction of other parks in other 
places, themselves reproductions of an imagined vision of unperturbed nature, made available 
and organized by a modern eye. 
Into this park comes the marching corps of the Knights Templars, the black fraternity to 
which Clement and Lotus belong, to perform for the “pleasure seekers” in their “rustic seats” and 
“sylvan bowers.” As an ideal collective, the members of the fraternity, introduced in the first 
chapter as “picturesque knights,” represent the zenith of respect, decorum, and political inclusion 
in the novel: “a like number of no other race in our country, their equals financially,” the narrator 
notes early on, “could approach these Afro-Americans in gallantry and orderly demeanor” (Jones 
64). When the knights perform in the park, they embody the same spirit of dynamism and 
contrast that characterizes the space they occupy, as “each new picturesque evolution” of their 
formation “dissolved into another equally new and decidedly more intricate” (Jones 74). By 
drawing together the aesthetic governing the spatial arrangements of the park and the feelings 
evoked by the formal play of the Knights’ unified performance, Jones is emphasizing the link 
between the picturesque as aesthetic and the possibility and promise of its manifestation in 
collectivist political and social arrangements. Jones refines his understanding of this link when 
he uses almost the same language to describe another drill put on later by the knights: “the 
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combinations were formed more for picturesque display than for military correctness” (Jones 
92). The opposition established here between the performance and “military correctness” reflects 
the aspect of the picturesque which values the “relinquishment of fully visible compositional 
control” in favor of images like the “profusion” of water lilies on the artificial lakes (Copley and 
Garside 4). In imagining the African American public as a “mixed multitude,” Jones appeals to 
these same aesthetic standards (Jones 99). 
If these first three deployments of the picturesque in the novel all serve to emphasize the 
aesthetic as a model for the integration of the technological and the natural—and the further 
integration of an African American collective into that socio-material conglomerate—then the 
landscape of the coal mine to which I referred at the beginning of this section appears to upend 
that characterization entirely. After Lotus, framed by Leighton, is sentenced to three years of 
labor as a convict, the reader is introduced to the mine through a description of its place within a 
broader landscape, both in spatial and temporal terms: 
In the midst of a dense woods, flanked on the east by a broken chain of low-lying hills, 
stood a convict mining camp, operated by a millionaire senator, wined and dined as a 
social magnate in the capital of the nation. Here, before man came to curse it with his 
cruelties, Nature exulted in surroundings the most picturesque and beautiful. All day long 
the pure mountain stream, gushing forth from a perennial spring in the solitudes of the 
forest, pitched over miniature Niagaras, dodged and frisked between sharp upturned 
rocks, grew thoughtful and sedate, as it paused for a moment of recreation, in the deep 
quiet waters shadowed by overhanging oaks and elms. The morning sun as he chased the 
shadows of night from this sequestered bower, surprised nature in a rude undress more 
entrancing than any clothing the facile pen or the artist's brush can depict. Here 
unmolested, the partridge built her nest, the squirrel cracked nuts and saucily licked his 
paws, while the timid deer lapped water from the laughing brook and lead through the 
devious pathways of the unbroken forest her brown-eyed young. Into this natural 
paradise, like the serpent into Eden, came man. He broke through the forest, tunneled the 
mountains, bridged and vitiated the stream, killed the game and in place of the song of 
the bird and the murmur of the stream, brought whistle of the engine and the weird 
murmurs of sadness and despair. On the banks of this stream in midwinter, years before 
the beginning of our story, about forty wretches, handcuffed two and two, with a chain 
passing through links on the chain that coupled them, were driven from the railway to the 
spot where they were to form the nucleus of a convict's camp. The neighboring hills were 
seamed with a vein of excellent coal and these men were brought to open and work in the 
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new mines. They built a "cell house" first and afterward a number of other outbuildings 
for the deposit of such stores as a needed about a mine. (Jones 226) 
 
In this paragraph, which opens a chapter entitled “The Convict Mines,” we find a significantly 
different version of the picturesque than elsewhere in the novel, here likened to the “natural 
paradise” that precedes the entrance of “the serpent into Eden,” rather than a synthetic form 
predicated on the incorporation the technological into the natural. The picturesque here is “nature 
in a rude undress more entrancing than any clothing the facile pen or the artist's brush can 
depict,” it is “naked,” pure, unperturbed, an “unbroken forest” in which the only “built” thing is a 
partridge nest. The coal mine, it would seem, is not only impossible to incorporate into a 
picturesque landscape, but seems to direct the reconsideration of the political and social 
meanings of that aesthetic as well: the picturesque here is less a landscape as a “thing-for-us” as 
it is one in which “we” are absent altogether. The lapsed picturesque, it follows, is equal to the 
postlapsarian: the coal mine does such injury to the status of the artificial in landscape that a 
return to raw nature serves as the only recompense.18 
What is it about the mine that produces such an upheaval in the novel’s theory of the 
picturesque? How, precisely, does the mine serve to disrupt the established harmony of the 
machine in the garden? In the paragraph above, the landscape is described through a series of 
inversions, which offer some insight into the relationship between the coal mine and the 
picturesque. The first inversion occurs at the level of the paragraph: this passage is significant as 
an instance of Marx’s “machine in the garden” because it inverts the basic structure of that trope, 
in which, most of the time, the intercession of the machine in an otherwise natural landscape—
 
18 The gap between these two versions of the picturesque recalls the difference in attitudes towards nature, 
energy, and modernization described in my introduction between Dunbar’s celebratory “Columbian Ode” 
and the mournful “Ballade.” Jones’ description of the mine may as well begin with Dunbar’s closing  
“Envoi”: “Oh, awful Power whose works repel / the marvel of earth’s designs” (Dunbar 204). 
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the sudden shriek of a train through the trees, the smokestacks of steamships mingling with 
mist—marks the deployment of the trope (Marx 15). The opening paragraph of “The Convict 
Mines,” however, begins with the machine (the mining camp) over which an imagined landscape 
is projected, before returning to the built environment (the “cell house”) in the closing sentence: 
it is not so much the suddenly palpable machine that interrupts the garden in this paragraph as it 
is the memory of the garden which disrupts the material space of the machine (Jones 226).19 The 
timeline described in narrative terms—“Here, before man came to curse it with his cruelties, 
Nature exulted in surroundings most picturesque and beautiful”—is thus inverted syntactically at 
the paragraph level. The effect of this inversion is to underscore how the “machine in the 
garden” trope lends ontological primacy to the “garden”—the machine is that which comes later, 
preceded both by landscape and its viewer—whereas the landscape of “The Convict Mine” 
accords to a more everyday (or, at least, historically significant) form of seeing in which a coal 
mine is a coal mine first and an aspect of the landscape second. If the early sections of the novel 
posit the picturesque as a model for political organization which makes room both for black 
collective enfranchisement and the synthesis of technology and the natural, the applicability of 
that model to the actual material arrangements of modernity—the coal mines behind the 
steamboats, the convicts behind the coal mines—is called into question through its deployment 
as projection here. 
The second significant inversion in this vision of the picturesque is the reorientation of 
the scene around “natural” elements, through which it is given meaning, rather than painting the 
 
19 The inversion of the “machine in the garden” trope here lines up with one of the very few recent studies 
of black literature that considers Hearts of Gold is J. Lee Greene’s Blacks in Eden, which interprets 
Jones’ deployment of paradisiacal discourse as a way of articulating and critiquing the South’s “self-
projection as a new Eden” (Greene 111). 
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landscape as a “thing-for-us” in which a viewer is clearly situated. Instead of establishing a 
typical picturesque viewer—a “pleasure seeker” in a “bower,” to return to Recreation Park, for 
example—the landscape is seen from the perspective of natural forces, first the “pure mountain 
stream” and then the “morning sun.” In the place of a viewer, like Clement or Lotus at the start 
of the novel, who is able to draw meaning (or “courage”) from the landscape—and at the same 
time interpolate themselves into the political dream it reflects—we see the scene from the point 
of view of figures like the sun, who “chased the shadows of night from this sequestered bower” 
(Jones 226).20 Similarly, the stream, Jones’ narrator writes, “pitched over miniature Niagaras, 
dodged and frisked between sharp upturned rocks, grew thoughtful and sedate, as it paused for a 
moment of recreation, in the deep quiet waters shadowed by oaks and elms.” If, in the 
picturesque, “outlines, surface deformations, and groups—irregular, uneven, or broken—are 
intense expressions of energy, motion, or change, whether active or kinetic,” then the Edenic 
landscape that precedes the coal mine finds a parallel to the energy to be released by the “vein of 
excellent coal” beneath it in the alternating dynamism and stillness of the stream (Conron 3). The 
notion of landscape as an energetic system is further emphasized by Jones’ decision to liken the 
stream’s wilder movements to “miniature Niagaras,” as the falls had reached a new milestone as 
a power source in 1896, the year of the novel’s publication, as they began to provide electricity 
for the relatively distant city of Buffalo (Hughes, T. 139).21 Like Clement and Lotus overlooking 
 
20 The sun returns as agent a few pages later in another description of the mine and the frequent deaths of 
its inmates: “hardly a morning’s sun looked upon this scene, once a delectable garden of the gods, that did 
not behold a squad of ‘trusties’ carrying some fortunate victim to his last resting place” (Jones 228). Once 
the mine is built, the bodies of deceased workers take on the role of the “shadows of night” chased not out 
of “bowers” but into a different kind of “resting place.” 
21 Chapter 3 of this dissertation goes into further detail on the significance of long-distance power 
generation for energy in a literary context. The Niagara project, in any case, was both “substance and 
symbol,” in Thomas P. Hughes’ words, an “awe-inspiring sight” that represented the coming push 
towards more widely networked power grids and the consolidation of electricity trusts (Hughes, T. 140). 
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the novel’s initial picturesque, the anthropomorphized river is itself as capable of experiencing 
the landscape as the source of a “moment of recreation” as it is of transfiguring that landscape 
into a well of (here, literal) power.  
The introduction of “miniature Niagaras” to an otherwise somewhat unspecific and even 
figural landscape—“Nature,” abstracted in its capitalization, is corrupted by “man”—points to 
the third inversion at play in the paragraph: the reversal of the trope David Nye has usefully 
termed “America as Second Creation,” by way of the substitution of “man” for “the serpent” in 
the vision of the landscape as “natural paradise.” In the novel’s opening picturesque, the 
incorporation of the steamboat aligns with Nye’s description of the American “second creation” 
narrative as one in which new technologies were used “not to overrun nature but to complete the 
design latent within it,” such that the “second creation, though man-made, was in harmony with 
the first” (Nye 10).22 Among the tools that Nye considers central to the construction of second 
creation narratives are “the axe, the mill, the canal, the railroad, and the irrigation dam,” each of 
which appear (with the exception of the mill) in Jones’ landscape, described instead as 
fundamentally destructive: man “broke through the forest, tunneled the mountains, bridged and 
vitiated the stream, killed the game and in place of the song of the bird and the murmur of the 
stream, brought whistle of the engine and the weird murmurs of sadness and despair” (Jones 
266).23 Just as envisioning the colonization of the Americas under the banner of a second 
 
22 Albery Allson Whitman’s “Freedman’s Song,” with which this dissertation began, embodies the 
profound belief in the congruity of harnessed power, the natural world, and American “progress” 
fundamental to the trope Nye describes. The credulity with which Jones approaches that attitude here, 
only three years after Whitman performed his poem, speaks to the heterogeneity of African American 
thought even within the discursive circle of Washingtonian uplift ideologues. 
23 Although the mill is not present in this landscape, it does appear earlier in the novel, in Regenia’s 
premonitory dream which allegorizes the narrative’s later events: a turtle—a figure for Leighton—is 
killed when “a heavy load of lumber” from a sawmill “cut[s] him into a thousand pieces” (Jones 129). 
Although it is not specifically a lumber car that ends up killing Leighton, his body is “mangl[ed]…beyond 
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creation saw the process as a “return to the bower of paradise,” the figuration of human as 
serpent—that which corrupts, rather than cultivates, the Edenic—transfigures the practices that 
were previously considered intrinsic to the refinement of the nation themselves become 
instruments of loss and degradation (Nye 4). 
As these three inversions make clear, the ability of the picturesque to synthesize disparate 
aspects of landscape, or, more specifically, incorporate the technological into the natural, is 
severely challenged by the coal mine and its disrupting presence. If the picturesque at the start of 
the novel is able to transfigure the black smoke spewing from the steamboats into telluric 
matter—into “the spontaneous fruit of an Edenic tree,” to borrow from Ortega y Gasset—it 
cannot do the same with the source of that substance—coal—which the narrative then details as 
the actual material basis of the aesthetically transfigured machines that it otherwise is able to 
incorporate (Ortega y Gasset 82, qtd. in Marx 7). Though the series of inversions that mark the 
imagined landscape of the coal mine clarify how the coal mine serves to disrupt the functioning 
of the picturesque, an aspect of that question remains unanswered: why, exactly, does the coal 
mine function in this way? What is it about the coal mine that proves incompatible with the 
picturesque as a political and aesthetic form? 
 
1.3 Labor: Coal and the Convict 
 
 
The landscape above begins and ends, as I’ve already noted, with the construction of the 
mine, the arrival of “about forty wretches” on the “bank of this stream in midwinter,” whose first 
order of business, significantly, is the construction of a “cell house”—an event that occurs “years 
 
recognition” by a train car after having to cross “a dozen railroad tracks” during his flight after an 
attempted murder near the text’s conclusion (Jones 269).  
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before the beginning of our story” (Jones 226). The first sign of postlapsarian activity in the 
garden is its conversion into a space usable as a prison: shelter arrives in the garden not as a 
“bower” from which to enjoy its fruits but as a carceral space designed to constrain, control, and 
increase access to the “treasures of nature” (Washington 1899 6). Following the long paragraph 
in which the garden is described, the construction of this space is given its own very short 
paragraph: “the ‘cell house’ was built of logs. It was a long, low structure, covered with brush, 
without windows and having but a single door” (Jones 226). In this description there is, to me, a 
clear parallel being drawn between the “cell house” and one of the much more familiar spaces of 
(African) American literary history: the slave quarters. By linking the built environment of the 
convict mine to that of the plantation, Jones is drawing an important continuity between the two: 
the existence of an institution considered by some historians as “worse than slavery”—and its 
livelihood in a context as distinctly modern as the coal mine—complicates what might be 
considered one of the tenets of Washingtonian historiography, the adoption of a stadialist view 
that envisions emancipation as a finished event and the “treasures of nature” like coal as a 
modern guarantor of that freedom (Gorman 5).24 If, as Alex Lichtenstein writes, “convict labor 
rests at the nexus of key elements of the ongoing debates over the distinctiveness of the New 
South and the evolution of its race and class relations,” the distance that figures like Washington 
and Jones tried to maintain between the institution of slavery and the modern black political 
situation suggests that that debate was already ongoing even as that “distinctiveness” continued 
(or failed to continue) to develop. In almost exact opposition to Washington’s reflections in my 
 
24 In Chad Jewett’s 2013 article on Hearts of Gold—one of the few pieces of recent literary criticism on 
the novel—he describes the convict camp as a “plantation-like mining prison” and later, eliding the 
difference entirely, as a “prison plantation” (Jewett 181, 194). Problematizing the immateriality of the 
difference between the two—while also recognizing the continuities that their comparison allows us to 
perceive (and Jones to critique)—is emblematic of the impulse behind the energy humanities. 
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epigraph, historians like Lichtenstein have argued for an understanding of convict labor that 
“made modern economic development of the South’s resources compatible with the maintenance 
of racial domination”: the convict leasing system was not only “the spawn of slavery,” in W.E.B. 
Du Bois’ terms, but also of industrial modernity (Lichtenstein 5, Du Bois 2005 3). 
The characterization of the convict mine as a space in which antebellum racial politics are 
reproduced for a modern setting is prefigured earlier in the novel by Regenia’s experience in the 
town built around a steel plant in the “very heart of the South,” to which she moves to work as a 
school teacher. The school “was new because the necessity for it was new also,” Jones writes, “a 
Northern syndicate had recently established in the vicinity of the school, a large steel plant. The 
workmen about this new enterprise were for the most part, Afro-American. The company, with 
far-seeing generosity, had almost immediately erected two churches and a school house; well 
aware that around these institutions, so highly prized by the Negro, could be best made 
permanent a happy and contented class of laborers” (Jones 169). At the same time that we might 
recognize the dream of a “permanent” and “happy and contented class of laborers” as one of the 
many dreams that breathed continued life into the peculiar institution, Jones’ note that the steel 
plant is backed by a “Northern Syndicate” serves to remind us that this same dream has its place 
in the modern economic geography of the New South—even as that geography coalesces around 
coal-powered steel plants rather than tobacco and cotton plantations. This continuity is made 
explicit, much like in Jones’ description of the construction of the mine, through the form of a 
built landscape: as Regenia “looked down the valley toward which the little stream was making 
its way, toward the black smoke of the Steel plant,” she sees “flanking it on all sides…row after 
row of shacks, as they are called—one-story frame houses stripped on the outside, unplastered 
and forming a refinement of the old quarters famous in slavery days” (Jones 179). The “shacks” 
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that crop up around the steel plant are a “refinement” of slaves’ quarters, clearly, insofar as they 
have been made more “compatible” with the industrial: the spatial forms of racial domination 
have been refigured within the context of industry to better fit the landscape of modernity. 
As clear as the connection may be that Jones is drawing between the institution of slavery 
and its “spawn” in the convict lease system—and despite how well understood that connection is 
today by historians and prison abolitionists alike—Jones’ position here is in fact fairly unique for 
a black writer of his period (or, at least, the publication of that position is unique).25 What’s 
more, as one of the few literary black engagements with the question of convict labor, Hearts of 
Gold offers the rare affordance, as I demonstrated in part one, of considering the political 
questions at the novel’s heart in terms of form.26 Other African American literary texts that take 
 
25 In her essay “From the Prison of Slavery to the Slavery of Prison,” Angela Davis takes Frederick 
Douglass’ relative silence on convict leasing (as well as the extreme periphery of a “obscure missionary 
periodical” to which Du Bois’ singular extended reflection on the subject is relegated) as emblematic of a 
larger black critical caesura (Davis 77). Citing Du Bois, Mary Church Terrell, and the otherwise unknown 
writer D.E. Tobias as the few exceptions to the early black silence surrounding convict leasing, Davis 
suggests, quoting historian Milfred Fierce, that “black leaders fell victim to the notion that ‘criminals’ 
were getting what they deserved and, despite the cruelty of convict leasing, a crusade on behalf of 
prisoners was not seen as more important than fighting the lynching bee, opposing voting restrictions, or 
protesting the acts of racial bigotry that abounded” (qtd. in Davis 77). In Hearts of Gold, Jones makes it 
clear that the “criminals,” like Lotus Stone, who find themselves working the mines are far from 
“deserving” of their fate, and he depicts the violence of the convict lease system with as much horror as 
he does the novel’s equally disturbing lynching. 
26 Du Bois does briefly consider convict leasing in one of his literary texts, The Souls of Black Folk, in 
which laborers appear most interestingly as part of the description of a swamp: “an old plantation lies at 
its edge, forlorn and dark. Then comes the pool; pendent gray moss and brackish waters appear, and 
forests filled with wildfowl. In one place the wood is on fire, smouldering in dull red anger, but nobody 
minds. Then the swamp grows beautiful; a raised road, built by chained Negro convicts, dips down into 
it, and forms a way walled and almost covered in living green. Spreading trees spring from a prodigal 
luxuriance of undergrowth…” (Du Bois 2007 84, italics mine). Both an echo of Jones’ description of the 
roadways of Recreation Park and the later image of the convict mine in paradise, the “chained Negro 
convicts” in this landscape serve as an instantiation of the “material reality of history,” in Scott Hicks’ 
words, that adheres to Du Bois’ landscapes presented in the counteraesthetic of the black picturesque 
(Hicks, S. 210). For Hicks, as for Raine, Du Bois’ swamp represents a way of seeing the natural world at 
a distance from the dominant white cultural forms like the picturesque that otherwise organize its 
meaning, and which in turn normally erase the convict labor that builds the promontory upon which the 
landscape is both constructed and consumed. 
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up the question of convict leasing include Charles Chesnutt’s The Marrow of Tradition and, 
more distinctly, The Colonel’s Dream, which, in its narrative of New South failure, 
retrogression, and inertia, clearly dramatizes Houston S. Baker’s observation that “from 
plantation to ‘prison farm’ is scarcely a liberating mobility toward modernism” (Baker 92, italics 
in the original). In the latter novel, the Colonel’s titular “dream” of New South industry is 
repeatedly written as antithetical to the convict lease system, which can persist only in the 
absence of signs of modernity: “Fetters’ plantation is remote from any railroad,” Chesnutt writes 
of the novel’s convict-worked farm, “for railroads, while they bring in supplies and take out 
produce, also bring in light and take out information, both of which are fatal to certain fungus 
growths, social as well as vegetable, which flourish best in the dark” (Chesnutt 2014 281). In 
direct opposition to the backwardness and isolation of the prison plantation, the Colonel 
“dreamed of a regenerated South, filled with thriving industries, and thronged with a prosperous 
and happy people” (Chesnutt 2014 345). Significantly, the Colonel’s transformative dream 
begins with the exploitation of material resources: “to a man of action, like the Colonel, the 
frequent contemplation of unused water power, which might so easily be harnessed to the car of 
progress, gave birth, in time, to a wish to see it thus utilized, and the further wish to stir to labour 
the idle inhabitants of the neighborhood” (Chesnutt 2014 178).27 For the Colonel, the kind of 
 
 As the particular job of Du Bois’ “chained Negro convicts” reflects, the road-building chain gang 
has remained at the forefront of the American imaginary of convict labor, much more so than the image 
of the prison plantation or the convict miner. Ironically, however, chain gangs were largely the visible 
result of relatively “progressive” reforms made to the convict leasing system (the first bubblings of which 
Hearts of Gold represents), which relocated the location of labor to the now-iconic road. As Lichtenstein 
writes, “the chain gangs which built the roads of the twentieth century South became an enduring symbol 
of southern backwardness, brutality, and racism; in fact, they were the embodiment of Progressive ideals 
of southern modernization, penal reform, and racial moderation” (Lichtenstein 16, qtd. in Sander 183n39). 
The further significance of roadwork as an evolution of the convict leasing system will be explored in the 
conclusion of this chapter. 
27 The Colonel’s attitude here reflects what Cara New Daggett calls “the intertwining of energy and the 
Western ethos of dynamic, productive work” (Daggett 5). In my introduction, it was Washington who 
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labor promised by harnessing unused stores of energy—in contrast to the convict plantation, 
which treats the human body as an energy source in itself—promises the development of “habits 
of industry, efficiency and thrift,” which will serve as a “contribution to human progress” 
(Chesnutt 2014 179).28 
Chesnutt’s novel goes on to dramatize the foolishness of this way of thinking—the 
insufficiency of imagining “the modern” as a salve, the application of which will heal the 
wounds of Southern “backwardness”—by way of the Colonel’s eventual failure: Chesnutt 
understands the conceptual and literal congruity between convict labor and “harnessing unused 
power,” in short, while the Colonel does not. In Hearts of Gold on the other hand, Jones 
literalizes the same failure of thinking by relocating the site of convict labor from the plantation 
to the coal mine, eradicating the illusory distance between the two. Both Jones and Chesnutt are 
aware of how, in historian Matthew Mancini’s terms, “the system was…both backward, and 
forward, looking,” representing a “desperate attempt of a caste society to maintain its social 
structure” while at the same time the “men who leased convicts were the business men and New 
South advocates who were most interested in putting that old society behind them, who wanted 
to replace the plantation with the factory” (Mancini 1978 345-7). Reading the convict lease 
system in this way aids Jones in his nuanced articulation of the meaning of Black progress in the 
 
most clearly embodied this conceptual melding, suggesting the possibility of reading Chesnutt’s depiction 
of the Colonel’s failure as an implicit critique of black uplift rhetoric, which highlights the latter’s 
concordance with Northern-lead projects of (anti-black) capitalist reification. 
28 The Colonel’s deeply felt faith in the promise of the modern, as his status as a post-war “Colonel” 
might suggest, has a distinctly sectarian tinge: reflecting on the difference between his workers and those 
leased by the damnable Fetters, the Colonel thinks how “his mill hands should become, like the mill 
hands in New England towns, an intelligent, self-respecting and therefore respected element of an 
enlightened population” (Chesnutt 2014 226). The importance of the idea of the “enlightened” populace 
for both Chesnutt and Jones—particularly in relation to the conditions of labor—will become more 
apparent later in this section. 
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nadir: the convict in the coal mine is the convict in the garden, an indelible sign of the barbarism 
at the heart of naturalized visions of progress. 
It goes without saying that the relative dearth of black writing on the convict lease system 
does not belie its insignificance: inaugurated in Georgia in 1868 and written into state law by 
1874, by 1886 (around, perhaps, when the novel takes place) almost ten thousand prisoners were 
being leased out, the vast majority of whom were African Americans (Muller 367-8, Lichtenstein 
19).29 Active across thirteen states (ten of which were former slave states), the system 
persisted—formally, at least; its exact end-date is disputed—until 1928, when Alabama finally 
fully abandoned the practice. It was in Alabama, too, where the majority of convict coal miners 
were located, leased to the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company (TCI), which upheld, 
unsurprisingly, the general racial composition of the system: in 1896, the year of the publication 
of Hearts of Gold (and a “typical year,” according to Mancini), 1,496 out of the 1,710 convict 
miners working in Alabama were black (Mancini 1996 106). The precise location of Jones’ 
convict mine is never given: it is, like the rest of the novel’s geography, abstracted to emphasize 
the North-South divide, rather than state-to-state difference. This ambiguity allows Jones to offer 
a broad critique of a multifarious structure of which, Mancini writes, we might be “doubtful 
whether it was even a ‘system’ at all during most of its existence” (Mancini 1996 21). The long 
paragraph that introduces the convict mine cited in the previous section, however, does contain 
one clue to its geographic specificity: in his invocation of a  “millionaire senator” who operates 
that camp and is “wined and dined as a social magnate in the capital of the nation” Jones likely 
 
29 The vast difference in the numbers of enslaved people compared to leased convicts is one of the reasons 
why descriptors like “Slavery by Another Name,” to take the name of Douglas Blackmon’s best-selling 
book on the subject, ought to be understood as highlighting certain shared features—both emerge from 
the demand to maintain “control of black labor,” both saw the everyday presence of similar forms of 
physical and psychological brutality—rather than as designating convict labor as a “replacement” for 
slavery in a crude sense (Mancini 1996 20). 
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refers to Joseph E. Brown, called “Georgia’s ‘convict king’” (Jones 226, Lewis 16). Brown was 
the “leading coal mine operator in the state of Georgia” and, though “coal never became a major 
industry in Georgia,” the senator became immensely wealthy because he was able to lease 
convicts for seven cents per day” (Lewis 17). (One of Brown’s collaborators was John B. 
Gordon, a former civil war general turned governor and convict lessee, who once held ownership 
over Sarah and Jim Gordon, my ancestors [Lichtenstein 68]). Given that Brown had 
“enthusiastically led the secessionist movement in Georgia prior to 1861, governed the state 
during the Civil War years, and afterward remained a staunch defender of antebellum slavery,” 
the “millionaire senator” likely appeared as a convenient figure for Jones because his use of 
convicts was so clearly a continuation of his previous exploitation of slave labor (Blackmon 
347).30 
As we have already seen, Jones is quick to emphasize this connection in his account of 
the convict mine, which, beginning with its status as the negation of the picturesque, is described 
frequently as a space characterized by a sense of fundamental lack. The prisoners, Jones writes, 
had “scarcely clothing enough to cover their nakedness,” and “scarcely food enough to keep soul 
and body from divorcement.” Beyond material “scarcity,” so too is the mine a space in which 
many of the social and ethical norms that (at least appear) to dictate everyday life are absent: 
“women and men, boys and girls, lived in this foul prison pen utterly regardless of the laws of 
morality” while the guards worked “under a condition where no one was responsible.” The mine 
 
30 Another clue linking Brown with the convict mine in Hearts of Gold is Jones’ description of Lotus’ 
exposure to the “water cure,” a form of torture in which water is poured “down a victim’s throat through a 
funnel until the stomach distends, and pushing up against the heart and other vital organs, produces a pain 
not less severe than death itself” (Jones 231). The use of this particularly cruel form of torture—which, it 
was said, allowed prisoners to more quickly return to work after punishment compared to the traditional 
use of the whip—was one of the more publicized findings of a legislative committee that visited one of 
Brown’s mines in 1895, one year before Jones published his novel (Lichtenstein 122). 
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is, in short, a space in which “no report was given nor was any required,” an observation Jones 
makes, tellingly, without reference to any event in particular (Jones 227, italics mine). Entering 
the mine, Lotus encounters the negation of the Washingtonian march of progress; stepping into a 
scene of New South modernity, he encounters the atavistic forces at its core. 
While the camp is heterogeneous in terms of the age and sex of its inhabitants, the 
prisoners, Jones is quick to confirm, are “for the most part…Afro-Americans” (Jones 228).31 The 
camp is able to operate as a space of negation, absence, and waste precisely because of this fact: 
“the state was glad to dispose of the expense of keeping them, whatever the consequence. And it 
was frequently noted among those who knew, that whenever by reason of death hands were 
scarce at the mines, agents trumped up petty accusations against able bodied Negroes and 
secured long time sentences to the shame of justice, in the convict mines” (Jones 228). Always 
already a replacement in times of permanently “scarce” labor, Lotus enters the mine as an 
interchangeable body: as little as his privileged identity did to keep him out of the mine, it does 
even less to protect him once he is within it. “When a new batch of prisoners were driven in,” 
Jones writes, “they changed their citizen clothes for the convict’s stripes, were numbered and 
immediately set to work”: the two-step process through which a person becomes a worker in the 
convict mine consists of the reducing the legibility of the miner as individual (Jones 227). 
Stripped of his name and his clothes, Lotus becomes “No. 99,” a moniker that the narrator 
deploys interchangeably with his name for the remainder of the episode. In a similar way that the 
novel remains general in its geography and thus broad in its critique of convict leasing, Jones’ 
 
31 That the mixed sexual makeup of the camp fades from narrative legibility after this point—all of the 
individual (though nameless) miners referenced in the novel are given masculine pronouns—is consistent 
with the historiography of convict labor more broadly, which did not receive its first substantial treatment 
of the group Talitha L. LeFlouria refers to as the South’s “most inconspicuous workforce” until the 
publication of her 2015 Chained in Silence (LeFlouria 5). 
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treatment of Lotus as “No. 99” suggests understanding him as an instance or duplication, a 
representative rather than exceptional figure. Far from the “mixed multitude” of individuated 
citizens that people the novel’s picturesque landscapes, the mine produces a kind of negative 
collective, more akin to the anonymous and disturbingly replicable “crowd” which perpetrates 
the novel’s horrific lynching (Jones 99, 224). 
The prime mover within the camp—that which spurs Lotus to action, marks the passage 
of time, and, through the logic of replaceability, structures the economic form of the camp—is 
death, as fear, threat, or promise. Lotus, the narrator notes, “had never before entered a coal 
mine,” and he “had no more notion of the work he was expected to do than a man reared in a 
balloon” (Jones 229). Vitally unfit for the work before him, although Lotus insists “he would not 
give up to die as long as there was an ounce of active muscle unused in his body,” he had “hardly 
worked all that long day in the mud, under the constant drip from the black roof above him, 
before, hungry and tired, he wished for death” (Jones 229). Even as his partner, “No. 47” “shows 
him every kindness” and teaches him “the art of ‘bearing in’ and using the drill, in a way not so 
expensive to nerve and sinew,” Lotus collapses after his first shift in the mine, is punished by the 
guards, and left “utterly incapacitated” (Jones 229-30). At the same time that he “wished for 
death,” however, it is only through a “fear of death” that Lotus’ “will…exercises a tremendous 
influence over the body” and he is able to return to work (Jones 230). “Verily believing every 
step would be his last,” and “believing each night as he lay down on his hard bed, that before the 
morrow death would come to his relief,” the threat of death looms behind Lotus’ labor, and, as 
“days rolled into months,” Lotus nearly succumbs to the physical deprivation to which he is 
subjected. “Steam engines are little creative divinities,” Cara New Daggett writes, recalling the 
steamships of the novel’s earlier picturesques, “but like many creative endeavors, they feed, on 
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death, running on the detritus of a long-lost world” (Daggett 25). While, in Daggett’s 
formulation, the “death” feeds steam engines is prehistoric in origin, Jones’ depiction of the 
convict mine suggests these deaths might be modern after all. 
The intensity of Lotus’ reaction to the physical deprivation he faces more or less removes 
him from the narrative at a vital moment in the story of the convict mine: the former protagonist 
of the novel is incapacitated and absent during the most politically revolutionary action depicted 
in the text. After about five months working in the mine, Lotus finds himself “unable to 
rise…having tried time and again to sit up…[but] each time Mother Earth would snatch him to 
her cold bosom.” (Jones 231). Lotus is tortured by a guard, which brings on a fever that leaves 
him bedridden for three weeks, when, suddenly, “47” arrives in the hospital and the narrative 
flashes back to “the events which occurred on the night ’47’ was injured” that “served to make 
the day memorial” (Jones 233). These “events,” which end up hastening Lotus’ release and 
bringing the novel to its close, occur entirely while he is bedridden, as if again to underscore the 
extent to which the setting of the convict mine and its abstracting qualities reduce the 
possibilities of writing a with a clear “protagonist” at the narrative center. “47,” like Sterling 
Brown’s “Big Boy,” is “buried under a fall of slate,” where he stays for several hours before 
being “extricated from the living death he had been enduring,” laid “upon a slack pile until the 
men, after the work hour had ceased would have time to carry him out,” and eventually “placed 
upon a car of loaded coal and driven to the shaft and hoisted to the surface” (Jones 233). In this 
moment, a clear equivalence is being drawn not just between the horrors that convict miners 
faced and their precursors in slave labor, but, effectively, between the body of the miner and the 
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coal itself.32 As “47” loses his ability to function as a source of labor in the environment of the 
mine, his status as a “natural resource”—or one of nature’s “free gifts”—from the perspective of 
convict capitalism is laid bare: he is “hoisted to the surface” as the already-expended double of 
the stuff upon which he lays. Here, the most violently racist instantiation of the ontological 
slippage around black labor and/as energy is literally brought to the surface during the event of 
extraction. 
After he is brought to the hospital, “47,” in his dying moments, tells Lotus the story of his 
life, which again serves to undergird Jones’ interpretation of convict labor as a continuation of 
slavery. Born a “slave to a cruel master” whom he serves “until after the war,” “47” works as a 
sharecropper with his wife until “the boss figured us in debt to him” and “drove us away from 
the place.” Without a livelihood, “47” and his wife find a “collard which was not considered 
worth cutting up” in an already harvested field, are “arrested for stealing” and “sent up for fifteen 
years—[his wife] for ten as my accomplice.” “47”’s wife dies “of a broken heart a few months 
after her arrival” because “she could not endure this place,” while “47” lives on to work until his 
burial under the fall of slate (Jones 236). In his inexorable-feeling transition from enslaved 
person to sharecropper to convict laborer—and the parallel movement from agricultural to 
industrial labor—“47” appears as an embodiment of the continuous history of slavery as an 
adaptive institution, at once capable of modernization and partially constitutive of it. If we are to 
understand “47” to be, like Lotus, a kind of synecdochic figure, then his death takes on a 
particular significance: at the same time that his death would seem to continue the cycle of 
exhaustion and replacement to which his anonymity bears witness, it also seems to signal the 
 
32 The image of “47” atop the loaded coal car will recur in the inverse more than 50 years later when 
Ellison’s Invisible Man finds himself “in the black dark upon the black coal no longer running, hiding, or 
concerned,” made safe—or invisible—through physical contact with the material (Ellison 565). 
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passing of a moment, as a living figure of antebellum life exposes the possible mortality of that 
which he represents.33 
Indeed, in addition to providing Jones with further opportunity to reflect on the cruelty of 
the convict lease system as a continuation of slavery and the double logic of perpetual 
expenditure and replacement at its heart, “47”’s accident also incidentally acts as the first step in 
the narrative of revolt and reform which makes up the remainder of the story of the convict mine. 
Upon returning to the surface with “47” and the load of coal, two (unnamed, or unnumbered) 
members of his mining squad take advantage of a moment of lax security and make their escape, 
chased after by bloodhounds and prison guards. Before the bloodhounds can catch up, the two 
make their way “straight for the Welsh mining camp a few miles across the hills,” where they 
find the “principal loafing place” of the town and “pour their tale of suffering into the ears of 
sympathetic listeners,” most importantly, perhaps, the “story of ‘47’s’ accident and the criminal 
neglect which had followed.” Bearing their bodies as further evidence, “they stripped off their 
shirts and displayed the scars which the bayonets had left them,” asking the Welsh miners that 
“if it was the intention to again deliver them to the clutches of these fiends incarnate to season 
justice with mercy and kill them on the spot.” With no hope that their escape might actually 
prove successful, the convicts intend only “to give to the world some idea of their condition,” so 
 
33 The precise moment of “47”’s death is given a significantly melodramatic treatment: “As he expired a 
gust of wind blew out the pine knot that had flickered and glared all night over the couch of the dying. 
The clouds rolled back and through the broken roof, a flood of moonlight fell on the bed of the dead man, 
shrouding it in a sheen of silver” (Jones 237). As “47” dies, the artificial light shone by the pine knots 
(which double as instruments of punishment, we have already learned) is extinguished and the “celestial 
power” of moonlight comes to the fore (Griffiths 628). “47”’s death is depicted as a tableau vivant, a vital 
feature of staged melodrama which depended heavily on the intensely contrasting lighting made possible 
by the injection of fossil fuels into the space of the theater (Griffiths 618). That Hearts of Gold is at its 
most melodramatic within the space of the convict camp is not a coincidence: as the following chapter of 
my dissertation will explore in more detail, the connection between coal and melodrama goes beyond the 
use of the fossil fuel to light the stage. 
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that the exposure of injustice might serve as the first step in its annihilation (Jones 234). The 
Welsh miners, “touched by their story”—“who with hearts would not have been?” asks the 
narrator—decide to hide the convicts, overpowering the guards and killing the dogs when they 
arrive. 
Despite his note that “not an honest heart in the entire vicinity of that convict mine…did 
not throb with pent-up hatred toward it,” the narrator is quick to note that the Welsh miners “had 
many additional reasons for hating the system” of convict mining “as well as the men” behind it: 
First, it degraded labor by coming into competition with it. Second, the convicts fill places that 
were the just due of free labor. Third, convict coal could be put on the market cheaper than that 
dug by free labor, and hence the openers of mines operated by convicts regulated the wages of 
those conducted by them. Fourth, a deep seated hatred, native in the human heart, against 
systemic cruelty. (Jones 234) 
 
This passage is significant because of how it moves back and forth between an economic and 
moral critique of convict labor, and because that shifting critique is ventriloquized through a 
group of white (though importantly ethnically defined) laborers in precisely the same field as the 
convict miners. As if it is insufficient to say that the Welsh miners would object to the treatment 
of the convicts based solely on the testimonials of cruelties they face (based, that is, on their 
“hearts”), Jones suggests here that an economic motive pushes them towards allyship and 
outrage as well. As Ronald L. Lewis confirms, “convict-mined coal benefitted all mine 
operators…even those who did not lease convicts, by depressing the wages of free miners,” and 
the Welsh miners, in this section, appear fully aware of the negative ramifications of that accord 
(Lewis 32). Given the racial politics of convict labor and coal, it is significant this critique 
appears here in the form of the generalized thoughts of a group of white miners: as Alex 
Lichtenstein writes, “once [coal] mining was defined as ‘negro work’ and thus lost its ideological 
status as ‘skilled’ labor, convict competition with free labor in the mining industry vanished as a 
social concern,” except, importantly, “among the miners themselves” (Lichtenstein 116). The 
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Welsh miners, following Lichtenstein, represent a unique political perspective insofar as they are 
able to transcend entirely, it appears, any preoccupation with race, concerning themselves instead 
entirely with the economic implications of the injustice presented to them.34 With the last of the 
additional reasons, however, Jones again returns to a kind of instinctive disdain for convict 
leasing, in which cruelty, once “systemic,” proves intolerable to any who witness it: as careful as 
Jones is to set up an economic critique of convict leasing that exposes its corrosive effect on free 
labor (white and black alike), an appeal to an immaterial political affect (“hatred”) nonetheless 
asserts itself as central. 
A similarly combined critique is repeated in the following chapter, when the “captain of 
the convict mines and his troop of horsemen” make their way to Welshtown, riding “through the 
little mining town with all the haughty hilarity of a victorious army entering a conquered city” 
(Jones 238). The “entire male population of the usually quiet little place” emerges to meet the 
agents of the convict mine, and one of the miners delivers a harsh rejection of the captain’s 
orders to return the escaped convicts: 
“…The law sanctions our right and I call upon all good citizens to assist me in the prosecution of 
my duty,” said the captain, dismounting. 
“There is a higher law—a law that existed previous to the legislature that legalized this 
damnable tool of cheap labor. We refuse by the law of common humanity, by the statutes of self 
preservation, to allow these men, to the detriment of our wives and children, to longer compete 
with us in the struggle of existence. If we had no hearts, if our sympathies did not go out to the 
poor, ill-treated, half-starved wretches, an enlightened self interest would no longer permit 
 
34 The miners’ specifically Welsh identity is significant for several reasons. First, it helps us to further 
develop our understanding of the novel’s abstracted North-South geography: while the “overwhelming 
majority of Welsh miners settled north of the Ohio River,” those that did work in the South were 
sprinkled between Tennessee and the area of dense mining surrounding Birmingham, supporting my 
tendency to read the novel’s South as a sort of Alabama-Georgia conglomerate (Lewis 2008 7). Second, 
as Ronald L. Lewis has written, Welsh immigrants to the American coalfields tended to adhere to the 
notion of “labor republicanism,” which held as its goal “not great wealth, but rather the middle class 
desire for economic security and independence,” a political orientation that dovetails clearly with Jones’ 
Washingtonian tendencies (Lewis 2008 97). Because the Welsh were “‘free labor’ republican adherents in 
practice and ideology,” they tended to “refuse to compete with oppressed African American labor used by 
mine operators,” primarily by avoiding work in convict leasing states but also, as Hearts of Gold 
dramatizes, through an active alignment with revolting forces (Lewis 2008 69). 
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oppressive capitalists to use these victims of a misdirected and ruinous state economy, to glut the 
markets with their cheap products to the injury of free labor. The convict system is a piece of 
short-sighted retrenchment; it may be a saving to the state, but it means poor work at starvation 
wages for the miners,” (“Hear, Hear,” cried the men, crowding about their leader). (Jones 239) 
 
Here, Jones reframes the mixed critique of convict mining discussed above from the direct point 
of view of the “leader” of the Welsh miners: rather than the narrator describing the reasons that 
the miners might have for despising convict mining, a similar critique comes directly from one of 
the miners, transfigured into an argument about “law,” rather than feeling. The “higher law” to 
which the miner refers is “the law of common humanity,” which he defines, in the negative, as 
the prohibition against allowing “these men…to compete with us in the struggle of existence” 
(Jones 239). This is, I think, a surprising definition of a “higher law”: rather than appealing to an 
abstract notion of justice (or, in affective terms, a “hatred” for “systemic cruelty”), the miner’s 
notion of a law that pre-dates “legislature” is, in effect, an idea of political economy: the 
subsistence of “an enlightened self interest” at the core of the individual (Jones 234). Here, the 
“unnaturalness” of the mine—first expressed through the disruption of the novel’s picturesque 
conventions—is presented here as an affront to an economic version of “human nature,” in which 
“injury to free labor” is not only unjust but an aberration, the dislocation of an aspect of an 
otherwise operative natural order of political economy. An “enlightened” and empowered 
collective here emerges through access to a shared idea of human nature. 
With numbers in their favor, the Welsh miners chase the prison authorities back to the 
camp, where they free the prisoners and begin to “despoil” it. Having “vacated the cell house, the 
enraged miners set fire to it,” before proceeding to the mines where “the tipple was fired, the 
mine flooded, the air chamber closed and hundreds of empty coal cars piled up and made a 
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bonfire of.”35 The destruction of the mine represents the cathartic expression of the “higher law” 
of “common humanity”: “when they had fully satisfied the pent up hatred which years had 
engendered toward this foul blot on the fair name of the state,” Jones writes, the leader “lifted his 
cap and said, ‘Give three cheers for the capture of Camp Hell Fire” (Jones 240).36 The critique of 
the convict mine repeatedly and variously offered throughout this section of the novel is given its 
fullest expression through the material destruction of the space of the mine: it is not in law but in 
deed that “common humanity” pronounces itself. 
The continued disjointedness of “higher law” and American law is emphasized by the 
events that immediately follow the apparent destruction of the mine, in which what appears to be 
absolute (the “full satisfaction” of “pent up hatred”) is revealed to be deeply incomplete: a 
moment of apparent revolution is neutered by the lassitude of reform. Soon after the revolt takes 
place, Clement succeeds in receiving a pardon for Lotus, and, upon entering the camp to retrieve 
him, is granted entry by the captain: “his inhuman treatment of the convicts had received such a 
 
35 As noted above, the revolt at the convict mine was likely inspired by real events, such as the mutiny at 
the “Lone Rock Mine,” in 1883, but the structure of the Hearts of Gold’s mutiny—which sees one group 
of free miners working to liberate the convicted—resembles in particular an 1891 revolt in Tennessee 
during which a group of free miners captured a group of convicts headed for the mines, successfully 
diverting the shipment of labor. A series of standoffs followed, in which “whites and Negroes [stood] 
shoulder to shoulder” against both TCI representatives and, as in Jones’ novel, the military strength of the 
state. When, in response to the initial revolt, legislators voted to uphold the leasing system, more revolts 
erupted: “fellow miners from Kentucky and Virginia supported the uprising, and the entire countryside 
seemed to have fallen to the forces of anarchy, as armies of black and white miners challenged authority 
and assaulted the convict stockades” (Lewis 1987 24). Within this context, it is easy to understand why 
Jones continually deploys the language of war in his depiction of the revolt. 
36 The significance of the phrase “this foul blot on the fair name of the state” lies both in its almost 
idiomatic ubiquity and in the positive portrait of the remainder of “the state” that it paints: “the lease 
system is commonly portrayed as a stain on the ‘honor’ of the New South,” Alex Lichtenstein writes, 
“which undermined the legitimacy of the ruling class and their ‘real’ interest in progress or nostalgic 
attachment to paternalism” (Lichtenstein 14). The phrase recurs in some form three times in Jones’ novel, 
once, significantly, in relation to “Lynch law” rather than convict leasing, underlining the link between 
the two (Jones 124). By drawing this connection, Jones again emerges as a singular thinker for his time, 
following Angela Davis’ observation, noted above, in considering these two institutions of racial control 
in relation to one another. 
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notorious airing that he was glad of an opportunity to show his clemency. He was under the 
watchful eye of the omnipresent press and knew full well that any lack of courtesy would be sent 
on the snowy wings of the morning news to every village and hamlet in the country” (Jones 252). 
Here, in a surprising moment, Jones seems to be positioning the achievement of freedom for one 
of the novel’s central characters—who, as we have seen, is reduced to relative narrative 
anonymity by the force of the convict mine—as a deterrent to radical political reform, a means 
of cloaking the persistence of injustice under the guise of gradual improvement. Jones here is 
making room for a remarkably subtle critique of American racial politics which might otherwise 
be hard to notice in his text: the “happy ending” that one of the novel’s protagonists earns not 
only derives from his privileged status as an educated member of the talented tenth but actually 
comes at the expense of a anonymized class of similarly exploited black workers. By depicting 
his protagonist’s achievement of individual freedom as, ultimately, against the interests of the 
collective, Jones both preemptively justifies and articulates a complex warning about the internal 
contradictions of an enterprise like Wilgera. In this way, Jones circumvents one of the commonly 
understood “constraints” of black literature from the nadir—the apparent demand that it faced to 
represent the “white negro” (or the “Bluevayne,” to take the title of Jones’ unpublished second 
novel) as a heroic figuration of progress, to envision equality as the just distribution of 
“whiteness as property,” to borrow from Cheryl Harris—by way of asserting the inconsequence 
of an individual narrative of emancipation. 
Indeed, after Clement successfully removes Lotus from the mine, Jones writes, he 
“turned his back on the convict mines forever.” In his absence, “the threatened trouble had 
cleared away…most of the escaped convicts had been recaptured, the camp, with a few outward 
reforms, had dropped into its accustomed routine” (Jones 256). Here, surprisingly, the seemingly 
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intense destruction embodied by the flooding of the mine and the burning of the coal cars is 
transfigured into “threatened trouble,” and the mine returns to business as usual. But, Jones 
continues, “The Convict Lease System…had been given a blow from which it would not soon 
recover. The illumination it had received had served to array against it a class of agitators who, it 
is hoped, in time will erase the foul blot from the escutcheon of civilization” (Jones 256). Once 
again, the coal mine pushes Jones to think outside of the traditional time of the novel—this time 
a modest move into a reformed future, rather than a dive into an antediluvian past—and imagine 
a time after the publication of his novel (and thus after the fictional publication of Clement’s 
article) in which the institution buckles to “higher law” under the repeated “illumination” of the 
written word. 
 
1.4 Conclusion—Hearts of Gold / Oil and Gas 
 
 
This theory of progress—which positions the exposure of injustice at its heart—reflects 
what M. Giulia Fabi refers to in her essay on Hearts of Gold as the novel’s subscription to “the 
interventionist uses of literature and the ‘faith in book power’ that African American writers 
shared with their contemporaries” at the turn of the century (Fabi 57). Jones’ novel (and 
Clement’s article) is an attempt to create scandal, to “stimulate enough Progressive Era reform 
impulse and humanitarian outrage” to motivate abolishment (Lichtenstein 3). This goal is 
consistent with “the usual analysis” of the end of convict leasing, as Matthew Mancini writes, 
which holds that it was “abolished in response to a great upsurge of public fury at the cruelties 
and brutalities of the system” (Mancini 1978 340).37 More recent historiography, however, has 
 
37 This way of thinking about the end of convict leasing is embodied by a speech given by an early 
historian of the system to the American Prison Association in 1919: “gradually the consciences of the 
Southern people were awakened in one State after another, and the convict lease system was abolished, 
often at a great financial sacrifice, because of the conviction that it was impossible to administer with any 
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not agreed with Jones’ proleptic picture of convict leasing’s end as a withering under scrutiny: 
beginning with Mancini’s influential 1978 article “Race, Economics, and the Abandonment of 
the Convict Lease System,” a different account of the system’s end has become standard, in 
which, rather than folding shamefacedly under the glow of public opinion, “it was not until the 
system lost its profitability to the lessees that it was finally abandoned…its demise occurred 
when both its economic and social utility were undermined” (Mancini 1978 349). Echoing 
Andreas Malm’s argument, cited in my introduction, that steam power “arose as a form of power 
exercised by some people against others,” the transition away from convict-mined coal is 
exposed as itself an expression of power (Malm 36). The impetus behind the abolishment of the 
convict lease system—an event which might be considered a significant sign of social and 
economic “progress”—came not from the exposure of the institution as corrupt, socially or 
morally unacceptable, or inconsistent with the values of modernity, but because its value to 
modernity came to an end. 
This was true across the southern states, but of particular significance in the context of 
Jones’ life and work is the economic transition that occurred in Alabama, where the system held 
out the longest and where the richest of the South’s convict mines were concentrated. There, the 
economic impetus behind the transition away from convict labor came, interestingly, from the 
rise of oil. During a special session of the state legislature in December 1926, lawmakers 
introduced a “constitutional amendment that established a $25 million bond issue for maintaining 
the states roads,” which “instituted an additional 2-cent tax on gasoline and created eighteen road 
camps complete with buildings, road-building machinery, and other equipment.” These road 
 
proper regard for human rights” (qtd. in Mancini 1997 217). The language of “human rights” and 
“consciences…awakened” ought to be familiar, given Jones’ use of similar terms in his descriptions of 
the Welsh miner’s objections to the lease system discussed above.  
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camps were to be worked by convicts, formerly employed in the coal mines, which were shut 
down on condition of the amendment’s ratification. “Only when this revenue generating 
alternative arose,” writes James Sanders Day, “did state legislators terminate the leasing system 
and revise the penal system in Alabama.” In short, “the gasoline tax…provided alternative 
funding, and convicts left the mines” to work on the roads (Day 108). The rise of oil—doubly 
represented by an increased demand for gasoline and an equally intense need for new roads—
was as much responsible for the abolishment of the convict lease system in Alabama as any 
journalist’s exposé, government investigation, or literary critique. Or, more precisely, the still-
incomplete transition to oil saw the lease system transfigured into a petrocultural form, in which 
a racialized system of forced labor was relocated once again, this time from the point of 
extraction to one of many nodes along the chain of consumption.38  
By drawing attention to the link between the rise of oil and the end of the convict coal 
mine, I mean to underline and reconceptualize connection between the composition of Hearts of 
Gold and the author’s later attachment to Wilgera Oil and Gas, which are thus constellated not 
only through their shared concerns with the nature of collective African American progress but 
also quite literally through their material relation to energy and labor. In that sense, it might be 
more accurate to say that it is less Clement’s article—or Jones’ novel—that pushes convict 
leasing towards its end than it is the author’s later attachment to Wilgera and the future of road 
building and oil drilling of which that company was representative. There is something to be 
learned, I think, from this historical coincidence—or irony, depending on how you see it. 
 
38 My use of the phrase “chain of consumption” particularizes the broader image of the “chain of ease,” 
adopted by Jennifer Wenzel from Niger Delta poet Ogaga Ifowodo to describe the social, cultural, and 
material forms which, linked together, constitute the petrocultural network of extraction, distribution, and 
consumption to which we are, in turn, “chained” (through enablement) (Ifowodo 5, qtd. in Wenzel 2016 
818). 
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Although he could not have thought to make the connection in 1903—seven years after 
composing his novel, almost twenty-five before the special session of Alabama’s legislature—it 
is clear that Jones himself, as I began to discuss in my introduction, would have understood the 
two undertakings (the composition of a picturesque novel critical of convict mining, the 
underwriting of an all-black oil company) as part of the same project of racial uplift. The irony, 
then, emerges from the weird chiasmus that occurs in which the form of one kind of political 
action—the establishment of an oil company—(symbolically, if not literally) fulfills the spirit 
behind another—the composition of a novel. The Wilgera Oil and Gas company, put simply—
and with some hyperbole—did what Hearts of Gold was meant to do. 
The concordance of the end of leasing and the rise of oil in Alabama represents a kind of 
warped and indirect reflection of a statement made by Ralph W. Tyler, one of Jones’ colleagues 
on Wilgera’s Board of Managers, who hoped that, because of the oil company, “there will be no 
more Negro problem, our dollars will have solved it” (“The Wilgera”). While it was not the 
“dollars” created by Wilgera that “solved” convict leasing as an element of the “Negro problem,” 
it was “dollars” that were wrung out of the expanding industry of oil and gas that brought an end 
to convict leasing in one state (although it should be emphasized, of course, that the end of the 
lease didn’t mean the freedom of the leased—just their transition as laboring property back into 
the hands of the government). If Wilgera, as it appears, did not succeed in making “absolute 
masters” of its owners, investors, and workers—did not succeed in uplifting a black collective 
through access to energy—it is part of another less direct and highly problematic story of black 
freedom—the end of convict leasing—to which it initially seems entirely disconnected (or, at 
least, indifferent) (“Negro Enterprise”). 
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With the reduction of our protagonist, in Hearts of Gold, to a living corpse during the 
revolt against the institution that overpowers him—only to later reap the revolt’s benefits as an 
individual, securing his freedom and finding satisfaction in the promise of reform—Jones is 
gesturing at the same kind of complex theory of black progress that the indirect relationship 
between Wilgera and Alabama’s gas tax represents. “They, or rather it, will yet realize the dream 
of a race,” an article in the Indianapolis Freeman on Wilgera reads, appearing, at first, to 
stumble over its pronouns in its praise of a corporate entity (“Wonderful Success”). Or, 
alternatively, “it” refers not to those in control of Wilgera but to that which Wilgera controls: for 
the Freeman it is oil that might “realize the dream of the race,” as, indeed, oil—extracted, 
refined, made desirable, and converted into revenue for the state—proves the material for which 
Alabama’s convict coal finally leaves circulation. 
While Wilgera may have disappeared into historical illegibility, then, the dream of black 
progress granted by oil—now not ownership, but instead its widespread consumption—
perseveres in a strange and slightly perverse form. Two years after Alabama passed its convict-
labor-relieving gas tax, another southern writer, Zora Neale Hurston, turned, similarly obliquely, 
to oil and its relation to liberation in her short play “Filling Station,” part of a larger collection 
entitled Cold Keener. The setting of the play is as follows: 
Time: Present 
Place: A Point on the Alabama-Georgia state line. 
 
Setting: A filling station upstage center. It stretches nearly across the stage. A road passes before 
and through it. There is a line down the center of the stage from the center of the filling station to 
the footlights that says on the left side, “Alabama State Line,” and on the right, “Georgia State 
Line.” The name of the station is “The State Line Filling Station.” There are two gas pumps equal 
distance from the center of the station, so that the door of the house appears between them. 
Action: When the curtain goes up, a fat Negro is reared back in a chair beside the door of the 
station asleep and snoring. There is an inner tube that has fallen out of his hand as he slept. It is a 
bright afternoon. (Hurston 2008 77) 
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If the Southern sections of Hearts of Gold take place in an indistinguishable combination of 
Alabama and Georgia, the setting of Hurston’s play is precisely the opposite: the point of 
divergence between two states, so distinct as to be separated by “a line down the center of the 
stage,” but united, significantly, by the filling station, which “stretches nearly across the stage.” 
The “gas pumps” at either end of the stage mark the edges of this scene of “present” day transit, 
while, near center stage, the proprietor of the filling station lies asleep—not the owner of oil 
itself but instead a contributor to the chain of suppliers and distributors that facilitate its flow. 
Though far from picturesque, the opening tableau does in a sense represent something of the 
impulse towards natural cohesion embodied by that aesthetic: the laborer at rest among his tools, 
comfortable in the “bright afternoon.” 
Into this scene comes the “sound of a car approaching from the Alabama side,” before a 
“Model T Ford rattles up to the pump” and the owner, an African American as well, rouses the 
proprietor (Hurston 2008 77-8). The driver of the Model T orders his gas—two pints—and the 
drama begins: another black driver arrives, this time from the Georgia side, driving a 
“Chevrolet—old and battered,” and orders, competitively, a gallon. A conflict commences: 
“How’s you Georgy folks starvin’?” the Ford Driver asks, setting the tone, to which the 
Chevrolet Driver replies “starvin, Who ever heard tell of anybody starvin’ in Georgy—people so 
fat in Georgy till I speck Gabriel gointuh have to knock us in de head on Judgement Day so we 
kin go ‘long wid de rest” (Hurston 2008 79). The spat continues in this vein, each man arguing 
that the other has it worse off in the other state, that the apparent progress represented by the 
automobility of both—their ability to order gas from a “fat Negro” who owns a filling station—is 
only a façade and signals no other privileges, a spectacular and oil-driven form of the 
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mystification of a still-endemic racial structure: “Well they don’t ‘low y’all to rid nothin’ but 
Fords so you can’t pass nobody,” notes the Chevrolet Driver, pointedly. 
The conflict escalates until it takes on a supernatural cast, as the Ford driver describes his 
car as a “hant catcher,” a car so fast it can catch up to the dead, while the Chevrolet owner asserts 
that his car is even more capable of catching “dat hant convention comin’ down de road ‘bout 
two thousand miles a hour.” Not only can he catch the “hants,” the Chevrolet owner brags, but he 
can, in fact, lead them to freedom: “I throwed in some gas and oil and led dat hant parade into 
Diddy-Wah-Diddy” (Hurston 2008 83). Described in her notes as a “place of no work and no 
worry for man and beast,” an Edenic space—picturesque perhaps—“Diddy-Wah-Diddy” is the 
“largest and best known of the Negro mythical places,” that Hurston encountered in her field 
work in the South. (Hurston gathered the story of Diddy-Wah-Diddy, interestingly, while she 
was embedded with a group of Florida turpentiners). It is a “very restful place where even the 
curbstones are good sitting chairs,” where the roads are a place of leisure rather than labor. 
Above all, it is a balanced place of absolute plenitude and absolute consumption, where, “if a 
traveler gets hungry all he needs to do is sit down on a curbstone and wait and soon he will hear 
something hollering ‘Eat me!’ ‘Eat me!’ ‘Eat me!’ and a big baked chicken will come along with 
a knife and a fork stuck in its sides.” What is consumed in Diddy-Wah-Diddy is meant to be 
consumed, and can be shared as if it is infinite: “No matter how much you eat it grows just that 
much faster.” But, as Hurston notes, “Everybody would live in Diddy-Wah-Diddy if it wasn’t so 
hard to find and so hard to get to after you even know the way.” The “geography” of Diddy-
Wah-Diddy, Hurston continues, “is that it is ‘way off somewhere,’” a place one might reach, as it 
were, with the help of a bit of fuel (Hurston 1999 107). Indeed, the Chevrolet owner “throwed in 
some gas and oil” and drove to a place without labor or disturbance (bringing the ghosts of the 
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dead with him), a naturally arranged utopia in which, we might imagine, no mine has been dug 
nor any well drilled. But gas gets him there, and it takes gas for him to argue about it: “Filling 
Station” treats oil as at once a material thing—something you can get two pints of, or a gallon, 
argue over, and eventually convert into speed, mobility—and something more abstract and 
almost mythological, an “it,” like the oil owned by Wilgera’s directors, that seems capable of 
fueling the “dream of a race.” 
Ending this chapter on this oddly utopian note—turning focus away from the labor that 
goes into the extraction of fuel, or the aesthetic work that contributes to its naturalization—might 
appear counterintuitive, but I am trying to emphasize, with this shift, how the feelings of hope 
that animated Wilgera survived not only the company’s apparent failure as a collective enterprise 
but the disappointing continuation of one of the many forms of economic exploitation it was 
built to combat. (The continuity of this dream will be especially clear when it resurfaces in 
chapter three of this dissertation, though coal will reassert itself as centrally a medium of control 
in that which immediately follows). Hurston’s Chevrolet driver is Wilgera’s founding board in 
another key: he represents the transposition of the dream of ownership into the dream of 
consumption; the promise of “mastery,” in “Filling Station,” derives from access to energy, not 
ownership of it. Both the emancipatory dream of consumption that fuels Diddy-Wah-Diddy and 
the collectivist dream of extraction that motivates Wilgera Oil and Gas are instances of the kind 
of cultural formations that underscore, following Matthew Huber, the need to understand “the 
mass consumption of oil as emerging not only out of narrow elite conspiracies but out of a wider 
cultural politics of, literally, the meaning of ‘life,’ how life should be lived, and what constitutes 
‘the good life’” (Huber 28). Dreaming of driving to Diddy-Wah-Diddy is a way of imagining 
“the good life” as the achievement of frictionless consumption, while the dream of Wilgera Oil 
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and Gas is a fantasy of absolute extraction. Hearts of Gold, on the other hand, equal parts dream 
of picturesque consumption and nightmare extension of the logic of extraction, serves to 
materialize the forms of forgetting that occur when either dreams of either sort take hold. 
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Chapter 2: Staging Coal: Shirley Graham and the Color of Carbon 
 
 
“…even as the black coal seams run under hills, mountains and deep into the ground, so runs 
that other black seam of race and color.” 
—John F. Matheus, quoted in Perry, 196. 
 
“yet manmade steel 
ravishes this earth 
all for coal 
deep and black 
a destiny of burning heat 
covering flesh in ash” 
—bell hooks, Appalachian Elegy, 35. 
 
 
2.1 Introduction—Being Coal Black: Metaphor and Material 
 
 
The first scene of Shirley Graham’s 1941 play Dust to Earth takes place outside of the 
main hoisting shaft of a coal mine, beginning just as a cage emerges from the mine carrying the 
survivors of a cave-in, which has resulted in the death of a miner. As a crowd of workers and 
wives gather outside the mouth of the mine, the survivors arrive, among them Brick, the play’s 
protagonist, a physically imposing figure with a “bull-like neck sunk between broad, thick 
shoulders…powerfully built, almost black.” As the redheaded mixed-race son of the white owner 
of the mine, Brick’s “almost black” skin color, the stage directions note, is the source of some 
ambiguity: “whether this is his own color or the coal dust would be impossible to say” (Graham 
4).39 The ambiguity of Brick’s skin is reproduced by an ambiguity between individuals: one 
character, Graham writes, has trouble “distinguish[ing] between [the] blackened miners” she 
encounters, regardless of race (Graham 1). Throughout the play, both the stage directions and 
Graham’s characters remark repeatedly on the ubiquity of coal dust, and the effect that its 
 
39 Here and throughout, Graham’s Dust to Earth will be cited as Graham, followed by a page number. 
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presence has on the physical appearance of those working in or living near the mine: “the black 
smoke [is] in everything,” the white wife of one of the miners remarks, “I wash and I wash and 
still black!” (Graham 65). The natural world is covered in dust—“the sunshine seems to form a 
sort of sheen behind the coal dust”—as is the built environment—the miners huts “were painted 
once, but the coal dust…covers everything”—the blackness of coal is everywhere, covering 
over, masking, and transfiguring the world of the play and its inhabitants. 
But, as the ambiguity of Brick’s skin color reflects, there is a chiasmic character to the 
relationship between blackness and coal in Dust to Earth: it is unclear whether Brick’s skin has 
been blackened by coal, or, to use a familiar descriptor, if he has “coal-black” skin. In other 
words, the ambiguity of Brick’s skin is found in the uncertainty we face in interpreting the color 
of his skin in either metaphorical or material terms in relation to coal-blackness: is his skin black 
like coal, or blackened by it? This uncertainty is representative of one of the difficulties posed by 
the study of African American literature in relation to energy: if one of the goals of the energy 
humanities is to push against reading the presence of energy in literature as metaphor, instead 
centering its material presence in the text (and the world)—reading coal as coal—then the 
chiasmic “blackness” of coal has the potential to cover over its more literal instantiations. The 
sheer frequency and conventionality of the “coal-black skin” trope acts both as a kind of barrier 
for and challenge to the energy-minded critic who approaches this body of literature with coal in 
mind: it poses not only a textual problem (an overabundance of metaphor when one is in search 
of the material) but also one of interpretation: how does this metaphor relate to the material stuff 
to which it refers? As a metaphor often deployed in a racist or colorist context—“can a coal 
black man drive the Freedom Train?” Langston Hughes asks in response—how might a critic 
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interested in energy both account for and successfully move past the descriptive association 
between coal and black skin (Hughes 1994 324)? 
Brick’s “blackened” form—and the remainder of the play that follows—provides us with 
a useful glimpse, I want to argue, of the sorts of material meanings (or “strong metonymic” 
meanings, to borrow a useful phrase from Elaine Freedgood) that undergird the metaphorical 
work coal does when it is deployed as a “surface” to describe black skin.40 In Carbon Nation: 
Fossil Fuels in the Making of American Culture, Robert Johnson argues that “the coal miner’s 
body was both materially and culturally central to the rise of a nation and a world built on 
ancient carbon,” and that these bodies—as Dust to Earth’s coal-covered world suggests—are 
themselves subject to “the embodiment of coal at the point of production,” in that the body 
becomes literally enmeshed with the fuel source by way of somatic experiences like black lung 
and other “long-term physiological problems” (Johnson 2014 63, 66). “When miners talked 
about being black as the coal,” Johnson writes, “they were referring to this deep and otherwise 
unarticulated embodiment;” the image of “coal-blackness” in Johnson’s schema evokes a link 
between the embodied effects of working with coal to the visual sign of its presence; it functions 
as a metaphor, that is, for material effects (Johnson 2014 66). In this chapter I will suggest that 
opting to focus on the “blackened body of the coal miner”—the almost fetishistic image of the 
“frequently raw, maimed, and stunted subaltern body” at the heart of the modern energyscape—
Johnson misses the ways in which the body of the black coal worker signifies in more complex 
and ambiguous ways in relation to the American alchemy of race (Johnson 2014 69, 62, 
 
40 For Freedgood, a performing a “strong metonymic” reading of a thing in a text is to ensure that “the 
object is investigated in terms of its own properties and history and then refigured alongside and athwart 
the novel’s manifest or dominant narrative—the one that concerns its subjects” (Freedgood 12). This sort 
of reading helps us to see how the material, everyday meaning of objects impacts the narratives in which 
they appear, rather than the (more traditional) inverse, in which the movement of narrative is made to 
define and give meaning to the objects that inhabit it. 
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emphasis mine). “Don’t go making you’self blacker than you is workin in the white man’s coal,” 
assert’s Claude McKay’s eponymous Banjo; “coal that made them blacker than they were and 
the flesh-eating sulphur,” McKay’s narrator later notes, “were the two principal commodities 
they avoided” (McKay 149, 232). To be “blackened” by coal, in Banjo, bears some relationship 
to being “black as coal”: working with this peculiar substance, McKay insinuates, has the 
capacity to amplify or augment already operating hierarchies of race.41 
One of the ways in which being “blackened” by coal ought to be understood as a more 
complex political transformation than as a stand in for the physiological embodiment of coal is 
reflected in some of Graham’s characters’ inability to “distinguish between blackened miners” in 
an importantly interracial setting. To be “blackened” in moments like this is figured as a form of 
social flattening, one that literally masks differences of race and thus brings otherwise difficult-
to-support forms of affiliation into the space of political possibility.42 As the title of Robert H. 
Woodrum’s study of the Alabama coalfields suggests, the notion that “Everybody was Black 
Down There”—that the depths of the coal mine worked to blur the color line and bring class 
solidarity to the fore—is a powerful historiographical construct that has significant implications 
for wider arguments about the relationship between racism and capitalism. As Brian Kelly argues 
in Race, Class, and Power in the Alabama Coalfields, the rise of interracial class solidarity 
 
41 With this relay between coal and American racial hierarchy in mind, it becomes clear, again, why 
Albery Allson Whitman may have excluded the substance from his description of the raw materials which 
power the “glorious now!”: if coal has the tendency to “blacken” those who work with it, than it appears 
to pose a peculiar problem to the assimilationist aspirations of writers like Whitman or Washington 
(Whitman 295). 
42 John Matheus’ 1929 Black Damp dramatizes this kind of equality-before-coal by depicting the shared 
trials and eventual death of an interracial group of miners during a mining accident in West Virginia. In 
the conclusion of the play, however, the one non-miner—a white police officer—is rescued while the 
remaining miners are left to die, suggesting the continued operation of hierarchical structures in the 
interaction between the mine and the wider political world. 
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within the space of coalmines during the first few decades of the twentieth century supports a 
“materialist explanation of racism” that locates the origin of racial stratification in the capitalist 
drive for control over labor (Kelly 4). Once one is “blackened from head to foot,” and there is 
“no telling blond from dark, yellow or brown from black,” in Claude McKay’s words, the 
meaning of racism as a weapon of class warfare gains a certain level of clarity (McKay 227).43 
Graham’s Dust to Earth—as the blackened bodies of its interracial cast of miners 
suggests—both emphasizes the way in which the coal mine served as an important site for 
political cooperation in the first half of the twentieth century, and, by way of its troubled 
provenance, interwoven plot structure, and play with the form of tragedy, provides us different 
ways of thinking about the question of racism and capitalism that goes beyond reading one as 
necessarily subservient to the proliferation of the other. While Graham’s play does espouse a 
certain faith in the possibilities of interracial coalition building and its incubation in the space of 
the coal mine, it also is explicitly concerned with the ways in which the history of coal has made 
real contributions to the reproduction of racial stratification, as the paternal power structures of 
plantation life are transfigured, by Graham, into a form that accords with the increasing 
industrialization of the nation. Graham’s play shows that the institutional continuity provided by 
the convict lease system was not the only thing that made the mine in Hearts of Gold function as 
an extension of the economic and social system of slavery: the forms of labor which adhere to 
 
43 Reading the coal mine as a space of exceptional levels of interracial labor coalition building is in many 
ways a continuation of an older historiographical maxim that understands the space more broadly as a 
unique site for the consolidation of class solidarity. Traditional accounts of the formation of labor 
activism among miners attributes their particular fervor to the “special isolation” that the workers enjoyed 
in comparison to other industrial laborers, in a geographic sense. Taking this argument further, Carter 
Goodrich argues in his 1925 study The Miner’s Freedom that the radicalism of miners should actually be 
attributed to the spatial arrangements of the mine itself: because most miners worked in isolated small 
groups and “made their own decisions” about the particularities of their labor, a certain form of 
autonomy-focused militancy developed (qtd. in Mitchell 20). 
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coal itself, Dust to Earth dramatizes, resemble—or, rather, reassemble—those which preceded 
the twin modernizing ruptures of fossil extraction and racial emancipation. 
By focusing on the connection between African American life and coal, this chapter is 
meant to act in part as a counterbalance to the over-familiar presence of the white coal worker in 
the American imaginary: as a recent Washington Post article on African Americans in 
Appalachia suggests, “the depiction of the working class struggle in Appalachia—boosted by the 
renewed interest in so-called coal country—has been overwhelmingly white” (“African 
Americans in Appalachia”). Political appeals to the American affection for the coal worker 
(“Trump Digs Coal,” read one 2016 election sign) are clearly a part of, not an exception to, a 
broader nativist politics of white placation: to save coal jobs is to save American (read: white 
American) jobs; American coal is a tradition, an ideology, an occasional conduit for white 
supremacy (Rose 106). Part of the perception of the optic whiteness of coal is a reflection of 
contemporary demographics: as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, as of January 2019 
about 88% of those employed by the coal mining industry in America are white, and about 3% 
are black (Bureau of Labor Statistics). As historical data indicates, however, this perception is 
partly geographic—mining in Northern states been dominated by white workers going back to 
1900 (with African American’s then making up 1.9% of the labor force)—but it has also grown 
more noticeable over time: in the Southern mining states in 1900, 37% of coal workers were 
black, a number that decreases to 2.6% by 1980 (Lewis 1987 191-193).44 In any case, the 
 
44 Ronald L. Lewis divides his data up between a handful of Northern states—Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Ohio, and Pennsylvania—and Southern states—Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and West 
Virginia—and there is significant variance even within those designations: nearly ten percent of Iowan 
coal workers were black in 1900, for example, versus .8% in Pennsylvania (Lewis 1987 191-193). Iowa 
was a special case at the turn of the century partially because of the peculiar history of Buxton, a majority 
black coal mining town often described by historians in terms of racial utopia: see Schweider et. al, 
Buxton: A Black Utopia in the Heartland. 
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visibility of the African American coal worker has long been—and still remains—obscured both 
by racial politics and, as I have already argued, the overabundance of coal as a metaphor in 
relation to blackness, and one of the purposes of this chapter will be in part to offer a corrective 
for that history of erasure.45 
The relative imbalance between black and white workers in the world of coal is reflected 
in the literary-critical status of the texts I will engage with in this chapter: Shirley Graham is 
seldom-read by critics today, and, despite her clear interest, she has not been considered, 
unsurprisingly, in relation to the history of American coal. Dust to Earth remains unpublished at 
this time—like the majority of Graham’s plays—though there are a number of written reviews 
and reflections that give us some idea of the contemporary response to the play as it was 
produced in 1941.46 If “the nation’s primary discourse of coal concerned the blackening of white 
lives in the wake of fossil fuels,” as Robert Johnson argues, then considering texts like Dust to 
Earth—texts that land closer, in Johnson’s words, to the “periphery of the national imaginary” in 
relation to coal—is one way of countering the dominant story of American carbon that places the 
body of the white miner at its center (Johnson 2014 100). At the same time, I want to argue that 
thinking Graham and the story of Dust to Earth can help us to see how she may have become 
“peripheral” in the story of American coal over time: the absence of black writers in the history 
 
45 I hope, however, to move past “visibility” or “representation” as a critical goal for this chapter: rather 
than pointing to a process of historical erasure and bringing its subjects back into an already accepted 
historical narrative, I intend to contribute to the formation of a new history, which takes what I consider to 
be the unique contributions to the history of American energy by African American writers as its 
methodological basis, not its subject. 
46 The exceptions being It’s Morning and I Gotta Home, which were published in a 1990 collection of 
early African American female playwrights, and Tom-Tom, Graham’s opera—her most successful 
theatrical work, premiering for a crowd of 15,000 in 1932—which was published in Leo Hamalian and 
James Hatch’s Roots of African American Drama in 1991 (Horne 60). Graham did publish a number of 
books of fiction and non-fiction during her lifetime, including several biographies and at least two novels. 
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of American energy, like other forms of literary-critical absence, comes from the way in which 
the meaning and status of the texts as historical artifacts change as they move “through multiple 
stages of discursive and economic production” and acquire a “diachronic dimension” (Harris, J. 
484). Dust to Earth, in other words, has been relegated to the margins of the energy imaginary 
not because it is or was “insignificant” as an intellectual and creative project, nor because its 
creator was a “minor” figure, but because it has passed through an American literary history that 
has directed attention away from black texts and energy-focused writing alike.47  
In what follows, I read Shirley Graham’s Dust to Earth in the context of the peculiar 
history of its composition and consider its relation to tragedy and melodrama in order to argue 
that the play provides a unique glimpse of the relationship between race and coal that reads the 
material itself both as an active ingredient in the alchemy of American racial history and, more 
specifically, as a site for the expansion of white supremacy and racial capitalism. In the section 
that immediately follows, I focus on the origin of Dust to Earth as a response to Eugene 
O’Neill’s The Hairy Ape, reconstructing the history of its composition as a process of adaptation 
and rewriting fraught with problems evoked by the intersection of energy and race with which it 
takes interest. In Part II, I perform a close reading of several key scenes of racial recognition in 
Dust to Earth in order to trace how two of the play’s major plots—one a story of sabotage, the 
other of an obscured familial past—exist in an odd tension with one another, sometimes running 
 
47 As Amitav Ghosh wrote in “Petrofiction,” his 1992 review of Abdelrahman Munif’s Cities of Salt, “a 
great deal has been invested in ensuring the muteness of the Oil encounter” in American culture, 
especially, he argues, in the realm of the literary (Ghosh 30). This argument—which many consider to 
have inaugurated the field of the energy humanities (twenty years before its self-conscious emergence)—
has been expanded upon by numerous authors, including Johnson, to argue that the “muteness” of literary 
energy in general is the active product of cultural repression and denial, not evidence of its actual absence 
from that history. This process bears a certain resemblance, I think it is clear, to the ways in which 
African American works were written out of the American canon over the course of the twentieth century, 
such that the “recovery” of texts like Dust to Earth remains a vital project.  
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almost parallel and at others combining to produce some of the play’s most intense and insightful 
moments into the links between the cultural politics of race and coal. In my conclusion, I turn 
from the play itself to two particular responses it evoked, one from a significant black critic and 
the other from a white Shakespearean, in order to argue that Dust to Earth, because of the 
particularity of its double concerns of coal and race, is staged as a tragedy with significant 
melodramatic elements, a mixture that demands a slightly different critical approach than those 
taken by the two earlier critics. By staging coal as both a melodramatic and tragic material, 
Graham writes a distinctly modern play, in which the affective dimension of the drama mandates 
a shift in our understanding of what it means to represent concepts like justice and political 
possibility in a rapidly changing world. 
 
2.2 Against the Carbon Copy: Fear of a Black Hairy Ape 
 
Reflecting on his childhood experience of race, Dust to Earth’s Brick—less tragic hero 
here, in this moment, than tragic mulatto—focuses on the pain caused by the ambiguity of his 
hair: “Dey ustta call me bastard…de odder kids,” he explains to his fellow miner, Pat Flanagan, 
“Hit was mah hair…bushy an’ thick an’…red! Ah hated it! Rubbed dirt in it tuh make it 
blach…tore hit an’ screamed!” Once he grows older and enters the “mines in Alabame,” 
however, something changes: “Fur days, Ah couldn’t wash. But, da grime sank deep into mah 
shin…Ah saw myself grow black an’ no man called me……bastard. “Coal-dust has been your 
friend,” Flanagan remarks—the lack of dialect here marking, importantly, his whiteness—
agreeing that the “blackening” that results from long term exposure to coal has, strangely, 
become the fix for Brick’s childhood of racial trauma (Graham 80). “Down in da mines Ah can 
feel safe, an’ strong,” Brick continues, 
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Down in da mines Ah knows Ah am a man, lak odder men. Ah hate da light dat gares me to da 
starin’ eyes…Ah hate da sun dat finds strange colors in mah hair, but mos’ of all…Ah hate da 
one what sent me out in darkness…Da day mah hate fur him goes out…dat day Ah’ll die! 
(Graham 81) 
 
The mine here is figured as an equalizing space: a subterranean zone away from the vicissitudes 
of racial mixture, in which Brick can simply be “a man, lak odder men,” rather than a shameful 
embodiment of miscegenation, a walking reminder racial-sexual trauma at the heart of American 
culture.48 It is a space of escape, into which Brick can retreat both from the figure to whom he 
attributes his misery—his father, the mine owner, Anthony Clayton—and from the hatred and 
resentment that he harbors as a reaction. “Dar’s nothing in da dark down dar can git me,” he says 
earlier in the play, “Ah ain’t scared o’ nothin’ in dis mine”: as the mine and the coal dust it 
contains covers over the markers of Brick’s racial difference, it becomes for him a place of 
solace and assuredness, in which his life is affirmed and his fearfulness lessened (Graham 13). 
Brick feels a sense of belonging in the mine: precisely the opposite of being “sent…out in 
darkness,” he finds in the mine a solution to his fundamental alienation from the social world 
that he most desires. 
The affection that Brick expresses towards the coal mine—and the contrast that it strikes 
with the generally devastated and devastating form that the mine seems to take for the vast 
majority of the characters in the play—bears a significant resemblance to the sense of belonging 
articulated by one of the most famous figures in the canon of American coal literature: The Hairy 
Ape’s Yank. In this section, I will trace the relationship between O’Neill’s 1922 play—the figure 
 
48 As an underground space in which a racially and economically alienated black male takes refuge, the 
mine here—and the stokehole, as we will see, in Graham’s Hairy Ape—bears a clear resemblance to the 
masculine hideaways of more famous figures like Ellison’s Invisible Man or Fred Daniels, the fugitive 
protagonist of Wright’s The Man Who Lived Underground. Though the latter spaces fall at different 
points along the chain of extraction, distribution, and consumption through which coal circulates, each of 
these subterranean retreats engenders a sense of belonging and autonomy which is derived in part from a 
relation to some property of coal as material. My fourth chapter identifies a similarly constructed series of 
scenes in Ann Petry’s The Street, which take place in the adjacent space of the domestic furnace room. 
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of Yank especially—and the works that would eventually become Graham’s Dust to Earth. The 
project that Graham undertakes in Dust to Earth, I will argue, originated in part as a response to 
The Hairy Ape, beginning with an adaptation of O’Neill’s play that Graham wrote but never a 
saw performed. Looking at the story of this adaptation—its provenance, abandonment, and 
eventual transfiguration into Dust to Earth—brings the particularity of Graham’s reflections on 
energy and race into focus: as a “white play,” as O’Neill once called The Hairy Ape, is 
metamorphosed and mobilized to produce a critique of the cultural and political grounds from 
which that earlier play springs (O’Neill 1988 471). Thinking through why Graham’s Hairy Ape 
never came to be—to consider it as part of a significant kind of negative literary history—helps 
to clarify the set of social meanings that coalesce around the peculiar nexus of coal and race of 
which each of these plays is both representation and artifact. Reading Brick as the descendent of 
Yank—a “bastard,” resentfully but fundamentally linked—a fuller picture the stakes of 
Graham’s coal mining play emerges, responding, as it is, to a tradition invested in the 
incongruity of African Americans and the engines of modernity. 
As a stoker in a steamship, Yank sees himself as occupying a position of supreme power 
in relation these central powers of the modern: “Everyting else dat makes de woild move, 
somep’n makes it move…Den yuh get down to me. I’m at de bottom, get me! Dere ain’t nothin’ 
foither, I’m de end! I’m de start! I start somepn and de woil moves.” As “de ting in coal dat 
makes it boin,” Yank envisions himself as the prime mover of modernity, the physical force at 
the base of the socioeconomic world that gives it animation and thrust (O’Neill 1995 151). Like 
Brick, Yank experiences his sense of empowerment in the stokehole as a guarantee against social 
alienation: “Who makes dis old tub run?” he asks his fellow workers, “Aint it us guys? Well den, 
we belong, don’t we? We belong and dey don’t” (O’Neill 1995 147). Just as Brick “knows [he 
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is] a man,” when he is in the mine, Yank is sure that he “belongs” to the modern world when he 
works in the stokehole: being “part of de engines,” means being part of (or even responsible for) 
the social world. 
One of the key differences between Yank and Brick, however, remains: despite both 
being “blackened” by coal and finding in its handling a deep sense of relief from their sense of 
social alienation, Yank, atavistic transformation aside, remains decidedly a member of “the 
civilized white races,” as the play’s opening stage directions (perhaps ironically) remark (O’Neill 
1995 141). This difference is reflected in the nature of the conflict with the social and political 
world that leads both Yank and Brick to regard coal as a means of escape. For Yank, the 
complaint with the social world is psycho-economic: his fundamental alienation from the 
“benefits” of modernity (resulting in his transformation into modernity’s atavistic monster) 
brings him to regard himself as responsible for and thus morally superior to the very benefits 
from which he is effectively excluded. For Brick, on the other hand, the complaint is racial-
sexual: the degree to which he seems deterministically damned by the alienating force of 
“bastardy” brings him to regard coal as a material that literally erases the world of American 
racial identity through which he feels supremely victimized. Yank’s exclusion from the social 
world over which he claims etiological dominion has nothing to do with race: he finds 
“belonging” in coal not because of how it “blackens,” but because of the power it seems to 
represent (or, rather, the strong metonymic meaning it engages as a material, transposed into the 
key of the social). 
This distinctly non-racialized understanding of Yank’s alienation and affection was 
significantly challenged when, in 1931, Paul Robeson starred in a version of The Hairy Ape in 
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London that lasted only five performances.49 As Martin Duberman notes, the 1931 Hairy Ape 
was generally well received, and Robeson’s performance garnered particular praise, but “a 
number of critics…considered it a mistake to have cast a black in a role originally written for a 
white,” (Duberman 148). For one reviewer in particular, Robeson’s race changed the valence of 
the play entirely: “it upsets the balance or alters the whole direction of the piece,” the reviewer 
writes, “one cannot help thinking that there is something which has to do with racial 
consciousness and the oppression of the negro” (qtd. in Duberman 148-9). With Robeson in the 
lead role, the racial undercurrents of the play—the concordance between its central image of the 
atavistic ape, the “blackened” skin of the stokers, Yank especially, in comparison to Mildred’s 
shining whiteness—are brought into a sudden and disconcerting focus. 
Plainly aware of Robeson’s performance—she mentions it in her 1942 biography of the 
actor and activist, which remains perhaps her most widely read text to this day—Graham may 
have been partially motivated by the racial implications of that production when she began work 
on her own adaptation of The Hairy Ape for an all-black cast in 1937 (Graham 1971 221).50 
Written during her tenure as the director of the Chicago Negro Unit of the Federal Theater 
Project (FTP), Graham intended her Hairy Ape to function as a “study of Negro psychology and 
the clash of Negro ‘classes’ such has never been placed on the stage,” a “clash” that she, like 
 
49 To refer to this power-focused reading as “non-racialized” should feel distinctly wrong: as O’Neill’s 
specific stage directions about the whiteness of the stokers and his reaction to Graham’s adaptation—as 
we shall see—suggests, The Hairy Ape is necessarily a play about race and ethnicity in America. 
Mildred’s symbolical whiteness as it stands out against the coal-blackened bodies of the stokers has 
perhaps covered over the ways in which racial whiteness operates in the play as a condition (and 
construction) of American modernity. 
50 There may be a small wink at Robeson’s performance in the text of Graham’s adaptation itself, as she 
has her chorus of stokers encourage a song by Paddy, the oldest and most nostalgic of the stokers, by 
commenting that he “sings like Robeson” (Graham 3). In the original, the crowd emphasizes Paddy’s 
ethnic otherness as well, requesting that the “old, wizened Irishman,” referring to him, confusedly, as 
“Caruso Pat” (O’Neill 1995 144). 
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O’Neill before her, found it useful to approach through the medium of coal (Graham, Letter to 
W.E.B. Du Bois, Oct. 1). Writing to her future husband W.E.B. Du Bois in another letter, 
Graham emphasized how important the adaptation was to her, but also how risky her choice 
might be: “I am hoping to put this [adaptation] on as my next production. I realize this is a heavy 
undertaking. It will either make or break me” (Graham, Letter to W.E.B. Du Bois, Aug. 27). 
Though its failure did not “break” her, the production, it appears, did fail, or, rather, was made to 
fail: O’Neill caught wind of Graham’s work and, in October of the same year, sent a telegram to 
his agent requesting the adaptation be halted immediately: 
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL I PERMIT PRODUCTION NEGRO ADAPTION OF 
HAIRY APE STOP IT IS STUPID AND RIDICULOUS STOP PLEASE PUT IT 
EMPHATICALLY TO FLANAGAN I WILL NOT TOLERATE ANY ADAPTIONS STOP 
PLAYS MUST BE DONE AS WRITTEN AND ONLY JONES AND ALL GODS CHILLUN 
CAN BE GIVEN BY NEGROES IN FUTURE STOP I AM NOT INTERESTED IN FREAK 
THEATRE WHERE WHITE PLAYS ARE FAKED INTO BLACK PLAYS STOP IF 
NEGROES CANNOT ACT WHITE PARTS AS WHITES HAVE PLAYED NEGROES THEY 
SHOULD NOT BE IN THEATRE STOP PLEASE MAKE THIS STRONG SAY UNLESS 
THEY AGREE NOT CHANGE ONE WORD IN ANY PLAY YOU ARE AUTHORIZED GIVE 
THEM LEGAL NOTICE OF TERMINATION OF CONTRACT STOP THEIR SCHEDULE OF 
PRODUCTION IS FAR FROM THEIR CYCLE OF LAST SPRING AND I AM ENTIRELY 
FED UP WITH THEM = GENE (O’Neill 1988 471, capitals in the original) 
 
Although it can’t be directly shown that O’Neill had a hand in the failure of Graham’s 
adaptation—pressure from another direction, as we will see, was equally intense—there is much 
to consider in his response: what is so scary to O’Neill about a black Hairy Ape? What makes it 
“STUPID AND RIDICULOUS”? What is it that makes The Hairy Ape a “white play,” and how 
might Graham’s adaptation respond to that status? What sort of challenge to O’Neill’s play is 
Graham making when she removes the stage direction from the start of the play about “the 
civilized white races” of the stokers, and replaces Yank with “Hank,” making an interest in “how 
the really black people live,” the focus of Mildred’s anthropological-philanthropic attention, 
rather than an unraced fascination with “the other half” (Graham 1937 10, O’Neill 156)? To 
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begin to answer some of these questions, a closer look at Graham’s manuscript of the play—
which O’Neill had, presumably, not seen—might be helpful. 
In addition to shifting the racial makeup of the cast of characters, Graham made several 
significant changes to The Hairy Ape that emphasize and give form to this central alteration. The 
general shape of the play, however, remains: it begins onboard a steamer, on which Hank works 
as a stoker, and the action of the play is organized around a visit by Mildred—in Graham’s 
adaptation “a mulatto, slender, delicate, with a pale, pretty face”—to the engine room, in which a 
confrontation between herself and Hank takes place (Graham 1937 9). The remainder of the play 
follows O’Neill’s closely, with the most substantive structural change coming in scene seven, in 
which Hank visits the fictional “Powell University” and reconnects with Mildred, instead of the 
futile trip to the I.W.W. headquarters in the original. These two scenes parallel each other in that 
they present the failure of “real” solutions to the disenfranchisement and dispossession that both 
Hank and Yank experience (and chose to cover over with coal dust): Yank is rebuffed and 
disappointed by the apparent political alternative offered by the I.W.W., while Hank is deemed 
unfit—by Mildred, the daughter of the university’s president, no less—for a life of education, 
and thus denied access to what her father refers to, in an article laboriously Hank reads, as “the 
solution of all race problems” (Graham 1937 40). Hank, who “loved da noise and da smoke and 
da grime” of the stokehole, is struck by the quiet of the campus—“here, dar ain’t no noise, dar 
ain’t no smoke, dar ain’t no steel, but it’s somep’n”—and attunes himself to a different sort of 
energy in his new surroundings: “Ah can feel it—it here—[HE BEATS HIS CHEST] It’s power! 
A different kin’ of power!” (Graham 1937 40) “Power” in this scene is just as bodily and 
internalized as in the play’s opening, in which Hank, like Yank, declares himself the prime 
mover of modern industry. But that power seems to Hank, nonetheless, “a different kin’,” and 
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“maybe…da ting Ah wanted to know all da time”: in this scene, education appears to Hank as 
the actual solution to the material problems that brought him to the stokehole. Mildred, though, 
refuses to accept him, on the basis of precisely those material associations: “you don’t belong 
here…Go back to your rocks and your fire and your steel!” (Graham 1937 41-2). Hank is deeply 
disturbed by this rejection, experiencing the same sort of political disappointment that O’Neill’s 
Yank does in the I.W.W. offices, feelings which lead both to the zoo and their confrontation with 
the hairy ape. 
Graham made another key, more localized change to the play’s first scene, in which an 
older worker, Paddy, expresses his disgust for the steamship. In O’Neill’s original, Paddy’s 
disdain for the modern, fossil-fueled ship is mediated through a nostalgic attachment to a more 
“natural” kind of energy: “oh, to be scudding south again wid the power of the Trade Wind 
driving her on steady” (O’Neill 1995 148-9). In Graham’s adaptation, this nostalgia is 
transfigured, significantly, into paean for being “back in da fields again” (Graham 1937 6). 
Rejecting Hank’s sense of belonging and power he experiences in the stokehole, Graham’s 
Paddy reminisces about a time when labor—black labor in particular—appeared to be in 
accordance with the movements of the natural world: 
Sons of de earth—Brown and clean like de earth, clear eyes, full chests! Dey could work like 
mules. We went out at dawn and saw da sun come up. All day beneath da blazing sun we worked. 
But it was good, good! We never looked back—we let tomorrow take care of itself. Da winds 
came and we swayed like the trees—us and da trees!…Dem was da days men belonged to 
something, not now. In dem days a black man was part of the soil and the soil and da man 
belonged to da earth. [SCORNFULLY] Is it da same here, Hank? Are you part of this? (Graham 
1937 6) 
 
Rather than reflect on a now-passed golden age of sailing ships, Graham’s Paddy indulges in a 
form of agricultural nostalgia rooted in a concordance between black labor and the energetic 
cycles of sun and soil. For Paddy, the forms of agricultural work that appear uncomplicatedly 
representative of the body of African American labor prior to the mass black entrance into the 
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“glorious now!” are superior to the kind of work they do in the stokehole because they allow a 
sense of “belonging” to nature: the experience of being alienated from the value of that which 
one creates is assuaged in Paddy’s dream not by the heat and speed of coal and iron but by the 
consolations of the natural (Whitman 295). Paddy’s agricultural dream is of a space outside of 
political time—“we never looked back—we let tomorrow take care of itself”—in which labor 
was coincident with freedom, unlike in the ship, where, Paddy concludes, “We’er all caged in by 
steel and des holes like damned apes in a Zoo!” (Graham 1937 6). For Paddy, nearness to coal is 
no solution to modern African American alienation: it produces not power, but constraint. 
There is a certain political ambiguity to Paddy’s nostalgia here: is his desire for a time 
when black men could “work like mules” a retrograde desire, which reproduces a white fantasy 
of a natural racial order? Or might it be understood as a meaningfully critical attitude towards a 
relentlessly forward-moving modernity which itself recreates that same order, made mechanical? 
As Benjamin Child writes, black literary “encounters with agriculture” are often “construed as 
outmoded remainders of oppression via slavery or tenancy,” but can also “reflect and create 
forms of constructive defiance.” Closely reflecting Paddy’s memory of being “part of the soil” 
Child asserts that “black agropolitics conjures spaces where the subject and the nation are 
inscribed on the ground itself, where people in their physical environments create new meaning 
and apprehend history afresh” (Child 559-61). Spoken in the stokehole, against the roar of the 
furnace, it is difficult not to accept Paddy’s reveries as genuine dreams of an embodied and 
ecologically enmeshed sovereignty, a “plantation countermelody,” to borrow from Child, sung at 
the heart of the modern (Child 557). 
At the same time, when Paddy’s vision returns at the end of Graham’s adaptation, it is 
ventriloquized through Hank in the gorilla’s cage, preparing to reach out to the ape in his fateful 
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gesture: “da sun was warm, dey wasn’t no clouds, an’ der were a breeze blowin’” he reflects, “it 
was kinda like Paddy said. [Pause]” (Graham 1937 44). In the space of Hank’s pause, the 
sincerity or productivity of the politics of agricultural nostalgia again rises as a question, a 
moment indicative of the play’s broader abstruseness when it comes to presenting a coherent 
picture of black political-economic life. As a play intended to help us think through “the clash of 
the Negro ‘classes’,” a highly specific political question, Graham’s Dust to Earth seems 
ambivalent about exactly how that clash might be best understood.51 Indeed, the open-endedness 
of the political problems presented by the play as a whole—what are we to make of Mildred’s 
refusal of Hank’s aspirations for education? what, in broad terms, are the political implications of 
adapting the work of a white playwright within the context of an expressly black theatrical 
space?—left some of Graham’s colleagues feeling uneasy with the project. Although Graham’s 
adaptation was never produced and so we are without contemporary responses to this particular 
work, there are several letters in which she describes difficulties she faced in producing the play, 
including one to W.E.B. Du Bois in which she narrates opposition to her adaptation she faced 
from within the FTP: while the head of the playreading department believes the play “will be a 
sensation,” she writes, “other directors and supervisors are regarding me dismally and shaking 
their heads.” Among these is a colleague who accused Graham of forming a disconnect “to [her] 
own people,” as “having completely alienated [herself] from them and their interests.” Graham, 
she continues to write, had, in taking up O’Neill’s play, “allied [herself] with the ‘white folks’ of 
the administration to the extent that she was seeking only [her] own selfish ends…‘The Hairy 
 
51 This disconnect might be due in part to the difficulty of integrating the “clash” of classes with the 
second stated goal of the play, to produce a “study of Negro psychology” (Graham, Letter to W.E.B. Du 
Bois, Oct. 1). As with O’Neill’s Hairy Ape before it, it is entirely possible to set aside the political-
economic drama that the play so clearly represents in order to focus on the psychological impact that 
drama has on its central character: it is as feasible to read in from Yank/Hank as it is to read out. 
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Ape’ was entirely a personal undertaking…the play was an ‘insult to the Negro,’ etc. etc. etc. 
etc.” (Graham, Letter to W.E.B. Du Bois, Oct. 1). Less than a month later (and exactly one week 
after O’Neill wrote his telegram about the play) Graham writes to Du Bois that “the harm [the 
colleague] did to me is insignificant compared to the harm he did to the Negro in the Chicago 
Theatre Project. We won’t be able to now do The Hairy Ape as I had planned” (Graham, Letter 
to W.E.B. Du Bois, Oct. 25).52 At the same time that dropping Robeson into The Hairy Ape 
made it apparently inconsolably “about” the problem of race, rewriting the text for an all-black 
cast was understood by at least some of her colleagues to reflect an insufficiency, in Graham, of 
concern for the modern effects of the color line. 
For Graham, the cultural theory that leads to designating plays themselves either 
insufficiently or inappropriately “black” came from a fundamentally flawed vision of “American 
Theatre,” as she argues in a 1937 article in Arts Quarterly. “The ‘dramatic ability’ of the Negro 
has been exploited enough in America,” she writes, “we won a place [in the theater] because of a 
spontaneous acceptance of certain happy qualities and emotional intensity which would seem to 
be an inherent part of us…We have become satisfied with our ‘natural ability’ and we have 
complacently accepted the white man’s standard of what a Negro ought to be on stage” 
(“Towards an American Theatre” 20). O’Neill’s telegram about Graham’s Hairy Ape is 
representative of “the white man’s standard of what a Negro ought to be on stage,” that is, that a 
black actor ought to be “black” above all, and avoid participating in “white plays…faked into 
black plays” (O’Neill 1988 471). What’s more, “faking” The Hairy Ape into a “black play” is 
 
52 Since this letter came so soon after O’Neill’s telegram, and because Graham does not mention him 
here, it appears that the playwright’s call for the kibosh to be put on the adaptation was both unnecessary 
and ineffective. At bottom, though, the root of his complaint—that “blackening” a “white play” was 
politically and aesthetically suspect—was essentially the same complaint that Graham’s colleague had, as 
both call for a theory of American theater that separates black from white production in a fundamental 
way. 
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seen from Graham’s colleague’s side of the debate as itself a turn away from the “natural ability” 
that appears to make African American theater unique in itself: to ape O’Neill is to abandon 
“emotional intensity” in order to reproduce (and thus please) the “white folks” to whom Graham 
is accused of becoming “allied” (Graham, Letter to W.E.B. Du Bois, Oct. 25). Rewriting The 
Hairy Ape as a black play—using O’Neill’s framework to produce “a study of Negro psychology 
and the clash of the Negro ‘classes’”—is seen by critics on both sides of the color line as a 
danger to the established codes of representation that governed what could and could not be 
written (or rather, performed) in the discursive space of American drama. 
On top of objecting to the play as a general transgression of the racial conventions of 
American theater, I want to argue, there is something particularly threatening about the way in 
which Graham managed to transform a play about the white relationship to energy—how 
whiteness is effected by atavistic core at the heart of the modern—into a work that pointed 
towards the color line as an operative force in the (de)formations of modernity. By positioning 
black education as the narrative equivalent to the I.W.W. and rewriting Paddy’s reverie as a 
reflection on black “belonging” in the natural world, Graham registers how changes in the 
dominant energy regime of the day—the transition from biomass to coal—produced ripple 
effects for black life in America, reifying already existing intraracial inequalities and inculcating 
particular attitudes towards the relationship between labor and land. For O’Neill, imagining an 
African American playing out The Hairy Ape’s psychological drama set in the heart of the 
modern was a danger both to his cultural theory of an indissoluble and hermetically contained 
“white” theater and to his overall vision of American modernity (dangerous as it may be) as itself 
the product of white labor. For her colleague at the FTP, on the other hand, we might imagine 
that Graham’s willingness to attach an African American cast to a play that revolves around the 
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racialized image of the “hairy ape,” was regarded as an “insult the Negro,” because of the way 
the play opens up a space for thinking about black life in modernity that emphasizes political 
feelings of unfitness and non-belonging at a time when asserting black belonging was seen as a 
still vital and ongoing cultural project. 
 
2.3 Sabotage and Descent: The Plots of Dust to Earth 
 
Perhaps in response to the double injunction against blackening “white plays,” Graham 
turned back to a play written earlier in her career, entitled Coal Dust, which she began to revise 
into what would eventually become Dust to Earth, her most well-developed and complex 
treatment of race and coal. Coal Dust appears to have existed at least in some form as early as 
1930, when James Hatch and Omanii Abdullah note that it was performed at Morgan State 
College, where Graham worked as a music teacher (Hatch and Abdullah 72, Horne 54). That 
version of the play—which Graham wrote well before she attempted to revise The Hairy Ape—is 
apparently only one act, and it seems that no copies of it, or accounts of its performance, remain. 
The first version of Coal Dust that is extant is from just after the Hairy Ape debacle, in 1938, 
when Graham expanded the play into a three-act structure and successfully produced it with the 
help of the Gilpin Players at the Karamu Theater in Cleveland. Given the resemblance between 
The Hairy Ape and the play that would eventually become Dust to Earth (the parallel figures of 
Yank [or Hank] and Brick, Mildred and Leslie, the white daughter of the coal mine’s owner, etc.) 
it seems feasible to imagine that after the failure of her O’Neill adaptation, Graham turned back 
to one of her earliest successful plays—a text whose provenance within the circle of “black 
theater” could not be doubted—in order to continue the project she began and was forced to 
abandon in 1937. With Coal Dust and Dust to Earth, Graham expands on the themes she drew 
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out of her black adaptation of The Hairy Ape, producing a narrative that considers similar issues 
of labor, energy, and alienation while also introducing new concerns, including the politics of 
industrial sabotage and the ongoing question of familial descent in African American life. 
Though a thorough analysis of the differences between the 1938 version of Coal Dust and 
the final 1941 production of Dust to Earth might be instructive considering the slow evolution of 
the project, I will be focusing on the latter version of the play in this section, because it is, in 
many ways, a more complete and complex work than Coal Dust. Worth noting, however—and 
supporting my hypothesis about the way in which ideas from The Hairy Ape made their way into 
Dust to Earth—is a speech given by “Old Jim,” a black miner, in a scene in the mine in Coal 
Dust that is absent in the later play, which is almost directly lifted from Graham’s earlier 
adaptation. In that speech, Jim delivers almost the same monologue about the value of 
agricultural labor—“Son’s o’ de earth Brown an’ clean lak de earth”—as does Graham’s Paddy 
in the stokers’ quarters (Graham 1938 27). Cutting this scene, which the stage directions note 
“calls for a style approaching expressionism,” further linking it to O’Neill’s play and its 
aesthetic, may have been for Graham both a way of distancing Dust to Earth from these earlier 
works and, perhaps more importantly, a way of preserving the shock of first seeing the interior of 
the mine on stage in the final scene (Graham 1938 26). Stripping the play of the presence of a 
distinctly black kind of agricultural nostalgia also underscores the sense of historical continuity 
Dust to Earth seems to be drawing, I want to argue, between work that takes place in coal mines 
and stoke holes and the seemingly less modern forms that labor takes in the field—and especially 
on the plantation.53 
 
53 The other major addition that was made to Coal Dust before it was finalized as Dust to Earth was the 
sabotage plot, which is absent altogether in the earlier version. Its inclusion both lengthens the play, 
connects it to global geopolitical questions, and, following those connections, brings it violently into the 
Graham’s contemporary moment in 1941. Graham’s experience with The Hairy Ape had acquainted her 
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As the scene with which I opened this chapter suggests, Dust to Earth takes place during 
the immediate aftermath of an accident in a coal mine, tracking the effect of the disaster on the 
surrounding community, focalizing this wider story through the character of Brick and his 
relationship with Clayton, the mine’s owner—and his unacknowledged father. Early in the first 
act, the surviving miners explain to those outside of the mine that the accident was the result of 
faulty building and the degradation of the mine shafts: “water seepin through the roof…gave 
way…” one miner remarks, while another, in response to “How’d it happen?” simply exclaims 
“Rotten beams!” (Graham 2, 5). Almost immediately, however, the miners and the 
superintendent of the mine, McKnight, get word that Clayton has just then arrived to inspect the 
mine, and, discounting accounts of the collapsed mine as “unconfirmed reports,” McKnight 
insists that the miners return to work in other parts of the mine (Graham 10). 
Soon, Clayton and his daughter Leslie arrive, and a confrontation occurs not unlike that 
between Yank and Mildred in the stokehole, in which, in both plays, the hyper-masculine coal 
worker shocks the feminine visitor through an atavistic display of aggression.54 Brick, initially 
unaware of the mine owner’s presence, is in an argument with Maybelle, a white resident of the 
town (heavily coded as a sex worker) who Brick strangles late in the play: 
Brick: Ah ain’t scared o’ nothin’ in dis mine. An’ dar’s a reason…Listen to dat, yo’ yellow dog 
of a white livered slave-driver. 
[Brick is flourishing the whiskey flask above his head. Behind him enter Clayton and 
Leslie…The men see these arrivals, but neither Brick nor Maybelle, who, furious at his words 
throws herself at him.] 
 
intimately with the fickle political feelings of her chapter of the FTP, and, while Graham largely 
supported American involvement in the war, its inclusion may also have been in part a canny bid to 
solidify her status in the eyes of her colleagues (See Horne 89-115 for Graham’s experiences during 
World War II). 
54 The key difference between the two confrontation scenes lies in that Mildred’s fainting fear of “the 
filthy beast!” is a result mainly of the threat of violence against herself—when Yank senses Mildred 
behind him, he “whirls defensively with a snarling, murderous growl, crouching to spring”—while Leslie, 
who likewise refers to Brick as “beast,” reacts to witnessing an actual act of violence, significantly, I 
think, against another (white) woman (O’Neill 1995 164, Graham 15). 
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Maybelle: [Screaming] You big, black baboon! Don’t you dare… 
[Brick shakes her off and she falls almost at Clayton’s feet. There is a gasp from the crowd as 
Brick whirls around facing Clayton. Brick is staggering slightly. Leslie cries out in alarm.] 
Leslie: Father! (Graham 13) 
 
As Brick turns and is confronted with the sight of Clayton and Leslie (the latter “clean” and “lily 
white,” not unlike Mildred) the class conflict at the heart of the play is made in to a sort of 
tableau, in which Brick, “staggering slightly,” comes into direct contact, simultaneously, with the 
capitalist who exploits his labor, the white man literally responsible for his racial birthright, and 
the well-meaning beneficiary (Leslie) whose immediate cry for the protective force of a paternal 
figure (“Father!”) is set against Brick’s fundamental inability to invoke the same (Graham 34, 
70). In this opening scene, and this tableau in particular, Graham sets up the triangular 
relationship between Leslie, Clayton, and Brick that will animate the remainder of the play’s 
central familial drama, as the heightened emotional charge of the encounter—Brick is enraged, 
Leslie afraid, and Clayton, the “southern aristocrat,” ends the scene “definitely disturbed”—
suggests to the viewer that they are witnessing the drama’s affective core (Graham 17, 16).55  
The dynamic between the three shifts dramatically in the third scene, as Clayton moves 
from a position of detached curiosity about Brick, by way of a face-to-face confrontation, to one 
of unwilling concern. Clayton takes an interest in Brick because of his heightened status among 
the other workers, both as a superior driller and as a source of authority: “he takes advantage of 
his strength constantly,” McKnight tells Clayton, “I tell you anybody would think he owns the 
place” (Graham 46). McKnight’s failure to control Brick, Clayton insists, comes from his not 
 
55 Both this confrontation scene and its predecessor in The Hairy Ape might be staged as a tableau vivant, 
the intensely lit, visually dichotomous almost-still arrangements of characters that were popularized by 
melodrama. In the tableau vivant, the physical positioning of characters, as well as their relative lightness 
and darkness on the stage, work together to “inscribe an explicit moral economy” among the figures who 
make it up (Griffiths 624). In Graham’s tableau, it is less a moral economy than an economy of power 
that the human frieze represents—a difference that might correlate, as I will argue in my conclusion, to 
Dust to Earth’s multigeneric play with both melodrama and tragedy. 
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knowing “how to handle those fellows,” by which, of course, Clayton means black workers. 
“Send him to me,” Clayton suggests, “I have several generations behind me of managing his 
people. I’ll straighten him out” (Graham 47). Here, Graham is drawing a continuity between the 
euphemistically delivered tradition of “managing his people,” that is, controlling and disciplining 
slaves, and the managerial task of running a racially diverse mine in the 20th century, a link first 
drawn in the first scene as Brick refers to the other workers as “Slaves! All o’ yo’…white and 
black…jus’ slaves!” (Graham 11). The continuity is literalized by Brick’s paternal connection to 
Clayton: “Ahm Cassie’s boy,” he says to Clayton, referring to his mother, who, it is implied, 
worked on Clayton’s land—or in his home.56 “Cassie? I don’t know any…,” he responds, 
Clayton: [In the act of reaching for a cigarette. He suddenly freezes. A mask seems to pass over 
his face, and when he speaks again it is with a casual indifference] Cassie…let’s see now. I do 
remember several Cassies living on the other side of the tracks 
Brick: Maybe…Dis Cassie didn’t lib on da odder side of da tracks…not den  
Mr. Clayton: [Sharply] What do you mean? [For the space of time it takes Brick to stand erect 
there is silence. Then…] 
Brick: What do yo’ think Ah means? [He moves down left towards the outside door…opens the 
door and closes it behind him. Clayton does not move until the closing door seems to please some 
spring of emotion. He crashes his fist down upon the desk.] 
Mr. Clayton: The damned, impudent… [But the anger does not hold. He is remembering. His 
lips move, almost in a groan] His laughing…yesterday…it was like… 
[CURTAIN] (Graham 53-4) 
 
In a scene familiar to the literature of miscegenation, the revelation of illicit familial connections 
is delivered by way of a series of half-statements and stunted exclamations, as the identity of the 
son (and thus, in a sense, the identity of the father) is at once revealed and denied. In Clayton’s 
identifications of “several Cassies,” and the absolute geographic separation embodied by the 
 
56 In another of the largest differences between Dust to Earth and the earlier Coal Dust, Brick’s matter-of-
fact statement of parentage here is restated as the play’s closing line: clasping hands with Leslie in the 
collapsing mine—she dies with Brick in this version—Leslie suddenly (and somewhat miraculously) 
recognizes Brick for who he is, exclaiming, “You’re Cassie’s boy!” to which Brick responds with the 
above. In Dust to Earth, on the other hand, the vital recognition (or anagnorisis) that occurs at the end of 
the play is between Clayton and Brick, such that it is the father’s acceptance of the son that serves as the 
climactic moment of the family plot, rather than the sister’s recognition of the brother. 
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“other side of the tracks,” a vibrant image of a generalized plantation past and its epistemological 
foundations is conjured, both for the audience and, we imagine, for Brick, whose “what do yo’ 
think Ah means” reminds us that he holds no illusions about the precise social, political, and 
conceptual constructions that are responsible for his troubled descent and its obfuscation. Almost 
thirty years removed from the space of the estate and successfully transitioned from southern 
estate holder to northern resource magnate, Clayton finds himself suddenly faced with the return 
of a repressed past—a reminder of the simultaneous passing and recurrence of a system of racial 
order.57 
If the relationship between Brick and Clayton is meant to evoke the ways in which the 
racial politics of the agricultural south were integrated into industrial practices (even in the north, 
the play’s setting in Illinois emphasizes)—to suggest, that is, a continuity of a material situation 
across time—then the remaining key plot of the play, a story of sabotage, is meant to suggest the 
wider implications of Brick’s familial drama within the interlinked contemporary geography of 
coal. At the start of the third scene, we learn that the apparent “accident” with which the play 
began is only the latest in a series of catastrophes, all of which have in fact been orchestrated by 
McKnight, the supervisor. “My orders were to stop production in this mine,” McKnight remarks 
to Frank his assistant, portentously, “and I’m going to do it if I have to blow the whole damn 
works to hell!” (Graham 40). Uniquely effective in the context of coal mining, sabotage is a 
fundamentally modern concept that hinges on “the discovery that a relatively minor malfunction, 
mistiming, or interruption, introduced at the right place and moment, could now have widespread 
 
57 The time that Clayton has been away from the estate has left him with a form of nostalgia not entirely 
dissimilar from that expressed by Paddy for the agricultural past: “You must know the Clayton place,” he 
says to Brick, “[Longing creeping into his voice] Well…! You’ve seen it less than three years ago! Tell 
me, is the…[he stops, catching himself]” (Graham 52). In “catching himself” before he gives in to “Lost 
Cause” style nostalgia, Clayton seems to be recognizing the danger of fully linking the plantation and the 
mine even before Brick is revealed as the very real ghost of that imagined time. 
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effects” (Mitchell 22-3). In the case of coal, Timothy Mitchell writes in his influential Carbon 
Democracy, the “new effectiveness of sabotage derived from this vast concentration of kinetic 
energy in a mechanism that a single operator could disable.” McKnight, breaking beams and 
blowing wires in one small coal mine, is attempting to take advantage of the way in which coal 
ensured that “isolated economic struggles were…connected into a single political force,” 
attempting to make trouble at a national or global scale, in other words, by way of disrupting a 
localized industry with a vital place in the supply chain (Mitchell 23). 
 
 
Figure 3: A performance of "Dust to Earth," date unknown. The elevator visible near the center of 
the stage was a functioning machine borrowed from a mining supply company. From Yale 
University Digital Collections, Haas Arts Library. 
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Although McKnight’s plot has a significant impact on the events of the play, it remains 
oddly—but purposefully—peripheral to the more urgent-feeling drama surrounding Brick and 
his desire for racial revenge. In a letter on the play written to W.E.B. Du Bois, Allardyce Nicoll, 
a professor in the drama department at Yale and one of Graham’s most staunch allies, wrote that 
one playgoer remarked that the “play had a certain ‘Elizabethan’ quality; all the various episodes 
were not neatly tied up into intellectual knots as are the incidents in so many modern realistic 
plays.” This failure to tie up loose ends, Nicoll agrees, is a particular strength of a play—and a 
mark of its true modernity—though he fears “many people would fail to appreciate” the “failure” 
as a positive thing: “some may even have been left a little puzzled, particularly concerning the 
‘sabotage’ element of the play” (Nicoll, Letter to W.E.B. Du Bois). What Nicoll is noting here is 
the way in which the sabotage plot goes essentially unresolved: we know McKnight is 
responsible for the accidents in the mine, and we know he is “following orders,” and we can 
infer from his exclamations late in the play (“[Voice guarded] Schnell! Die Drahte!”) that he is a 
German plant, but his fate at the end of the play is interrupted by the return of the family drama, 
as Clayton and his coterie get news of Leslie’s descent into the mine just as they discover 
McKnight’s treachery (Graham 120). In many ways, this is an inversion of what we might expect 
from a playwright who had been steadily moving left throughout the 30s, and would end up a 
card carrying communist within two years: the sabotage plot is, in a certain material sense, the 
“real” plot of the play, while the interpersonal, racially inflected drama is just that—a dramatic 
plot superimposed on top of the socio-economic story of an international battle among the forces 
of capital for control over resources (Horne 30). But, as Graham wrote in her own letter to Du 
Bois, she needed the sabotage plot to be “handled very carefully,” so that it wouldn’t 
“overshadow the main plot”: as explosive as it was, the collapsing shafts and international rogues 
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of the sabotage plot had to be kept, Graham knew, relatively quiet (Letter to W.E.B. Du Bois, 
Jan. 12). 
How, then, does the sabotage plot work to support the “main plot” of Brick and his 
familial reckoning? What does the figuration of the coal mine as space worthy of sabotage—that 
is, as a vital link within a larger economic network of “kinetic energy”—bring to bear on the 
drama of racial lineage that acts as play’s narrative core? McKnight’s goal in sabotaging the 
mine, we learn early on in the play, is to incite a strike: “the increased number of accidents [and] 
fear of explosion had them going,” McKnight’s assistant, Frank observes, “they were ready to 
strike…another slight accident ought to set off the fuse” (Graham 39-40). Ironically, however, it 
is not McKnight’s sabotage that brings the mine to the edge of a strike, but Clayton and Leslie’s 
visit: deeply curious about conditions inside the mine itself (much like Mildred and her desire to 
see the stokehole), Leslie insists on descending into the pit. Because, as McKnight notes, “the 
superstition against women going into a mine is almost universal,” the night shift refuses to enter 
the mine: “Not with any woman!” a group of miners (“Men”) remarks, “we’ll strike first!” 
(Graham 48, 66). One of the forms of “superstition” attached to the familial or domestic plot of 
the play, then, ends up threatening to have a more powerful effect on the “political” stakes of the 
narrative than does the actual sabotage that is meant to be representative of a political force 
conceived in a more traditional sense. 
Indeed, one of the miners compares Leslie’s desire to descend into the mine directly to 
one of the main effects of McKnight’s sabotage: “a woman in the mine’s worse than any kind of 
gas!” (Graham 69). The presence of gas, in turn, is figured throughout the text as the most deadly 
product of dysfunction in the mines: it is cited as responsible for Brick’s unbalanced mental 
condition at the start, is eventually responsible for his death, and is pinned as the problem behind 
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the declining health of those living around the mine, including that of a miner’s baby whose 
death comes close to setting off a strike.  “If the baby dies…and the men thought gas had seeped 
into their water,” McKnight observes, “nothing could prevent a strike!” (Graham 81). After news 
of the baby’s death does spread, a strike begins to seem inevitable, until, in an inversion of her 
earlier role as a danger to the stability of labor relations, a vital interaction between Leslie and 
Brick ends up quieting the unrest, at least temporarily. As the fervor over the baby’s death 
grows, Brick challenges Clayton to enter the mine with his workers in order to prove its safety, 
angering the mine owner and alienating him further from the workers. In an effort to mend the 
rift, Leslie tries to argue—perhaps in an appeal to Brick’s pride as a miner, which, as I’ve shown, 
he seems to have inherited from Yank/Hank—for the shared necessity of both owner and laborer: 
Lewis [a miner]: All right, men, we’ll stand together! 
Brick: [Straining towards Clayton] An’ we don’t need you! 
Leslie: How can you say that? You do need us and we need you! The job takes the strongest and 
best out in front. Strong men work together! 
[…] 
Peters [a miner]: Together, eh? What does she mean? We’re united but what do they care about 
us? I’d like to hear her call somebody like…Brick, there, a brother! (Graham 95-6) 
 
The irony is, of course, that Brick is a brother to Leslie: the rhetorical conventions of labor 
solidarity, here, overlap with an instance of the type of clandestine familial relation that 
themselves underwrite American capitalism. 
Although she remains ignorant to the irony of her statement, Leslie accedes to Peters’ 
request: “Brick, you don’t have to hate us,” she says, “I mean it…brother!” She and Brick shake 
hands, and Brick, “as in a dream,” perhaps fantasizing that Leslie is acknowledging their status 
as siblings, turns away from the confrontation and retreats to his home (Graham 96-7). Here, 
Brick’s willingness accept Leslie’s political sincerity seems centrally derived from the (fleeting, 
false) familial connection he suddenly experiences as recognized: he seems entirely willing, 
somewhat suddenly, to accept Leslie’s philanthropic attitude as the genuine article because she 
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has given voice—as if by a magic word—to that which it would seem to most viciously deny 
(i.e., her blood-relation to a “big, black baboon”). Being called “brother,” it appears, overrides 
any apprehension Brick may have felt about accepting help from the exploiter of his labor and 
evacuator of his identity, even as the racial and class barriers that separate them do, in fact, stay 
intact: once again, the domestic dynamics of the play override the movements of the more 
nakedly political-economic.58 
At the same time that the moment of connection seems to blunt the edge of the labor 
dispute and satisfy Brick’s need for recognition, it also precipitates the further dissolution of 
Clayton’s performance of racial innocence. Maybelle, aware of the secret of Brick’s parentage, 
takes the moment after the handshake to remind Clayton of his denial, the southern gentleman 
apparently visibly shaken by the homonymic ambiguity of Leslie’s “brother!”: “I don’t blame 
yo’ for lookin’ like that, Mistah Clayton,” Maybelle says, “but [savagely] inside of me I’m 
laughing!” (Graham 97). As “the realization comes that she knows”—what “she knows” remains 
here, as in the rest of the play, itself unnamed, solely implied—Clayton, suddenly overcome with 
fear, insists to Leslie that they leave the mine and return to New York. Interestingly, then, while 
Brick’s suggestion that he is aware of his parentage is only enough to evoke “anger” in Clayton 
(which itself “does not hold”), Maybelle’s insinuation—even though it is coming from a 
character who at least appears, at this point, relatively peripheral both to the plot and to Clayton’s 
 
58 This handshake also represents one of the stranger intertextual moments between Dust to Earth and The 
Hairy Ape(s), which scrambles the set of analogous characters I have sketched out so far: in offering her 
hand to Brick while calling him “brother,” Leslie reenacts Yank/Hank’s last moments at the zoo (a role 
she will again play in during the play’s conclusion, discussed below): “come on, brother,” they say, while 
holding out their hands to the gorillas, to be crushed by the “murderous hug” that instead follows (O’Neill 
1995 198, Graham 45). This transposition, which makes Brick into the analog of the gorilla, underlines 
the cyclical relay between modernity and atavism at the core of fossil capital. 
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world (but also, importantly, white)—produces in him a much more intense form of fear and 
desperation (Graham 54).59 
Why does the specifically public knowledge of Brick’s connection to Clayton constitute 
such a threat to the mine owner’s sense of self and security? It is the seemingly public 
acknowledgement of his affiliation with Leslie that brings Brick to defuse the strike, just as it is 
the possibility of public exposure that drives Clayton to retreat. By drawing a contrast in this 
scene between what familial recognition looks and feels like for Brick—the end of the strike, 
materially, the possibility of interracial labor solidarity, abstractly—and for Clayton—the need to 
distance himself, deny, and retreat—Graham is setting her audience up for the play’s conclusion, 
in which Clayton’s attitude, like Brick’s here, sees a profound reversal. But before that narrative 
comes to a close, the relative calm that follows Brick’s encounter with Leslie is suddenly 
upended when Brick murders Maybelle, after she threatens to expose his true identity to his half-
sister. For Maybelle, exposing Brick serves as a way of exacting revenge on Clayton, by way of 
Leslie: “snoopin’ in folk’s business puttin’ huh fine nose in where it don’t belong,” Maybelle 
remarks of Leslie, “trying to find out things, is she…Well she’ll find out she’lll…wish…” 
(Graham 106). Maybelle’s fantasy about exposing Leslie to the racial admixture to which she is a 
 
59 In the context of the play’s racial politics, Maybelle is an intriguing character: she is introduced as 
immediately as “large, florid and coarse,” is the largely unwilling target of sexual attention from many of 
the miners in the play, both black and white, and is ultimately motivated by a deeply felt antipathy for 
Clayton as a representative of the ruling class to join McKnight in his sabotage. She seems coded, as one 
contemporary review put it, to appear as a “mining district prostie”: “Tough luck! He was a nice 
kid…clean…if yo’ get what I mean,” she responds upon hearing news of a miner’s death at the play’s 
opening (“Dust to Earth”, Graham 7). Of the characters killed in the play, she is the only one who is the 
victim not of the only indirectly anthropogenic violence of the coal mine but by the more immediate 
threat of a man enraged. All of these combine to place Maybelle squarely at the play’s social margins—
yet near the narrative center. Interestingly, her hatred towards Clayton comes, like Brick’s, from an 
experience with him earlier in her life within the space of the unindustrialized south, through which she 
feels the strictures of class devalue her claim to whiteness: “The great an’ powerful Clayton…He usetta 
ride by on his horse, splashin’ mud an’ laughin! Tha niggah’s lived on their place, but not us they’d chase 
us off. We wasn’t good enough to shine their boots the mighty Clayton boots!” (Graham 21).  
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neighbor is interrupted when Brick begins to strangle her: now clearly invested in the 
continuation of his secret—desiring to keep his hair black with coal—Brick feels as threatened 
by Maybelle’s knowledge as Clayton does, and reacts even more extremely. 
Further complicating Brick’s movement back and forth between his attachment to the 
secret of his identity and its acknowledgement (by specific people), the final two scenes of the 
play bring the familial descent plot and the sabotage plot together in the form of a final, fateful 
calamity. At nearly the same moment that McKnight is identified as a saboteur and subdued by 
Clayton’s men, it is announced over the loudspeaker—alerting Clayton as well as the audience 
itself—that Leslie is in the mine, and that there has been another “accident!” (Graham 122). In 
this narratively crowded moment, several plots intersect: Clayton gives his most naked 
acknowledgement of Brick’s identity by stating that he understands of why the murder took 
place, McKnight is exposed as a saboteur just as his latest act has been discovered, and Brick, a 
prisoner for just a few moments, is almost immediately freed to go after Leslie. “Ah knows da 
mine!” Brick asserts to secure his freedom, his affinity for the coal mine as a space lining up 
directly with his newfound affection for Leslie as both a half-acknowledged sister and political 
partner. 
It is his deficiency in “knowing” the mine—along with, of course, the sudden 
endangerment of his daughter—that ultimately pushes Clayton to reverse his position both on the 
mine and on Brick, seeing his son as a person worth saving and coming to understand the mine 
as a place with problems worthy of reconsideration: 
Clayton: Leslie’s trapped in this entry! She’s trapped! 
Brick: How com’ yo’ let ‘er go? Yo’ know hit’s dangerous…Yo’ know dar’s gas an’ broke 
beams an’ black holes…How com’ yo’ let her go down dar? 
Clayton: I didn’t know! That’s it, I didn’t know! She’s down there…doing my job…risking her 
life to know. While I…I… [He is fighting hysteria] (Graham 125-6). 
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What is Clayton claiming here not to “know”? He “knows,” on some level, that the mine is 
“dangerous,” that it is filled with gas and broken beams, because he has spent much of the play 
either hearing about or indirectly witnessing the effects of just that. What is important to 
Clayton, clearly, is being “down there,” being inside of the mine in order to come to “know” its 
conditions: perhaps because coal is an “energy source…disjointed from the landscape,” in 
Andreas Malm’s terms, a schism remains between Clayton’s “surface” knowledge and a real 
sense of the mine’s depths (Malm 41). In his reading of Stephen Crane’s depiction of a descent 
into a coal mine, Robert Johnson argues that the bourgeois entrance into the “very real working-
class space” of the mine was understood as “a type of transgressive—and yet redemptive act, in 
which plunging into the abyss yielded up a measure of self-knowledge that the author would 
bring back to…the surface” (Johnson 2014 90). The actual space of the coal mine—which the 
audience, importantly, has not yet entered at this point in the play—appears for Clayton suddenly 
as a kind of panacea both for the large-scale political drama that the mine represents for him 
economically and for the more intimately sized problem of Brick and the sexual legacy of the 
“southern aristocrat.” For Johnson, Stephen Crane’s “literal plunge downward into this dark 
working-class geography functioned also as a figurative plunge into the unconscious of the 
bourgeois self” (Johnson 2014 90). Clayton’s (still prospective, vicarious) descent, on the other 
hand, has the added psychological wrinkle of bringing him face-to-face with his direct 
involvement in racial system that undergirds his bourgeois identity. The prospect of his physical 
descent, in other words, has forced him to confront an unacknowledged line of familial descent. 
Facing the depths of the mine, Clayton finds himself on the edge of “hysteria,” suddenly as 
alienated from the social world around him as Brick feels before he finds solace in coal. 
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Indeed, Brick, facing the mine again, reaches what for him amounts to a kind of ecstasy: 
“[Grinning now for the first time in the play] Ah’blongs down dar…who…me? [His teeth show] 
Ah’m jus’ goin’…down home!” (Graham 128, underline in the original). Here, Brick is 
presented with potent opportunity to express the particular kind of power and autonomy he finds 
in the mine: ”Hit takes a minah to do dis!” he reiterates when Clayton tries to accompany him on 
his rescue mission (Graham 128). Initially refusing to wear a mask to protect him from the gas in 
the mine—“He drinks gas!” says another miner of Brick early in the play—Brick experiences his 
descent into the mine after Leslie as a form of emancipation rather than endangerment or 
exposure: “Ah am free now!” he responds to Clayton’s promise to fight for his freedom from 
murder charges if he returns, “Ah’m doin’ what Ah wants to do Ah’m goin’ where Ah wants tuh 
go!” (Graham 3, 130). In the act of rescuing Leslie from the coal mine, Brick seems to see a kind 
of fulfillment of the promise of wholeness that coal, for him, seems to hold: by going after his 
half-sister, Brick is able to confirm his sense of himself as “a man, lak odder men,” this time 
with his sense of belonging authenticated by the apparent collapse of the racial politics that keeps 
him and his family separate (Graham 81). Brick’s overwhelming desire to bring Leslie out of the 
mine also mirrors, in an intensely reversed way, Yank/Hank’s longing to throw Mildred into the 
furnace: “Speed, dat’ll be her! She’ll belong den! [He grins horribly] (O’Neill 1995 171, Graham 
1937 23). If Yank wants to (symbolically) convert Mildred from energy into power, Brick wants 
to (literally) rescue Leslie from the prospect of becoming a casualty of an energy source itself. 
The “grin” that accompanies each impulse highlights the link that both power fantasies share in 
their utilization of the female body towards the end of self-fulfillment. 
The final scene takes the audience, for the first time, to “the bottom of the mine,” where, 
on one end of the stage, Leslie can be seen “half crawling…clinging to the side of the wall. She 
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is gasping for breath” (Graham 131). In the image of Leslie “crawling” in the mine we have a 
kind of diffracted inversion of Yank/Hank, crumpled on the floor of the gorilla cage, declaring 
himself the “Hairy Ape from de wilds of…” (O’Neill 1995 198, Graham 45). While O’Neill’s 
play and Graham’s adaptation end with their protagonists crushed by a not-quite-human 
violence, Graham’s play nears its conclusion with the image of a similarly animalized version of 
its principal feminine other brought to a state of atavistic crisis by another only seemingly 
nonanthropogenic form of violence.60 Unlike Brick, who, once again “under da ground,” 
declares himself “a man,” Leslie “crawling” along the floor of the mine, is a picture of 
disjuncture and the abject: “Out in da sunshine,” Brick declares as he begins to manually lift her 
out of the mine in the elevator cage, “dats whar she belong…sunshine…shinin’ on huh hair…she 
don’t belong in da’kness!” (Graham 133). By invoking Leslie’s hair in this way, Brick’s sense of 
“rightness” here seems to be revealed as a kind of reveling in the ultimate expression of race and 
class hierarchy: it is only by literally sacrificing himself to the (blackening) space of the mine 
and returning his sister to the (white) world of the surface that Brick is able to experience a sense 
of ultimate belonging. At the same time, as Brick’s reference to Leslie as “da little boss” reminds 
us, the decision is one about labor rights, and stems from an ultimate belief in Leslie’s honesty as 
a well-intentioned member of an “enlightened” bourgeoisie—enlightened further, perhaps, like 
her father, by exposure to (and thus “knowledge” of) the subterranean world of the mine. 
 
60 The iconic gorilla cage makes its way in transfigured form into Dust to Earth’s concluding scene by 
way of the “cage” of the mine elevator that Brick and Leslie use in the process of the escape. In the 1941 
production as well as in the earlier performances of its immediate progenitor, the elevator was the genuine 
article, “loaned through the courtesy of Mr. John M. Lewis of the Mine Safety Appliances Company,” 
Coal Dust’s program reads (Coal Dust Program). Following Johnson’s interpretation of the bourgeois 
descent into the mine as a descent into the unconscious, the literal staging of that descent might be 
understood as a cathartic, controlled simulation of that process. 
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Brick’s sacrifice is finalized when, on hearing Clayton beginning to enter the mine to 
retrieve him, Brick lights a match in order to combust the gas quickly filling the tunnel around 
him, preventing Clayton’s entrance (presumably) and killing himself at the same moment. On 
striking a match and “holding it high in the air,” a “blue flame has leaped forward,” suddenly 
filling the tunnel with light, before “the sound of a mighty explosion.” “Brick falls to his knees 
as [CURTAIN],” the play closes, cutting Brick off, like Yank/Hank, mid-sentence: “Bust…yo’ 
black devil…blow yo’self tuh…” (Graham 134). As the dramatic stage directions and deaths-
door soliloquizing suggest, Brick’s death takes the form of an intense spectacle, a culmination of 
the various political forces and histories at conflict throughout the play. It would be most 
succinct, perhaps, to say that Brick’s sacrifice at the end of Dust to Earth gives the play the 
shape of a tragedy: his suicide, at least in his own mind, turns him into something of a tragic 
hero, responsible not only for the safety of his newly acknowledged family but also, we are 
meant to imagine, for the future of the mine and its laborers more generally. In “reality,” one 
wonders if the mine hasn’t been destroyed, and Brick’s sacrifice hasn’t injured at least some of 
his newly-acknowledged father’s fortune and ruined the livelihood of many of the workers. If 
“the rhythm of tragedy,” as Raymond Williams writes, “is a rhythm of sacrifice,” then Brick’s 
death serves (or should serve) as the organizing moment of affective and spectacular intensity 
around which the remainder of the drama rotates, and towards which the narrative appears to 
hurdle inexorably (Williams 189). Seen from Brick’s tragic perspective, this final calamity in the 
mine serves as a moment in which he both capitulates to and transcends the various social forces 
with which he struggles throughout the play, the catastrophic close thus evoking, it might seem, 




2.4 Conclusion—Black Coal, Black Tragedy: Genre and Material 
 
Of the small sampling of existing contemporary responses to Dust to Earth, several 
consider precisely this tragic element of the play, but tend, importantly, to consider it a failure in 
its relation to those particular generic expectations, with the failure to produce catharsis central 
to that critique. In this concluding section, I will reflect on the implications of reading Dust to 
Earth as a tragedy—or as a failed tragedy—in order to offer one way of thinking through broader 
questions about the relationship between genre, coal, and African American literary history. 
Coal, I will argue, lends itself to tragic description: the material focus of Dust to Earth impacts 
both the generic conventions it follows and, just as importantly, the generic expectations that its 
viewers bring to its performance. Indeed, as suggested above, it is the play’s failure to approach 
the generic expectations that its “object matter” seems to demand that strikes Dust to Earth’s 
most significant critics, rather than the ways in which it acts familiarly as tragedy.61 For Alain 
Locke and Allardyce Nicoll (quoted above on the “Elizabethan” quality of the play) certain 
aspects of Dust to Earth bring it much closer to melodrama than tragedy, and the political 
implications of its narrative shift dramatically as a result. Rather than either dismissing their 
critiques and reading the play as a pure tragedy, or accepting the designation of melodrama and 
abandoning the unique heuristics that approaching the play as a tragedy allows, I will argue that 
Dust to Earth, by considering the particular combination of coal and black life, ends up 
embodying a unique combination of melodramatic and tragic elements. This combination 
 
61 I borrow the evocative phrase “object matter” from Bill Brown, who uses it to name the “understanding 
of the phenomenal object world through which human subjects circulate” that any narrative work 
necessarily invokes (or evokes) alongside its “subject matter” (Brown 18). Reading Brown’s A Sense of 
Things was one my earliest exposures to the kind of broadly materialist approach to literary criticism 
towards which this dissertation ultimately aspires. 
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produces a vision of the racial politics of American energy that, as I explored in the previous 
section, foregrounds the intimate links between “domestic” questions of descent and heritage and 
the broader economic concerns represented by the coal mine as a single node in an extensive 
network of power.  
In a brief response to Dust to Earth’s Yale performance published in Opportunity, Alain 
Locke foregrounds the problem that melodrama poses for the play’s political effectiveness: 
Graham’s play, Locke writes, suffers because its “social background reporting is unfortunately 
overlaid by a melodramatic plot interest which does not gain force by the defeatist sacrifice of 
the hero,” without which, Locke continues, the play might have “been a pioneering essay in 
Negro labor tragedy” (Locke 41). The generic schism that Locke describes emerges from the 
conflict between “melodramatic plot interest”—the “descent” plot, in its familial sense—and the 
play’s nascent elements of tragedy: its depiction of the crushing teleology of racial capitalism 
(“social background reporting,” or the other “descent” plot) and the seemingly needless sacrifice 
of its hero (“the defeatist sacrifice”). With only the seeds of tragedy, the play is dominated by the 
“overlay” of its melodramatic form. Locke’s closing comment on the play—“our dramatists have 
on the whole not yet shaken off the timidity which once so banefully beset our novelists”—
suggests that there is something weak or reticent about melodrama: it doesn’t possess the 
authority to address Great Concerns in the way that is unique to tragedy (once suggestively and 
simply defined by Samuel Johnson as “dramatic representation of serious actions”) (Locke 41, 
Johnson qtd. in Eagleton 3). One form of “serious action” that the play thus seems to 
misrepresent is the racialized culture of American coal. To experience the play as 
“melodramatic” destroys the potential it might have, as Glenn Wilmott writes of the neighboring 
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genre of the “oil tragedy,” to offer a “radical challenge to the heroism or repressions of capitalist 
petroculture” (or carbon culture more broadly, in this case) (Willmott 194). 
If, however, we refuse to take the leakage of melodramatic form into Dust to Earth’s 
otherwise tragic armature as a reduction of some abstract sense of its literary “capability,” how 
might understand what is gained in this generic overlap? Or, put another way, what might we 
learn from Locke’s experience of generic misrecognition—his desire to see tragedy where really 
there is melodrama (or, rather, a bit of both)? One source of this confusion might come from the 
complicated history of generic expectations baked into by Brick’s mixed parentage: as his 
childhood experience of alienation from blackness and the subsequent rejection he faces 
(initially) from Leslie and Clayton suggest, Brick may be considered an unconventional—or 
perhaps distinctly modern—instance of the “tragic mulatto.” As Werner Sollors has shown, the 
word “tragic,” though “often used by literary scholars” in their discussions of “mulatto” 
characters, “has not suggested to many a relationship between abolitionist fiction and, for 
example, Aeschylus’s Eumenides”: the “tragic mulatto” doesn’t “appear to be connected to any 
theory of tragedy, be it Aristotle’s or Hegel’s” (Sollors 242). It would be more accurate, Sollors 
suggests, to regard the “tragic” part of the term as a misnomer, which, in actuality, is a sign of 
the literary features of melodrama: the “tragic mulatto” as it actually exists as a subject in 
literature, Sollors argues, would better be termed the “Warring Blood Melodrama” (Sollors 243). 
Because Dust to Earth seems to flicker between melodrama and tragedy at times, it does seem to 
give credence to Sollors’ intervention and, indeed, makes particularly visible the ways in which 
melodramatic properties adhere to the figure of the “tragic mulatto.” Keeping in mind shifts in 
the meaning of the tragic, however, allows us to retain and refine the (perhaps incidental) 
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relation between the “tragic mulatto” and tragedy as a genre, bringing into focus the shifting 
affective grounds on which the tragic depends. 
Writing in response to pre-performance versions of the play, Allardyce Nicoll expresses a 
familiar critique of the play as a “bad” tragedy, taking particular issue with the way in which, 
with regards to Brick, there was “no tragic flaw which led to death” (Nicoll 138).62  Brick, in 
other words, is not a traditional “tragic hero,” and thus the play fails in its generic aspirations: to 
be “tragic mulatto,” for Nicoll, is no replacement. Because of this shift from hero to mulatto, the 
conclusion of the play lacks the sense of resolution or catharsis so basic to the tragic, thus 
leaving the play as a whole “depressing” (Nicoll 138). Perhaps, however, the replacement of the 
tragic hero with the tragic mulatto necessitates a different kind of conclusion: the particularity of 
the “Negro labor tragedy,” and the even more specific instance of the black coal tragedy, relies 
on a different structure of feeling than the tradition whose conventions Nicoll is consulting. As 
his earlier-mentioned letter to W.E.B. Du Bois (and his status as a Shakespearean scholar) 
suggests, Nicoll expected a sense of catharsis as one might experience from Hamlet or Macbeth, 
whereas, as Raymond Williams has argued, “in modern tragedy, the whole question of resolution 
is more difficult, because the characters are more personal” (Matheson, Williams 56). “Justice 
itself is more abstract, and colder,” Williams continues, “or can even appear as the mere accident 
of external circumstances, and therefore merely shocking or pitiable” (Williams 56).  The 
“justice” delivered at the end of the play in the form of Brick’s death reads as “depressing” for 
Nicoll—one might substitute “merely shocking or pitiable” for Nicoll’s more saturnine 
descriptor—not because of a stumble into the melodramatic, but precisely because the play is 
 
62 Nicoll’s notes are appended to the end of one of the copies of Dust to Earth in the possession of the 
Shirley Graham Du Bois Papers at the Radcliffe Institute, scanned alongside the play and published by 
Alexander Street digitally. 
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tragic, and thus appears melodramatic, in Williams’ modern sense: with the melodramatic/tragic 
mulatto/hero at its heart, the sense of “justice” his sacrifice is meant to evoke remains as 
muddled as his descent. 
As Sianne Ngai has argued in relation to American literature, the “nature of the 
sociopolitical itself has changed in a manner that calls forth and calls upon a new set of 
feelings—ones less powerful than their classical political passions, though perhaps more suited, 
in their ambient….but still diagnostic nature, for models of subjectivity, collectivity, and agency 
not entirely foreseen by past theorists” (Ngai 5). The “merely shocking or pitiable,” I would 
argue, following Williams and Ngai, are two “ugly” (or perhaps “melodramatic”) forms that the 
“’vehement passions’ underwriting canonically major forms and genres like…Shakespearean 
tragedy” have taken once exposed to the material situation of modernity (Ngai 11). As justice (or 
“the sociopolitical,” in Ngai) gets more “abstract,” its evocation in the tragic calls up ugly 
feelings, perhaps closer to the affective register of “timidity” that Locke attributes to modern 
playwrights than to the high seriousness associated with traditional tragedians (Locke 41). The 
problem with the play being depressing, then, we might imagine, is that depression is an 
“objectless” mood: one is left enervated and dislocated by a “depressing” play—one is not 
“lightened by a feeling of rightness,” as Nicoll writes in his notes—not urged to contemplation or 
spurred to “animation,” in Ngai’s terms (Ngai 31).63 But if we accept, on the other hand, that the 
“depressing” may be a vital new affective dimension of modern tragedy—and that modern 
 
63 “Perhaps the overall condition of the world has produced mental depression in me,” Graham wrote to a 
friend in 1947, her vagueness reflecting depression’s troubling objectlessness, “I almost have to hold a 
gun at my head these days to get anything written!” (Horne 108). Responding to the highly specific 
trauma of her firstborn son’s death, on the other hand, Graham reports the opposite: “His loss was the 
greatest tragedy of my life,” she writes, significantly, but it “gave me impetus and determination to 
change many things in our society” (Horne 26). Tragedy spurs action—produces “impetus and 
determination”—whereas depression, in this traditional schema, ends in stagnation. 
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tragedy, by extension, might not have its immediate sights set on the social effects of catharsis—
a distinct vision of the political stakes and possibilities of the genre comes to the fore. 
If Dust to Earth is a “bad” tragedy at worst, or a misrecognized modern tragedy at best, 
why, then, we might ask, do Nicoll and Locke end up reading it through the lens of the 
Elizabethan? Why apply the label to a play to which it does not fit? One important answer, as I 
noted at the start of this section, comes from the expectations of each critic: they went into Dust 
to Earth expecting to see a tragedy, and got something else. Given the dearth of evidence for 
Graham’s own description of the play as a tragedy, it thus follows, what is the source of this 
expectation?64 Here, I suggest, we turn back to coal: there is a vital connection between the 
narrative events that Dust to Earth depicts—a series of coal mining catastrophes, the social 
tumult surrounding them—and the generic expectations it evokes. As the common everyday use 
of the term “tragedy” to refer to a mining disaster suggests—both Williams and Terry Eagleton 
cite the “mining disaster” as a prototypical real-world tragedy in their monographs on the 
subject—coal, I want to assert, lends itself to tragic depiction: there is a materialist relationship 
to be traced between coal as a thing and the genre of the stories we tell about it (Williams 34, 
Eagleton 5). If, as Hayden White has shown, historical narratives tend to be emplotted as 
romance, comedy, tragedy, or satire, it seems apparent that the genre most commonly associated 
with the historiographical tradition of coal is tragedy (See White, H. 133-264). Scanning the title 
of some coal histories—The Romance and Tragedy of Coal, Plundering Appalachia: The 
Tragedy of Mountaintop-Removal Coal Mining, Convicts, Coal, and the Banner Mine Tragedy, 
 
64 While it is described as a “three act tragedy” in several later texts that reference it, I have not been able 
to find anything written by Graham describing or characterizing Dust to Earth as such (Hatch and 
Abdullah). Nowhere in her letters that I’ve been able to find does she describe it in this way, and the 
program for the play omits any descriptor. (Its predecessor, Coal Dust, is described on its program as “a 
drama in three acts,” the closest Graham seems to have gotten to hinting at the form) (“Coal Dust 
Program”). 
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etc.—seems to lend some credence to this theory.65 The source of this tragic vision comes, at 
least in part, from the broader associations between wealth in natural resources and “tragic” 
political outcomes: as Sudhir Chella Rajan has written on oil and the idea of the “resource 
curse,”  
Taken together…the resource curse appears as a tragedy for ordinary people as a result of a 
grand collusion between the financial and political interests of domestic elite power networks 
and global capital, with even well-meaning political leadership helpless to make sound 
macroeconomic policy as a result of institutions damaged in the course of a long history of 
domestic and international intervention. (Rajan 619-20) 
 
The “tragedy” of the resource curse comes from the way in which a dedication to natural 
resource extraction seems to paralyze even “well-meaning political leadership”: it derives its 
tragic dimension, as in some of the more traditional dimensions of the genre, from the sense of 
inevitability and doom that dominates discourse on the political possibilities of “cursed” 
nations.66 Brick, in the context of the resource curse, is doomed to tragic victimhood as one of 
the “ordinary people” in close contact with the resource itself, and while Leslie, perhaps 
representative of “well-meaning political leadership,” survives the catastrophic close, there is no 
 
65 As I briefly considered in my introduction, too, the coal miner today is often presented publicly as a 
tragic figure: the victimized representative of a dwindling but noble modern tradition, a sacrificial figure  
in the Right narrative of Left environmentalism (and sometimes as a scapegoat—another tragic 
construction—in Left narrative of Right anti-environmentalism). 
 It should be noted that tragedy bears a particular relationship to black history as well: consider 
how familiar the idea of Reconstruction as a “tragedy” is—Du Bois’ Black Reconstruction both serving as 
a kind of rejoinder and extension of that particular tradition—or the significance of tragedy for C.L.R. 
James’ Black Jacobins (and David Scott’s significant reading thereof in Conscripts of Modernity). Wilson 
J. Moses, too, relies on the genre in order to describe Marcus Garvey’s “heroic” movement from “the 
pinnacle of fame,” to being “humiliated and destroyed” towards the end of his life (Moses 2004 231). 
More recently, Jeremy Matthew Glick has described the “black radical tragic,” a tradition of engagement 
with the history of the Haitian revolution that depends upon the structure of the genre for its conceptual 
coherence, and S. Isabel Geathers has theorized the centrality of tragedy to contemporary African 
American literature in her recent dissertation, “Tragedy’s Black Eye.” 
66 The sense of inevitability that the idea of the resource curse evokes has been the source of many of the 
concept’s most trenchant critiques, which point out the ways in which the theory “fail[s] to understand 
economic effects as the outcome of particular political and institutional structures and specific forms of 
decision making” (Stewart 286). 
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real evidence to suspect that her new policies will have an effect on the “damaged” institution of 
the mine. Within the mindset of the resource curse, coal attains its tragic dimension even prior to 
its extraction: it appears as a tragic material within which the associated generic traits seem to 
inhere, the “object matter” of a plot in relation to which Brick and Leslie exist as mere 
“subjects.”  
Rather than vaguely designating Dust to Earth a “modern” tragedy, then, it might be 
more accurate to refer to it as a black coal tragedy, a form of the genre that takes its specific 
traits and affordances from the combination of the material energy regime and the nexus of racial 
politics of which it is both product and documentation. While Devin Griffiths has already 
usefully argued for reading “melodrama as both powered by and reflective of the energy regimes 
that drive modernity,” Dust to Earth’s tragic melodrama (or melodramatic tragedy) suggests that 
a level of generic hybridity is one of the characteristic traits of coal culture in particular, 
especially as expressed or experienced by African Americans (Griffiths 611).67 The “depressing” 
quality of the play’s conclusion, as Locke and Nicoll observe in tandem, might be read as a 
symptom of the melodramatic in the context of the play’s domestic plot, while, on the other 
hand, Brick’s suicide as representative of an ongoing clash between capitalists and labor recalls 
the way in which the modern tragic mode “offers an agonic confrontation that holds out no 
necessary promise of rescue or reconciliation” (Scott 135). As a mixture of the two generic 
forms, then, Dust to Earth, like the “petrodrama,” more broadly, is able to assert that “domestic 
drama is bound up in wider economic and energetic systems,” which the play nonetheless 
 
67 Coal itself is less important to Griffiths’ argument than the general rise of “extraction-based lighting 
technologies” within the space of the theater, hence the broader spectrum of energy resources 
encompassed within his portmanteau, the “petrodrama” (Griffiths 613). It is, I think, my particular focus 
on coal—so often a “tragic” presence in public discourse—that suggests a combination of tragedy and 
melodrama as characteristic of this particular “energenre,” to use another of his (less appealing) 
portmanteaus (Griffiths 619). 
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“struggles to address” (Griffiths 628). In “struggling to address” these wider systems, the reading 
of the play as melodramatic emerges: the large-scale economic narratives of the play—the 
problem of labor in the coal mine, the threat of sabotage—belong to the realm of the tragic, and 
when that plot becomes obscured or overwhelmed by the intensity and spectacle of the domestic 
(dominated by the theatrics of American race), a melodramatic effect is produced. In the moment 
that McKnight’s role as a saboteur is immediately usurped as a narrative point of focus by 
Leslie’s descent into the mine, for example, we can observe how that which the play “struggles 
to address”—the meaning of sabotage in an interlinked carbon democracy—is made to appear 
“bound up with,” and in fact inseparable from, the melodrama of American racial politics. The 
challenges this posed to accepted narratives of energy and race—let alone genre—are what left 
Nicoll depressed. 
 What might be afforded by the “depressing” representation of the overlapping questions 
of race and energy in America? What sort of images of political possibility or critique emerge 
from a form of aesthetic protest that seems inclined towards inculcating feelings of stagnation 
and obscurity rather than enthusiasm and clarity? Why represent coal as both a force capable of 
intruding on the intricacies of American racial hierarchy—by either literally “blackening” 
bodies, like Brick’s, or flattening racial difference in the name of labor solidarity—and a material 
representative of a wider political landscape—the increasingly networked system of worldwide 
energy extraction and distribution—within which the history of American racism is one small, 
“domestic” melodrama? Why leave the question of the meaning of justice as open as Graham’s 
play does? With Dust to Earth, Graham works to disrupt the continued conceptualization of coal 
as a “tragedy” which is continually refreshed through the accretion of sacrificial stories, either 
fictional or historical. Writing coal as part melodrama rather than a pure tragedy, Graham 
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provides a counternarrative to a process of emplotment that naturalizes the coal tragedy as both a 
necessary effect of extraction and, via its representation, an equally necessary form for the 
narration of dissent. With Dust to Earth, Graham shows how a critique of the labor practices and 
social hierarchies seem to accrete around coal can take a form that sidesteps reifying the material 
as itself the source of those problems: the tragedy of coal, like the melodrama of race, Dust to 
Earth shows, is a man-made thing: Brick’s sacrifice leaves us without a sense of justice and 
rightness because, with the rise of the carbon economy, the seemingly natural “limits” of 
growth—and thus the formation of laws, habits, and hierarchies that govern that growth—have 
become abstract, dematerialized. Graham leaves Brick’s death feeling like an inexact carbon 
copy of a tragic conclusion in order to frustrate our sense of the twin teleologies of the resource 
curse and mulatto’s racial doom. This method of problematizing resource and racial 
determinisms through experiments with genre will recur in my reading of Du Bois’ Dark 
Princess and Ann Petry’s The Street in the following chapters. With Dust to Earth, Graham 
achieves something those novels cannot, though, staging the dematerialization of her play’s 
material origins, dramatizing, by way of generic disappointment, how coal is made to appear 
tragic in itself in order to mask how the processes of narrativization contributes to the 
naturalization of its political and social meaning. By overlaying a racial melodrama on top of a 
coal tragedy, Graham shows how both of those generic attributions come to be and the political 
possibilities they each obscure. 
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“Some African genius of the long ago constructed a device, now unknown to earth, whereby the 
several strengths of individuals could be conjoined and the sum of their strengths thus obtained 
and applied to the task of lifting ponderous stones…Our initial step must be the creation of a 
device whereby the several strengths of the millions of Negroes in the world may be harnessed to 
the huge stone of a world hate, to the end that said stone shall be swung aloft and hurled into the 
sea, sinking by the force of its own weight into eternal oblivion.” 
- Sutton Griggs, Unfettered, 234. 
 
“Are we finally atoms or men or suns.” 
- Amiri Baraka, “God and Machine,” 225. 
 
 
3.1 Introduction—Progress and Physical Force 
 
 
Reflecting on the brief ascent to power of the “Black Proletariat” of South Carolina 
during Reconstruction, W.E.B. Du Bois makes a curious argument about the inevitability of the 
rule of the majority: “All men know that by sheer weight of physical force, the mass of men must 
in the last resort become the arbiters of human action,” he writes, “but reason, skill, wealth, 
machines and power may for long periods enable the few to control the many” (Du Bois 1998 
382). Although “monarchy, oligarchy, dictatorships may rule,” he continues, “the end will be the 
rule of All…to escape from ultimate democracy is as impossible as it is for ignorant poverty and 
crime to rule forever” (Du Bois 1998 383). According to Du Bois’ vision here, political power is 
equal to the ability to push back against the incorrigible bulk of the majority—in this case, the 
majority African American population in South Carolina following the Civil War—which will 
otherwise inevitably heave towards democracy. What is of particular interest to me here is the 
language that Du Bois uses to describe the power of the masses: it is the “sheer weight of 
physical force” that will invariably overwhelm “reason, skill, wealth, machines and power”: it is 
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the literal ability of a collection of bodies to move in concert—to convert energy into work 
towards a singular end—that grants the abstracted mass its revolutionary potential. 
This way of figuring the human body as a bundle of force—as a wellspring of physical 
energy—highlights both the potential for its coerced exploitation and the more revolutionary 
possibilities of its free expression. Significantly, too, this way of thinking repositions the human 
body in relation to history in that it invites comparisons between the weight of the “mass” and 
the energy of other forces (“machines and power,” as Du Bois writes) like coal, oil, and 
hydroelectric power, which then fight for their place as the prime mover of history in the same 
arena as the collected mass of the human body. This chapter will take Du Bois’ theorization of 
the human body as a source of energy as a starting point for considering the ways in which he 
and George Schuyler, Du Bois’ contemporary and occasional intellectual adversary, provide 
unique ways of thinking about the relationship between energy—human energy, mechanical 
energy—and political progress. More specifically, this chapter will investigate the ways in which 
these two authors think about the dangers and possibilities of energy technologies and visions of 
political progress on an international scale, with a particular focus on how questions of race 
interact with these problems. 
At the same time that Du Bois formulates the “sheer weight of physical force” of the 
human body as a potent political power, both he and Schuyler are reticent at points about entirely 
embracing the closeness of the body and the machine—either conceptually or literally—as a 
force for political possibility. Early on in Schuyler’s Black Empire, which the second half of my 
chapter will focus on, Carl Slater, the novel’s narrator, reflects on the relationship between the 
individual and the machine: 
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We have become conditioned to our changed environment almost overnight, historically 
speaking. Physically, we live in the Twentieth Century, psychologically, we live many 
thousands of years ago. We come into this world made for a life as a huntsman or a herdsman 
and find ourselves in an environment of whirling machines, confusion upon confusion for the 
sake of order, complications and responsibilities and temptations that try the hardiest souls 
and often leave them balanced precariously on the precipice of insanity. Life has been made 
too complex, and man was intended to live a life of simplicity. (Black Empire 94) 
 
Here, Slater is describing a fundamental gulf between life—a “psychological” thing, which 
makes use of the body as a “huntsman or a herdsman”—and the modern world: for Slater, there 
is a sense that the human body is vitally unfit for the world of machines that they have created. 
Rather than functioning as a kind of machine or motor, with the capability for exerting “physical 
force,” here the body is distinctly separated from the machine in both form and function. A 
return to a “life of simplicity,” which would require flight from the machine, holds more political 
promise than finding one’s place in “an environment of whirling machines” and embracing the 
mechanical arrangements of modernity (Black Empire 94). 
Establishing an ideal concordance between the human and the machine, as I will show in 
this chapter, is a key question for both authors in their considerations of the future of energy and 
political progress. This chapter will situate Du Bois and Schuyler within the network of early 
twentieth century writers who took up a vital debate about the value of conflating “technical 
development and progress,” in Jennifer Lieberman’s terms: by the time the two novels I will 
focus on were written, “many Americans…imagine[d] that technology (or related plural 
concepts, including technics and machines) acted as a driving force in human history—as if 
technical artifacts or systems were extrinsic forces that could change society” (Lieberman 170).68 
 
68 Borrowing from Alf Hornborg, Andreas Malm refers to this kind of thinking as “machine fetishism,” 
which he describes as the “attribution of generative capacity and independent productivity to the machine, 
ostensibly the greatest agent of progress, a cornucopia and latter-day idol, whose real foundations are 
obscured” (Malm 201). Both authors critique this particular form of fetishism even as they reflect on the 
massive power of energy technologies in our lives, Du Bois relocating the “generative capacity” for 
political change in the human body—a machine in itself—while Schuyler decouples change and progress, 
viewing the machine primarily as a method or tool rather than agent in itself. 
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In the 1920s and 30s, both Schuyler and Du Bois took up this question through the intersecting 
lenses of energy technology and racial politics, a key combination that let both writers produce 
critiques of the kind of technological determinism that was widely accepted in their day. For 
Lieberman, it is Ralph Ellison whose reflections on race and technology in Invisible Man and 
elsewhere provide the most cogent critique of technological-determinist thinking filtered through 
the lens of blackness in America, but my chapter will show that both Du Bois and Schuyler 
produced similar, but vitally contrasting, critiques by way of their choice to think internationally 
about questions of race and the technological. 
For Du Bois, energy technology tends to be understood as a force organized against the 
realization of class-revolutionary (but along-the-color-line) utopia, a conceptualization made 
harder to see by the usurpation of the “human motor” by the (water-, coal-, oil-) powered 
machine: “progress” in energy-historical terms obscures the possibilities of revolution embodied 
by the “sheer weight of physical force” of the human body and the origins of political change in 
individual human decisions. The international shape of energy politics, similarly, is masked by 
the seemingly highly localized effects that those politics can have, and part of Du Bois’ project in 
Dark Princess is to inject a strain of internationalist thinking into local politics of energy 
extraction and distribution. For Schuyler, on the other hand, energy technologies can act as an 
aid to, or impetus for, revolutionary action, but, importantly, possess no relation to the type of 
political future revolution produced: machines don’t determine the emergence of a utopia or a 
dystopia, but they can contribute to the arrival of either. Control over the “environment of 
whirling machines” is for Schuyler an essential form of political power, and a fundamental shift 
in how that control is distributed, his novel dramatizes, could bring political change on an 
international scale. 
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Thinking about energy technology is one way of working through the meaning of 
progress in the interwar period for both Du Bois and Schuyler. As Gregory Laski argues in 
Untimely Democracy: The Politics of Progress after Slavery, the meaning of “progress”, and, 
importantly, “what a desire for ‘progress’ enables and forecloses,” were vital questions for 
African American writers going back to emancipation, especially during the nadir and its 
aftermath (Laski 3). After the “failure” of Reconstruction, the “standard story of democratic 
progress” came to be seen as increasingly problematic among black writers, and a key political-
historical question came to the fore: “how does one chart the course of racial advancement,” 
Laski writes, “while also signaling the incompletion of abolition?” (Laski 4, 19). As Laski and 
Joseph R. Winters, author of Hope Draped in Black: Race, Melancholy, and the Agony of 
Progress, note, black writers after reconstruction tended to reframe progress in new terms, either 
promoting “stagnation…and stasis,” as generative forms of time in Laski’s framework, or 
thinking “hope and melancholy together,” in Winters’ (Laski 6, Winters 17). (There is an echo of 
the troubled melodrama/tragedy of Shirley Graham’s Dust to Earth in these shared political 
interests in “stagnation” and “melancholy”). In “Of the Meaning of Progress,” Du Bois 
materializes this question in the form of the changing built environment of the “hills of 
Tennessee,” where he once served as a teacher: “my log schoolhouse was gone,” he writes, “in 
its place stood Progress; and Progress, I understand, is necessarily ugly” (Du Bois 2007 51). Du 
Bois is keenly aware, then, of the ways in which “progressive accounts of history have been 
complicit with the violence of modern life,” such that his depictions of energy-technological 
progress, in the main, evince a similar skepticism (Winters 13). Both Du Bois and Schuyler 
produce intense critiques of any ideology that links energy forms—either traditional (dominant) 
modes like coal and oil, or alternatives like the “human motor” or a solar powered engine—and 
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progress towards new (racial) political forms, but each of their critiques is shaded with hope. 
Indeed, Du Bois possessed a more ambivalent attitude towards the rhetoric of “progress” than it 
would initially appear, as both his reflections on the possibilities of the African future spurred by 
his visit to Liberia in 1923-24 and his later interest in the potential of nuclear energy suggest the 
importance for Du Bois in preserving the concept of progress in theorizing the space of utopia. 
Schuyler’s serially published Black Empire similarly centers the meaning of progress in 
its depiction of the formation of a black utopia, the “start of a new era in Negro progress” (Black 
Empire 122). In Schuyler’s novel, racial progress—the ability to actualize the political dream of 
the end of racial oppression, to approach a black utopia—is directly tied to energy-technological 
progress: to possess control over “power” in the technical sense is key for approaching its socio-
political form. In their reflections on the relationship between the energy-technological and the 
nature of progress, then, several interlinked questions emerge: is a desirable political future—a 
utopia—a place of advanced machinery (of “whirling machines”) or none at all? Would the 
perfect future be hyper-technological, or anti-? How might we describe progress in energy-
technological terms as relating to or distinct from “the course of racial advancement” (Laski 4)? 
For both authors, as I’ve already indicated, the answer to these questions lies in the 
internationalist mode of thinking, which provides each of them with a means of considering 
alternative energy futures which contribute less to the upholding of the color line. While Dark 
Princess and Black Empire are both among each authors’ less critically analyzed texts, it is not 
uncommon to consider them in conjunction with one another because of how clearly they each 
articulate internationalist political impulses that push back against the standard “frameworks of 
world politics” (Bain 937). As my title suggests, this chapter will take a particular interest in the 
ways in which Du Bois and Schuyler articulate questions of energy in terms of “international 
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powers,” either by formulating the human body as a source of energy and thus as an organizing 
center for internationalist solidarity (Du Bois) or by considering the possibilities afforded by 
access to energy outside of the framework of the nation state (Schuyler). While we are 
accustomed, today, to thinking of energy as an “international” issue—one of the easiest ways to 
bump up against Bruce Robbins’ “sweatshop sublime” is by considering all the ways in which 
we are imbricated in the international oil trade every day—one of the goals of this chapter is to 
show how, even before the arrival of petro-modernity, thinking critically about energy politics 
was aided by an international framework.69 “International powers,” then, names both the logic 
behind the introduction of electricity trusts in Chicago in Dark Princess and the fabulated “sun 
engine” that threatens to (and succeeds in) inverting the world’s energy geography in Black 
Empire: international power is real and imagined, a method for criticism as well as a form of 
material political organization.  
 
69 Robbins uses the phrase “sweatshop sublime” to describe the experience of “contemplating the obscure 
infinity of the social whole” and feeling “that we possess transcendent powers,” that occurs when we 
come into contact with objects and processes—such as sweatshop-manufactured clothing, or filling one’s 
car up with internationally traded gas—that embody the impossibly vast network of global trade and 
manufacture. The sense of potency is immediately followed, Robbins describes, by a “‘sink[ing] back into 
ourselves,’ so that we fail to express those powers in any potentially risky, disobedient action” (Robbins 
85). Feeling oneself interpolated into international networks of trade thus often produces a sense of 
depressed but weirdly invigorated impotence similar to that evoked by the anti-cathartic conclusion of 
Graham’s Dust to Earth.  
While the international politics of petroleum clearly lends itself to this kind of thinking, Graham’s 
evocation of the feeling suggests that the importance of thinking American energy on a simultaneously 
local and global scale—seeing the coal mine as a possible the target of German sabotage and as a site for 
the inscription of distinctly “American” politics of race, for example—clearly predates the global rise of 
oil. As Peter A. Shulman writes in Coal and Empire: The Birth of Energy Security in Industrial America, 
“when seen from the perspective of coal, the great process of industrialization and the emergence of the 
United States as a global power unfolded at the same time as intertwined processes” (Shulman 6). In his 
monograph, Shulman shows how concerns over the “security” of internationally-linked networks of fuel 
began with the American dependence on coal in the nineteenth century; in this chapter, I will show how 
the same kind of thinking emerged in relation to American hydroelectric projects and to global fantasies 
of solar power. 
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In part I of my chapter, I continue my analysis of Du Bois’ theorization of the 
relationship between the individual and the machine and argue that he considers the body a 
“human motor,” not because of any concordance between how people and machines ought to be 
treated—Du Bois despised the “mechanization” of the human—but because each belong to a 
singular body of shared labor power, which operates in a system beyond the nation. In my 
second section, I continue my analysis of Dark Princess by turning to the novel’s little-read third 
section, which offers a highly detailed portrait of electoral politics in Chicago during the 1920s, a 
vital place and time in the history of electrification in America. In this section, Du Bois offers a 
critique of “machine politics” that places the question of actual machines at its center—
hydroelectric dams in particular—and in doing so links his earlier, globally inflected reflections 
on the body as a motor to deceptively localized questions of ownership and distribution. 
Following my analysis of Du Bois, I turn to Schuyler’s novel and its depiction of energy 
technology as a determining force in history, as the utopian aspirations of Black Empire’s 
international group of revolutionaries becomes actualized through the invention of a particular 
kind of generator, a “sun engine.” In writing the sun engine as the technological centerpiece of 
an internationally organized revolution, Schuyler reflects on how independence from the 
established, nationalized order of energy distribution might excite forms of global resistance. 
Rather than devoting critical attention to whether Black Empire is fundamentally sincere or 
ironic in its depiction of the possibilities and dangers of black internationalist thinking (both of 
which it depicts), I suggest reading the novel as a sincere rumination on the connection between 
energy technologies and the structure of political change as such. I conclude by turning to short 
essays from the later careers of both writers written in response to the threat and promise of 
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atomic energy, in order to show how each continued to see the relationship between 
technological and racial progress as a fraught and shifting space of contestation.  
 
3.2 “Our life is simply lifting”: Du Bois and the Human Motor 
 
Early on in Dark Princess, one member of an international group of anticolonial 
revolutionaries, the Council for Darker Races, articulates the need for the end of “white 
hegemony” in terms of the superiority of the “darker peoples” of the world: they are “the natural 
aristocracy, the makers of art, religion, philosophy, life, everything except the brazen machines” 
(Dark Princess 25). In order to convince Matthew, the novel’s protagonist, of the inevitability of 
an international anticolonial revolution, the speaker—an unnamed Japanese man, “faultless in 
dress and manner, evidently a man of importance”—familiarly inverts the prevailing ideology of 
white supremacy, framing the “darker peoples” as the real subjects of history (“the makers of art, 
religion,” etc.) and thus the natural inheritors of political power (Dark Princess 18). The one 
exception to this inversion—that the darker peoples have produced all of history apart from the 
construction of “brazen machines”—is the first instance of many in the novel in which the 
mechanical or technological is distanced from revolutionary politics, particularly in relation to 
the labor of the “darker peoples.”70 Rather than inverting the relationship between the oppressed 
“darker peoples” of the world and technology along with the other inversions that the Japanese 
internationalist puts forward, the revolutionary aristocrat instead redoubles long-established links 
 
70 Twenty years later, in his Notebook of a Return to the Native Land, Aimé Césaire would pick up the 
characterization of “darker peoples” as those who are distant from “brazen machines,” when he describes 
his own “prodigious ancestry” as located in “those who invented neither powder nor compass / those who 
could harness neither steam nor electricity” (Césaire 32). While the negativity of negritude expands past 
“those who never invented anything” into “those who never explored anything” or “conquered anything,” 
the significance of identifying blackness with a purposefully antitechnological impulse is emphasized by 
Césaire as he places the question of “invention” first in his list of negatives on both occasions that it 
occurs in the text (Césaire 35), 
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between the rhetoric of race, primitivism, and history. But, as the characterization of the 
“machines” as “brazen” clearly denotes, the value attributed to the antitechnological is what has 
been inverted here: the “darker peoples” are not suited to form a “natural aristocracy” despite 
their distance from “brazen machines,” but also, in part, because of it. 
What are we, as readers of Du Bois' romance, to make of this proclamation severing the 
darker peoples of the world from the history of technological modernity? How much, if any, of 
the Japanese revolutionary’s statement is to be taken as Du Bois' own view?71 To what extent are 
we to challenge, alongside Matthew, the straightforward inversion of white supremacy as a 
political possibility, specifically as it relates to the question of “brazen machines”?72 Or, put in 
cleaner literary critical terms, to what extent does this antimodernist characterization accord with 
or deviate from the way that Du Bois describes this relationship between “darker peoples” and 
machines elsewhere in his novel, and elsewhere in his writings? 
As Wilson J. Moses argues in Afrotopia, Du Bois’ “antimodernism” is derived in part 
from his Afrocentric vision of the history of the development of human civilization, which 
locates the roots of society in the African “village unit”: “wherever one finds the first faint steps 
 
71 One significant reason we may distance ourselves from reading the revolutionary’s statement as Du 
Bois’ speech is because of the characterization of the Japanese man as one of several members of the 
internationalist group who have reservations about including black Americans in their revolutionary plot: 
prior to Matthew’s arrival, the group includes members from “all the darker world except the darkest,” 
which Matthew regards as “a pretty large omission” (Dark Princess 19). Du Bois’s decision to include the 
Japanese “man of importance” in the group oriented against the inclusion of black Americans, Bill Mullen 
argues, is indicative of Du Bois’ “ambivalence in 1927 about Japan’s rising national ambitions,” which 
ran counter to the collaborative internationalist politics to which Du Bois would grow increasingly 
dedicated as his career progressed (Dark Princess 18, Mullen 226).  
72 For Matthew, a revolutionary political program based on the inversion of white supremacy is doomed 
to recreate the violence of the system it seeks to dismantle: “But does this not all come out the same 
gate,” Matthew asserts, “with the majority of mankind serving the minority? And if this is the only ideal 
of civilization, does the tint of a skin matter in the question of who leads” (Dark Princess 25). Here 
Matthew’s attitude is close to that embodied by Black Empire if read as a primarily satirical text: the 
novel tells precisely the story of how a political project based on the inversion of colonial dynamics ends 
up “with the majority of mankind serving the majority” in a dystopic new space. 
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of human culture,” Du Bois writes in his 1925 essay “What is Civilization? Africa’s answer,” 
“there one sees black men” (Moses 1998 154, “What is Civilization?” qtd. in Moses 1998 153). 
“Local African cultures,” like the village, Moses writes, “contained the elements on which an 
internationalist Marxist utopia could be built”: locating the roots of modernity in an Afrocentric 
time before the machine, in other words, provides Du Bois with a way of thinking around what 
he saw as one of the central problems of modernity—the mechanization of man—without letting 
go of a progressive, linear way of thinking through history (Moses 1998 168). The future that Du 
Bois imagines—an antimodernist utopia that comes after modernity, so to speak—is nonetheless 
home to the machine, and is indeed dependent upon the labor-saving devices of modernity in 
order to function. “Africa is the spiritual Frontier of human kind,” he writes in a 1924 report on a 
visit to Liberia,  
Oh the wild and beautiful adventures of its taming! But oh! The cost thereof—the 
endless, endless cost! Then will come a day—an old and ever, ever young day when there 
will spring in Africa a civilization without coal, without noise, where machinery will sing 
and never rush and roar, and where men will sleep and think and dance and lie prone 
before the rising sons [sic?], and women will be happy. (Lester 350, qtd. in Moses 158) 
 
Du Bois’ characterization of the utopian day-to-come as “old and ever, ever young” is 
emblematic of the temporally complex antimodernism that undergirds his utopian thinking. Most 
importantly for my purposes, however, is the ambivalence marked by the description of this 
future African utopia as “without coal, without noise,” but with “machinery” that “will sing and 
never rush and roar”: Du Bois doesn’t imagine a future without machines powered by energy, but 
rather a future in which machines are decoupled from the messy, material politics of energy (as 
fuel) to which they seem inevitably tethered—outside of an antimodernist utopian frame. The 
quandary raised by Du Bois’ choice to omit that which replaces coal—if not coal, then what?—is 
indeed typical of Du Bois’ relationship to the energy-technological: as much as he would like to 
flatten the ambivalence at the heart of his utopian thinking for the sake of effective and 
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programmatic propaganda, the messiness of the relationship between energy, machines, and the 
body consistently complicates his internationalist project, in the essay on Africa as well as in 
Dark Princess.73 
On a practical level, Du Bois saw the way to an African future “without coal, without 
noise,” as the potential product of a dual partnership with African Americans and global capital: 
in a C.D.B. King, then president of Liberia, Du Bois urged the leader to accept a “system of 
advice,” distinct from colonial control, which would offer to Liberia “the idea that America 
wishes her progress and is pointing the way” (qtd. in Lewis 457). In addition to building 
railroads and creating a “sound Bank….under Negro control,” Du Bois wrote to King that “the 
aid of American Negro capital and…colored technical experts” would be necessary to “help 
Liberians in the development of agriculture, industry and commerce” (Letter to C.D.B. King). It 
would also be necessary, however, Du Bois argued, for Liberia to take advantage of the Firestone 
Corporation’s newfound interest in Liberia as a source of rubber, even if, “objectively,” David 
Levering Lewis writes, “there was scant reason to suppose that Firestone in Africa would behave 
differently from United Fruit and Standard Oil in Latin America or Dole in Hawaii” (Lewis, D. 
457). Du Bois’ “need for a plausible Negro state among the world’s nations” in Lewis’ words—
the strength of his dream of an “old and ever, ever young” African utopia—served as a “Pan-
African imperative so exigent that it distorted his keen judgment and even corrupted his 
humanitarianism” (Lewis, D. 458). The promise of progress embodied by a Pan-African 
inflected Liberia was such a strong fantasy that the technical problem of “machinery” without 
 
73 In explicitly rejecting coal while simultaneously imagining a machine-filled future, Du Bois reenacts 
Albery Allson Whitman’s omission of the fossil fuel from his description of the modern energyscape of 
“The Freedman’s Triumphant Song.” The difference in their methods of rejection—Du Bois’ active 
refusal versus Whitman’s dissociation through absence—reflects, perhaps, Whitman’s comparative 
willingness to look past the reinscriptions of racial hierarchy, as I’ve shown in my previous two chapters, 
which emerge from the relay between black labor and American coal. 
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“coal” appeared less than insoluble for Du Bois: if anyone could solve the problem, it would be 
an international group of “colored technical experts.”  
At the heart of his ambivalence about the (anti-)technological quality of Liberian progress 
is the conflict Du Bois sees between the possibilities afforded by machines to offset the labor of 
the human body and the way in which that process “mechanizes” the body through replacement 
and prosthesis. Late in the novel, Matthew writes that the “first step” in his “world-work” of 
global anti-racist revolution must be to “reunite thought and physical work” the “divorce” of 
which “has been a primal cause of disaster” in the modern world (Dark Princess 266).74 (In this 
desire we see an almost exact echo of Whitman’s Washingtonian injunction, discussed in my 
introduction, that the African American must “learn to mingle his thoughts with his labor” by 
making use of modern energy technologies [Whitman 317]). While, in this moment, Matthew 
considers machines as the medium through which this reunion might take place—“we have built 
a little world down here below the earth, where we live and dream”—much of the remainder of 
the novel equates a reliance on the fueled machine to retrogressive and racist practices and 
policies (Dark Princess 266). Throughout Du Bois’ novel, as I will show, intimacy with 
technology—importantly, for my case, proximity to modern energy technologies in particular—
is (perhaps counterintuitively) aligned with counterrevolutionary, conservative, and essentially 
violent political practices and ideologies, and distance from the technological is figured as its 
opposite. In particular, energy technology is characterized as an aid to the expansion of 
 
74 After his extended engagement with Marx in the early 1930s, Du Bois would come to a theory of 
technology that sees the machine as always covering over—rather than potentially replacing—the 
exploitation of labor power: “the real modern labor problem,” he writes, is the “exploitation of the dark 
proletariat,” out of which “comes the Surplus Value filched from human beasts which, in cultured hands, 
the Machine and harnessed Power veil and conceal” (Black Reconstruction 16). For the Du Bois of the 
20s, technology—“harnessed Power” in particular—still held some measure of utopian promise: by the 
1930s it appears more straightforwardly as one of violent modernity’s many veils. 
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international capitalism or as a force underpinning the growth of a nationalist politics of internal 
(pseudo-colonial) exploitation. At the same time, in order to maintain his vision of utopia, Du 
Bois consistently figures the human body in terms of the machine: in order for the machine to 
replace human labor and produce a “world of Service without Servants,” the ontological distance 
between the two must be collapsed, as the body is brought into the realm of the machine and the 
machine enters oddly into the world of thought (Darkwater 69). 
In conceiving of the space of the utopian state-to-come as bereft of coal yet flush with 
energy, Du Bois appears to reproduce the 19th century concept of the “free energy utopia,” an 
“earthly paradise,” that was seen as emerging, Lynn Badia has shown, “when humans must no 
longer struggle to supply the energy (resources, food, power, and human labor) required to 
support human societies.” In this utopian scheme, “need, suffering, and evil” are a direct 
response to “the earthly fight for energy,” while “a paradise on earth, a garden of abundance, is a 
free energy state” (Badia 407). By insisting on the conceptualization of the body as a “human 
motor,” however, I will show, Du Bois ends up following in the footsteps of early critics of the 
free energy utopia, like Thoreau, who, Badia writes, “use[s] the prospect of unlimited energy to 
stage a discussion about human collectives, human finitude, and human embeddedness within the 
dynamic system of a physical world” (Badia 406). By writing his protagonist as a “human 
motor,” then, Du Bois offers a critique of his earlier vision of “Service without Servants,” at the 
same time that he posits an alternative way of imagining an energy future. 
In the novel, Du Bois’ reflections on the relationship between energy, the machine, and 
emancipatory politics begins with the latter: at several points in the first two sections of the 
novel, Matthew’s status as a kind of “human motor” both helps him to see and form critiques of 
modern industrial arrangements—and thus maintain his belief in the utopian project of the 
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Council. In the first paragraph of the second part of the novel, which finds Matthew heading 
back to the United States to begin his work for the council as a kind of informant on the race 
problem in America, the narrator produces the first instance in what becomes a vital 
comparison—or equivalence—between the laboring body and the powered machine. Describing 
Matthew’s work as he crosses the Atlantic in the scullery of the steamship Gigantic, Du Bois’ 
narrator articulates a typically ambivalent relationship between the protagonist’s working body 
and the machines that accompany him: 
Matthew was paring potatoes; paring, paring potatoes. There was a machine in the corner, 
paring, too. But Matthew was cheaper than the machine and better. It was not hard work. It 
was just dull—idiotic, dull. He pared mechanically, with humped shoulders and half-closed 
eyes…The great ship rose, shivered and screamed, dropped in the gray grave of waters, and 
groaned as the hot hell of its vast belly drove it relentlessly, furiously forward. The terrible, 
endless rhythm of the thing—paring, rising, falling, groaning, paring, swaying, with the slosh 
of greasy dishwater, in the close hot air, set Matthew to dreaming. (Dark Princess 37) 
 
In this opening paragraph, Du Bois establishes Matthew as both importantly apart from the 
machine whose purpose he directly replicates—he is “cheaper than the machine and better”—
and characterizes Matthew himself as a kind of machine, paring “mechanically,” a body 
composed of individuated parts like “humped shoulders and half-closed eyes” whose repetitive 
motions are emphasized by the repetitive language of the paragraph itself (“paring potatoes; 
paring, paring potatoes…dull—idiotic, dull”): the pair pares together.75 
In addition to existing in a sort of mimetic tension with the paring machine beside him, 
Matthew also functions as one part of the larger machine of the ship, fueled by the “hot hell of its 
 
75 Breaking the body down into its component parts in this way, Sianne Ngai argues in Ugly Feelings, is 
one way of understanding the state of “animation” that so often characterizes representations of black 
automatism: by enacting the “segmentation of the body into a series of working parts,” like the “humped 
shoulders and half-closed eyes,” Ngai argues, the instrumentalization of the (animated) human body and 
its “subjection to power” is emphasized (Ngai 96, 99). A similar breakdown happens later in the same 
section, when Matthew, compared to a “wooden automaton,” is transfigured into a collection of laboring 
parts: “he had no feelings, no wishes, and yet he was ears and voice, swift in eye and step, accurate and 
deferential” (Dark Princess 67).  
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vast belly.” Together with the paring machine and the ship itself, Matthew becomes one part of 
the “terrible, endless rhythm” of “the thing—paring, rising, falling, groaning, paring, swaying.” 
In this list of the actions that “the thing” undertakes, there is no distinction between those 
performed by Matthew or the paring machine (“paring” appears twice), nor any distinction 
between those actions and that of the ship as a whole, which is itself curiously 
anthropomorphized here, “rising, falling, groaning…[and] swaying” despite being pushed 
“relentlessly, furiously forward” by the fuel at its core. At the same time that the narrator insists 
on separating Matthew from “the machine” of the ship and the paring machine, then, he cannot 
escape becoming a part of it as the output of his labor—the work to which his bodily energy is 
converted—is collapsed into the larger output of the laboring machines around him: his status as 
a mechanistic laborer enables “the question of human labor and the human scale,” in Tim 
Armstrong’s words, to be “imported into technological debate” (Armstrong 71). In working 
alongside a machine, Matthew feels himself becoming one—a transfiguration which enables 
unique reconsiderations of the relationship between labor (as energy) and (energetic) technology. 
What is perhaps surprising, then, given the “nauseating” environment and the negatively 
inflected “terrible, endless rhythm,” and the system of labor exploitation into which Matthew 
finds himself interpolated in this moment, is that this collapse into mechanization, “idiotic” and 
“dull” as it is, nonetheless brings him into a state of reverie, as his closeness to the machine, the 
narrator writes, “sets him to dreaming.” This dream, we learn in the following paragraph, is of 
the preindustrial labor represented by Matthew’s rural childhood and the image of a previous 
form of energy expenditure in an agricultural setting:  
He could see again that mother of his—that poor but mighty, purposeful mother—tall, big, 
and brown. What hands she had—gnarled and knotted; what great, broad feet. How she 
worked! Yet he seemed never to have realized what work was until now. On the farm—that 
little forty acres of whitish yellow land, with its tiny grove and river; its sweep of green, 
white cotton; its geese, its chickens, the cow and the old mule; the low log cabin with its two 
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rooms and wide hall leading to the boarded kitchen behind—how he remembered the 
building of that third room just before his father went away—work? Work on that curious 
little hell in paradise had not been work to him; it had been play. He had stopped when he 
was tired. But mother and the bent old father, had it been work for them—hard, hateful, 
heavy, endless, uninteresting, dull, stupid? Yes, it must have been like this, save in air and 
sun; toil must have dulled and hardened them. (Dark Princess 37-8) 
 
Here, by falling into “rhythm” with the machine around him, the “hot hell” of the ships engine 
room is replaced by the “curious little hell in paradise” of the farm, the smell of garbage and 
decay too substituted by pastoral sights, as Matthew’s “humped shoulders and half closed eyes” 
become the (still segmented, but nostalgically tinged) “gnarled and knotted” hands and “great, 
broad feet” of his mother. Matthew’s nostalgic fantasy of work on the farm ending “when he was 
tired,” closely mirrors Du Bois’ own fantasy, as he expresses it in the same travel essay on West 
Africa quoted above, of a day when, the “objects of life” will be “revolutionized,” and the duty 
of the worker “will not consist in getting up at seven, working furiously for six, ten and twelve 
hours,” but rather of “dream[ing] the day away in cool dawns, [and] in little swift hours, do[ing] 
all our work” (Lester 350, qtd. in Moses 1998 158).76 Moving from an innocent vision of the 
agricultural labor of his parents as the productive materialization of the promise of emancipation 
(“forty acres”) to an image of that same work as “hard, hateful, heavy, endless” in the same way 
that the “idiotic” work in the scullery is, Du Bois is hinting at the political realism enabled by 
thinking pre-industrial labor and machine-aided (or adjacent) labor as contiguous aspects of the 
same system of physical work as instantiated in the body as motor.77 Matthew’s reverie begins as 
 
76 There is also an echo to be found in Matthew’s reflections on “Dirt” as he cleans his apartment midway 
through the novel: “He sweated and toiled, then stopped and marveled about Dirt. Its accumulation, its 
persistence was astonishing. How could one attack it? Was it a world symptom? Could machines abolish 
it, or only human weariness and nausea?” (Dark Princess 194). Here, the “world symptom” of dirt is set 
in opposition to the “world-sweat” that pushes back against its spread—the solution to the worlds entropic 
material “accumulation” meets its match only in “human weariness and nausea.” 
77 As Cedric Robinson argues in Black Marxism, Du Bois extends this transhistorical interpretation of 
black labor in Black Reconstruction to encompass enslaved labor as well: “slavery was the specific 
institution through which the Black worker had been introduced into the modern world system. However, 
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what Benjamin Child refers to as a “plantation countermelody,” an expression of black 
agropolitical longing that “stak[es] out a place in the social imaginary, unwriting plantation 
history by centralizing the labor of African Americans as a legitimate, if legally unbinding, deed” 
(Child 561). Quickly, however, the resemblance between his labor in the scullery (“dull—idiotic, 
dull”) and his parents’ work in the field ( “hard, hateful, heavy, endless, uninteresting, dull, 
stupid”)—mediated through the figure of the human motor—suggests to Matthew that his dream 
should be considered exactly as such. Through the phenomenological experience of bodily labor 
as the transfer of energy, Du Bois’ narrator comes to reject the agropolitical nostalgia 
represented by his mother’s “gnarled hands” as an externally implanted fantasy of capitalist 
control rather than a countermelody of historical reclamation. 
When Matthew’s nostalgic reverie on the pre-industrial labor of his youth is interrupted 
by the sudden racialized violence of the mechanized workplace—an Italian worker accuses 
Matthew of pawning work onto him—Matthew again envisions distant forms of labor as linked 
by the bodily expenditure of energy. As the two workers come close to a fight, an awareness of 
the hostility bred between him and other workers by their location “at the bottom of life,”78 leads 
Matthew to a vision of labor as the coerced expenditure of somatic energy: 
 
it was not as slaves that one could come to an understanding of the significance that these Black men, 
women, and children had for American development. It was as labor” (Robinson 199, italics in the 
original). Through feeling himself as a motor—through understanding his body as a vehicle for work—
Matthew is able to intuit the potential for political solidarity gained through decontextualizing (but not 
abstracting) labor. 
78 The language of existing “at the bottom of life” is a direct echo O’Neill’s Yank, who declares 
himself—as he shovels coal into the mouth of the furnace—as “de bottom” of political economy: 
“Everything else dat makes de woil move, somep’n makes it move,” he argues, but as “de bottom…de 
end,” Yank sees himself as a kind of prime mover (O’Neill 1995 151). If Graham, as I argued in my last 
chapter, relocates “de bottom” of fossil capital from the stokehole to the coal mine, Matthew’s sense of 
being “at the bottom of life” in the scullery emphasizes the energetic ontology of all forms of bodily 
labor, rather than just those which come into contact with the material stuff of energy. Being at “the 
bottom” for Matthew, though, means an intense diminution of individual power, rather than the opposite, 
as in The Hairy Ape and Dust to Earth. 
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Matthew sat down and began paring, paring, again. But now the dreams had gone…smelling 
the smells, the steam, the grease, the dishwater. There was so little kindness or sympathy for 
each other here among these men…Yet they all had the common bond of toil; their sweat and 
the sweat of toilers like them made one vast ocean around the world. Waves of world-sweat 
droned in Matthew’s head dizzily, and naked men were driven drowning through it, yet 
snapping, snarling, fighting back at each other as they wallowed…that was idiotic. (Dark 
Princess 38, 40) 
 
Here, what is “idiotic” is not the mechanical, repetitive act of laboring but the choice to react to 
the conditions of that labor by directing “snapping, snarling” hostility at other “toilers.” Instead, 
Matthew envisions the necessity of a form of political solidarity founded on the idea of “world-
sweat,” the physical sign of “the common bond of toil” as a matter of the management of human 
energy.  That the “vast ocean” of “world-sweat” both wraps “around the world” and drones “in 
Matthew’s head dizzily” is indicative of the way in which thinking the body as a machine 
produces both a sense of extended scale—that all work is part of one system of expenditure and 
conservation—and asks us to think of work as something done at the level of the individual body 
even after the onset of industrial modernity. As Anson Rabinbach writes in The Human Motor, 
this way of thinking about bodily labor means that “the body was not merely analogous to other 
natural physical forces…[but] one among them. The purpose of nature was to yield ‘work,’ and 
as part of that equation, the body yielded the work of the nerves, the muscles, and the organs, 
which were subject to the same laws of nature as any other machine” (Rabinbach 46). To read 
the body as a motor, as Du Bois would later write in a 1942 essay in the New York Amsterdam 
Star-News, is to “think of Power primarily as physical force: as the rush of wind and rivers; the 
 
 Much later in the novel, the Princess Kautilya uses similar language, when she writes to Matthew 
from his mother’s farm in Virginia that she feels “at the bottom and beginning of things” on the farm: 
“here is the earth yearning for seed,” she writes, “here men make food and clothes…the very first chapter 
of that great story of industry, wage and wealth, government, life” (Dark Princess 278). Kautilya, 
Matthew, Yank, and Brick all find themselves “at the bottom” in one way or another, though whether they 
link that position to complete disenfranchisement or a sense of surprising power depends on their vision 
of politics as a whole. 
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muscular force of human beings,” and is thus to understand those two forms of power as not only 
contiguous but necessarily interdependent (“As the Crow Flies”). 
 The potential discomfort that might stem from thinking the body as a human motor in 
relation to one of the central thinkers of African American thought in the twentieth century—it 
might be understood as a kind of betrayal to find in Du Bois a hint that he may have thought of 
people in some way as “machines”—ought to be tempered, I think, if we are able to (seemingly 
counterintuitively) decouple body-machine concepts from discourses of dehumanization. 
Considered historically, as Rabinbach argues, “in its reduction of work to ‘economy of force’, 
the language of labor power was not limited to one political or social ideology” (Rabinbach 5). 
By reclaiming the idea of the human motor for anti-capitalist critique, Du Bois responds directly 
to Nicholas Fiori’s suggestion that “the degradation of the idea of the human machine, which 
was/is opposed to the human proper, was/is a way for racial capitalism to bypass a confrontation 
with how its structural inequalities compel and exploit the human body’s capacity for and 
racialize its machinic performance” (Fiori 579n72). For Du Bois, following Fiori, the human 
motor need not be a degrading or dehumanizing construction, and thus it is easy to see why he 
might, especially at this point in his career—before Black Reconstruction and after the colonial 
apoplexy that was the first world war—have an interest in the concept because of its potential for 
“stripping labor of its extraneous social and cultural dimension, and revealing only its 
objectivity” (Rabinbach 5).79 
 
79 Another way of putting this, to quote Rabinbach on Hermann von Helmholtz, is to say that thinking the 
body as a machine “did not demote the living creature to the machine,” but rather “transpos[es] the 
character of an energy-converting machine to the body, indeed, to the universe” (Rabinbach 61). Once 
considered as a machine, the human body loses nothing of its “humanity” as much as it is brought into 
contact wider with “humanity” as such through a shared tie to an inter- and extrapersonal body of energy.  
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What Du Bois insists on adding to Rabinbach’s equation, as indicated by Matthew’s 
desire not to fight other “toilers,” but instead “stewards and cabin gentry—lackeys and gods,” is 
that the body is subject not only to the same “laws of nature,” but also the same laws of society 
“as any other machine”: the body is subject, like the paring machine, to myriad forms of social 
control. As Du Bois writes in his Darkwater essay “Of the Ruling of Men,” events in 
technological history, like “the ‘Industrial Revolution’ of the 19th century,” are “partly 
fortuitous—in the case of Watt’s teakettle—partly a natural development, as in the matter of 
spinning, but largely the determination of powerful and intelligent individuals to secure the 
benefits of privileged persons, as in the case of a foreign slave trade” (Darkwater 78). The 
manipulation of “world-sweat”—the manipulation of the energy of the “human motor” across the 
globe—might be read in the same way, at once the product of the material particularities, 
capabilities, and needs of the body and of the “determination of powerful” (and perhaps 
intelligent) individuals set on maximizing what is to be gained from the organization of those 
bodily sources. 
Later in the novel, as Matthew finds himself digging subway tunnels underneath Chicago, 
Du Bois is even more explicit about finding the fix for the unsettling and ambivalent opposition 
between the body and the machine in the figure of the human motor: “our life is simply lifting,” 
Matthew writes in a letter to his lover, the Princess Kautilya, “we are lifting the world and 
moving it.”80 “Only the machines know what we are doing,” he continues, “we are blindfolded” 
 
80 If recognizing the bulk of life dedicated to “lifting” is one key aspect of Du Bois’ political program in 
the novel, there is a clear link to be made between that language and the much more dematerialized 
rhetoric of “uplift” that comes with it. As the narrator ventriloquizes for Matthew late in the novel, seeing 
life as lifting leads directly to uplift: “Now he would seek nothing but work, and work for work’s own 
sake. That work must be in large degree physical, because it was the physical work of the world that had 
to be done as prelude to its thought and beauty. And then beyond and above all this was the ultimate 
emancipation of the world by the uplift of the darker races. He knew what that uplift involved” (Dark 
Princess 287). For Matthew, the link between “lifting” and “uplift” goes beyond the emancipation of 
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(Dark Princess 269). Here, again, the place of the human body and the machine become oddly 
intertwined: it is not the machine that lifts and the human that “knows,” but the inverse; it isn’t 
the “machine” that “lifts,” but “life.” Exploring the “strange world of secret things—of wire 
pipes, great demijohns and caverns, secret closets, and long, silent tunnels here beneath the 
streets” prompts Matthew to continue his reflections on the relationship between the human body 
and the machine, such that the vision of “world-sweat” from earlier in the novel comes into even 
clearer focus as the product of energeticist thinking (Dark Princess 266).81  “I am digging a Hole 
in the Earth,” Matthew writes in his first letter to the Princess, 
It is singular to think how much of life is and has been just digging holes. All the farmers; all 
the miners; all of the builders, and how many many others have just dug holes! The bowels of 
the great crude earth must be pierced and plumbed and explored if we would wrest its secrets 
from it. I have a sense of reality in this work such as I have never had before…and you have 




those doing the former via the latter: rather, the two projects (physical work and social emancipation) are 
seen as interlinked processes. 
81 I borrow the useful term “energeticist” from Rabinbach, which he uses to name the set of social 
scientists who drew inspiration from Helmholztian thermodynamics—a group that includes (he argues) 
Engels and Marx—and thus understood bodily labor as “an exemplar of that universal process by which 
energy was converted into mechanical work” (Rabinbach 1). One of the clearest links between 
Helmholtzian thinkers and Du Bois seems to be his familiarity with Marx, for whom, according to 
Rabinbach, “labor power” functions as an energeticist concept, drawn from von Helmholtz’s name for the 
mechanical work produced by the machine of the world, Arbeitskraft. Of the German thinkers Du Bois 
studied with during his time in Berlin, none seem to have been Helmholtzians, though one (Gustav 
Schmoller) was involved tangentially (and well after Du Bois’ Berlin days) with a survey into the 
‘“psycho-physics’ of industrial labor,” on the relation between the individual body and the machine in an 
industrial context (Barkin 89, Rabinbach 196). 
 Another way of linking Du Bois to the energeticists is through William James, who, in describing 
the core of human consciousness at various points in his career as “the habitual centre of personal 
energy,” or “the centres of our dynamic energy,” Sergio Franzese argues, was intending to evoke the 
thermodynamic science of his day (qtd. in Franzese 147). Similar to the energeticist social scientists who 
viewed human work as part of a total system of energy transfer and expenditure, James believed that 
“human activity can be accounted for through the model of energy insofar as it belongs to the whole 
activity of the universe” (Franzese 169). As with Schmoller, however, most of the evidence for James’ 
engagement with thermodynamics in his conception of the individual in the world comes later in his 
career, well after Du Bois’ departure from Harvard (Franzese 162). 
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Here, Matthew recognizes the primacy of “digging holes”—a particularly evocative instance of 
the organized exertion of the human motor—in the history of agriculture and industry, and finds 
a “sense of reality in this work” akin to the “objectivity” afforded by thinking bodily labor in 
terms of energy (Rabinbach 5). To dig in the earth is to face “problems,” to face “the sweat, the 
worry, and toil of digging this little hole” in an “earth [that] resists, frantically, fiercely, 
tenaciously.” “We have to fight it,” Du Bois writes, emphasizing the physical force necessary for 
the dig, “to outguess it; to know the unknown and measure the unmeasured.” Matthew’s 
participation in the “eternal War” against the earth very literally improves the mechanical 
efficacy of his body: “I am in deadly earnest. I am bare, sweating, untrammeled. My muscles 
already begin to flow smooth and unconfined…my body is all life and eagerness, without 
weight.” His life may be “lifting,” but in lifting he finds he has much of it (Dark Princess 265). 
 
3.3 “Little cogs”: Super-Power and Du Bois’ Naturalism 
 
Near the conclusion of Matthew’s first letter, he questions the power that lies behind his 
own exertion: “We have built a little world down here below the earth, where we live and dream. 
Who planned it? Who owns it? We do not know” (Dark Princess 266). Just as he will later admit 
that it is the machines that “know” and life that “lifts,” Matthew here points at the difficulty he 
finds in knowing, through the medium of his body, for what—or for whom—such a massive 
building project has been undertaken. The scale and complexity of the “strange world of secret 
things” produces in him a particular form of underground sublimity—and an attendant form of 
political amnesia, seemingly brought on by proximity to the material stuff of politics itself. When 
the narrator notes that Matthew feels “a singular sense of physical power and spiritual freedom,” 
after working in the tunnels, we are given insight into how the product of what is in fact an 
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international geopolitical conflict—as I will show in this section—is transfigured into the highly 
localized seemingly apolitical act of building infrastructure (Dark Princess 266). Matthew’s 
overwhelming proximity to the local material manifestations of what are in fact globally scaled 
political problems—his nearness to the infrastructural form of the state—reduces his previous 
sense of the human motor as a source of international solidarity into a more constrictive vision 
that government is good and “Work is God” (Dark Princess 266).82 
Importantly, then, while Matthew himself cannot answer questions about the provenance 
of Chicago’s infrastructure or discern their connection to an international contest for control, the 
reader can. The project of digging the subway lines, we learn earlier, in the novel’s third section, 
“The Chicago Politician,” is one part of a larger project: “Super-Power,” or the “furnishing of 
electric power,” through the monopolization of the “water-falls of America” (Dark Princess 
142).83 During the third section, Matthew does understand the relationship between the subway 
(referred to as “traction”) and Super-Power: he only forgets once he has entered into bodily 
relation with the project of building. That the reader still has this in mind, I want to argue, is key: 
 
82 I take the phrase “government is good” from Amanda Claybaugh, who uses it to describe a loose group 
of recent literary critics, whose work has taken up “the difficulty of perceiving government” as a central 
task (Claybaugh 162). As Michael Rubenstein has argued, attending to how literary figures interact with 
infrastructure—energy infrastructure especially, I would argue—can help to illuminate the ways in which 
we “commune with the material culture of the state,” on a daily basis, “encountering its power, and, when 
things are in working order, its benevolent provision” (Rubenstein 9-10). Matthew’s sense of the state as 
“benevolent” comes not when he is involved with its governance in the “Chicago Politician” section of 
the novel, but instead when he literally becomes a part of its larger machinery during his time in the 
subway tunnels. 
83 Du Bois’ capitalization of “Super-Power” throughout Dark Princess is inconsistent. In this chapter, I 
use “Super-Power,” unless I am quoting and it appears differently in Du Bois’ original. The 
inconsistency, at the very least, gestures towards the types of categorical confusion—between private and 
public, natural and unnatural, extraction and consumption—which so often accompany discussions of 
energy. This confusion is often engineered: “as global warming becomes more difficult to ignore,” Cara 
New Daggett smartly observes, “oil and gas titans increasingly want to brand themselves as energy 
companies that supply much needed power to the people, rather than as fossil fuel extractors. Oil, gas, and 
coal have become the villains on a warming planet”—or, before that concern emerged, on a racially 
stratified planet—“but who could be against energy?” (Daggett 1). 
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even as Matthew naturalizes the “eternal War” against the planet, the reader is aware that that 
war is very much one fought against people as much (or, rather, much more) than it is against the 
primal inertia of the earth. Du Bois’ novel shows how hydroelectricity, to adjust Andreas’ 
Malm’s description of the rise of steam, “arose as a form of power exercised by some people 
against others” (Malm 36). At the same time, as reflected by Matthew’s apparent amnesia, the 
novel demonstrates how knowledge of the nature of that history comes to be overwritten through 
discourses of technological determinism. 
In this section, I will argue that the Super-Power plot of the novel’s third section ought to 
be read as one of Du Bois’ foray into literary naturalism: his version of a political plot that 
hinges on the figuration of one aspect of society—in Dark Princess, energy politics—as 
possessing an overdetermining relationship to the narrative events of the novel. In doing so, Du 
Bois is able to critique both widely held contemporary beliefs about the political possibilities of 
hydroelectric power, and articulate how those beliefs are part of a larger effort to “naturalize” the 
state of energy politics in the United States, to separate it off from the international context in 
which decisions about the nation’s energy future were actually made. As “The Chicago 
Politician” begins, Matthew is imprisoned for his part in a plot to blow up a train filled with Ku 
Klux Klan members, which he chooses to thwart at the last second once he realizes the titular 
dark princess is onboard the train as well. He is soon released from jail through the efforts of two 
Chicago politicians, Sammy Scott and Sara Andrews, who quickly work to transform Matthew 
into a local political celebrity and, eventually, a candidate for state legislature. Much of this 
section of the novel details Sammy and Sara’s machinations, as the two work together and 
compete with one another both over political power and Matthew’s favor. Matthew himself, 
while still a central figure in the chapter, exists at a much greater distance to the narrator in this 
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section than elsewhere in the novel: his time in prison leaves him with “a certain perpetual lack 
of enthusiasm” and the sense that he had “forgotten how to feel” (Dark Princess 132, 131). This 
leaves Matthew with an awareness of “life as a great, immovable, terrible thing,” which he could 
not “judge…praise or condemn,” but only accept: the political idealism that is central to his 
character in the first two sections of the novel is displaced entirely by the blank disenchantment 
of machine politics (Dark Princess 128-9). Matthew is evacuated as the narrative and affective 
core of the novel by a vast, interconnected system of local, international, and embodied politics 
of energy, which moves and motivates more than any individual character.84 
This portion of the novel is rarely read for its depiction of the culture of the political 
machine in 1920s Chicago, and is often understood as a sort of pause in the novel’s more 
important plot of internationalist intrigue and clandestine utopianism. Yogita Goyal, for instance, 
argues that while the middle portion of the novel “uses a realist mode for national questions,” the 
overall structure of the novel ensures that “reading Dark Princess as reflecting historical events 
or political currents would involve overlooking its fastidious scaffolding of romance” (Goyal 
98). Similarly, for Brent Edwards, the function of the national-political section of the novel is 
mainly to act as a foil for Du Bois to posit “the imaginary as a necessary supplement to any 
‘political’ radicalism of labor organization and propaganda”: what is important for Du Bois, in 
this scheme, is not the particular “politics” at play in “The Chicago Politician,” but the relation of 
those politics to the logic of romance and the fantastic that animate much of the remainder of the 
novel (Edwards 237). In these readings, the energy plot of “The Chicago Politician” is decidedly 
 
84 Matthew’s obscuration as the novel’s protagonist resembles the diminution of J. McHenry Jones’ 
principal characters upon the narrative arrival of the convict coal mine, as discussed in my first chapter. 
While in both novels it is the dehumanizing, deindividualizing experience of imprisonment which 
precipitates this shift in perspective, the extremity of the process in Hearts of Gold underscores my 
assertion that the coal of the convict mine poses particular challenges to certain forms of narration.  
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interchangeable, less a subject of Du Bois’ interest in itself than a vehicle for the articulation of 
his evolving political philosophy of romantic diaspora as a “counterforce” to established 
“frameworks [of] world politics,” like the Comintern or the League of Nations (Bain 938). 
Nonetheless, the particularity of the political problems at stake in the third part of the 
novel—if we can resist reading them as a flat emblem of “politics” designed to emphasize Du 
Bois’ dedication to romance—stand out as worthy of investigation, especially insofar as they are 
brought into relief by a reading of the other sections of the novel as deeply concerned with the 
energy of the human body and the internationalist form of solidarity that conception enables. 
Indeed, if a series of letters he wrote to various historians and municipal authorities in Chicago 
during 1927 regarding “literature or information concerning the public service and traction 
situation in Chicago” are considered together, Du Bois himself clearly evinced an interest in 
representing the local politics of the Chicago section of the novel with as much historical 
accuracy and attention to fact as possible (Letter to Charles Merriam). A response to one of these 
letters from the University of Chicago political scientist Charles Merriam underscores the 
amount of research Du Bois must have had to do during the process of composition: “there is a 
great mass of material on the traction situation in Chicago,” he writes, “but it is imbedded [sic] in 
a long series of official reports and in scattered pamphlets as well as in columns of 
newspapers…to get a picture of what is going on it will be necessary to do quite a bit of digging” 
(Letter to W.E.B. Du Bois). If the highly detailed narrative of “The Chicago Politician” is any 
indication, Du Bois did this digging. 
This digging results in a highly detailed, documentary-focused section of the novel, the 
most politically meticulous part of a text that Du Bois considered the start of “a sort of black 
Comédie Humaine” (Lewis, D. 488). Though Du Bois’ reference to Balzac here might suggest 
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reading Dark Princess as a realist novel (in addition to being, of course, a “romance”), as a 
“meticulously researched” text with a dual focus on the material aspects of modern life and on 
the determining forces behind political change, I want to argue for a reading of the novel as a 
naturalist work (Lewis, D. 490). As John Dudley writes in his Oxford Handbook essay on 
African American writers and naturalism, the “interest in documentation and determinism 
resonates throughout the ongoing African American literary tradition.”85 This interest, Dudley 
argues, comes from the concordance between the tendency in naturalist fiction to “chronicle the 
limitations and restrictions imposed on individual freedom,” and the history of slavery, 
particularly the “linkage of a slave’s ontological status with legal subservience and inferiority” 
(Dudley 258). Naturalism, in Dudley’s scheme, emerges as a useful literary tool for African 
Americans throughout the literary tradition: his examples run from Sutton Griggs in the 1890s 
through much later works by Wright, Baldwin, Petry, and Himes. Its utility, he argues, emerges 
from how naturalism’s most salient features—the depiction of a dispersed agential force set 
against a backdrop of extreme material detail—map neatly onto the juridical and sociopolitical 
experience of African Americans as externally “determined” individuals.  
If an affinity for material descriptive richness and deterministic theory of behavior and 
history indeed combined to form two of the pillars of the African American literary tradition—
including the architecture of some of its most overtly political “protest novels” in Wright and 
Himes in addition to Du Boisian “propaganda”—it also produces one of the earliest critiques of 
naturalism as a politically inert literary form: György Lukács’ thesis developed in “Narrate or 
 
85 For Donald Pizer, the marriage of naturalism as a genre and determinism as a worldview is more an 
artifact of the history of criticism than an attribute of the body of texts themselves. Despite Frank Norris’ 
“close familiarity with the work of Zola and other French naturalists,” for example, he wrote nothing in 
which he “identif[ied] naturalism with a deterministic ideology” (Pizer 8). Instead, it was with “the 
greater prominence given to economic and social issues” by literary critics in the 1930s who first saw fit 
to equate naturalism and determinism (Pizer 10).  
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Describe?” that writers “of the descriptive method” gloss over conflict, process, and struggle by 
producing novels that are focused on the aesthetic of the “result,” the flat description of the scene 
(Lukács 146). For Lukács, this means that naturalist writers overlook the violence of capitalism 
in particular: in a naturalist novel “we do not watch a man whom we have come to know and 
love being spiritually murdered by capitalism,” he writes, but instead “follow a corpse in passage 
through still lives becoming increasingly aware of being dead” (Lukács 146). There is no room 
for actual dissent or resistance in the pages of a naturalist novel, as it describes a world in which 
everything is “fixed and finished”—a world at the end of history (Lukács 145, qtd. in Fleissner 
40). It would be difficult to accuse Du Bois of succumbing to a pessimism of political stasis in 
Dark Princess, but the middle section of the novel, in which the protagonist melts away in the 
face of an overwhelming machine of political force, does appear to dramatize how one comes to 
see themselves as political “corpse,” detached from a mechanized world that is ultimately and 
fundamentally beyond one’s control. 
As I’ve begun to suggest, the machine in the “Chicago Politician” is really two: it is 
“machine politics,” and it is also, importantly, the physical infrastructures of hydroelectric 
power. Many naturalist texts, as Peter Brooks argues about Zola’s novels, are “centered on a 
piece of social or industrial machinery, which almost always provides the energetic source of the 
narrative” (Brooks 149, qtd. in Meadowsong 24). As in Germinal or The Octopus, this is literally 
true for Dark Princess, as the construction and control of Chicago’s electric grid and streetcar 
system comes to dominate the third portion of the novel as a political force, before being 
reintroduced as a miracle of materialism in the letters from Matthew discussed above. The 
precise extent to which that product has “control” over the characters in the novel—the question 
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of who, or what, is making the political choices that lead to Matthew’s refusal of machine 
politics and eventual return to the internationalist fold—becomes a central critical concern. 
The energy plot first comes into focus early on in Matthew’s career as a Chicago 
politician, when, in conversation with Sara and Sammy, he is told of the “five-cent fare” that is 
to come with the building of the new subway, and the “driblets of perpetual tax on light and air 
and movement” which meant “both poverty and millions” for those involved.86 Matthew is 
convinced to vote against municipal ownership of the subway system because he sees it as 
essentially equivalent to private, corporate ownership: “voters were too stupid or too careless to 
run big business,” he reflects, “municipal ownership, therefore, would only mean corporation 
control one degree removed and concealed from public view by election bribery.” To entrust the 
public with ownership over the transportation system, Matthew calculates, would be doing a 
disservice, insofar as it would only allow the camouflage of corporate ownership by way of the 
veil of public proprietorship. What’s more, “traction was not the real question. Super-power was 
that,” he thinks, before remarking to Sara, “half-consciously,” 
“Oh—traction? Sure—that’s only camouflage anyway. Back of it is the furnishing of 
electric power, cornering the waterfalls of America; paying nothing for the right of 
endless and limitless taxation, and then at last ‘financing’ the whole thing for a thousand 
millions and unloading it on the public! That’s the real graft. I am going to think a long 
time over those bills!” (Dark Princess 141-2). 
 
 
86 In an essay from The Crisis in 1929, Du Bois describes the problematic double-production of “poverty 
and millions” again in terms of industry and waterpower. “We [the United States] are rich in oil and iron, 
coal and water power, land and raw material. Yet the rights to ownership of these gifts of God have been 
so distributed as private property among the captains of American industry that the cost of gasoline, steel, 
heat, electricity…is from twice to ten times as much to the average consumer as it would be under a more 
logical and far sighted system.” In opposition to the suffering of the average consumer, Du Bois 
continues, “the income of those who have monopolized land, oil, coal and iron and of those who are 
monopolizing water power for the production of electricity reaches dimensions almost inconceivable” 
(Du Bois 2004 128). Du Bois’ use of the present tense in his description of “those who are monopolizing 
water” gives some hint as to why he saw hydroelectricity as a useful way in to questions of inequality in 
the interwar period, and gestures at his belief in the possibility of change. 
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Here, Matthew is describing the common practice of “holding companies charging fees to the 
utilities they operated,” which would then be “presented to the commissions as operating costs 
(which would then be passed onto consumers),” despite the frequency of these operating costs 
being fictitious (Oreskes 6).87 The establishment and consolidation of these privately owned 
holding companies was essential for the development of “Super-Power,” a method of 
reorganizing the energy grid such that massive, interconnected, and infrastructurally standardized 
systems would supply power across large regions of the country, most notably in the northeast 
and across the rapidly industrializing south (Phillips 28).88 In addition to establishing effective 
monopolies in the regions that they covered, Super-Power plans also tended to distribute energy 
in an unequal way, privileging the provision of “large industry and transportation networks with 
cheaper power,” while progressive alternatives—like Pennsylvania governor Gifford Pinchot’s 
1924 “giant power” proposal—both argued for municipal ownership and a focus on “more 
general social needs” such as the electrification of rural regions (Hughes, T. 296). 
 Despite the potential problems of a system like Super-Power—and, in a sense, predating 
the debate between Super- and Giant- power type proposals at all—hydroelectric power was 
understood as a massively promising undertaking by many in the early decades of the 20th 
century, and came to stand in as “the epitome of the forward-looking, rationally organized 
 
87 As Lewis Mumford notes, glowingly, “the water turbine has the great advantage of being automatic: 
once installed, the costs of production are almost nil, since no fireman or attendant is necessary” 
(Mumford 223). Buying into the myth of hydroelectricity, Mumford—a proto-energy humanist, in many 
ways—here goes against one of the basic findings of this dissertation: that the relationship between labor 
and energy is always a double relation, that energy must be put to work.  
88 It was in the southeast that these projects were most fully realized, and by 1921 a grid stretching 
through Alabama, Georgia, the Carolinas, and Tennessee was the most complete integrated system on the 
planet (Manganiello 282). This actually runs counter, in a way, to the novel’s energy geography, which 
situates the south—particularly Virginia, where Matthew’s mother lives and where his son, the future 
leader of the “darker peoples of the world,” is born—as a nostalgic space of agriculture, wood fires, and 
log cabins. 
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energy supply in the interwar years” (Lehmann 2016 74). As Richard White has argued, when 
set against the economy of the steam engine, “which tended towards…monopoly and 
concentration,” hydroelectricity, despite the political reality of Super-Power, appeared to 
promote “independence and decentralization.” The perceived connection between technological 
progress and social progress assured many believers that “hydroelectric power would purify 
polluted industrial cities,” White writes, at the same time that “they would also purify human 
society” (White, R. 56). One of the central thinkers (outside of industry figures) to buy this 
promise of hydroelectricity was Lewis Mumford, for whom the “availability of water-power for 
producing energy…changes the potential distribution of modern industry throughout the planet, 
and reduces the peculiar industrial dominance that Europe and the United States held under the 
coal-and-iron régime” (Mumford 222, qtd. in White, R. 56).89 Larger central stations, like those 
proposed by the “Super-Power” crowd, ensure that “surplus power may be transmitted over long 
distances, and in case of a breakdown in a single plant the supply itself will remain adequate by 
turning on the current from the associated plants” (Mumford 223-4). Under the hydroelectric 
regime, waste is reduced to a minimum, and the “right of endless and limitless taxation” gained 
by those controlling the waterways is made even more enticing by the promise that that taxation 
will come, in time, to appear free of cost. 
For Matthew, meanwhile, Super-Power and hydroelectricity more generally is 
representative not of utopian possibility, unlimited progress, or the promise of social purity, but 
rather the conservatism and violence of the political forces that fought for power within the 
 
89 Like Schuyler and his sun engine, as I will show, Mumford saw in hydroelectric power the potential 
disruption of the established geopolitical order, such that “the coal measures are no longer the exclusive 
measures of industrial power” (Mumford 223). Indeed, for Mumford, “the harnessing of water-power, 
thanks to the supreme efficiency of the water-turbine…opened up new sources of energy and new areas 
for colonization…more salubrious in climate than the valley-bottoms and lowlands of earlier eras” 
(Mumford 222). 
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confines of the Chicago machine. Sara’s promise to “the super-power crowd” that Matthew 
would, if elected, “vote for their bills,” ends up pushing him to give up on electoral politics 
altogether (along with the Princess’ sudden reappearance, representing the reemergence of the 
romance plot) (Dark Princess 155). But the first hints of his deep dissatisfaction with Super-
Power—aside from his vague pronouncement to “think a long time over” the bills—comes 
immediately after he first intuits the relative unimportance of traction and the centrality of the 
energy plot “back of it.” As he and Sara, newly married, begin to put together their home, 
“complete with new and shining furniture,” Matthew thinks how much he “had particularly 
wanted a fireplace with real logs,” such that “he was a little ashamed to confess how much he 
wanted it”: he understands his desire as “a sort of obsession.” For Matthew, “as long as he could 
remember, burning wood had meant home to him,” but Sara insists that “a fireplace was both 
dirty and dangerous,” and has “an electric log put in,” which “Matthew hated…with perfect 
hatred” (Dark Princess 142). The intensity of Matthew’s feeling here is worth noting, 
considering the extreme extent to which his emotions are flattened in the novel’s third part, and 
by casting the larger energy plot into domestic terms—transposing the stakes of the politically 
naturalist plot into a moment of affective intensity reminiscent of the logic of romance that 
dominates much of the remainder of the novel—Du Bois is reminding us of Matthew’s own 
imbrication in the political choices he is so dispassionately making.90 When Matthew and 
 
90 The “romance” between Sara and Matthew, while it may resemble that between him and Kautilya in the 
most basic sense, seems determined much more clearly by the transactional logic of the naturalist plot 
than the romantic one. Transposing the domestic into the instrumental or economic in this way, Gina 
Rossetti argues in an essay on naturalism and Du Bois’ Quest for the Silver Fleece, reflects how the 
deterministic tendencies of a naturalist plot “invades and determines social relationships and shapes the 
so-called domestic sphere” (Rossetti 42). Marriage to Sara, Matthew articulates earlier on in “The 
Chicago Politician,” is a way of curbing the imaginary and fantastic, rather than articulating it, as one 
might think a “romance” would: “Marriage was normal,” he reflects, “marriage stopped secret longings 
and wild open revolt…he would be safe, settled, quiet; with all the furies at rest” (Dark Princess 138). 
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Kautilya finally consummate their relationship and conceive of the “Messenger and Messiah to 
all the Darker Worlds,” it is in front of the fireplace in his apartment: the return of Matthew’s 
political passion (and the arrival of the promise of racial progress in the future) occurs just as he 
successfully separates himself from the technology of the “electric log” and reconnects with 
“home” (Dark Princess 311, 142). 
That Matthew is able to see traction as “camouflage” for Super-Power, register his 
dissatisfaction with those politics in affective terms, and, later in the novel ask, wide-eyed, who 
or what “planned” the subway tunnels he finds himself digging, is significant: as soon as he 
leaves the “political machine” for a bodily one, his memory of that machine seems to 
evaporate—even as a collectivist vision of “world-sweat” again comes into focus. The “real 
graft” represented by the establishment of corporate Super-Power so significantly outweighs the 
“five-cent fare” both in terms of geographic scope and everyday ubiquity that it takes on the 
elemental scale of “cornering the waterfalls of America.” Matthew comes to see “the whole 
scramble,” Du Bois later writes, “as one who watches a great curdling of waters and begins to 
sense the current” (Dark Princess 149). This current, Matthew is aware, flows towards the 
realization of the desire of the “great hidden powers of finance” to “reorganize, reincorporate, 
and refinance a vast holding company to conduct their united interests and take final legislative 
steps enabling them to monopolize electric and water power in the state and in neighboring 
states” (Dark Princess 153). While these “powers” remain hidden to all outside of the political 
machine within the diegetic frame of the text, Du Bois’ narrator is quick to remark on how 
 
The argument over the fireplace, in a sense, might be understood as a hint of Matthew’s romantic life 
“invading” the domestic, itself already “invaded” by the naturalistic. 
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powerful a determining force those powers have both on the characters who populate the novel 
and within the larger context of the political climate of post-war America in the 1920s. 
About halfway through the novel, the narrator takes an uncharacteristically large step 
back from the action of the plot in order to offer an explanation for the chaotic political events 
that have thus far occurred, recasting the fight for Super-Power in international terms: “There 
was war in Chicago,” the narrator begins, 
Silent, bitter war. It was part of the war throughout the whole nation; it was part of the 
World War. Money was bursting the coffers of the banks—poor people's savings, rich 
people's dividends. It must be invested in order to insure principal and interest for the 
poor and profits for the rich. It had been invested in the past in European restoration and 
American industry. But difficulties were appearing…To keep monopoly at home, prices 
must be kept up by present or higher tariff rates. It was a dilemma, a cruel dilemma, and 
bankers, investors, captains of industry, scanned the industrial horizon, while poor people 
shivered from cold and unknown winds. (Dark Princess 168) 
 
The first thing to note in this paragraph is the speaker: the voice here is quite distinct from 
anywhere else in the novel, a kind of combination of the documentary impulse of “The Chicago 
Politician”—details about tariffs, interest rates, monopolies—and the fervent romance of the 
remainder of the text: “silent, bitter war,” “poor people shivered from cold and unknown winds.” 
With this shift in tone comes a shift in scale: Chicago politics here, rather than being the large, 
societal presence to which the novel’s individual characters relate, becomes just one front in a 
larger, world-scale battle between the rich and the poor. While, this shift in scale is not dissimilar 
from that provided by Matthew’s consciousness of his place in the ocean of “world-sweat,” its 
political-economic specificity—geopolitics here is a matter of balancing tariff rates, competing 
industries—sets it apart from the abstracted (but material) vision of the division of labor of 
which Matthew dreams in the scullery. 
 Significant, too, is Du Bois’ designation of the “war in Chicago” as “part of the World 
War,” here, as it does elsewhere in the novel, appearing to refer to the First World War—which 
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ended, of course, more than five years prior to the events of the chapter (which occur between 
January 1924 and April 1926) (Dark Princess 170). The suggestion here is that the “World War” 
never ended, and that the nomenclature of the “World War” simply gives a name to an ever-
present form of global conflict, rather than demarcating a set of battles that took place between 
two well-defined historical flagpoles. This is particularly significant for Du Bois, who was 
famously uncritical of the American entrance into the Great War, urging fellow African 
Americans to “close ranks” and join the war effort.91 Political processes like “European 
restoration” and the progress of “American industry” are continuations of the war by another 
means. Among those means, Du Bois continues, is the international fight for energy: 
Imperial aggressiveness in the West Indies, Mexico, and Africa held possibilities, when 
public opinion was properly manipulated. But right here in the United States was White 
Coal! Black coal, oil, and iron were monopolized and threatened with diminishing returns 
and world competition. But white coal—the harnessing of the vast unused rivers of the 
nation; monopolizing free water power to produce dear electricity! Quick! Quick! Act 
silently and swiftly before the public awakes and sees that it is selling something for 
nothing. Keep Doolittle in Congress. Keep all the Doolittles in Congress. Let the silent 
war against agitators, radicals, fools, keep up. Hold the tariff citadel a little longer then let 
it crash with the old savings gone but the new investments safe and ready to take new 
advantage of lower wages and less impudent workers. So there was war in Chicago—
World War, and the Republican machine of Cook County was fighting in the van. And in 
the machine Sammy and Sara and Matthew were little cogs. (Dark Princess 168) 
 
Here, the “machine” at the center of the naturalist text is laid bare. In this paragraph, the earlier 
“Super-Power” plot is itself written as an instantiation of—not quite “camouflage” for, but 
perhaps a form of mechanical veil covering—a larger political-economic question that exists on 
the international scale of capital. “Harnessing…the vast unused rivers of the nation” is here less 
the desire of a particular group of holding companies interested in monopolizing the electric grid 
 
91 Scholars disagree on the usefulness of reading “Close Ranks” as a “précis of [Du Bois’] stance on the 
war,” as its conciliatory tone and message did seem to conflict with the “mounting radicalism of black 
politics and all that Du Bois…stood for.” Mark Ellis suggests, a (perhaps more disturbing) reading of the 
text as part of an effort on Du Bois’ part to “secure a position in military intelligence” (Ellis 98-9). 
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than it is the domestic fix for the international problems of colonialism, overaccumulation, and 
the changing tides of “public opinion.” The shift from “black” to “White Coal!” suggests the 
political promise of literally white-washing American energy policy, of disentangling American 
abstraction from the established network of colonial rule. To turn to the “waterfalls of America” 
is to solve a problem with roots in “world competition” in a manner that makes it look like a 
domestic issue, it is to translate what Du Bois sees as an international problem with an 
internationalist solution—labor solidarity—into a fragmented and fragmenting politics of 
national identity and electoral choice (“Keep Doolittle in Congress”).  
Aside from Doolittle, who is himself pluralized into “Doolittles,” there is no place for the 
individual in this image of politics and progress. This deindividuation of energy politics is 
particularly significant in relation to Chicago: as Thomas P. Hughes writes, while “the early 
history of many utilities is told in terms of collective enterprise and organization” because “no 
individual serves well as the focus or center about which to structure an account” the opposite is 
true in Chicago, which “offers an exception…[and] can be organized most effectively around the 
person of Samuel Insull” (Hughes, T. 201). Although he was plainly aware of Insull’s 
significance, Du Bois omits the magnate from his panorama of the international energyscape of 
Chicago, underscoring just how diffuse and internationally scaled the “political machine” Du 
Bois is actually trying to describe really is.92 In Insull’s place, the almost magical way in which 
this paragraph describes the transformation of the elemental power of rivers into capital—turning 
“free water power” to “dear electricity,” the process of “selling something for nothing”—both 
masks the real price of that transformation (the appropriation of the value of laboring bodies, the 
 
92 In a letter to Charles Merriam, the Chicago political scientist mentioned above, Du Bois asks for “any 
information concerning public service and traction…in Chicago” and expresses particular interest in “the 
activities of Samuel Insull” (Letter to Charles Merriam). 
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environmental impact of hydroelectric projects) and obscures the presence of the individual 
person from the network of actors whose choices and behaviors make up the politics of energy 
and the continuance of “world war.” A holistic “still life” of energy politics is described, to 
return to Lukács’ phrase, and there appears to be little room for perceiving its victims (“agitators, 
radicals, fools,” the targets of “imperial aggressiveness”) as true participants in that scene, as 
narrated figures. 
The shift in scale that this paragraph performs also happens, importantly, at the level of 
the novel’s cast of characters: the “Republican machine of Cook County was fighting in the van” 
of the “silent war” on “agitators, radicals, fools,” and “Sammy and Sara and Matthew” exist in 
that machine as “little cogs.” This shift is particularly significant because it not only reduces the 
narrative power of the novel’s protagonist—whom the reader ought to have come to accept, at 
this point in the novel, as largely along for the narrative ride—but also transfigures Sammy and 
Sara, who have appeared to be the two pulling the strings, into “cogs” themselves. For Sammy, 
becoming a “cog” is particularly significant, since the novel repeatedly refers to Chicago’s 
political machinations as controlled by “Sammy’s machine,” and, late in the novel, the narrator 
even notes that Sammy sees those who “rule the nation” (outside of the Chicago machine) as 
themselves “automata” (Dark Princess 159, 164, 175, 177, 184, 293). This transformation of the 
novel’s central characters into “cogs” then represents a moment in which the text both identifies 
the international forces of capital behind its local politics and reflects on its own status as a 
naturalist narrative. Zooming out to see Sammy as part of a “World War,” we seem to be 
replicating the naturalist trope of dramatizing “the futility of human opposition to man-made 
circumstances,” bumping up against, and quickly retreating from, a picture of the “machine” that 
is at the heart of the narrative (Meadowsong 26). 
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But this method of describing the machine as an all-encompassing, determining force, as 
Jennifer Fleissner has argued, needn’t be viewed as necessarily politically defeatist: “It is only by 
witnessing our failure to imagine a way out of a system,” she writes on the problem of change 
and progress in naturalist narrative, “that we are ever able to recognize that system as system, as 
that which places boundaries around what can presently be achieved.” The feeling of a “lack of 
success” that the naturalist character experiences on coming into contact with the “system” or 
“machine,” is “key to seeing that system as system” (Fleissner 49). In order to perceive the 
electrification of Chicago as a global problem, Du Bois’ must transform his characters into 
“cogs,” must reduce the possibilities they themselves embody in order to bring to the fore the 
actual problem that they seek to solve, rather than its “camouflage.” Before an internationalist 
politics of the human motor can take effect, in other words, the form that the exploitation of the 
human motor takes must be revealed as international. 
That this moment of access to internationalist thought is refracted through a discussion of 
global energy politics is not a coincidence, then, as the novel’s focus on the body as a motor for 
energy in itself brings the global scale of the novel’s third section into the everyday realm of the 
individual laboring body. The inclination to “regard human beings as among the material 
resources of a land,” Du Bois writes in The Souls of Black Folk, is a tendency “born of slavery 
and quickened to renewed life by the crazy imperialism of the day (Du Bois 2007 67). This 
“crazy imperialism” can manifest inward, Dark Princess dramatizes, in the form of “white coal” 
and “dear electricity,” saving the nation from the risk of “public opinion” brought on by 
outward-looking international escapades. But reading the body as a “human motor” needn’t 
mean considering it a “material resource”: to see the “ocean” of “world-sweat” and recognize 
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much of life as “simply lifting” can be as politically promising as producing “dear electricity” 
can be retrograde; the possibility of seeing progress might come from our exposure to limitation. 
 
3.4 “The sun is our greatest asset”: Powering Revolution with George Schuyler 
 
As I noted above, when Du Bois chose to instantiate the most vehemently 
counterrevolutionary political force in the novel in the form of hydroelectric Super-Power, he 
was taking a position that was far from the accepted norm. In the early twentieth century, Philip 
Lehmann has shown, hydroelectric power “sparked the most spectacular ideas about the future of 
energy,” as “‘white coal’ inspired designs of ever-larger hydropower stations” that bordered on 
the utopian. “White coal” was framed by boosters as “clean, scientific, inexhaustible,” and, 
because of the “small staff required to run power stations” (the lack of “firemen” and the absence 
of a “hot hell”), importantly “free from the danger of organized labor and social strife” 
(Lehmann 2017a 366). Du Bois’ critique of the imperialist dimension of Super-Power, then, cuts 
against a broader twentieth century faith in the emancipatory possibilities of new energy 
technologies—a faith which posited that with the continued human mastery of nature, a mastery 
of governance and economy must come too. 
Much closer to this status quo when it comes to the coincidence of advanced energy 
technology and political progress is George Schuyler, whose Black Empire has at its core the 
invention of a “sun engine,” which, placed in a suitable climate, would “furnish a hundred times 
as much energy per year as the total of all coal, oil and water power used per year in the united 
states,” (Black Empire 54). For Schuyler, at times a true technocrat, it was self-evident that “the 
work of scientists in the quiet of their laboratories does more to change our lives and our 
histories than all of the politicians, diplomats, and propagandists put together,” himself, 
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presumably, included. Schuyler makes this claim in the February, 1931 publication of his weekly 
“Views and Reviews” column in The Pittsburgh Courier (the same paper in which Black Empire 
would be published in sixty-two weekly installments between November 1936 and April 1938), a 
portion of which takes as its subject a new “method of utilizing the differences in temperature of 
tropical waters to generate electricity,” an invention, Schuyler writes, that ought to make us 
“think how a chain of power plants like that, getting power free of charge, will revolutionize our 
civilization!” (Schuyler 1931b, Hill and Rasmussen 259). One of the offshoots of this 
“revolution”—brought on, importantly, by the ingenuity of a French scientist, Georges Claude—
Schuyler predicts, will be a fundamental reorganization of global geography, as “millions and 
millions of people will leave the northern countries and settle in the tropics,” moving the “centers 
of civilization” into freshly “refrigerated houses,” closer to the equator. Though Schuyler does 
not stop to reflect on the imperialist fantasy reflected (or embedded) in this energy-aided 
transplantation, he does, in the same article, bemoan the lack of “Negroes…active in the exact 
sciences”: it is less the inequities that might come from technological revolutions that worry 
Schuyler than it is the inequities that produce them. The pursuit of the sciences, he writes, 
provides the scientist with “new worlds to conquer, new vistas to open and set society 
marveling;” if it were only black people doing the conquering Schuyler might find satisfaction 
(Schuyler 1931b qtd. in Hill and Rasmussen 306).93 
 
93 Among Schuyler’s unpublished texts is a book from late in his life entitled The Negro in America, in 
which he provides capsule biographies of hundreds of black Americans whom Schuyler deemed 
significant. In the Schuyler Family Papers, two large files containing notes and documents related to the 
book are dedicated to documenting “Scientific, technical and business” achievements; the only other 
category with two files is “politicians.” The extent of his research suggests that Schuyler felt it was 
important to show that there actually have been “Negroes…active in the exact sciences,” and that their 
absence from the technological/scientific record—and thus their absence from American history as 
such—is much more the product of misinformation and public forgetfulness than it is indicative of any 
actual absence (Box 13, Schuyler Family Papers, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New 
York Public Library [cited hereafter as SFP]). 
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This is more or less the basic set-up of Black Empire, which tracks the planning and 
execution of the imperial plan of the “Black Internationale,” a revolutionary organization led by 
a coldly rational medical doctor, Henry Belsidus, and his cadre of black technocrats: “we are 
mobilizing the black scientists of the world,” Belsidus remarks early in the novel, “our 
professors, our orators, our politicians have failed us. Our technicians will not” (Black Empire 
46).94 The abilities of these technicians, as the novel’s fantastical elements underscore, exceed 
what is thought possible by the white world: “We have brains,” Belsidus explains to the novel’s 
narrator, a journalist named Carl Slater, “the best brains in the Negro race. We have science 
which the white man has not dreamed in our possession” (Black Empire 11). Possession of 
science beyond dreams is essential for Belsidus’ plan, as he conceptualizes the possibility of a 
black revolution purely in terms of the establishment of technological superiority: the 
Internationale remains unready for “open attack” early in the novel because “the white man is 
superior in industry and commerce, and therefore is superior in everything else because 
everything in our civilization is predicated upon industry and commerce.”95 One of the earliest 
 
94 While certainly distinct from Du Bois’ characterization of the body as a human motor—a decidedly 
literal conception of the body as an energetic object—it is nonetheless significant that Belsidus is 
described early in the novel as “not quite human,” but rather “a cold, cruel, fanatically determined 
machine” (Black Empire 39). As a machine-man, Belsidus is particularly suited to the modern world of 
the novel, described as an “environment of whirling machines,” as discussed in this chapter’s opening 
(Black Empire 94). 
 In “The Rise of the Black Internationale,” however, a 1938 essay published in the Crisis, 
Schuyler does explicitly read the human body as a source of energy: describing the history of the 
transatlantic slave trade, Schuyler writes that “the Moslems were accused of continuing the slave trade 
and stripping Africa of man-power. The Christians with their developing power economy needed raw 
materials furnished by black workers at the source of supply. So the rush of ‘Christian’ explorers, traders 
and missionaries descended upon Africa” (in Black Empire 329). Here, in the “power economy” of 
Europe and North America, the “man-power” of the bodies of slaves was needed in the same way a 
natural resource is needed, and thus drawn, like coal, oil, or sunlight, from “the source of supply” 
95 While my focus, of course, will primarily be on how energy technologies are figured as a particularly 
potent emblem of superiority in “industry,” the novel’s vision of the growth of an alternate system of 
“commerce” is significant as well. Central to Belsidus’ plan is the establishment of “economic units”—all 
inclusive shopping and service centers—in the basement of each of the “temples of love” he constructs 
across the black world (Black Empire 59). Prior to the construction of these centers, however, the 
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steps in his plan, then, is to distribute to “the colored world” a collection of technological 
objects: a “moving picture projector, several rolls of film, portable screen,” and, importantly, “a 
gasoline engine” and a “motor.” With this cluster of energy and media technologies, Belsidus 
intends to “show the people the white man’s world and what the Negroes are doing,” and, vitally, 
to “teach them something about the forces of nature and how to control them” (Black Empire 
36). The transformation of “the colored world” into a technocratic block—the daily addition of 
“another trained young colored man or woman, sometimes both” to the Internationale’s ranks—
is given priority in Belsidus’ scheme, and that transformation in turn depends the cultural 
deployment of “gasoline engines” and “motors,” which are thus figured as the prime movers of 
social change. 
In this section, I will track the deterministic relationship that Schuyler consistently draws 
in Black Empire between technological superiority and political progress, a connection that finds 
its most powerful instantiation in the form of the sun engine and its network of electrified 
machines. Reading Black Empire as a fantasy about the deterministic potential of energy politics 
helps us reconcile what Yogita Goyal calls Schuyler’s “refusal of race,”—his famous declaration 
in “The Negro Art Hokum” that the African American is merely a “lampblacked Anglo-
Saxon”—and the depiction in his novel of a successful black internationalist revolution (Goyal 
2014 22, Schuyler 1926 37). By centering energy technologies as the central factor in the success 
of Belsidus’ revolutionary plot, Schuyler is able to simultaneously pen a fully realized utopian 
novel seemingly centered on black political organization while also locating the force behind that 
realization outside of the racialized circle of that political unit. Rather than reading the novel 
 
Internationale’s primary source of income is the organized theft of precious metal objects, which are then 
melted down in “an electric furnace,” in what Schuyler’s narrator describes as a “chamber of Vulcan” 
(Black Empire 17). “Commercial” superiority in the novel, then, itself depends, initially, on “industry.” 
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either as an uncharacteristic, tempered endorsement of black internationalist thought or as a 
scathing, parodic takedown of Marcus Garvey (directly) and Du Bois (indirectly), and their 
followers, paying close attention to the electric undercurrent of the novel—and the “sun engine” 
that powers it—suggests an image of Schuyler’s utopianism that is both sincere and critical. 
Rather then, as Goyal notes of much recent criticism on Black Empire, needing to  “reinvent 
Schuyler as a closeted radical” in order to “resolve the contradictions apparent in a black 
conservative writer endorsing black nationalist revolution,” reading the novel with energy in 
mind lets us see that Schuyler was primarily endorsing the possibility of a technological 
revolution, a belief in line with much of the conservative thought regarding energy and 
electricity of the day (Goyal 23, Lieberman 136). I suggest that reading Black Empire as entirely 
a “satirical utopia,” a text designed to “satirize the present through the criticism of an imagined 
society,” glosses over Schuyler’s genuine belief at this time in the political potential promised by 
technological control, a belief that preserves the possibility of real social change in the future 
even as it is deeply critical of the figures and institutions devoted to bringing about that change 
in the present (Vieira 11). In other words, rather than entering the debate about whether Black 
Empire is utopian, satirical, dystopian, or anti-utopian in its relation to black political possibility, 
I will take a step back from those terms to consider the novel as a rumination on the energetic 
forces that contribute to the formation of any of the above, a reflection on the international 
powers behind political change as such (“progress” or otherwise). 
Early on in Black Empire, Slater is introduced to the various technological advancements 
that lay at the heart of the Internationale’s imperial plan, as well as the scientists responsible for 
the inventions. Chief among these technicians is Al Fortune, whose “sun engine,” much like 
Georges Claude’s water plant, powers much of the revolutionary action of the novel, including 
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the determination of its geographic focus. After being shown a massive hydroponic farm that is 
dependent on large amounts of electricity, Slater asks Pat Givens, his tour guide and future love 
interest, how it is possible to “steam-heat a mile of water two feet deep” without incurring an 
impossibly large “overhead.” Givens responds, mysteriously, that she will soon show Slater “a 
source of power, hitherto practically neglected, that is inexhaustible,” which has been harnessed 
by “Negro brains,” opening the possibility of “turn[ing] every wheel in America” (Black Empire 
50). That source, Fortune’s sun engine, Givens then reveals to Slater, is “probably the most 
revolutionary invention in the past thousand years,” a world-historic advancement in the 
management of energy that reaches back past the invention of the steam engine. By naming the 
sun engine “the most revolutionary invention,” Slater is both recognizing the way in which the 
invention represents a “revolution” in technological advancement, but also, punningly, points 
towards the broader “revolutionary” potential which inheres to the invention itself. “Men have 
been trying for a century to invent a cheap sun-harnesser which will cheapen sun power below 
the cost of coal power,” she continues, “Now, a Negro has done it. There have been other solar 
engines but this surpasses them all. It only costs $100 to make and it seems to last indefinitely” 
(Black Empire 53). An impossibly efficient machine that is able to “retain…heat virtually 
without loss for years,” the sun engine emerges as a utopian instrument, a “strange contraption” 
that all but guarantees the success of the Internationale’s quest for superiority in industry. 
As Givens’ note that “there have been other solar engines,” suggests, Schuyler’s interest 
in the potential of solar technology to produce political change and impact the geography of 
colonialism is part of an established—if largely unrealized—energy technological history that 
has gone broadly unexamined. As Christopher E. Johnson writes in his dissertation “’Turn on the 
Sunshine’: A History of the Solar Future,” historians of energy have typically focused “on those 
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energy sources and technologies that are either rising to or descending from a position of 
economic dominance,” while solar, because of its “perennial status as a future technology…has 
remained marginalized in the industrial economy,” and the historiography of that economy, 
“despite its apparent social, economic, and environmental advantages” (Johnson 9, 6). The dream 
of solar power—a particularly potent instance of the belief in “how changes in the energetic 
basis of industrial society might affect the overall character and power dynamics of that 
society”—has largely remained a dream, one which has its roots in a desire for advancements in 
colonial control (Johnson 3). 
Indeed, by framing the sun engine as the power behind the Black Internationale’s 
successful colonization of Africa, Schuyler is inverting the immediate history of solar energy as 
an “imperial strategy by agents of Western industrial nations to exercise power over places 
where fossil fuels (coal in particular) were absent by taking advantage of a locally available 
resource” (Johnson 15). As Johnson notes, the earliest major wave of interest in solar energy as 
an industrial source of power was developed in alignment with “imperial ambitions,” especially 
in “colonial Africa where the climate was conducive to solar energy utilization and where the 
price of coal was as much as fifteen times greater than in England and the eastern US” (Johnson 
28, 44). By the time of Black Empire’s publication in 1936-38, even though the solar 
experiments across the colonial world had largely ended, various projects had already “provided 
convincing demonstrations that solar technologies could function as alternatives to conventional 
energy technologies,” at the same time that they “provided a justification for empire, both 
drawing on sustaining a colonial mindset that envisioned the entire globe as a field for industrial 
expansion” (Johnson 56). 
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By placing the sun engine in the hands of the Black Internationale, then, Schuyler is 
reacting to a recent of history of colonial energy that framed the harnessing of solar energy as a 
means to extend the reach of empire and guarantee the continued hegemony of western powers.96 
By positioning solar energy as an anti-colonial force (which of course serves the rise of another, 
black empire), Schuyler is professing a faith in the ability of energy-technological control to 
upend established geographies rather than underwrite them. This faith, Fortune explains, can be 
supported through recourse to history: “The white man cannot successfully compete with any 
industry we may enter because he has no machine such as this,” he argues, “we have a distinct 
advantage of starting with something as far in advance of his industrial methods as steam was in 
advance of hand power” (Black Empire 54). Recalling (and contradicting) Du Bois’ depiction of 
the human motor, Schuyler’s technocrat here is calling for a teleological vision of technological 
history in which the sun engine ought to be understood as a straightforward evolution akin to the 
transition from “hand power” to “steam.” At the same time that Fortune sees the sun engine in a 
straightforward evolutionary narrative of energy technology, he also notes the way in which new 
technological developments tend to incorporate and transform the old: the “miniature ‘flash 
boiler’” on the inside of each sun engine, the engineer notes, is “of the type used in old-fashioned 
 
96 In his recent “Resource Radicalism and the Solar System of Black Empire” Jeff Diamanti usefully 
broadens the solar archive and considers Schuyler’s novel in relation to two particular figures, Augustin 
Mouchot, whose experiments with solar power in 19th century Algeria were part of the French colonial 
effort, and Frank Shuman, a “science celebrity” of the early twentieth century who rose to fame for his 
“solar hot boxes” which he installed in Egypt in the years proceeding World War I (Diamanti 11). 
Diamanti’s article is one of the few literary critical approaches to the question of energy in relation to 
African American literature, and I appreciate his rare acknowledgement—vital to my work in this 
dissertation—that “certainly the relationship between coal power and racial inequality marks” some of the 
most significant African American texts of the twentieth century. In arguing that Black Empire’s 
depiction of Africa “and its solar potential reverses the racial coincidence with energy infrastructure in 
America,” reimagining race as “not just a socio-historical construction…but as a cause and effect of an 
energic inflection to state power,” Diamanti usefully articulates one of the links between this chapter and 
my dissertation’s earlier focus on the racial politics of coal: by imagining the utopian birth of a solar black 
empire, Schuyler demonstrates in the negative the strictures that fall uniquely on African Americans 
under fossil capital (Diamanti 4-5). 
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steam automobiles, like the old Stanley Steamer” (Black Empire 53). Further, the simultaneously 
old and new nature of the sun engines are emphasized the second time they are described in the 
novel, when they are described as resembling “futuristic anti-aircraft guns or Brobdingnagian 
mosquitoes”: they recall both the sight of imagined industrial weaponry and equally fictional 
oversized pests. There are thus two parallel historical tracks embedded in the sun engine: first, 
the sense that the machine will result in historical progress—that the “machine makes history,” 
in Robert Heibroner’s words—but also that the history of the machine itself is characterized by 
fits and starts: it is a history that redoubles on its self, looks back as it moves forward (Heibroner 
54). At the same time that the sun engine is “as far in advance” of contemporary technologies “as 
steam was in advance of hand power,” then, it is also essentially a part of that contemporary 
moment, just as “hand power”—pace Du Bois—is a part of the age of steam and coal. To deploy 
solar power as a “future technology” requires both a faith in a progressive structure of history 
and an acknowledgement of the centrality of looking backwards for any conceptualization of the 
future. 
Just as the real-world colonial experiments in solar power had their roots in the “natural” 
geography of empire, the end-point of the history of the sun engine has a geographic dimension 
in addition to the political one suggested by the black technocracy’s advance position in relation 
to the white world. While the collection of sun engines that Slater visits with Givens is in New 
Jersey, nearby the Internationale’s headquarters in Harlem, Fortune is quick to point out that this 
is far from the ideal location for a power station of this kind. “This engine is capable of 
converting the sunlight falling on an area of one square mile into 70,000 horsepower on a 
cloudless day,” Fortune notes, “imagine what that will mean when we set up these batteries in 
the tropics?” In the same way that Schuyler’s fascination with the Claude’s oceanothermic 
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invention causes him to speculate on the possibility of mass migration to the Caribbean, 
Fortune’s invention implies the geographic reorientation of modern life as well: “the sunshine 
falling on the State of New Mexico alone furnishes a hundred times as much energy per year as 
the total of all coal, oil and water power used per year in the United States” (Black Empire 54). 
In order for the sun engine to truly revolutionize modern life, nearness to “coal, oil and water 
power” would be devalued in relation to spaces with climatic conditions conducive to the 
production of solar energy: the geographic order of things on a global scale would be impacted.97 
In the novel’s second volume, after the Internationale’s conquest of Africa has begun in earnest, 
this geographic shift is restated in terms more useful to the “Black Empire”: “’The sun is our 
greatest asset,’” remarks the head of the Internationale’s medical wing, “pointing to the burning 
disk in the cloudless blue sky.”98 “Yes,” Slater agrees, “’it frees us from dependence upon coal 
and oil, and without those two products no modern nation can become great. There’s no place in 
the world that has more sunshine than Africa, and the supply is inexhaustible and eternal” (Black 
Empire 160). While of course the international system of coal and oil distribution and the 
possibility of transmitting electricity over large distances seems to assure that even a “modern 
nation” without “coal and oil” within its borders might “become great,” the geographic 
particularity of the sun engine ensures a certain freedom from international dependence, even as 
 
97 The link between political geography and energy technology is literalized late in the novel’s first 
volume, when a “huge map of Africa fifteen feet high and equally as broad” has “every important African 
town…marked in electric lights set to turn green if in our [the Black Internationale’s] hands and red if 
remaining in the hands of the whites” (Black Empire 124). 
98 Almost the entirety of the description of the sun engines is rewritten in the novel’s second part, which, 
appearing at first to be a clear product of the novel’s serialization in The Pittsburgh Courier, takes on a 
certain significance when one notices that very few other aspects of the first part of the novel are repeated 
in as much detail in the second. Evidently, Schuyler saw the description of the sun engine as narratively 
central enough—or at least descriptively interesting enough—to bear repeating for returning and new 
readers alike. 
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the “Internationale” builds an empire out of international cooperation. In Black Empire, solar 
energy has the capability to upend the paleotechnic geography of empire (or the imperial order of 
“fossil capital”) and replace it with a new form of international power, which finds its start in the 
decoupling of the nation from the extraction of energy.99 
If, then, the invention of the sun engine leads inexorably to the establishment of a new 
geopolitical arrangement, what are the contours of the political shift to come? If the steam engine 
built the world of white supremacy and racial capitalism, what kind of political-economic future 
does the sun engine produce? Nearly every aspect of life in the “Black Empire” is touched by the 
invention of the sun engine, beginning with one of the first moments of contact between Belsidus 
and the native kings of Liberia, the first country that the Black Internationale claims as their own. 
In this scene, Belsidus and his group recreate the moment of colonial encounter, aided by the sun 
engines and the machines they power: 
Dr. Belsidus was determined to make a good impression on these native kings and their 
warriors because he realized that their allegiance was essential. His huge throne was at 
the far end of the palaver kitchen on a dais. Comfortable chairs were supplied for the 
chiefs, chairs which recently had graced the drawing rooms of Liberian aristocrats. At 
intervals big electric fans on high standards whirled fresh currents of air over the 
perspiring nobility. The power came from a portable electric light plant. Most of these 
men had never seen ice or consumed an iced drink, but on this day they were served Tom 
Collinses and rickeys. Expensive cigars were freely passed around by the box. (Black 
Empire 109, emphasis mine) 
 
Here, the material “progress” promised by colonization, and the attendant inversion of the social 
order (the chairs taken from “the drawing rooms of Liberian aristocrats”) finds its most sensually 
intense form in the “fresh currents of air” blown by “big electric fans,” themselves powered by a 
 
99 The “paleotechnic phase” or the era of “fossil capital” are two ways, drawn from Lewis Mumford and 
Andreas Malm respectively, of naming the energy regime in which the “economy of self-sustaining 
growth” is “predicated on the growing consumption of fossil fuels,” in Malm’s words, or the age of the 
“coal-and-iron complex,” in Mumford’s (Malm 11, Mumford 110). Both formulations usefully 
foreground the longue durée of fossil fuels as well as their vital connection to particularly modern 
economic and social arrangements.  
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“portable electric light plant.” The “power” of the colonizer is directly instantiated in the 
“power” of the sun engines, as well as in the equally nature-conquering spectacle of “iced 
drinks.” The electric fans and the portable sun engines that fuel them represent, on a small scale, 
what Brian Larkin refers to as the deployment of infrastructural technologies as a way of 
invoking the “colonial sublime,” aimed not at underscoring the “grandeur of nature” but rather 
“the work of humankind” (Larkin 36).100 
The importance of technological power is emphasized in Belsidus’ speech that follows 
the description of the space of the converted palaver kitchen: “You are the brothers and 
comrades of one who is greater than the white man,” he declares, “White man makes hut that 
runs along the road, I make hut that runs along the road. White man has big palaver kitchen that 
floats across the sea. I also have big floating palaver kitchen” (Black Empire 110). His words 
“cleverly phrased in the idiom of the jungle,” as Slater observes, Belsidus makes a point of 
translating the technological superiority of the Internationale into the terms of those who wishes 
to persuade to join his cause: a car becomes a “hut that runs along the road,” a steamship, a “big 
floating palaver kitchen.” “I have iron birds that fly across the sea,” Belsidus continues, “I have 
power greater than the white man. You are my comrades. You will have big stone houses like the 
white man. You will talk over wires” (Black Empire 111). It is difficult not to read “power” here 
as a repetition of the “power” that runs the electric fans, that is, as the power that helps the “iron 
birds” to fly across the sea, and enables the Internationale and their followers to “talk over 
 
100 In his story notes for what would become Black Empire, the “temples of love” that dot Belsidus’ 
empire, which serve both as economic centers and venues for the consolidation of his political ideology, 
are both “lighted from the top” and “air-conditioned,” mirroring both the “big electric fans” in the 
converted palaver kitchen and the “refrigerated houses” Schuyler imagines in the oceanothermically 
powered tropics (SFP Box 17, reproduced in Black Empire 326). The technological concordance between 
these three spaces reflects ubiquity of energy across the different venues that within which colonial 
process takes place. 
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wires.” Excited by his promises, the “grave, sedate chiefs” in turn “fell flat upon the ground and, 
grasping the Doctor’s highly polished shoe, kissed the toe”: the speech is a success. And as soon 
as it ends, Slater notes, Belsidus and his entourage fly “down to Sinoe,” where he addresses 
“another bevy of chiefs,” before flying to “Harper for the same purpose”: the same “power” that 
Belsidus promises to the kings enables him to make those promises in the first place, an apparent 
guarantor of the sincerity of his colonial project. 
If the establishment and display of a solar power is central to the project of the Black 
Internationale, destroying the energetic capabilities of the Internationale’s enemies is figured in 
the novel’s conclusion as equally important. During the novel’s concluding chapter, an “infernal 
machine” referred to as the “cyclotron” comes into focus as the central agent of the narrative: a 
machine, powered by the sun engines distributed across the empire, designed to “stop all 
batteries and dynamos” that it comes into contact with (Black Empire 242, 249). When the 
cyclotron is first introduced, the process of supplying it with power becomes a marker of time in 
the narrative, as it progresses from “one million volts, to “two million…three million…four 
million,” and “five million” over the course of two pages, as tension mounts and desperation 
sinks in. The gradual powering up of the machine contrasts markedly with the much faster 
depiction of depleting gasoline a few chapters earlier. As Slater and other members of the 
Internationale attempt to fly back to their stronghold in Kakata, Liberia, they run out of gas, 
eventually landing in the Sahara: “We were making close to 300 miles an hour, but we were 
worried as we watched the gasoline slowly disappear. We had had 160 gallons when we started, 
and now, with only a little more than half our journey behind us, the tanks were rapidly 
emptying. We began looking for suitable landing places in the wilderness of primeval forest” 
(Black Empire 229). The mixed language of speed here (watching the gasoline “slowly 
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disappear,” as the tanks are “rapidly emptying”) gestures at the temporal disruption energy 
technologies engender, and the contrast between the paragraph-long experience of running out of 
gas with and the pages-long powering up of the cyclotron suggests something of the way 
different forms of energy lend themselves to different experiences of time as well as its literary 
depiction. 
In the case of the cyclotron, the slow depiction of its process of powering up serves to 
emphasize the absolute destruction that they make possible: as Professor Portobla, the Brazilian 
inventor of the machines states, “when zees beams turn on any machine, he perish” (Black 
Empire 245). “Zay cannot operate ze beeg guns,” Portabla states, “zay cannot operate ze 
ammunition conveyors. Zay cannot signal because zay cannot use telephone or radio. We blot 
zem out completely. Zay can only lay zere an’ be destroyed” (Black Empire 249). True to his 
word, Portobla soon “gave the command to cut off the power,” and “the great combined navy 
that had threatened the very existence of the Black Empire was scattered over the bottom of the 
sea”: the success of the “Black Empire,” is here figured as the literal end of “white power;” the 
apotheosis of black energetic superiority coincides with the reduction of the technological 
capacities of the white world to a pre-electric state. As the “great machines ate up all the electric 
power which the ingenuity of the electricians had brought down from the interior,” and transform 
that power into the destruction of the same, the novel comes to its dramatic close: the 
electricians—Schuyler’s technocrats—win the war (Black Empire 249). 
 
3.5 Conclusion—Atoms for Equality? 
 
Five years before the publication of Black Empire in the Pittsburgh Courier began and 
the sun engine came to stand in for the possibilities of black technological progress, Schuyler 
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included another form of speculative energy technology in his (much more widely read) 1931 
parody, Black No More. Towards the end of the novel, Dr. Samuel Buggerie, a “statistician of a 
great New York insurance company,” completes a genealogical survey that shows that nearly all 
Americans possess African ancestry, a shocking find that upends the logic of racial purity upon 
which the novel’s events (via its disruption) depend (Schuyler 1931a 155). This project, 
however, is only the latest of many for Buggerie, and among his earlier publications is “an even 
more learned work…entitled Putting Wasted Energy to Work, in which he called attention, by 
elaborate charts and graphs, to the possibilities of harnessing the power generated by the leaves 
of trees rubbing together on windy days” (Schuyler 1931a 155-6). Unlike the sun engine, which 
Schuyler figures as the invention of “Negro brains,” this improbable form of wind energy—
which presumably is never actualized—comes from the mind of a “professional Anglo-Saxon,” a 
“ponderous, nervous, entirely bald, specimen of humanity,” whose primary concern is 
establishing the racial purity of white America (Schuyler 1931a 155).101 What does it mean that 
Schuyler’s earliest depiction of a speculative energy source comes in the form of an aside to a 
caustic characterization of a pseudoscientific white supremacist? What does this characterization 
bring to bear on the cautious utopianism—or at least a small faith in the possibilities of 
technocracy—embodied by Black Empire’s sun engine? 
One way to account for this difference would be to subsume the entirety of Black Empire 
under the cloak of satire to which many aspects of the novel clearly do adhere: it is unthinkable 
 
101 Jeffrey B. Ferguson notes that Buggerie was likely modeled off of Walter A Plecker, a researcher 
“closely associated with a series of race integrity bills that passed the Virginia state legislature in the late 
1920s and early 1930s” (Ferguson 239). Plecker’s work towards establishing the (pseudo)scientific basis 
of racial difference “proved instrumental in pressuring the Virginia legislature to pass…laws…intended to 
enforce social separation of races” (Ferguson 287n38). Schuyler’s description of Buggerie as a 
“descendent of the First Families of Virginia,” underscores the connection between these two figures, and 
his decision to add the fictional Putting Wasted Energy to Work to Plecker’s resume suggests Schuyler 
saw some connection between a concern with “wasted energy” and theories of racial difference. 
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to take Schuyler’s depiction of a eugenicist medical policy early in the novel’s second half as an 
endorsement, just as it is clear that his depiction of Belsidus—whose $25,000 “top floor 
apartment” is “strictly late Egyptian,” in decoration—is meant to be understood as a critique of 
the self-aggrandizement he saw embodied by figures like Garvey and Du Bois (Black Empire 
151, 22).102 At the same time, Schuyler’s genuine enthusiasm for Georges Claude’s 
oceanothermic power plant and the clear way in which Black Empire responds so intensely to his 
own call in that same essay for “more Negroes…active in the exact sciences,” suggests that we 
might read the technological portions of Schuyler’s novel as, in fact, sincerely utopian. Instead 
of throwing out the possibility of reading Schuyler as an advocate of technological life, I suggest 
that it makes more sense to see his belief in the energy-technological as existing in conjunction 
with, rather than as a replacement to, his more cynical views on the possibility of racial progress. 
The connection between these two ways of thinking about progress is made explicit in a 
“Views and Reviews” column by Schuyler on the question of the atom bomb, which, he writes, 
has “opened new fields of speculation on the future of war, peace, and the progress of what we 
laughingly call civilization.” For Schuyler, the bomb “puts the Anglo-Saxons definitely on top 
where they will remain perhaps for decades,” until “other people discover and perfect a weapon 
more devastating than the uranium bomb”: technological progress, familiarly, produces political 
superiority. Schuyler closes his article, interestingly, with a reflection on atomic energy, which I 
would like to quote in full: 
On the optimistic side, the possibilities of the release of atomic energy are breath-taking. We 
shall be able to do all the world’s chores (if the earth survives the indiscriminate use of 
atomic bombs) with practically no physical labor. Even the slaves in Africa, Russia, 
 
102 Of the latter’s involvement in the foundation of early pan-African conferences, Schuyler writes in a 
1925 article in The Messenger: “It is quite clear that to the Right Rev. Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois, Bishop of 
the Aframerican Literati, the credit does not belong” (Schuyler 1925 262). Like his thinly veiled depiction 
of Du Bois in Black No More as “Dr. Shakespeare Agamemnon Beard,” the drawn-out honorifics here are 
meant to signal Du Bois’ (Belsidus-like) inflated sense of self-importance. 
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Germany, Siam, Java and Mississippi will be able to loll at ease most of the day and have no 
duties except to be courteous and obedient to politicians and pro-consuls set over them. 
Senegalese will be able to take a flying ship after breakfast, lunch in New York, and dine in 
Honolulu. Negro insurance executives from Durham and Atlanta will be vacationing on the 
moon or Mars, albeit in the Negro section. NAACP executives will be sending television 
messages protesting the failure of interstellar transport lines to provide adequate facilities for 
colored tourists. We shall be having on our tables grapes picked that morning in Argentina, 
fresh milk and cream from Denmark, and delicacies from Nanking and Samarkand. In the 
words of Father Divine, it will be “truly wonderful”! (Schuyler 1945) 
 
In this typically ironic and acidic closing paragraph, Schuyler shows how, despite the atom bomb 
and atomic energy opening up “new fields of speculation on the future,” the constraints of the 
racial politics of the day supersede those speculations and persist inexorably into the future. 
Technological “progress” here is figured as a track running entirely parallel to “progress” in 
other aspects of life: the reality of Jim Crow in the atomic future is exactly the same as it is in 
1945, only operating at a scale commensurate to that enabled by new energy technologies.103 
Even the forces designed to even out these parallel tracks of politics, like the NAACP, find 
themselves adapting to new technological realities (“protesting the failure of interstellar transport 
lines to provide adequate facilities for colored tourists”) rather than parlaying them into social 
progress, as Schuyler’s earlier black technocrats might have. Even in a world of infinite energy 
and “practically no physical labor,” segregation and social stratification remain: changes in 
technological life have no impact on the political. 
What is also fascinating about Schuyler’s cynicism about atomic energy here is that 
almost exactly two years later Du Bois would publish a very similar article without the disbelief 
 
103 As Langston Hughes writes in “The Atomic Age,” one of his “Simple Stories,” any progress derived 
from the arrival of using “atoms for peace,” can only result in the further disenfranchisement of black 
Americans: “the atom belongs to white folks,” he writes, “I have not seen a Negro with an atom anywhere 
in his possession, not even a speck of an atom, not even atom dust. Have you?” According to Simple, the 
“atom age,” will primarily mean black people losing work: “an atom don’t weigh an ounce if it’s no 
bigger than a pinhead,” he writes, echoing Du Bois, “so they don’t need no lifters to lift it, nor haulers to 
haul it, nor shovelers to shovel it” (Hughes 70). 
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in the power of technology to supersede the strictures of racial politics that undergirds Schuyler’s 
feigned “optimistic side.” “There is a wide misunderstanding concerning atomic energy,” he 
writes, “most persons regard it primarily as a new weapon of death and destruction. This is as 
false as it would be to think of electricity as primarily a force to electrocute murderers.” Rather 
than read the atomic through its “incidental and accidental…first use” as a way to “kill thousands 
of men, women and children,” it would be better if the “men of science in the world were free to 
develop this amazing discovery of a new and inexhaustible source of power,” through which “we 
might in our day revolutionize human life on earth.” This “universal source of power,” Du Bois 
writes, “can easily supersede coal, steam, water-power and most other sources of energy now in 
use, and at a cost below anything dreamed of, since manufactured power began to replace the 
brute toll of human muscles” (Du Bois 1947) The language here both underscores Du Bois’ 
belief in the importance of considering the “toll of human muscles,” in any history of energy, and 
echoes the hauntingly similar wording of Schuyler’s much earlier statement that the 
oceanothermic generator might help “revolutionize our civilization” (Schuyler 1931b). Unlike 
Schuyler in 1945, for whom the material and social world of progress are absolutely separated 
from each other, there is an overlap for Du Bois in ’47, a sense that moving past life as “lifting” 
might find its echo in “uplift.” The atomic future, in Du Bois’ vision, promises that “the power 
and energy which now enslaves us” could be transformed into a source of emancipation, an 
international power aligned with an uncomplicated vision of “universal” progress (Du Bois 
1947). 
How might we account for this shift late in Du Bois’ career towards a less critical 
perspective on the connection between technological change and social progress? Why does the 
atomic appear to Du Bois as a “universal source of power,” detached from the geography of the 
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color line, while hydroelectricity, as I’ve shown, represents a continuation of imperial hegemony 
and the localization of global war? As he writes in an earlier Chicago Defender article from 
1946, atomic power resists the national politics of energy that ensures “America and 
Europe…will remain undisputed masters of mankind.” Because atomic energy emerges 
alongside the possibility of atomic destruction, Du Bois writes, it seems unlikely that “white 
nations” will “trust each other,” with the technology and maintain the balance of imperial 
control. As he writes in another column on atomic power, the geography of colonial space—the 
“jungles of Africa, the wide plains of Asia”—diminish the “fatal efficiency” of the atomic bomb: 
“perhaps in this single fact,” Du Bois writes, “lies the answer to our query” of the status of the 
“Little People” in the face of the atom bomb (Du Bois 1946b). What’s more, Du Bois argues, it 
is not possible “to keep the secret of the loosing of atomic power, as a monopoly of white folk;” 
instead, “Japanese and Chinese brains, the intelligence of India and the rising intelligence of Pan-
Africa” will themselves “unlock the atom” and “master this language of force” (Du Bois 1946). 
The form of the atom—its status as a brand new “language of force” which is available 
internationally, its relative ineffectiveness as a weapon outside of “the clustered cities of 
Europe”—disassociates this particular form of energy from established patterns of colonial 
dominance and control (Du Bois 1946a, b). 
For Du Bois, then, different forms of energy technology—the human motor, the 
hydroelectric dam, the atomic plant—possess different relationships to racial progress on an 
international scale, while for Schuyler, all energy technologies carry some promise of 
“progress,” but that progress doesn’t necessarily impact the world of racial politics at all. As a 
historical force, “energy” for Du Bois is multivalent: it can serve as a concept bringing global 
labor solidarity into focus, a way of “domesticating” and disguising international colonial 
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aggression, or as a new “language of force,” capable of destabilizing those international systems. 
For Schuyler, on the other hand, while energy is a determining force behind history, it is access 
to the creation and use of those technologies that dictates its political meaning above all else. “So 
long as the Negro did not make the machinery of modern civilization,” Belsidus argues in Black 
Empire, “just so long was the Negro doomed to remain a slave of the white man” (Black Empire 
95). In a note for an unpublished story entitled “The Land Under the Sea,” Schuyler describes “a 
country where civilization has existed for millions of years; where black men have conquered 
telepathy, [and] atomic energy” (SFP Box 17, qtd. in Hill and Rasmussen 308). Atomic energy, 
like “telepathy,” is figured here as supernatural, a force beyond everyday understanding that 
operates outside of the temporal scale of the individual life. With this image of an impossibly old 
civilization, built on the twinned magic of infinite energy and perfect communication, Schuyler 
provides an emblem of his theory of energy and the political future, which ties individual control 
to the possibility of progress. For both he and Du Bois, paying close attention to the various 
forms of energy that move throughout the modern world—not just those forms that are dominant 




Chapter 4: Steam Heat and Furnace Room: The Thermoculture of The Street 
 
 
“Q. And your plots? 
A. …from items in newspapers, from the weather…” 
- Ann Petry, Interview by Hazel Arnett Ervin, 1989. 
 
 
4.1 Introduction—Energy and “Social Criticism” 
 
 
When Lutie Johnson first enters the apartment at 116th street in Harlem in which much of 
Ann Petry’s The Street takes place, among the many things she notices about the space—which 
is “no better or worse than she had anticipated”—is a “faint smell of gas that hovered about,” 
which suggests to her a “slow, incurable leak somewhere in [the stove’s] connections” (The 
Street 16). Reading this sentence today, it is easy to understand the “slow” leak as a 
representative of “slow violence,” and the “faint smell of gas” that accompanies that leak as a 
reminder of the energy regime at its base (Nixon 2).104 The image of the leaky stove is 
interestingly multivalent, representing both an “incurable” ill—a problem seemingly inherent to 
the environmental conditions of black America—and the product of a material issue with the gas 
stove’s “connections.” The problem of the leaky stove is necessarily locatable, actionable—
existing, physically, “somewhere,” in spite of (or because of) its status as a node in a system of 
energy distribution and consumption. This system appears in many forms throughout the novel: 
as the material and sensory pair of a stove and a gas leak, as the experience of unavoidable cold 
or the process of shoveling coal into a hot furnace, as a stack of utility bills and the anxiety they 
create. This chapter pays close attention to the multiple layers of that system in order to more 
 
104 In his essay “Naturalist Smellscapes and Environmental Justice,” Hsuan L. Hsu reads the smell of gas 
in The Street as a sign of “residential, infrastructural” slow violence, a characterization that I accept but 
also hope to complicate in this chapter through attention to the generative or imaginative depictions of the 
novel’s infrastructure (Hsu 801).  
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accurately understand how Lutie’s desire for “a place where she could forget for a little while 
about the gas bill and the rent bill and the light bill” is as much a statement about the culture and 
politics of energy as it is an acceptance of Franklinian bootstrapism or a critique of racial 
capitalism, as Lutie’s political feelings and desires are often understood (The Street 83, Harris 
Lopez 70, Dow 238-243). In particular, Lutie’s dream here reflects her registration of what 
media theorist Nicole Starosielski has termed the thermocultural, as a way of conceptualizing the 
matrix of social and material objects, spaces, and processes which mediate our embodied 
experience of temperature (Starosielski 2016 294). In The Street, Petry explores the cultural 
politics of energy through the representation of energy as heat. 
When the stove and gas return much later in the novel, the precise mode of their 
dysfunction shifts from slow leak to abrupt eruption, in a moment of thermal experience that 
precipitates the novel’s (conventionally) violent conclusion: 
Because [Lutie] was late getting home and she knew that Bub was hungry, she tried to hurry the 
preparation of dinner. And when she tried to light the gas stove, there was a sudden, flaring burst 
of flame that seared the flesh of her hand and set it to smarting and burning. Bub was leaning out 
of the kitchen window intently watching the dogs in the yard below. 
 ‘Damn it,’ she said. She covered her hand with a dishtowel, holding the towel tightly to 
keep the air away from the burn. It wasn’t a bad burn, she thought; it was a mere scorching of 
surface skin. 
 Yet she couldn’t check the rage that welled up in her. ‘Damn being poor!’ she shouted. 
‘God damn it!’ (The Street 325) 
 
In this scene, the metonymic relation Lutie feels between a burned hand and “being poor” 
emphasizes how uneven experiences of temperature contribute to and represent the broad system 
of economic and social entrapment The Street constantly dramatizes. This scene comes 
immediately after Lutie reflects on “the animals at the Zoo,” lions and tigers fighting over meat, 
and considers how “she was becoming something like that,” how she, like the enclosed animals, 
was becoming a creature of “uncontrolled savagery,” impelled to “walk in a space even smaller 
than the confines of the cages made necessary” because of a desire to secure sustenance—or, 
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more properly, warmth (The Street 325). A familiar trope in naturalist fiction, the image of the 
confined animal serves for Lutie as a model for thinking through the social possibilities available 
to her within an apparently enclosed environment that seems to overwhelmingly determine 
them.105 It is significant, then, that this metaphor is interrupted by the much more material 
“sudden, flaring burst of flame” caused by the gas stove, the image of which—rather than the 
metaphorical image of the animal—ends up pushing Lutie’s son Bub to accept the 
superintendent Jones’ invitation to commit mail fraud, the juridical transgression which 
ultimately results in his and Lutie’s “fate” (The Street 436). In attending to this moment as an 
interaction with energy that precedes the movement of the naturalist plot—in the place of the 
model of the zoo—I am following Nigel Clark and Kathryn Yusoff’s call to resist the 
“generalized unwillingness to view human collective life in terms of its deep imbrication in 
geological processes: a reluctance, in particular, to conceive of these geologic processes as 
subtending biological possibilities” (Clark and Yusoff 210). If the work of the naturalist critic (or 
the naturalist novelist) is to track or describe the complex etiological chains that animate the 
social world of the text, then this episode (beginning, as it does, with “because”) is vital for 
perceiving the novel’s concern with the relationships among energy, temperature, and 
infrastructure as a cluster of “geologic processes…subtending biological possibilities.” The 
 
105 One prototypical example of this trope comes in the opening of Theodor Dreiser’s The Financier, in 
which his protagonist witnesses a lobster eat a squid within an enclosed fish tank and takes the experience 
as an answer to the self-reflexively naturalist question “How is life organized?” (Dreiser 13). The young 
financier’s extrapolation that “things lived on each other—that was it” translates into social and economic 
understanding of the world in the same way that Lutie pictures herself as a hungry lion. 
The image recurs in the same passage of The Street in the form of the “dogs in the yard below,” 
which, as they are described elsewhere in the novel are less hunters than “inert [animals] sleeping 
amidst…rubbish,” only legible as “alive” because of the “occasional twitching of an ear or the infrequent 
moving of a tail” (The Street 408, 73). If Bub, like the financier or Lutie, is to draw a lesson on life’s 
“organization” from the enclosed dogs below, it seems unlikely he would reach a comparably Darwinist 
conclusion.  
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scene of Lutie’s burn is as emblematic of a larger pattern in the novel in which experiences with 
energy—shoveling coal, feeling steam heat—are rendered primary (or primeval) in relation to 
expressions of agency and, particularly, aesthetic freedom. 
When Lutie burns her hand, the violence of the slow gas leak is made suddenly and 
intensely visible through a more dramatic form of infrastructural dysfunction, yet is still 
understood, importantly, as a “mere scorching of surface skin”: it is still not entirely legible as 
violence (The Street 325). The burn is a “moment of breakdown” in “infrastructure’s 
invisibility,” in Catherine Fennell’s words, a moment in which the “essential supports of modern 
urban life”—and the forms of violence and coercion that they both engender and mask—are 
thrown “into sharpest relief.” By beginning with the smell of the gas leak, I would like to follow 
Fennel and her interlocutor Brian Larkin in resisting the tendency to “focus on the drama of the 
breakdown” and thus “miss the dynamic relations that emerge between the ambient worlds that 
infrastructures raise around their users” (Fennel 2015 113).106 Neither forms of experience, 
represented by the leak and the burst (understood as ambience/breakdown, or slow violence/“fast 
capitalism”) are at all “invisible” to Lutie: she has no problem apprehending the flow of energy 
around her, independent of the “drama of the breakdown” (Nixon 8). Focalizing my reading 
initially through Lutie’s observant eyes, this chapter attends to depiction of the experience of 
temperature in the novel: its regulation, its affective and material dimensions, its insistence and 
persistence (the word “cold” appears in some form throughout the novel nearly 70 times, “hot” 
 
106 Here and throughout, I understand “infrastructures” to refer to the material installations which 
precipitate the directed flow of energy (as fuel, power, heat, or cold) through space, either networked, like 
the lines which pipe gas into Lutie’s stove, or non-networked, like the furnace and its attached radiators. 
While I do, for the most part, want to keep the categories of “infrastructure and “architecture” separate—
architecture might make space for infrastructure within, or be linked to larger infrastructural forms 
without—there is, I think, something to be gained in the slippage which accompanies the 
conceptualization of “architecture as the orchestration of heat” (Ong 7). 
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about 30). Following the flow of heat to the space of the coal-powered furnace room, I articulate 
a model of the novel’s social world that locates the management and consumption of energy as a 
vitally structuring force in its characters’ lives. What results is an analysis of the novel’s 
thermoculture, defined by Starosielski as “the modes by which temperature is managed and 
organized in embedded and culturally specific ways” (Starosielski 2016 306). Thermoculture 
represents one stratum of experience through which we enter into relation with energy, a 
particular form of “consumption” distinct from—but no less material than—more familiar and 
highly visible forms of relation, such as work in a coal mine. Petry’s generic choices, which 
produce a thermocultural naturalism, I argue, foreground precisely this stratum. 
Envisioning the thermoculture of The Street requires reading the burst of the burn in 
relation to the “ambient” experience of the gas leak, and the repetitive labor of shoveling coal. 
Linking these nodes as thermoculture, we can understand Lutie’s burn as something more than a 
“mere scorching of surface.” The tendency to understand the burn as a “mere scorch” is born 
from the same set of thermocultural structures which are responsible for the burn itself. The burn 
is an instance of “thermal violence,” to borrow another term from Starosielski, a form of 
violence which is often deployed as “a means of enacting harm in ways that deflect 
accountability from the perpetrators to the environment itself” (Starosielski 2018 3). The 
experience of a “mere scorching of surface,” is frequently understood as the byproduct, in short, 
of an inhuman environment. But Petry’s protagonist is under no such illusions: “it all added up to 
the same thing, she decided,” Lutie concludes with clarity and assuredness after an extended 
reflection on her “bad street” and its reproductions throughout the United States, “white people. 
She hated them” (The Street 206). Though it is a “mere scorching of surface,” then, Lutie’s rage-
filled “damn being poor!” signals her understanding of the triplicate link among burst, the leak, 
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and the wider thermocultural dynamics of race, poverty, and labor that undergird them. The burn 
is thus interpreted, by both Bub and Lutie, as a sign of social collapse worthy of particular 
attention: it is an experience deserving of “social criticism,” in Petry’s words, which demands 
both recognition and response. 
In “The Novel as Social Criticism,” Petry defends the “sociological” novel, or the novel 
with a “message,” against charges of its irrelevance and artlessness in the 20th century, turning, 
interestingly, to the modern energy regime as one of the things keeping this style of novel “quick 
with life” (Petry 1950 640). The “critical disapproval” that novels of social criticism have faced, 
Petry argues, is “largely based on an idea that had its origin in the latter part of the eighteenth 
century, the idea that art should exist for art’s sake” (Petry 1950 641). For Petry, the eighteenth 
century origin of this notion is key: it is an anachronism, she contends, to hold disdain for the 
social-critical novel, because of the particularities of twentieth century life and the new demands 
they place on the novelist: “being a product of the twentieth century (Hitler, atomic energy, 
Hiroshima, Buchenwald, Mussolini, USSR) I find it difficult to subscribe to the idea that art 
exists for art’s sake. It seems to me that all truly great art is propaganda” (Petry 1950 641). 
Aligning herself with W.E.B. Du Bois’ proclamation decades earlier that “all Art is propaganda 
and ever must be, despite the wailing of the purists,” Petry casts this familiar notion as a 
response to the parenthetical, paratactic list above, which evokes, for the most part, a sense of the 
mass suffering and tragedy only made possible by the unique conditions of twentieth century 
politics and war (Du Bois 1926 296). Evocative too of Adorno’s (likely poorly translated, 
arguably apocryphal) declaration of the impossibility of poetry after Auschwitz, Petry’s list 
firmly articulates both the origin and the object of novels as the world-political dramas against 
which they are set (Hofmann 182-3). Written in 1950, the list is both retrospective and 
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prospective: in Hitler and Mussolini, Hiroshima and Buchenwald, we have clear invocations of 
World War II and its nameable atrocities, while the USSR, along with atomic energy, appear to 
represent some stresses the novel might encounter in the future. 
If the function of the USSR on this list is to point to the uncertain political future of the 
(US-American) twentieth century, then what is the function of “atomic energy”? As that which 
distinguishes her most clearly from Adorno, atomic energy appears as a unique item on Petry’s 
list, not the least because it is not a person, or a place, but a process, or a thing—or, perhaps, a 
culture. As the inclusion of Hiroshima on the list underscores, it seems important to read “atomic 
energy” as an invocation not of the fear of the destructiveness of the atom bomb but as pointing 
at the social and political meanings of that form of energy in particular. As I wrote in the 
conclusion of my previous chapter, there is a tradition of African American writing on the 
nuclear and the atomic—not just in relation to the power of the bomb or the danger of nuclear 
meltdown but specifically in terms of the relationship between the emancipatory potential of 
“unlimited” energy and the bitter reality of its (expected, projected, and actual) deployment 
towards the reproduction of racial norms. By citing “atomic energy” as among the features of the 
twentieth century out of which the novel must grow and towards which it must orient itself, Petry 
is highlighting the connection between the kind of highly focused “social criticism” of The Street 
and the larger matrix of energy extraction, distribution, and consumption of which it is a part. 
Read as a defense of The Street, Petry’s self-targeted literary critical provocation 
describes the ethos behind what I have referred to above as the author’s thermocultural 
naturalism. One of the central conceptual signatures of this approach is to read architectural form 
in terms of energy flow. Lutie’s apartment building, in which the majority of the novel takes 
place, is figured as a space of gas leaks, furnace rooms, electric lights, and frigid hallways. If in 
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my previous chapter, Du Bois’ vision of the body as a “human motor” enabled him to consider 
global labor struggles in terms of energy flows, Petry does something similar for the space of the 
apartment, envisioning architecture as a matter of energy, particularly its circulation and 
consumption.107 As architect and architectural historian Luis Fernández-Galiano writes in his 
monograph Fire and Memory: On Architecture and Energy, “architecture can be understood as a 
material organization that regulates and brings order to energy flows; and, simultaneously and 
inseparably, as an energetic organization that stabilizes and maintains material forms.” For 
Fernández-Galiano, “energy is installed in the heart of architecture” in two distinct ways: first, in 
terms of the energy needed to “organize, modify, and repair the built domain,” and second, 
through the “energy consumption of buildings” themselves, that is, their “thermal regulation, 
water heating, lighting, etc.” (Fernández-Galiano 4). The building might then be understood as 
an “exosomatic artifact,” a container both constructed through the use of and designed around 
the distribution and consumption of a variety of forms of energy (Fernández-Galiano 6). As 
Boon Lay Ong puts it in a recent essay on temperature and architecture: “architecture is the 
orchestration of heat through energy, climate, and habitation,” a definition Ong suggests we 
understand “somewhat poetically” (Ong 7). For Fernández-Galiano—and for the purposes of my 
reading of The Street—this definition ought to be understood, however, in a literal and material 
sense: architecture in Petry’s novel is repeatedly figured in terms of temperature and/as the 
 
107 Though my focus will be on the representation of the apartment building as an energetic space, the 
different spatial scales at which the text operates—the apartment, the building, the street, the 
neighborhood, the city, the country—gesture towards the unique way in which questions of energy are 
often experienced or narrativized in highly localized terms at the same time that they exist as regional, 
national, or global problems. Rather than reading the “domestic enclosures” in the novel as a 
“microscopic representation” of the “larger enclosure of the city of New York,” then, for example, I 
would prefer to highlight the dynamic relationships between these different scales that the novel’s 
depiction of architecture as energy so vibrantly surfaces (Harris-Lopez 68) 
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distribution of energy, while, at the same time, the author keeps an eye on the cultural and 
political dimensions of its construction.  
Each of the following sections considers Petry’s representation of the apartment as an 
energetic space. In my first section, I argue that the thermocultural experiences of the text’s three 
central female characters, Lutie, Mrs. Hedges, and Min, come together to form a critique of the 
racialized history of architecture as energy and its relation to questions of bodily autonomy. 
While Lutie is subjected to a wide variety of thermocultural techniques, she maintains a certain 
measure of control over the heat of her own body, while both Min and Mrs. Hedges—in 
drastically different ways—experience fundamental changes in their ability to maintain 
homeostasis. In the second section, I follow the flow of energy from radiators and airshafts that 
heat and cool the building’s inhabitants to the basement below, into the furnace room—a key 
space, I will show, in the history of African American literature—and to the coal burning within. 
Through Petry’s depiction of the furnace room as a simultaneous space of atavistic 
transformation, aesthetic contemplation, and imaginative escape, the novel denaturalizes racial 
histories of energy consumption and opens up the space, as I conclude, for a vernacular approach 
to energy. I extend this theorization in a conclusion, in which I consider the questions of energy 
and race behind Bub’s fear of the dark. 
By moving from the hiss and feel of steam heat to the coal that burns in the furnace, this 
chapter takes up the study of energy at two different points—or through two different 
representations—of consumption. Extraction, on the other hand, which has appeared in some 
form or another in each of my previous chapters (be it through coal mining or solar harvesting) is 
more or less absent here: in its decidedly “domestic” dimension, Petry’s novel is, perhaps 
unsurprisingly, more concerned with the culture of energy as experienced by the consumer 
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(either as furnace worker or radiator user) rather than the producer or extractor. If, as Sean 
Patrick Adams writes, “examining changes in home heating offers us a way to explore exactly 
what ‘industrialization’ meant for the average American family,” reading for heat in Petry helps 
to build a more accurate account of what industrialization meant specifically for African 
Americans during the middle of the twentieth century (Adams vii). Turning away from 
extraction thus does not mean that a materialist account of literary energy falls out of view: coal, 
in particular, appears in vividly material form in Petry’s novel, as I will explore in the second 
section. Rather, as I’ve already shown, energy need not appear as fuel in order to be understood 
as material: close attention to the thermoculture of The Street, I will show, demonstrates the 
extent to which a materialist reading of energy must account for the flow of energy between 
bodies and their surroundings, and for the social and political structures that direct and redirect 
that flow.   
 
4.2 “A nice warm colored girl”: Petry’s Racial Thermoculture  
 
The opening of The Street—a description of the effects of a “cold November wind” on the built 
environment and its inhabitants—takes on a particular significance considered in relation to heat 
as a matter of energy:  
[The wind] rattled the tops of garbage cans, sucked window shades out through the top of opened 
windows and set them flapping back against the windows; and it drove most of the people off the 
street in the block between Seventh and Eighth Avenues except for a few hurried pedestrians who 
bent double in an effort to offer the least possible exposed surface to its violent assault. (The 
Street 1) 
 
The interaction between the “cold” wind and the “exposed surface” of the pedestrians’ skin—and 
the characterization of that interaction as a “violent assault”—prefigures Lutie’s later experience 
with the “flare” of the stove and the notion of thermal violence which it evokes. The wind, the 
narrator continues “did everything it could to discourage the people walking along the street”: 
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blinding them, making it “difficult to breathe” and blowing “their coats away from their bodies,” 
disrupting their abilities to regulate their own bodies, their capacity to function “normally” (The 
Street 2). Stephen Knadler refers to Petry’s tendency towards “blending of character into setting” 
as a “vibrant naturalism,” a form of writing that foregrounds questions of “whether the human 
itself is separate from a material performance in a dynamic relationship with the light, air, walls, 
and shadows of its lifeworld” (Knadler 141). In Knadler’s new materialist inflected reading, the 
environment of the street bears “the power to constitute subjectivity—a subjectivity understood 
less as identity than…as ‘capacity’” (Knadler 143). As the “cold” wind of the novel’s opening 
suggests, The Street’s environment seems at its most deterministically e/affecting in the realm of 
temperature. 
The initial description of Lutie’s interaction with the wind, too, emphasizes the effect of 
the “cold” that it conducts: 
The wind lifted Lutie Johnson’s hair away from the back of her neck so that she felt suddenly 
naked and bald, for her hair had been resting softly and warmly against her skin. She shivered as 
the cold fingers of the wind touched the back of her neck, explored the sides of her head. It even 
blew her eyelashes away from her eyes so that her eyeballs were bathed in a rush of coldness and 
she had to blink in order to read the words on the sign swaying back and forth over her head. (The 
Street 2, italics mine) 
 
This description of the coldness of the wind is the first of many depictions of temperature in the 
novel that center the intense effect it has on experiences of bodily autonomy and control (or the 
perception thereof): “temperatures,” Elena Beregow writes, “do and undo bodily boundaries” 
(Beregow 2). The cold of the wind distorts Lutie’s perception of herself (she feels suddenly 
“naked and bald”) and her ability to interface with the world around her (the “rush of coldness” 
on her “eyeballs” prevents her from reading the sign). The cold, in short, stands between the 
world and Lutie. If, as Hsuan L. Hsu writes, “the Harlem wind appears as the novel’s central 
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antagonist,” then it is the coldness of the wind in particular that allows it to act as such (Hsu 
802). 
When, for a moment, the antagonistic cold of the wind fades, and Lutie is finally able to 
read the sign on the apartment building before her, it provides a direct solution to the 
environmental assault that she faces outside: “three rooms, steam heat, parquet floors, 
respectable tenants. Reasonable” (The Street 3). Reading this sign, Lutie is able to produce, in 
Heather J. Hicks’ words, a “highly developed and precise…exegesis” which proves to be 
“entirely accurate once she has entered the building herself” (Hicks 96).108 Significantly, among 
Lutie’s interpretations of the sign is her understanding that “steam heat meant a rattling, clanging 
noise in the radiators early in the morning, and then a hissing that went on all day” (The Street 
3). Even after the cold of the wind is established as The Street’s “antagonist,” then, it is clear that 
the novel wants the reader to resist reading its apparent opposite as any kind of clear protagonist: 
for Lutie, “steam heat meant” much more than simple warmth. Instead, the presence of steam 
heat characterizes the apartment both a social space disrupted by things like “rattling, 
clanging…[and] hissing” and as a refuge from the “antagonism” of the “natural” environment 
without. As I will show in this section and the next, The Street’s ambivalent depiction of the 
cultural and social meanings of heating and warmth reflects a nuanced understanding of 
architecture, energy, and embodiment that foregrounds the significance of race for the 
interactions among the three. 
In her introduction to a recent special issue of Culture Machine on “Thermal Objects,” 
Elena Beregow argues that “temperature is never simply a free flow of vital energies, but it is 
 
108 Hick’s own exegesis of Lutie’s translation of the sign—which otherwise moves step by step through 
Lutie’s reflections—typically omits the significance and meaning of “steam heat” for Lutie and the text as 
a whole (Hicks 95-6). 
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always embedded in mechanisms of regulation and control, both on the internal level of bodies 
regulating their core temperature to maintain it, and also regarding the politics of control and 
manipulation of those thermal systems” (Beregow 4). This network of social, political, and 
material mechanisms within which temperature is embedded is what makes up a thermoculture. 
As Starosielski argues, this system of regulation “sets conditions for how matter, whether the 
matter of human bodies, media technologies, or mineral ores, takes shape and circulates through 
the world” (Starosielski 2016 305). Starosielski’s language here reflects some of the basic 
connections I see between the notion of thermoculture and generic conventions of naturalism in 
operation in The Street. Both concepts place a heavy emphasis on how “conditions” for activity 
are set, and the question of “matter” remains central to each (though the matter of naturalism’s 
materialism remains the subject of some debate [See Link]). The moment with which this 
chapter began—in which an experience of energy as heat activated the mechanisms of plot—is 
emblematic of a general current of thermal determinism which courses through The Street, both 
at the ambient level of things like steam heat and through more extreme interactions, as I will 
explore, like exposure to an uncontrolled fire. Petry’s thermocultural naturalism is particularly 
attendant to the racial elements of the experience of energy as heat, or the ways in which 
“thermal discourses and techniques…mark cultural differences by producing and sorting 
gendered and racialized bodies” (Beregow 11). When, during the novel’s conclusion, Lutie 
interprets Junto’s sexual aggression in thermal terms—“a nice white gentleman who’s a little 
cold around the edges wants to sleep with a nice warm colored girl”—she is metaphorizing the 
material politics of temperature and race with which the novel is deeply concerned (The Street 
417). 
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As Beregow notes above (and as the sexual context of Lutie’s reflection above also 
emphasizes) gender plays a significant role in the development of the novel’s thermoculture, and, 
as such, this section will continue to read the thermal experiences of the novel’s protagonist in 
relation to those of two other female characters, Mrs. Hedges and Min, whose exposure to 
“thermal techniques” depart significantly from Lutie’s. Mrs. Hedges, we learn late in the novel, 
has “never really felt cool since the time she was in [a] fire,” while, for Min, life within an 
“oven” of an apartment leaves her feeling constantly cold without (The Street 256, 23). Lutie, on 
the other hand, is presented as a purportedly normative subject of thermoculture, a figure who 
runs, within the confines of her own body, neither too hot nor too cold. Indeed, one of the major 
dramas of the novel revolves around the preservation of Lutie’s warmth—or, more literally, her 
ability to maintain homeostasis, her capacity to remain “a nice warm colored girl” despite the 
disassembling thermoculture around her.  
Lutie’s “normative” experience of the thermoculture of the street picks up when she 
finally enters the apartment building and encounters Jones, a character at the heart of the novel’s 
depiction of the circulation of energy as heat, as the second section will explore. Standing in the 
open door to Jones’ apartment, Lutie notices “the hot fetid air from the apartment in back of him 
[come] out into the hall” and hears “the faint sound of the steam hissing in the radiators” (The 
Street 9). As Hicks notes, the accuracy of Lutie’s exegesis of the sign immediately shows itself, 
as the “hot” air of the Super’s apartment—“the darkest apartment, the smallest, most unrentable 
apartment” in the building—leaks out into the hallway, stinking like a gas, and the sound of the 
radiators (“faint” as it is) disturbingly audible even from the hallway (The Street 7). Just as the 
cold outside threatens the bodily boundaries of Lutie and the other pedestrians, the sheer 
intensity of the heat from Jones’ apartment (much like the dog that attempts to escape it) seems 
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to threaten to overtake the liminal space that it borders—and correspondingly disorganize (or 
derange) its inhabitants. Asked if she wants to look at the available apartment upstairs, Lutie 
“pull[s] her coat around her a little tighter,” before dropping into a two-page reverie on the 
question, which is finally interrupted when she responds in the affirmative. Jones ducks back into 
his apartment for a flashlight, “closing the door behind him so that it made a soft, sucking 
sound,” which repeats when he closes the door again on his way out (The Street 9, 11). The door, 
in this scene, acts almost like a vacuum seal, locking into place in response to the temperature 
differential on each side of the doorway, a vivid evocation of the sensory experience of 
architecture as the “orchestration of heat” (Ong 7). 
With the door closed and the heat of Jones’ apartment sealed away, the pair begin to 
climb the stairs, and, because of another shift in temperature, Lutie is pushed to close her eyes to 
the space around her: “she stopped looking at the stairs…stopped peering into the corners of the 
long hallways, for it was cold, and she began walking faster trying to keep warm” (The Street 12, 
italics mine). Here, as it did outside of the building, the cold compels Lutie (or instills a 
“capacity” in her) to take action, this time directly in relation the regulation of her temperature. 
At the same time that it compels, then, temperature also presents itself as the object of 
compulsion: the cold keeps Lutie from ruminating any more on her surroundings, at the same 
time that the desire “to keep warm” becomes the center of her focus. Continuing up the stairs, 
however, “she was aware that the cold increased,” Petry writes, “the farther up they went, the 
colder it got. And in the summer she supposed it would get hotter and hotter as you went up until 
when you reached the top floor your breath would be cut off completely” (The Street 12). Here, 
the permeability that temperature forces us to feel between body and environment is transposed 
into the more familiar realm of the architectural, as the building ceases to protect from the 
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elements outside and instead takes on, or even magnifies, precisely the attributes it is meant to 
negate. As Lutie’s distance from the artificial sun in the building’s basement grows, her sense of 
the building as an environment in itself decays. The building appears thus not so much a 
microcosm of the neighborhood as meaningfully indistinct from it: the building is the street. 
When Lutie reaches the top of the stairs and enters the apartment—sweat “pouring from 
her armpits, dampening her forehead” despite the cold—the problem of its exposure to the 
outside environment is transfigured into an asset and a necessity rather than a sign of 
architectural failure. The bedroom, she notices, doesn’t have a window, “just an air shaft and a 
narrow one at that”: she decides that she should take the bedroom, since, if Bub slept there, he 
would “swelter in this room in the summer” (The Street 14). The airshaft, like the window that it 
stands in for, is part of the thermocultural setting of The Street, insofar as it functions as part of 
the “material organization that regulates and brings order to energy flows,” to return to 
Fernández-Galiano. The “ventilation systems known as airshafts,” Kate Marshall writes in 
Corridor: Media Architectures in American Literature, “became a requirement of mass housing 
after tenement laws enacted in 1879, which required that all rooms have access to air.” The 
“scale of building,” in cities like Chicago and New York, Marshall continues, “meant that not all 
rooms touched the outside walls of the building, and provision had to be made to provide some 
ventilation for inner rooms” (Marshall 101). As a “thermal technique,” the social and political 
meaning of the airshaft almost outweighs its material purpose, as its “narrowness” and origins in 
bureaucracy and regulation suggest.109 
 
109 The cultural meaning of the airshaft is, of course, significant. Although Duke Ellington’s “Harlem Air 
Shaft” is likely the most famous black invocation of the form, transcendent in its literalism, Rudolph 
Fisher’s story “Across the Airshaft,” unpublished in his lifetime, provides possibly the most vivid image 
of the airshaft as thermocultural object: "This window, the only one the room boasted, opened on one of 
eastern Manhattan’s airshafts, the joint windpipe of adjacent houses. Tonight the airshaft was strangely 
silent. Usually a turbulent cloud of sounds billowed up the wall: mutter and chuckle of crockery, titter and 
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Lutie’s “exegesis” of the for-rent sign and the building itself identifies precisely this 
history: “in a street running in this direction there wouldn’t be any sunlight in the apartments,” 
she notes, “not ever. It would be hot as hell in the summer and cold in the winter” (The Street 4). 
This architecturally determined experience of temperature, as Lutie notes above, would be more 
extreme in the bedroom with the airshaft—hardly even an ersatz window—whereas, in the living 
room, “at least he’d get some air for there was a window out there, though it wasn’t a big one.” 
Lutie looks closely at the window, “to see just how much air would come through,” specifically, 
“the amount of air that would reach into the room at night when the window was open” (The 
Street 14). In contrast to the pressurized seal that seems to separate Jones’ apartment from the 
outside world and from the remainder of the building, the permeability that Lutie imagines as 
central to a functional and livable space (as well as to a functioning body) reflects an 
understanding of architecture as thermocultural space. Marshall reads the airshaft and the furnace 
of Native Son as “circulation systems,” which, “block[ed]…with bodies”—Mary Dalton in the 
furnace, Bessie Mears in the airshaft—reveal the “embeddedness of persons within…circulation 
systems” (Marshall 101). In The Street, there is no need for blockage to reveal the 
interconnectedness of people and the streams of energy which flow around (and through) them, 
because of the repeated emphasis on the phenomenological experience of the thermoculture of 
architectural form (the steam hissing through the radiators, the cold on Lutie’s skin). 
Just as the furnace in The Street, as I will show, takes on a less directly violent but no less 
central role in the text compared to its presence in Native Son, the airshaft likewise makes its 
 
jingle of silverware, whine of an infant, whimper of a pup, raucous babble of half a dozen radios, sighs, 
curses, laughter. Tonight the heat had throttled those sounds or squeezed them out into the streets; the 
suffocated dwelling was abandoned, had for the time no use for its windpipe, had temporarily ceased to 
breathe” (Fisher 2008 277). In its linkages between body, heat, building, and street, Fisher’s airshaft very 
directly prefigures Petry’s, a literary relationship which recurs, as I will show, through their shared 
interest in the furnace room.  
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presence known primarily through its presence as thermocultural artifact rather than as a clogged 
and nonfunctional system. Indeed, Petry’s depiction of the airshaft, the furnace, and the radiator 
in The Street bucks against what Marshall refers to as the “second cliché” of American 
infrastructural discourse: that infrastructures “tend to remain invisible until blocked, broken, or 
struck by catastrophe” (Marshall 82).110 It is significant, then, that the air shaft, the furnace, and 
the radiator—like the leaky stove with which I began this chapter—remain at the forefront of 
Lutie’s mind (and at the text’s descriptive surface) despite their apparent “functionality;” Lutie 
remains aware of her place in a thermoculture, in other words, even when she is meant to 
understand her thermal experience as “normal.” In this way, Petry’s text is in line with recent 
scholarly debates on infrastructure, which, Beregow summarizes, “have been stressing for some 
time that infrastructures are never just immobile supplements that function like ambient 
background tools, as a mere ‘passive substrate’ for sociality,” but rather “have been approached 
as relational actors that enable and participate in complex organizational work” (Beregow 11). It 
is clear to Lutie that the inconsistent temperature of the building—defined by its extreme 
permeability in some moments and an overwhelming sense of oven-like enclosure at others—is 
the product of American racial politics. Lutie is aware that her interactions with thermoculture 
via infrastructure come not as an interaction with an apolitical “passive substrate” but with an 
interactive system, which can “do and undo” as much as it can itself be undone. She knows that 
work has been done in urban environments in order to ensure that “black folks were crammed on 
 
110 Anthropologist Terry Williams uses tellingly similar language in his monograph Harlem Supers to 
describe the relative invisibility of workers like Jones in traditional depictions of urban life: “the super’s 
job is in many ways taken for granted, and only when something goes wrong do we actually see the super 
in our building” (Williams 6). While, as I will explore in section II, Jones is depicted as more than simply 
a human embodiment of infrastructure, the concordance between the furnace and the worker who fires it 
is key to his characterization in the novel, and significant as a one domestic form the energy-labor double 
relation might take, as described in my introduction. 
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top of each other—jammed and packed and forced into the smallest possible space.” 
“Completely cut off from light and air,” Lutie’s disturbing image evokes the victims of thermal 
violence as inhabitants of a Boschian hellscape of thermocultural forms (The Street 206). 
These thoughts come to Lutie in the middle of the night, awake and afraid of returning to 
a dream of the street’s inhabitants as anthropomorphized animals, each, as she earlier imagines 
Jones, with “a building chained to its back.” Upon waking, Lutie finds herself “unable to move 
for a moment,” and it is only after she notices (or, rather, the narrator reports on her behalf) that 
“the air was cold” that she is able, here, as in the apartment building’s stairway, to move, with 
warmth as a motivator: “finally she picked up a flannel robe at the foot of the bed and pulled it 
on. She sat down on the bed and tucked her feet under her, then carefully pulled the robe down 
over her feet, afraid to go back to sleep for fear of a recurrence of the dream.” Lutie’s “careful” 
attention to her own body temperature—and the text’s careful description of that care—is 
presented here as an answer to the sense of lost control that attends the persistence of a dream: 
the ability to register the air as “cold” and responding accordingly remains despite Lutie’s 
paralysis otherwise. Her physical immobility, on the other hand, does not belie mental inactivity: 
“huddled there in bed, her mind still clouded from the memory of the dream, her body chilled 
from the cold,” the narrator continues, “she thought of the room, not with hatred, not with 
contempt, but with dread.” The cold of the room, in combination with its darkness (the energetic 
aspect of which I will consider briefly in my conclusion), produces in Lutie a deep sense of 
“dread,” a real fear that “the darkness” might “close in on her,” as the “room grew smaller” 
bringing her to feel “as though she were suffocating.” Listening to that dread as a source of 
political will, Lutie determines not to “g[et] used to [the room]…become resigned to it and all 
the things it represented”: she refuses to accept her thermocultural situation as natural or norm—
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even though it is presented as normative—and resolves to “keep on fighting to get away from 
here” (The Street 194). For Lutie, the feeling of having “her body chilled from the cold” in a 
room that she “dreads” reinvigorates her awareness of that experience as the felt consequence of 
“thermal discourses and techniques” designed to “mark cultural differences by producing and 
sorting gendered and racialized bodies;” for Lutie, feeling cold brings a form of political clarity 
to her experience of race (Beregow 11).111  
It is thus not only Lutie’s desire for a realized American Dream that drives her away from 
the street, but an awareness that the embodied experience of light and heat which appears as the 
“passive substrate” of her life is in fact a cultural and political artifact, the product of both social 
organization and the material bases of modern life. After a night of ruminating, Lutie finally 
sleeps, and when she wakes, the experience of temperature again greets her: she “pulled the 
covers close around her neck, for the room was cold and the steam was yet only a rattling in the 
radiator” (The Street 207). Her prediction that “steam heat meant a rattling, clanging noise in the 
radiators early in the morning” comes to life at the same time that the insufficiency of that form 
of heat is at its clearest: still too cold, Lutie “jumped out of bed, shivered in the cold air, and 
slammed the airshaft shut” (The Street 3, 207). Lutie finds herself here bounding between 
airshaft and radiator, working to literally manage her environment—a task the novel’s naturalism 
might suggest runs opposite the text’s broader conception of agency and compulsion—through a 
direct intervention in what “ought” to be an ambient substrate. Steam heat, here, means more 
than a rattle, clang, or a hiss, but instead serves as an audible reminder for Lutie to resist 
 
111 Early in the novel, a seemingly incidental combination between Lutie’s close-third-person narration 
and the memory of her husband’s political frustration highlights the same connection between feeling 
cold and apprehending racial hierarchy: “He would come home shivering from the cold, saying, ‘God 
damn white people anyway’” (The Street 30).  
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conceptualizing her situation as normal—in this case, to avoid considering the thermoculture of 
the street as anything but social/cultural. 
If Lutie’s experience of cold and her interactions with the radiator, the stairway, and the 
airshaft serve to highlight a critique of thermocultural normativity, two of the novel’s most 
significant secondary characters—fellow building inhabitants Min and Mrs. Hedges—dramatize 
the limits of normalization through extreme interactions with heat. Min and Mrs. Hedges’ 
experiences most vitally contrast to Lutie’s in that they are more explicitly violent: they appear, 
that is, as examples of “thermal violence”: the literal “manipulation of a body’s capacity to 
mediate heat” (Starosielski 2018 3). Both Min and Mrs. Hedges, I will show, lack this capacity: 
while Lutie, consistently (perhaps compulsively) responds to the cold and mobilizes her ability to 
regulate the conditions of her own body—and, to an extent, her environment—towards that end, 
the stories of Min and Mrs. Hedges both highlight the limits of control imposed by extreme 
thermocultural environments. Thermal violence, Starosielski writes, “reproduces and accentuates 
difference not only when it is intentionally used to harm particular racial, ethnic, and religious 
groups,” as in the case of the sweat box, the author’s focus for the majority of her essay, but also 
“as it differentially affects bodies according to their social position” (Starosielski 2018 3). Min 
and Mrs. Hedges—and, to an even greater extent, Jones—are forced to exist in the novel’s 
“thermal margins,” which Joanna Radin and Emma Kowal define as “zones of precarity, 
ambiguity, and unexpected generativity that also reorganize ideas about what it means to be 
alive” (Radin and Kowal 5, qtd. in Starosielski 2018 4). Lutie, as cold as she might get, still 
operates from a normative thermocultural position: her burn, for example, remains “a mere 
scorching of surface skin,” while Mrs. Hedges, on the other hand, becomes “a bundle of flame” 
(The Street 325, 244). 
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When Min first appears in the novel, she seems, from Lutie’s perspective, to blend in 
with her surroundings: “next to the sofa there was an overstuffed chair and she drew her breath 
in sharply as she looked at it, for there was a woman sitting in it…how could anyone sit in a 
chair and melt into it like that?” (The Street 23). Lutie understands the particular form of Min’s 
blending—her appearance of not only occupying the chair but “melting into it”—as a kind of 
camouflage, which she achieves through a combination of visual trickery (“the dark brown dress 
she wore was almost the exact shade of the dark brown…overstuffed chair”) and instinctive 
behavior: she melts too “because…of a shrinking withdrawal in her way of sitting as though she 
were trying to take up the least possible amount of space” (The Street 23-24). Among the other 
things in the novel that “melt,” interestingly, are money (“somehow the thousand dollars melted 
away—interest on the mortgage, and taxes and gas and light bills nibbled at it”), Junto (this time 
an “all gray” figure who “melted into the room”), and snow, which melts and “mixe[s] with the 
soot and dust on the floor” of the building on 116th street (The Street 169, 275, 311). Among 
these other instances, the closest analogue to Min is actually, I think, the melting snow, which, 
unlike Junto in his bar or Lutie and Jim’s money, literally melts as a response to environmental 
conditions (and, in turn, creates new ones: snow “no longer recognizable as snow,” that instead 
appears “to be some dark eruption from the street itself”) (The Street 141). Although Lutie’s 
interpretation of Min’s melting would seem to align her more with Junto (whose face also 
“melt[s] into a smile” at one point in the novel), what the reader already knows of the 
overwhelming heat in Jones’ apartment might bring us to see this apparently figural language in 
a different light (The Street 276). 
Indeed, Min’s “melting” serves as the first sign of how her life in the “thermal 
margins”—her exposure to thermal violence—has impacted her sense of bodily autonomy and 
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possibility. Late in the novel, another apparently metaphorical invocation of Min’s reaction to 
heat emphasizes her alienation from what Starosielski usefully terms “thermal autonomy,” or the 
“ability to regulate and mediate one’s positionality within the thermal world” (Starosielski 2018 
20). Jones’ apartment, Min thinks, has become “a grim, unpleasant place,” in which “his constant 
anger, his sullen silence, filled the small rooms until they were like the inside of an oven—a 
small completely enclosed space where no light ever penetrated” (The Street 352). While Min 
understands Jones’ apartment as “like the inside of an oven,” the thermocultural element of that 
analogy oddly falls out of her explanation in favor of the absence of “light.” Min thus covers 
over her experience of temperature—her subjection to the intense heat of Jones’ apartment—
with an affective and metaphorical layer, marking the familiar translation of thermocultural 
experience into something less material or embodied than its initial apprehension might 
suggest.112 
We learn of this awareness at the same time that the narrator gives the first indication that 
Min’s life at the thermal margins has deeply impacted her ability to regulate her temperature: 
“the air wasn’t cold,” Petry writes as Min leaves the building, “but it seemed to come right 
through her coat in spite of her going along so fast” (The Street 121). Just as Lutie finds herself 
“walking faster trying to keep warm,” when she first enters the building, Min experiences the 
same when she first exits, but, unlike Lutie, her bodily effort appears to fail entirely (The Street 
12). “It was always colder on this street than anywhere else,” Min thinks, “and Jones kept the 
 
112 Much earlier, the narrator—not really channeling Min, as they are here, nor Lutie—uses the same 
image of the oven to describe the literal heat of The Street’s buildings: “In summer the street was hot and 
dusty, for no trees shaded it, and the sun beat straight down on the concrete sidewalks and the brick 
buildings. The inside of the houses fairly steamed; the dark hallways were like ovens. Even the railings on 
the high steep stairways were warm to the touch” (The Street 142). Characterizing the hallways as 
“ovens,” as well as emphasizing how they “fairly steamed,” links the building as thermal object to the 
furnaces and ovens that it contains (or through which it is given form): the image seems to ask, pace 
Fernández-Galiano, “what is a house but a hearth?” (Fernández-Galiano 7). 
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apartment so hot she felt the cold go right through her when she first went out” (The Street 121). 
The intensity with which Min feels “the cold go right through her” is a direct result of her 
acclimation to the “oven” she usually inhabits, which she otherwise understands only in 
metaphorical terms: an awareness of the extremity of her thermocultural position only emerges 
when Min feels the impact her exposure to heat has had on her ability to regulate temperature 
herself. 
In her work on heating in Chicago public housing, anthropologist Catherine Fennell 
provides a vivid sociological picture of precisely the sort of shift in bodily experience that Min 
undergoes. Through an in depth account of the transition from freely provided heat to a system in 
which each resident must “assume financial and physical control of her domestic utilities, 
including her heating,” Fennell investigates how changes in the distribution methods and 
intensity of domestic heating can have significant physiological and psychological effects on 
those subjected to them (Fennell 2011 42). This transition was particularly intense in Chicago’s 
Horner Projects because the heat provided there was famously intense, such that Fennell finds a 
number of “claims made by some transitioning Horner residents that their bodies had become 
inextricably attuned—even ‘addicted’—to the sensation of intense heat” (Fennell 2015 103). 
“Put differently,” Fennel continues, “some claimed that sympathetic contact with hot buildings 
had caused their bodies to assume the sensory qualities of those buildings; buildings and bodies 
had melded.” While recognizing that “such claims touched on a host of negative, even racialist 
assumptions about impoverished black people and their bodies” (i.e. notions that black people 
are “fitted” to hot climates, and thus made good slaves in the American South, etc.: ideas that go 
back, as Beregow writes, to the “historical tradition of climate determinism in the European 
history of Enlightenment”), Fennell locates a grain of political potential in the reports insofar as 
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they “advance novel demands on subsidized heat at the very moment when public housing 
reforms prodded former residents towards market discipline and self-sufficiency” (Fennel 2015 
103, Beregow 11). Min is, importantly, not a resident of a housing project on the edge of 
neoliberal reform, but instead the inhabitant of a neighborhood, as Lutie reflects, formed by the 
simple injunction that “black folks stay on this side” (The Street 206). Min’s sense of the cold 
going “right through her” thus signals a critique of thermal marginality as the product of 
racialized architectures of energy distribution which persist (or are born) outside spaces of 
(visibly) direct governmental control. 
If Min’s exposure to the heat of the thermal margins has the slightly paradoxical effect of 
robbing her of her ability to stay warm outside of that space, thus highlighting a critique of the 
energy-architecture of segregation, Mrs. Hedges’ near-death experience in a fire, interestingly, 
has the opposite effect, and offers up a slightly different form of “social criticism” as a result. 
Prior to her life as the proprietor of the brothel that she operates out of the front of the building 
on 116th Street, Mrs. Hedges worked with Junto in real estate, and worked as “janitor and 
collector of rents” in the first building the novel’s central white antagonist owns. Like Jones, 
Mrs. Hedges, we learn, has lived in basements, and it is there that she “woke to hear a fierce 
crackling” one night, and then “heat and smoke along with the sound.” Though she is able to 
squeeze out of a basement window and escape the fire, by the time she does so she finds herself 
“a bundle of flame,” which the “firemen who found her stare at…in awe” (The Street 244). 
While the intense scarring that Mrs. Hedges experiences appears initially as the most brutal 
reminder of the fire, the most lasting embodied effect, we learn, has been the disruption of her 
sense of temperature: “the window was half open and the air blowing in was cold…the wind 
puffed the white nightgown out around her feet,” Petry writes after narrating the fire, “she moved 
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a little closer to the window. She had never felt really cool since the time she was in the fire” 
(The Street 256). The wind, the cold of which has such an intense effect on Lutie in the novel’s 
opening chapter (“she began to wonder how the woman could sit by an open window on a cold, 
windy night like this one,” Lutie thinks of Mrs. Hedges then), has virtually no effect on Mrs. 
Hedges, whose experience of thermal violence—which began, not coincidentally, in a 
basement—has had the alarming effect of disassembling, in contrast to Min, her ability to feel 
cold (The Street 5). The difference in their reactions, perhaps, emerges from the “speed” and 
intensity of their exposure: having felt “nothing but smoke and red flame all around her” and 
dissolved into a “bundle of flame,” Mrs. Hedges’ experience of extreme heat inverts Min’s 
prolonged yet controlled tenancy in Jones’ oven-like apartment (The Street 244). Sitting literally 
in the “thermal margin” of the apartment building (the opposite, perhaps, of the equally marginal 
sealed off spaces of Jones’ apartment and the basement), Mrs. Hedges’ inability to feel cold 
appears as perhaps the most extreme symptom of thermal violence in the novel, a fearsome 
extension of both Min’s heated enclosure and Lutie's burn on the flare of the oven. 
 
4.3 “This great, warm, open space”: Interpreting the Furnace Room 
 
Mrs. Hedges’ narrative thus reflects a movement between zones of thermal marginality, from her 
escape from the basement through a “narrow aperture” to her seemingly permanent residence at 
the windy, street-facing window (The Street 244). I will now focus on the former space, tracking 
the steam heat back through the radiators she hears hiss and into the furnace room that fires 
them—and the coal that feeds that fire—and the worker that shovels the coal. Divided into two 
parts, this section details the various ways in which the furnace room functions—both in relation 
to the novel’s racial thermoculture described above and as a representation of an alternative to it. 
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In the first subsection, I will give a brief overview of the history of the furnace and the furnace 
room in African American literature, in order to contextualize Petry’s unique description of the 
space as at once intensely material and aesthetic. Then, after considering the novel’s 
characterization of Jones as a “creature” of the basement—“cellar crazy,” Mrs. Hedges posits—
whose closeness to the furnace and to coal in particular has produced an atavism that ought to be 
familiar by now to readers of the literature of carbon culture, I investigate the ways that the 
furnace is written as a positive force in the novel, a source of vital distraction and imaginative 
inspiration (The Street 240). Lastly, I turn to Bub, Lutie’s son, whose relationship to the 
basement diverges from and clarifies Jones’, such that his time in the “thermal margins” 
emphasizes the furnace room’s “unexpected generativity,” in Radin and Kowal’s words, as a 
space of imaginative potential. 
 
4.3a A Literary History of the Furnace 
 
That the furnace has already appeared several times in this dissertation—yet remained peripheral 
to my earlier readings—is reflective of the unique sense of combined marginality and ubiquity 
that adheres to the furnace as literary trope. The use of a basement-held “electric furnace” is vital 
to the success of Schuyler’s titular Black Empire; both version of The Hairy Ape feature scenes 
of shoveling coal into the mouth of a furnace in their narratives of atavism and modernity; the 
“red light of a furnace” stands in for the industrial development of the New South in Jones’ 
Hearts of Gold (Schuyler 17-8, Jones 190). While none of these furnaces are built to heat homes, 
the relative importance to the narratives in which they appear (even if they make only a brief, 
metonymic appearance, as in Hearts of Gold) establishes them as precursors to Petry’s domestic 
furnace and its thermocultural dimension. Likewise, the racialized aspect of the furnace in each 
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of these texts—it appears as a vital black nationalist tool in Black Empire, a conduit for 
understanding black industrial labor in Hearts of Gold and Graham’s Hairy Ape—presages the 
emphasis that Petry, and a handful of other African American writers, have placed on the furnace 
room as a space in which (thermocultural) labor, to borrow Starosielski’s terms, “reproduces and 
accentuates [racial] difference” (Starosielski 2018 3).  
In addition to those mentioned above, a furnace plays a key part in several other African 
American texts with which Petry may have been familiar, from Dorothy West’s short story “The 
Typewriter” (1926) to, of course, Wright’s Native Son (1940). In West’s story, the furnace, and 
laboring with it, is figured as essentially peripheral—if not antithetical—to the text’s narrative of 
racial progress, which is mainly represented through the titular typewriter, rented by a black 
family for their daughter as part of an effort to improve her typing speed and to help her find a 
job. In order to provide his daughter with practice texts, the father begins dictating fictitious 
letters in the style of a “Rockefeller or Vanderbilt or Morgan,” through which he finds himself 
“juggling words with amazing facility” (West 206). The father’s fantasies of wealth are 
inextricably linked to the typewriter as a technology, which is figured in the text as an instrument 
of social and economic uplift: fictitious, for the father; actual, for the daughter. West’s story 
quickly establishes the furnace and the labor associated with it as a foil to the typewriter and its 
promise of progress: as the father, tasked with firing the furnace, “heaped another shovelful of 
coal on the fire and sighed,” he thinks how “he would never be able to get away from himself 
and the routine of years” (West 203). If the typewriter represents a technology of political escape 
and possibility, particularly for women, the furnace is figured as the opposite: a tool designed to 
reinvigorate “routine,” to further entrench the status quo, and prevent those who desire it from 
being “able to get away from” themselves. “He began to shake the furnace fiercely…he began to 
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think back over his uneventful years…He wondered uneasily if he dared say ‘damn,’” West 
writes, “it was taken for granted that a man swore when he tended a stubborn furnace. And his 
strongest interjection was ‘Great balls of fire!’” (West 203). The furnace pushes the father to 
recognize his own frustration with the stifled possibilities of his life at the same time that it 
highlights his inability to communicate precisely that, contrasting with the function of the 
typewriter as a machine through which dreams are written. The furnace enters the story as a 
marginalizing force, offering, by way of labor, a material corrective to the father’s dreams of 
mobility. 
In Rudolph Fisher’s The Conjure Man Dies (1932), the marginality of the furnace 
becomes an active narrative problem, as the generic particularities of the detective novel both 
draw attention to the furnace and position it as a distraction. The furnace enters the plot of 
Fisher’s novel most directly, as in Native Son, as a means of “destroying vital parts of a body” 
(Fisher 1992 256). Fisher’s furnace room is not only significant as a prefiguration of Wright’s 
novel, however, but also because of the layers of irony through which it deploys the furnace in 
this way. While exploring a murder scene, the detective-protagonists of Fisher’s novel encounter 
“a large furnace, a coal bin, and…a nondescript heap of shadowy junk such as cellars 
everywhere seems to breed.” The sheer normality of these objects leads the investigators to 
dismiss them as fundamentally inconsequential, concluding that “all this appeared for the time 
being unimportant” (Fisher 1992 36). Later, however, the titular conjure man is seen clearly 
disposing of a body in the furnace: “the furnace,” one of Fisher’s detectives remarks in response, 
“was merely a blind for the crematory habits of the conjure-man” (Fisher 1992 172). These 
habits, it is soon revealed, are not the habits of a murderer but of a “fellow tribesman”: the 
conjure man disposes of the body not to cover up a crime but to honor a tradition that requires 
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“that the spirit of one of our number who meets the death at the hands of an—an outsider, can be 
purged of that disgrace and freed from its flesh only by fire” (Fisher 1992 304). The furnace in 
The Conjure Man Dies, first dismissed for the ambient ubiquity of its everyday use, becomes 
doubly disregarded as its relevance to the plot is revealed as itself misdirection. At the same 
time, the use of the furnace as religious object troubles the boundaries between its material and 
cultural meanings, reflecting the affordances of the thermocultural concept. As a narrative 
“blind,” the furnace moves from the text’s margins to its narrative center and back again.  
This relay between narrative centrality and spatial marginality takes its most famous 
form, as suggested above, in Wright’s Native Son, in which a furnace appears primarily as an 
object of constriction and entrapment. Unlike the furnace in “The Typewriter,” The Conjure Man 
Dies, or, indeed, The Street, Native Son’s furnace is located not in a black domestic space but at 
the margins of a white one: in the home of the Dalton’s, whose daughter will eventually become 
the target of Bigger’s violence. The furnace in the Dalton’s house is, significantly, a “self-
feeder,” and Bigger is thus not required to shovel coal, as is West’s frustrated patriarch or, as 
we’ll see, The Street’s Jones (Wright 2005 58). Instead, tasked with maintaining a machine that 
was designed to replace him (see image below), Bigger’s time with the furnace enacts the 
ontological slippages engendered by the racialized history of the labor-energy relation. Bigger’s 
primary interactions with the furnace in Wright’s text, however, are far from quotidian: the 
furnace becomes, as in Fisher, a space to dispose of a body. Despite the high drama of Bigger’s 
furnace use, however, the furnace-as-furnace asserts itself in the novel in disturbing ways: 
anticipating the thermoculture of The Street, one of the effects of burning Mary Dalton (and 
overloading the furnace with coal in an attempt to ensure her conflagration) is to overheat the 
house, unevenly: “the fire was very hot last night,” Peggy, the cook, remarks to Bigger, “but this 
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morning it got low” (Wright 2005 116). Bigger, importantly, experiences that heat as well, as he 
“lay on the soft bed in the warm room” in the Dalton’s house “listening to the steam hiss in the 
radiator and thinking drowsily and lazily” of the murder and its aftermath (Wright 2005 126). 
The furnace “gathers the spaces of the house” through its thermocultural function, as Kate 
Marshall writes, but, at the same time, sets Bigger apart from the rest of the household as a 
racialized worker (Marshall 96). If Bigger is both the figure that fires the furnace and the one 
who listens to the “steam hiss” that it fuels, Petry’s bifurcation of these two experiences in The 
Street between Jones and Lutie highlights the importance of understanding the effect of the 
furnace and the coal within it, even on those who exist at a physical distance from it (to 
understand each as part of a continuous, if uneven, thermoculture). 
 
Figure 4: The cover for a catalog selling a “Black Servant” automatic coal stoker. Central to Native 
Son’s plot is the use of a “self-feeder,” the management of which (ironically, given the logic of 




The final literary furnace room that helps to illuminate Petry’s actually appears in work 
written much later than The Street: Ralph Ellison’s pivotal 1977 essay “The Little Man at 
Chehaw Station.” Ellison’s much-cited essay is a prolonged meditation on the relationship 
between the American artist and their audience, a dynamic that Ellison investigates through an 
analysis of a cryptic allegory delivered by one of his early music teachers: “you must always 
play your best,” Hazel Harrison tells him, “even if it’s only in the waiting room at Chehaw 
Station, because in this country there’ll always be a little man hidden behind the stove” (Ellison 
1977 26, italics in the original). The figure “behind the stove” is the proverbial vernacular critic, 
to be found in liminal (or peripheral) spaces like a train station, or, as the essay concludes, in a 
furnace room. When Ellison’s work with the New York Writers’ Project brings him to a 
tenement building in San Juan Hill (“a Negro district that disappeared with the coming of 
Lincoln Center,” importantly) seeking signatories for a petition “in support of some now long-
forgotten social issue that I regarded as indispensable to the social good,” the writer makes his 
way to a basement, where, behind a door, he overhears a discussion of opera. “The language” of 
this conversation, Ellison writes, “was profane, the style of speech a southern idiomatic 
vernacular such as was spoken by formally uneducated Afro-American workingmen” (Ellison 
1977 45). He opens the door, and finds a “small, rank-smelling, lamp-lit room,” where 
Four huge black men sat sprawled around a circular dining-room table, looking toward me with 
undisguised hostility. The sooty-chimneyed lamp glowed in the center of the bare oak table, 
casting its yellow light upon four water tumblers and a half-empty pint of whiskey. As the men 
straightened in their chairs I became aware of a fireplace with a coal fire glowing in its grate, and 
leaning against the ornate marble facing of its mantelpiece, I saw four enormous coal scoops. 
(Ellison 1977 46, italics mine) 
 
Ellison is struck by the apparent incompatibility of the topic of conversation (opera), and the 
socio-material setting in which it was taking place (in front of a “coal fire,” flanked by “four 
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enormous coal scoops”)—or, more properly, finds himself recoiling at his own perception of 
such an incongruity: 
The joke, the apparent contradiction, sprang from my attempting to see them by the light of social 
concepts that cast less illumination than an inert lump of coal. I was delighted, because during a 
moment when I least expected to encounter the little man behind the stove (Miss Harrison's 
vernacular music critic, as it were), I had stumbled upon four such men. Not behind the stove, it is 
true, but even more wondrously, they had materialized at an even more unexpected location: at 
the depth of the American social hierarchy and, of all possible hiding places, behind a coal pile. 
Where there's a melting pot there's smoke, and where there's smoke it is not simply optimistic to 
expect fire, it's imperative to watch for the phoenix's vernacular, but transcendent, rising. (Ellison 
1977 48, italics mine) 
 
In first deploying “inert” coal as a metaphor, Ellison signals the literalness of his later invocation 
of the substance, the importance of understanding the presence of signs of “culture” hiding not 
only “at the depth of the American social hierarchy,” but also “behind a coal pile” in a materialist 
sense—that is, as an argument for interpreting the furnace room as a space in which “culture” 
might happen (Ellison 1977 48). While Ellison’s resuscitation of the melting pot, and the way in 
which “Chehaw Station” seems to privilege certain kinds of “culture” above others (the “little 
man” is important because he is “cultured;” he knows the “tradition”) might be understood today 
as problematic, the broad humanism of Ellison’s furnace room is what strikes me as an important 
attitude to extract, especially in relation to the deep ambivalence of the same space’s function in 
The Street. Ellison’s “imperative” to “watch for the phoenix’s vernacular, but transcendent 
rising” signals his understanding of the thermocultural as cultural. The space provokes 
consideration of the “transcendent” because it is rife with mythological associations and signs of 
the unconscious, but also linked, via coal, to sublime networks of extraction, distribution, and 
consumption. At the same time, the furnace room mediates in the possibilities of the 
“vernacular,” a concept Ellison defines, in a 1970 interview, as a descriptor for naming “the 
speech which people spoke on the streets as they came to grips with the Nature of the New 
World—the plants, the rivers, the climate, and so on.” (“Our technology was vernacular,” Ellison 
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remarks in the same interview) (Ellison 1970 373). In “Chehaw Station,” Ellison extends this 
definition of New World Nature to include the thermocultural spaces towards which the 
extracted energies of nature are directed: vernacular culture emerges as thermocultural laborers 
“come to grips” with an energetic conceptualization of space.  
 
4.3b “Cellar Crazy”: Energy, Atavism, Imagination 
 
Indeed, while Petry’s furnace room is not strictly “humanist” in the sense that Ellison’s might 
be—Jones and Bub, as surprisingly sympathetic as they might appear in the light of the furnace, 
do not discuss the opera before its flames—neither is it solely a place of racial reinscription, as in 
West, nor environmental entrapment, as in Wright. The Street provides multiple perspectives on 
the meaning and function of the furnace room, emerging from several different characters with 
distinct relationships to the space and its material presence. Those characters that do interact 
directly with the furnace room likewise have multifaceted relationships with it: what the space 
means for Jones shifts over the course of the novel, and Bub’s feelings toward it only really 
mature just before the narrative’s conclusion. In what remains of this section, I will look closely 
at how the furnace room functions in the text both in its more familiar form as that which makes 
Jones “cellar crazy,” and as a more complex space which supplies both him and Bub with an 
important respite from the many other crushing forces at work in The Street (The Street 240). 
When, after helping Lutie to escape from Jones’ sexual assault, Mrs. Hedges refers to 
him as “cellar crazy,” she is taking part in the broader trend in the novel to understand the Super 
as an inhuman creature, made animalistic through his time spent alone in basements, before 
blazing furnaces. As Clare Virginia Eby has observed, secondary literature on the novel has 
traditionally followed Mrs. Hedges lead, describing Jones alternatively as “‘little more than a 
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scowling lecher,’ ‘the text’s villain,’ a ‘satanic figure,’ and a ‘warped sexual pervert’” (Eby 37). 
Being “cellar crazy,” for Mrs. Hedges, though, does less to damn Jones as irreparably damaged 
(and damaging) than it does to exonerate him as a victim: “he ain’t really responsible,” she says. 
It is because “he’s lived in cellars so long” that he has lost any moral or sympathetic sense: the 
basement acts like a concentrated version of the street, producing—as it will with Lutie—
whatever monstrous form its (thermocultural) pressures imprint (The Street 240). Following 
Stephen Knadler’s suggestion to “take literally” Mrs. Hedges’ description of Jones as “cellar 
crazy,” I suggest understanding the Super’s affliction as the symptom of a particular 
thermoculture, as expressed through the evolution of domestic heat (Knadler 143). 
As noted above, Lutie’s experience of steam heat is thematically and structurally linked 
in the novel to Jones’ time spent in the furnace room, and the separate forms of thermocultural 
interaction can be understood as a sort of bifurcation of Bigger’s earlier experience of both the 
furnace room and the hissing radiator. This split reflects the overall trajectory in the history of 
domestic heating from a hearth in the center of a living space to the interconnected system 
represented most clearly by the boiler: by removing the “combustion chamber…from close 
proximity to dwelling’s inhabitants,” Sean Patrick Adams observes, “hot-air furnaces quite 
literally put the health risks of stoves out of sight for urban households” (Adams 97). As The 
Street makes clear, this was only true for some members of a given “urban household,” and, 
indeed, it is precisely the separation of the furnace room from the remainder of the architectural 
space—the establishment of the furnace room as a “thermal margin”—that “pushed” Jones “into 
basements away from light and air until he was eaten up by some horrible obsession” (The Street 
57). Jones’ exposure to the “health risks of stoves”—and the gulf in humanity that seems to exist 
between him and those at a distance from the stove itself—is the product of an 
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architectural/technological history that is a history of energy: both “the adoption of anthracite 
coal from 1820 to 1840 and the dramatic ascendency of petroleum beginning in 1859,” 
Christopher Jones writes, were “driven more by residential heating and lighting markets than 
industrial operations” (Jones 791). Jones’ life in basements thus appears as both the product of a 
particular energy regime and as a reminder that that history has its roots in a historical trajectory 
in which the basement as thermocultural space plays a vital role. 
A key aspect of Jones’ cellar-craziness, as noted above, is the extent to which it renders 
him, in the eyes of other characters in the novel, inhuman: “There’s no telling what went on in 
the mind of a man like that,” Lutie reflects, 
A man who had lived in basements in cellars, a man who had forever to stay within hailing 
distance of whatever building he was responsible for.  
The last thing she thought of before she finally went to sleep was that the Super was 
something less than human. He had been chained to buildings until he was like an animal. 
 She dreamed about him and woke up terrified, not certain that it was a dream and heard 
the wind sighing in the airshaft. And went back to sleep and dreamed about him again. 
 He and the dog had become one… (The Street 191). 
 
As “a man who had lived in basements and cellars, a man who had forever to stay within hailing 
distance of whatever building he was responsible for,” the understanding of Jones as a nonhuman 
animal—as somebody whose humanity has, in a sense, lapsed—is intimately tied to time spent 
underground, working with ash and coal.113 The constraints imposed on Jones’ life through his 
near merger with the buildings in which he works are what bring him to be “less than human;” 
his particular place in the thermoculture of The Street distances him from the social world he is 
responsible for heating. In many ways a differently formed “hairy ape,” living with Jones, Min 
 
113 Lutie’s observation that “had forever to stay within hailing distance of whatever building he was 
responsible for” likely describes an actual constraint that could have been placed on Jones’ life rather than 
a simple professional imperative: as Terry Williams observes, a contemporary New York superintendent 
union housing maintenance code states “that a super who works in a residential building of ten or more 
units must live either in the building or within 200 feet of the building” (Williams, T. 109). 
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later similarly reflects, “was like being shut up with an animal—a sick, crazy animal” (The Street 
354). Despite her awareness (evinced less than ten pages later) that American racial politics 
dictate that “the Negro was never an individual,” but rather “a threat, or an animal, or a curse,” 
Lutie is willing (or is compelled) to suspend her disdain for the rhetoric of white supremacy in 
order to (understandably, given his rape attempt) distance herself from the inhuman Jones (The 
Street 199, italics mine). 
That it is work in the basement—the act of putting “shovel after shovel of coal on the 
furnace”—that transforms Jones into an animal takes on an ironic cast when considered in the 
light of the insights of what Clark and Yusoff would call a “pyrocentric” history: “some 
evolutionary anthropologists have suggested that—both culturally and biologically—learning to 
handle fire is the single most important moment in becoming human,” they write, “more than a 
turning point in human evolution…‘the capture of fire by Homo marks a divide in the natural 
history of the Earth’” (The Street 97, Clark and Yusoff 208). At the same time that the ability to 
manipulate fire might be considered central to the construction of what it means to be human, 
then, work with the furnace itself produces a form of atavism that appears to run exactly counter 
to that understanding of personhood. The desire to project atavistic attributes onto an energy 
worker, then, emerges here as a way of preserving one of the central fictions of American 
racism—that “the Negro…[is] an animal”—against almost elemental proof of its 
constructedness. In being made an animal by the furnace—in becoming like a dog with a 
“building…chained to his shoulders like an enormous doll’s house made of brick”—Jones is 
following Yank/Hank and Bigger as representatives of what Robert Johnson, quoting Lewis 
Mumford, refers to as the “upthrust into barbarism,” or the perception of the fundamental 
“atavism of the modern American self” (The Street 191, Johnson 2010 276). 
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As Lutie’s willingness to deploy the language of animality suggests, however, the novel 
is curiously quiet on the racialized aspects of Jones’ cellar-craziness. Indeed, if, in a naturalist 
reading of the novel, both Lutie and Jones appear as products of the basement—either through 
direct interaction with the space or in a more distant way, signaled by the hiss of steam heat—
one of the key differences between the two lies in Lutie’s ability to recognize the foundations of 
her environmental experience in American racial politics and Jones’ apparent inability to do so. 
While Lutie constantly displays awareness, in other words, of her place in a racial thermoculture, 
Jones—even as he appears more intensely and directly affected—seems wholly ignorant of (or 
uncaring towards) the structures of power behind his life in basements.  
The one exception to this larger trend, however, comes, interestingly, in the form of 
Jones’ reflections on “the theme of snow and coal.” Jones is standing outside of the building 
making small-talk with an unnamed other man, who, glancing at the street around them, remarks 
that he is “sure glad this wasn’t a heavy snow.” With a sudden attention to the thermocultural 
element of his interlocutor’s relatively innocuous observation, Jones remarks, 
“Yeah. Don’t know whether snow or coal is worse.” Jones was enjoying this brief chat. It proved 
to Mrs. Hedges that he was completely indifferent to her presence in the window. He searched for 
something humorous to say so that they could laugh and the laughter would further show how 
unconcerned he was. He elaborated on the theme of snow and coal, “Got to shovel both of ’em. 
One time when white is just as evil as black. Snow and coal. Both bad. One white and the other 
black.” (The Street 290) 
 
This intensely ironized, apparently arbitrary (“he searched for something humorous to say”) 
reflection is the only evidence in the novel of Jones thinking explicitly about race, and it is 
significant that it is filtered through a joke about the material qualities of snow and coal. 
Whereas another section of the novel describes snow “gradually blackening with soot until it was 
no longer recognizable as snow”—until it appears, as quoted earlier, “to be some dark eruption 
of the street itself”—Jones’ rumination on the two substances maintains the difference between 
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them while emphasizing the specific form of labor (not quite “digging” or “lifting,” but the still 
Du Boisian “shoveling”) that links them both (The Street 141, Dark Princess 264, 9). 
The ultimate point of Jones’ “elaborat[ion] on the theme of snow and coal,” is, it appears, 
not as much to emphasize that one has “got to shovel both of ‘em,” but that this necessity in turn 
signifies the rare situation in which “white is just as evil as black” (The Street 290). The singular 
moment in the novel in which Jones expresses a concern for race is thus significantly doubly 
filtered through two materials vital to the novel’s thermoculture and through a layer of irony that 
makes his actual position unclear. The implication of his joke, of course, is that “black” is 
usually “evil,” while “white” is not, a statement emerging either from an intense sense of racial 
self-hatred on Jones’ part or (more generously, and perhaps more likely) his ability to apprehend 
and ventriloquize the racist ideological constructions to which he is subjected (as well as their 
thermocultural incarnations). Importantly, Jones’ joke is well received: “the sound of the other 
man’s laughter was infectious. The people passing by paused and smiled when they heard it. The 
man clapped Jones on the back and roared;” his interlocutor, it seems, is able to understand the 
joke as ironic. Jones himself, however, struggles to laugh: he “discovered with regret that the 
hate and the anger that still burned inside him was so great that he couldn’t even smile with the 
man, let alone join his laughter” (The Street 290). Prevented from experiencing the joke as a joke 
by the “hate and anger” inside him—which themselves emerge through a metaphorized process 
of “burning”—Jones’ “sullen face” instead signals a discomfort with the truth that the 
metaphorical side of his elaboration implies: that there is something “evil” about the way coal 
has entered into his life, and that there is something uncomfortably literal about the connection 
he articulates between the material and the abstracted “blackness” with which he associates it. 
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Thus, Jones’ judgment of coal as a material—the “evil” that its blackness signifies—
both makes the joke possible and importantly gestures towards a genuine understanding on 
Jones’ part of the effects of the thermal margins on his experience of race. Jones’ initial response 
to the combustible “hate and anger” he feels the morning of the joke—the morning, significantly, 
that he attempts to rape Lutie—is to express a desire to abandon the basement and the coal it 
houses: “in the mornings like this he was usually inside working, shaking the furnace, firing it, 
taking out ashes…just this one day he ought not to do a lick of work in the house, let the fire go 
out, leave the halls full of rubbish while he stayed outside and enjoyed himself” (The Street 288). 
While Jones initially decides to become a superintendent so that “there would be people around 
him all the time” his desire to “let the fire go out” reflects his simultaneous recognition, reported 
early in the novel, that the “deadly loneliness” he feels has been “born of years of living in 
basements and sleeping on mattresses in boiler rooms” (The Street 85-6). Living in those 
underground spaces results in coming to know “the cellars and the basements in this street better 
than he knew the outside of streets just a few blocks away…he had fired furnaces and cleaned 
stairways,” Petry writes, ”and grown gaunter and lonelier as the years crept past him” (The Street 
86). While he experiences something like a sense of “progress” as he moves “from a mattress by 
a furnace to basement rooms until finally here in this house he had three rooms to himself”—a 
movement from the extreme “thermal margins” (sleeping “by a furnace”) to the more normative 
space of the apartment—that literal movement upwards does not counteract his descent to 
something “less than human” (The Street 86, 191).114 Petry’s depiction of Jones’ material ascent 
 
114 Keeping his apartment as warm as he does, however, suggests that Jones purposefully (or, rather, feels 
compelled to) reproduce the thermal conditions of the basement, like the inhabitants of the Horner homes, 
because of a bodily shift in his perception of a norm. Unlike Min and Mrs. Hedges’ narratively 
represented derivations from the thermal norm, however, the extremity of Jones’ somatic shift is 
suggested by the absence of any reported awareness on his part of the heat of his apartment, his feeling of 
growing “gaunter” representing the only bodily shift of which he seems aware (The Street 86). It takes 
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as contiguous with his psychological or ontological descent directly inverts Ellison’s more 
famous narrative of subterranean descent in Invisible Man, which he describes in his essay 
“Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke” in thermocultural terms: “in keeping with the reverse 
English of the plot, and with the Negro American conception of blackness, [the Invisible Man’s] 
movement vertically downward (not into a “sewer,” Freud notwithstanding, but into a coal cellar, 
a source of heat, light, power, and, through association with the character’s motivation, self-
perception) is a process of rising to an understanding of his human condition” (Ellison 2003 
111). In contrast to the Invisible Man’s total descent into the subterranean, Jones’ movement 
architecturally upward is accompanied by the persistence of his basement-bound labor. As a 
result, Petry arrives at a more ambivalent image of Jones’ thermocultural experience than Ellison 
does here, in which any perceived “rise” in his “understanding of his human condition” is met by 
his experience of an equally strong, culturally determined “descent” into inhuman nature. 
Though he evinces no awareness of the connection, it also seems likely that Jones’ joke 
falls flat for himself—appearing too serious, or unearthing too uncomfortable of a truth—
because of the association he had just forged in the timeline of the novel between the furnace 
room and his most violent sexual desires. Just before joking about the evilness of coal, Jones 
attempts to rape Lutie, the Super emerging from “the cellar door” before grabbing her in the 
hallway and attempting pull her down to the basement. When Lutie enters the building, Jones is 
in the doorway to the basement, though she initially “couldn’t see who or what it was that 
moved, for the cellar door was in deep shadow and she couldn’t separate the shadow from the 
movement…he was either going down into the cellar or just coming out of it” (The Street 234). 
 
several pages of “lean[ing]…on the shovel” and daydreaming before Jones feels “sweat [break] out on his 
for head” and “for the first time [becomes] conscious of the heat from the furnace door” (The Street 98, 
101). 
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The image of Jones melding with the doorway to the basement—becoming physically indistinct 
from that space into which he attempts to force Lutie’s body—both recalls Lutie’s dream of 
Jones (as dog) chained to the building and anticipates Mrs. Hedges’ collapsing of the Super and 
the space he tends: “you got mould growin’ on you,” she remarks to Jones, reading his body as 
building (The Street 237).115 When Jones does emerge from the threshold and take hold of Lutie, 
he drags her back “toward the cellar door,” Petry writes, ignoring her “frantic effort to get away 
from him” as he pulls her “nearer and nearer the cellar door” (The Street 235). As his “straining, 
sweating body ke[eps] forcing her ever nearer the partly open cellar door,” Mrs. Hedges, Min, 
and the dog arrive on the scene, and a “pair of powerful hands” grab hold of Jones, pushing him 
“hard against the cellar door” (The Street 236). The “cellar door,” as significant as its intense 
repetition implies in this scene, remains in Lutie’s mind as a reminder of Jones’ violence: 
contemplating having to “go on living on the street, in that house,” Lutie “could feel herself 
swaying and twisting and turning to get away from [Jones], away from the cellar door.” Her 
memory of “getting away” from Jones is distinctly paired with a simultaneous memory of getting 
“away from the cellar door”: “once again she was aware of the steps stretching down into the 
darkness of the basement below,” Lutie remembers, translating her experience with Jones into a 
familiarly architectural register (The Street 305). 
 
115 In equating Jones with the space of the furnace room most intensely during this moment of violence—
and, in particular, violence in the form of forcing a body into a space—Petry is reworking the association 
between Bigger and the furnace that Wright emphasizes throughout his text. As Abdul R. JanMohamed 
writes, when the narrative “after a prolonged buildup of tension around the ashes, finally equates Bigger 
with the furnace” through the shared image of “choking” used to describe both protagonist and machine, 
it is implied that “if Bigger is a furnace, he can consume Mary’s body, but he cannot eliminate her 
‘residual’ presence within himself” (JanMohamed 106). If Jones is a furnace—or rather, a furnace 
room—he is prevented from similarly “consuming” Lutie’s body altogether, and the “hot, choking 
awfulness of his desire” is left unexpressed (just as The Street’s furnace, unlike Native Son’s, continues to 
function) (The Street 15).  
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If Jones’ desire to distance himself from the furnace room towards the end of the novel 
emerges in part from his growing awareness of his equivalence with it—and the stifling sense of 
doom, disappointment, and inhumanity that comes with that ontological collapse—it is 
significant, too, as a contrast to the equally vital moments in the novel in which the space serves 
as a place of fantasy and refuge, into which, void-like, he can retreat from the dissatisfactions 
and limitations of his life outside. After working on the shoeshine box with Bub in the basement, 
Jones finds that he “couldn’t look at the child again” after thinking about how he represents “that 
man who had Lutie when she was a virgin.” Instead, Petry writes, Jones “stared at the dust and 
the accumulation of grime on the furnace pipes that ran overhead” (The Street 89). Here, 
domestic infrastructure is represented as “passive substrate” insofar as it appears to support (or 
even stand in for) the absence of thought and feeling, as paying attention to what is normally an 
“unthought known” provides a vital distraction from equally real circumstances, both internal 
and external (Beregow 11, Rubenstein et. al. 576). Jones’ particular attention to the “dust and the 
accumulation of grime” that cover the “furnace pipes” emphasizes the comfort he finds (in this 
moment) in the basement as a space that both registers the passage of time (“accumulation”) and 
simultaneously stands apart from the signs of human action through which time is usually 
marked (it remains uncleaned—a space outside of Jones’ injunction to deal with The Street’s 
ubiquitous “garbage”). This doubled temporality is further reflected in the contrast between the 
function of the pipes which “run” overhead—to distribute heat throughout the apartment, 
transfiguring coal from inert matter to dynamic fuel—and the accumulation of “grime” as a sign 
of stagnation and the literal “refusal” of the material world as instrumental. Similarly, when 
Jones finds that he “couldn’t bear” to stay in his apartment with Min “for another moment,” he 
abruptly leaves the apartment, so that he could “go down and put coal on the furnace and sit in 
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the furnace room awhile,” retreating from the intrusion he feels in the facsimile of the basement 
he has created in his apartment to the actual heat and solitude of the thermal margin (The Street 
96). Similarly struck later in the novel by the “cold, menacing feel” his living room seems to 
have taken on, perhaps through Min’s conjure, Jones hurries “down to the cellar where there was 
warmth from the fire in the furnace.” “The glow from its open door would keep him company,” 
Petry continues, “and finally lull him off to sleep as it had so many times when he stayed in 
furnace rooms”: despite the “loneliness” sleeping in basements has apparently engendered in 
him, it has also provided with him with a measure of peace and comfort that directly stands in for 
“company,” particularly through the concentrated intensity of its warmth (The Street 233). 
As the careful visual attention to the accumulation of dust and grime and his appreciation 
of its “glow” suggests, the furnace room functions as an escape for Jones partially because it 
presents for him the possibility of something like an aesthetic experience in which he is active 
participant: “he put shovel after shovel of coal on the furnace,” Petry writes, “then he stared into 
the fire, watching the blue flame lick up over the fresh coal, and studying the deep redness that 
glowed deep under it” (The Street 97).116 Unlike when he “stud[ies] the silhouette of the 
buildings against the sky” from the roof of the apartment and discerns, disturbingly, “the outline 
of a whole series of crosses in the buildings,” Jones’ time “studying” the coal produces no such 
associative experience, as he is able to simply experience the coals as coal, in the way one might 
 
116 Jones’ aesthetic affection for seeing coal burn recalls the opening pages of Wright’s Black Boy, in 
which the author in his childhood home, convinced that “the room held nothing of interest except the 
fire,” stands “before the shimmering embers, fascinated by the quivering coals.” For the young Wright, 
like Bub, the fire sparks his imagination: “an idea of a new kind of game grew and took root in my mind,” 
Wright writes, “why not throw something into the fire and watch it burn?” (Wright 1945 4). Wright 
would later transpose this fantasy directly into Native Son’s furnace room, mapped onto the narrative of 
racial-sexual destruction: “He stared at the furnace,” Wright writes of Bigger, haltingly, “he trembled 
with another idea. He he could, could put her, he could put her in the furnace. He would burn her! (Wright 
1940 91). 
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enjoy an abstract painting without the weight of a referent (The Street 232). By describing this 
moment as one in which Jones comes into contact with “coal as coal” and “furnace as furnace,” I 
am suggesting a parallel between his experience here and the idea of l’art pour l’art that Petry 
describes (and opposes) in “The Novel as Social Criticism”: enjoying the “deep redness” before 
him, Jones appears to be accessing the material before it has been “prostituted, 
bastardized…used to serve some moral or political end,” as Petry writes ironically of the 
sociological novel—before it has been converted, in this case, (or, rather, in the ambiguous midst 
of its conversion) into fuel. Studying the coals, Jones has an experience akin to what Bill Brown 
might describe as a kind of communion with its “thingness”: if, as Brown argues “human 
interaction with the nonhuman world of objects, however mediated by the advance of consumer 
culture, must be recognized as irreducible to that culture,” Jones’ attention to the coals appears as 
an encounter with precisely that sub-(thermo)cultural stratum (Brown 13). Despite his 
consciousness of the warmth of the furnace and his appreciation of its glow, then, Jones here, in 
a sense, steps outside of thermoculture to experience some of its constituent parts in a kind of 
pure sensory form. It is only at the material and narrative heart of the novel’s thermoculture, 
weirdly, that its renunciation, or “transcendence,” seems possible. 
Jones’ only comparable experience comes not in the basement but outside of the 
apartment, and is disrupted by Mrs. Hedges’ “interference”: standing outside and “quietly 
studying the sky and enjoying the clear, cold air” Jones recoils when “that voice of hers had to 
interrupt him,” with news of Min’s departure (The Street 374). This second interaction, 
significantly, is also made up of a combination of a concentrated visual experience (“studying 
the sky”) and the thermal feeling drawn that accompanies that image (“enjoying the clear, cold 
air”), and seems similarly to be a moment of cultural escape. Because Mrs. Hedges and Min 
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represent two distinct experiences with thermal violence, their combined interjection into Jones’ 
moment of repose takes on something of the flavor of a return of the repressed. The singularity 
of Jones’ experience in the furnace room—the strange way in which it appears to allow him to 
escape from the very thermocultural conditions that it works to set—points to Jones’ relation to 
the furnace room as a rough equivalent to Lutie’s imagined singing career, the prospect of which, 
she tellingly thinks, is “more effective than the thickest, warmest coat” as a “barrier against the 
cold” (The Street 228). 
Jones’ furnace room thus relates to the social world of the novel in two distinct ways: 
first, as reflection of and contributor to the racial thermoculture in which he is a key participant 
(or victim), and, second, as a means of escaping that same material and political world (at least 
imaginatively, or sensually) via an aesthetic or abstract experience. Despite the different attitudes 
they reflect, then, both conceptualizations consider the furnace room in relation to (rather than as 
confluent with) some other “reality,” either the material/political reality of thermoculture to 
which it contributes or the abstract/aesthetic reality of “thingness” which precedes the cultural.   
For Bub, on the other hand, the distance between his imaginative understanding of the furnace 
and its actual functions is collapsed: he reads the furnace room as a place of escape and thus as a 
chunk of “reality,” a “great, warm, open space,” Petry writes, “where he really belonged.”117 
After a group of schoolmates attack Bub on his way home, he retreats to the basement to deliver 
his “letters to Supe,” and, perhaps, find refuge: 
The fire was friendly, warm. The pipes that ran overhead with their accumulation of grime, 
the light bulbs in metal cages, the piles of coal—shiny black in the dim light—even the dusty 
smell of the basement, turned it into a kind of robbers’ den. 
 
117 In finding a sense of “belonging” in the thermal margins, Bub emerges as an unlikely parallel to 
Yank/Hank and Brick, the coal workers whose sense of “belonging” either in the space of the coal mine 
or in the stokehole of a steamer contextualizes Bub’s surprising affinity as part of a series of assertions of 
black modernity.  
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 It was a mysterious place and yet somehow friendly. The shadowed corners, the rows of 
garbage cans near the door…helped make it strange, secret, exciting… 
 There was so much space down here, too. As he looked at the small dusty windows just 
visible in the concrete walls, at the big pillars that held the house up, he forgot about his 
bloody nose… 
 This was real. The other was a bad dream. Going upstairs after school to a silent, empty 
house wasn’t real either. This was the reality. This great, warm, open space was where he 
really belonged. (The Street 349) 
 
As the repetition of the image of the pipes and their “accumulation of grime” suggests, Bub’s 
apprehension of the furnace room as refuge appears as a more intensely imaginative extension of 
Jones’ aesthetic interpretation of the space. If, for Jones, the materiality of the furnace room 
(somewhat paradoxically) provides him with a sense of abstraction that allows him to escape his 
circumstances, Bub’s version of the furnace room takes on the less abstract but still aesthetic 
attributes of a genre: the room becomes a “robbers’ den” for Bub, a space which allows him to 
project a familiar narrative structure onto an otherwise disorganized and disorganizing way of 
life. The space is “open” insofar it is open to interpretation, in sharp contrast to the socio-
culturally determined and determining space of the apartment above. In reading the furnace room 
as “robbers’ den,” Bub exerts narrative control over his life, interpreting his interactions with 
Jones as part of a clandestine quest for economic justice rather than scenes in a drama of 
thermocultural coercion and violence. In opposition to the “silent, empty” apartment upstairs, 
which takes on qualities of a “dream”—a difficult to control imaginative experience through 
which the dreamer is both subject and subjected to—Bub experiences the “open space” of the 
furnace room as a “real” alternative to the physical and mental confinement of the rest of the 
building, an (energy) architectural medium through which he is able to give shape to the 
otherwise unimaginable events of his life. Faced with the sublime network of thermoculture 
experience, Bub finds solace in a vernacular interpretation of the furnace room, which 
nonetheless responds to the material elements of the space. 
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In its unique mix of sublimity and the quotidian (or the transcendent and the vernacular), 
the “strange, secret, exciting” space of the basement is the domestic equivalent of the “strange 
world of secret things” that Du Bois’ protagonist discovers beneath Chicago as he digs for the 
subway in Dark Princess (Dark Princess 266). “I have a sense of reality in this work such as I 
have never had before,” Du Bois’ protagonist writes of digging the subway, just as Bub, 
contemplating the “piles of coal—shiny black in the dim light” feels assured that the basement 
“was real…this was the reality” (Dark Princess 264, The Street 349). “This great, warm, open 
space,” Petry suggests through Bub’s imaginative reaction to the furnace room, might be 
understood as “real” both in terms of its material relation to the thermal architecture of 
modernity but also, as in Ellison’s “Chehaw Station,” as a marginal zone of “unexpected 
generativity” for individual and social expression (Radin and Kowal 5). 
 
4.4 Conclusion—Fear of the Dark / Fear of the Electricity Bill 
 
As Bub’s contemplation of the “piles of coal—shiny black in the dim light” suggests, the 
distinction that he so intensely experiences between the furnace room and his apartment emerges 
in part from a contrast in the relationship to energy that each space represents. With its piles of 
coal, abundant enough to be loaded “shovel after shovel” into the furnace, the furnace room in a 
sense represents (or is at least perceived as) a space of energy plenitude—or even excess (The 
Street 96). The apartment, on the other hand, is represented as a place of energy poverty, which 
Petry outlines not only through her depiction, as I have already shown, of the thermoculture of 
The Street—as a battle for warmth, a drama of homeostasis—but also through its relation to 
electricity and, in particular, the presence and, more importantly, the absence of electric light. 
This absence is most intensely felt by Bub, who develops an intense fear of the dark, which, in 
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stark contrast to the warmly lit and “open” but clearly defined space of the furnace room, leaves 
him feeling “as though he were left hanging in space and that he couldn’t know how much space 
there was other than that his body occupied” while alone in the dark (The Street 215). In contrast 
to the way the “strange, secret, exciting” space of the glowing furnace room engenders in Bub a 
sense of “reality” and belonging, he feels “lost in the dark, lost in a strange place filled with 
terrifying things” (The Street 349, 218). 
To counteract this fear, Bub one night “fumbled for the light, found the switch, and 
turned it on,” and, in the suddenly “familiar, safe” room, Bub finds calm by “examining” the 
space “with care.” Though he is then able to “lay down relaxed, no longer frightened,” Bub 
remains anxious in one important way: “mom would be mad when she came home and found 
him asleep with the light on, but he couldn’t turn it off again” (The Street 218). Lutie’s anger, 
Bub knows, comes from her acute awareness of the link between the light and the (lack of) fuel 
that powers it: “it occurred to him that she wouldn’t mind the light being on if he could figure 
out some way of earning money,” Petry writes, “so that he could help pay the electric bill” (The 
Street 219). Just as the thermocultural event of the burn eventually spurs Bub to begin stealing 
letters with Jones, he is here likewise motivated to become an economic agent so that he can help 
to mediate his family’s relationship with energy. When Bub, late in the novel, falls asleep with 
“light shining on his face” Lutie suggests that, “if you’re scared of the dark, you’ll just have to 
sleep while I’m here, so you won't be afraid…because this way the bill will be so big I’ll never 
be able to pay it” (The Street 314-5) The consistent anxiety around the use of electricity to light 
the apartment—Petry mentions the electric bill, usually in relation to Bub’s fear of the dark, 
seven other times in the novel—casts Bub’s phobia, like Jones’ cellar craziness, as a symptom of 
a particular energy regime (The Street 83, 169, 171, 188, 213, 317, 401).  
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In her 1949 article “Harlem,” published in Holiday Magazine as part of an issue on New 
York City, Petry configures the neighborhood’s lack of lighting as one of its defining aspects: 
“And so Harlem is also two hundred persons jammed into seventy dingy, vermin-ridden rooms, 
in old-fashioned brownstones without fire escapes, on Lenox Avenue, and 123rd Street, their 
halls lightless, their stairs, corridors and lavatories filthy” (Petry 1949 116, 162, italics mine). If 
the literary affordances of The Street allow Petry consider problems of environmental 
determinism as the product of sublime networks of energy flow while also problematizing that 
conceptualization through depictions of vernacular relations to thermoculture, the same cannot 
be said of her article in Holiday. Indeed, by using tropes like energy poverty and overcrowding 
in the context of a travel magazine—largely read, in all likelihood, by white Americans—Petry is 
contributing to the process through which “images of squalid, waste-filled geographies,” as 
Thomas Heise writes in Urban Underworlds, are deployed as a means “talking about poverty, 
racism, and black non-normativity while avoiding these issues at the same time” (Heise 129). 
The thermocultural naturalism of The Street—as opposed to the journalistic documentarianism of 
“Harlem”—succeeds in imagining “energy poverty as inseparably socionatural, technical, and 
cultural,” as Anthony Hilbert and Marion Werner write in an article on energy poverty in 
Buffalo, NY (Hilbert and Werner 223). In her Holiday essay, on the other hand the same 
problem is figured as an unnatural accident, the sign of an insufficiently modern space rather than 
the product of the energy politics of modernity itself: “Harlem is an anachronism,” Petry 
concludes, “shameful and unjustifiable, set down in the heart of the biggest, richest city in the 
world” (Petry 1949 168).118 Rather than figuring energy poverty as a product of “fossil fuel 
 
118 The description of Petry’s article in the magazine’s table of contents makes Harlem’s anti-modernity 
even more explicit, describing it as “a medieval ghetto in the heart of the biggest, richest city I the world” 
(“Table of Contents”). 
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infrastructures,” as Nikki Luke and Nik Heynen argue—powerful symbols of modernity’s energy 
plenitude—it is conceptualized in Petry’s “Harlem” as the absence of the modern, or, at least, as 
its unfortunate but unintended inversion (Luke and Heynen 603). 
 
 
Figure 5: An image emphasizing energy use and lighting as an expression of “poverty” printed 
alongside Petry’s article “Harlem,” published in Holiday magazine in 1949. The presence of the 
kerosene lamp as an antiquated object reflects the article’s understanding of energy poverty as an 




Emerging out of an experience of energy poverty, Bub’s fear of the dark is thus usefully 
understood as a thoroughly modern experience. While the fear of the dark is generally 
understood to be pre-historic in origin, Bub’s phobia has a particularly modern flavor in that its 
major cause—his inability to comfortably secure a bit of night lighting—is another, more 
material fear: the fear of a large electric bill. While “one can only speculate about when an 
inherent fear of darkness might first have taken root in the human psyche,” writes A. Roger 
Ekirch, it is “very likely that this most ancient of human anxieties has existed from time 
immemorial” (Ekirch 3). For Ekirch, it is self-evident that “with the modern age, man’s aversion 
to the darkness has, of course, progressively diminished” particularly, he writes, “in 
industrialized societies owing to electric lighting, professional police, and the spread of scientific 
rationalism” (Ekirch 6). This argument, I think, evinces a profound forgetting of the politics of 
race that have developed alongside the arrival of the “modern age” (and the development of 
“scientific rationalism”): if “electric lighting” and “professional police” are meant to assuage the 
fear of the dark, then, as the ambivalent portrayal of both of these things in The Street suggests, it 
is clear to see how these supposedly securitizing techniques might “fail” to function as such in 
relation to African Americans.119 
Indeed, as the novels brightly lit conclusion suggests, Petry’s alternative to the fear of the 
dark is not simply to provide more light. When Lutie finds herself in Boots’ apartment after Bub 
is taken to the Children’s Shelter—where, she hopes, “there were lights that burned all night, so 
that if he woke up he could see where he was”—she is immediately struck by the intensity of the 
 
119 As Simone Browne’s analysis of “Lantern Laws” in Dark Matters exemplifies, “technologies of 
seeing” such as electric light have consistently been deployed as methods of control and censure of 




space’s artificial lighting: “the living room was a maze of floor lamps…logs in an imitation 
fireplace at the far end of the room gave off an orange red glow from a concealed electric light. 
The winking from the logs was like an evil eye and she looked away from it,” turning instead to 
the “ponderously carved iron candlesticks” which will eventually serve as murder weapon (The 
Street 401, 399). The bedroom where she encounters Junto, too, has “too many lamps in it,” and 
the “evil eye” of the electric fireplace is “partly blocked out” by Junto’s “squat figure” (The 
Street 420, 419). Lutie’s aversion to the intense electric light of Boots’ apartment recalls Mrs. 
Hedges’ earlier evaluation of one of her clients as “a creature” who is “the result of electric light 
instead of hot, strong sunlight; the result of breathing soot-filled air instead of air filled with the 
smell of warm earth and green growing plants” (The Street 247). Petry’s (female) characters 
invest electric lighting, in other words, with the same form of compulsion—born of lack—that 
they attribute to the furnace room. As the novel’s conclusion suggests, the answer to the 
overwhelming darkness of the apartment on 116th street is not to simply light the room and foot 
the bill. 
Just as the novel resuscitates the furnace room as a generative space even as it lays bare 
its part in the injustices of a racial thermoculture, one key moment in The Street seems to suggest 
the possibility finding value in the (equally politically fraught) experience of darkness. Cold, as 
Beregow writes, is often (or “traditionally”) defined “as a negative category…as absence of 
transformation, of affect, of involvement, etc.” It is often considered a “privative” or “negative” 
abstraction (Beregow 9). The same can be said of the dark: even outside of its metaphorized 
place in the language of race, darkness is most often understood in material terms as a lack of 
light, rather than a presence of anything in particular. (This is certainly how Bub experiences the 
dark, insofar as it transfigures the space around him into a terrifying unknown, a disturbingly 
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immeasurable emptiness). Late in the novel, however, as Lutie lies reluctantly in the dark, she 
“trie[s] to remember if she had been afraid of the dark when she was Bub’s age,” and recalls that 
she had not, “because Granny had always been there, her rocking chair part of the shadow, part 
of the darkness, making it known and familiar. She was always humming. It was a faint sound, 
part and parcel of the darkness” (The Street 404). Rather than providing Bub with more light, 
then—buying further into the energy culture which has significantly exacerbated (if not outright 
generated) his fear—a possible response to his dread might be to introduce him to the darkness 
as a “known and familiar” thing. As a representative of one alternative to the dominant 
ideologies of self-improvement and responsibility with which Lutie grapples throughout the 
novel, Granny’s appearance in particular as “part and parcel of the darkness” suggests that the 
absence of light carries a strange promise which derives from its relation to a repressed history 
and culture at the same time that it seems to operate as the visual equivalent of the novel’s 
“antagonistic” cold. The melding of the “faint sound” of Granny’s “humming” with the darkness 
from which it emanates is an example of what Farah Griffin describes as a scenario in which “the 
voice of [Lutie’s] grandmother” is presented as one of the “few safe spaces made available” to 
her in relation to the generally threatening atmosphere of the novel (Griffin 114). Like the “faint 
sound of steam hissing in the radiators,” the “faint sound” of humming in the dark signals the 
connectedness of the listener to something larger than that which their sensorium immediately 
registers: just as the bang and hiss of the radiators signals Lutie’s connection to a wider 
thermoculture, Granny’s hum reminds Petry’s protagonist of a vital link between darkness and a 
sense of racial kinship that artificial lighting seems to have worked to conceal (The Street 9). To 
make the darkness “known and familiar,” Lutie’s memory of her grandmother suggests, 
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represents something like a vernacular approach to energy, with its roots in idiosyncratic 
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